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PREFACE
Takayuki Terai
The University of Tokyo
The International Conference of Material Chemistry have been planned to
introduce each research activity and to expand the international collaboration for
overcoming the technological barrier on The Nuclear Materials in The Nuclear Crossover Research. The project was started from 1987 by the advisory committee for
promoting the fundamental research projects in The STA. On the first phase, new
materials design and fabrication technologies for improving the compatibility to each
heavily corrosive environment under iadiation were developed based on the new
principles obtained from analyses of each degradation phenomenon. The research
output was discussed in The First International Conference of Material Chemistry 92.
In the second phase, Multi-Composite Materials (MCMs) by the advanced technological
means were

developed. Cladding, coating, ion implantation and/or graduated

composition materials were developed by considering the practical application to the
pressure boundary materials such as new reactor components, reprocessing equipment
etc. The research output was also discussed in The Second International Conference of
Material Chemistry 96. In the third phase, the advanced materials and monitoring
technologies have been examined by the simulation tests for evaluating the reliability
and for optimizing the practical components used in nuclear environments. 'Me major
objectives on 'Me International Conference of Material Chemistry 02 were planned to
discuss above important issues up to date by gathering a number of researchers with
each professional research field, namely, the materials development, ultra-high
resolution analyzing technologies and computer simulation methods so on. About 120
delegates were attended including 10 countries and about 100 papers were presented in
oral and poster sessions.
The conference was held with the cooperation of Atomic Energy Society of
Japan, Chemical Society of Japan and The Promotion Office for Cross-over Research in
Nuclear Industrial Forum. The proceeding of International Conference of Material
Chemistry'02 was summarized with the collaboration by the specialist committee
members of cross-over research on nuclear materials, positron beam technology,
computational science in JAERL
xi
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1.1 Review
Chair:

R. Bastasz
(Sandia National Laboratories, USA)
T. Terai
(The University of Tokyo, Japan
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1.1.1

Research on New Materials Development and Elucidation of
Degradation Phenomena in Nuclear Environments
Takayuki TERAI
University of Tokyo
7-3-1, Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 133-8656, Japan

ABSTRUCT
Advanced materials technologies are required to develop the pressure boundary
materials used in nuclear corrosive environments under irradiation. The outline of the
materials research for overcoming the requirements is described. The applicability and
fusibility of new materials technology and major characteristics are shown with respect to
several examples. A new-type coating method of diamond-like carbide films by using RF
magnetron sputtering, mechanistic analysis on tritium release behavior from molten
lithium-tin alloy in-reactor, neutron irradiation assisted change in pinning properties of
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x single crystals are discussed as typical outputs concerning the
research.
Keywords: Nuclear environment, Advanced materials, Degradation, Defects, Irradiation
1. Introduction
The nuclear environment is characterized to be one of extremely heavily corrosive
environments due to the combined effects of chemical physical attack by environments
and irradiation. Several controlling parameters are related to the degradation mechanisms.
In particularly, major unknown parameters are included in the irradiation effects. The
effects would be different among irradiation particles such as neutron, ion, electron,
photon and the energy spectra. In the nuclear environment, the material degradation
promptly proceeds with the irradiation effects. The effect of heavy neutron irradiation is
to form primary knock-on atoms (PKA) and dissimilar atoms due to nuclear
transmutation reaction. The micro-structural evolution is formed due to secondary
defects by mutual interactions between defects and solute atoms. Finally, the
characteristics required to structural materials such as mechanical properties and
corrosion resistance are markedly affected by irradiation hardening, secondary phase
formation and segregation of selective elements, as shown in Hg. 1.
In particular, the pressure boundary material used as a barrier between two
different environnients is required to have the excellent properties with respect to the
corrosion resistance, creep strength and mechanical toughness under iadiation. For
examples, these materials are used for the pressure vessel for nuclear reactor, reaction
vessel for spent fuel reprocessing plant, nuclear fuel cladding, first wall for fusion reactor,
organic insulator so on. Consequently, the reliability is limited with the degradation
phenomena in relation to plant aging. The formation of deteriorated inner surface layer,
environmental cracking such as SCC, shape change and change in physical properties
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such as thermal conductivity would be experienced as effects due to the degradation. On
the other hand, the irradiation effect and ion implantation are useful to modify the
material properties and to synthesis new structural materials as shown in Fig 2 Ionimplantation and plasma processing are possible to modify the surface characteristics by
non-thermal process. Radiation damage would be possible to make several different
materials functions. Nuclear transmutation reaction is one of the doping method as
known NDT for modifying the semiconductor properties. Ion-implantation is useful for
making semiconductor devices and compositional gradient material and so on. And
plasma processing is applied to form the new surface films. And finally, laser abrasion is
applied to make new materials such as atom clusters, fullerene, carbon nano-tube etc.
Based on the above background, The Crossover Research on Nuclear Materials
was started since 1989, following 3 phases; up to 1993, 1994 to 1998, and 1999 to 2003
respectively. In this paper, the outlines of activities in the 3d phase and in the research
activity on the University of Tokyo are shortly introduced.

egradation in- --Nuclear
Environment
------ ------------Atom knock-on, Atom
Phase s"regation. Chemical reaction,
Nuclear tansmutation, etc.

New Material Processing
using Nuclear Environment

Boundary materials paced ina severe ondition
Pressure vessel for nuclear reactor
Reaction vessel for fuel reprocessing
Nuclear fuel cladding, rst wall for fusion reactor,
Organic insulator, Ceramic oatings etc.
SOC (tress corrosion racking)
Radiation damage Swelling, Enbrittlement, etc.)
REED (Radistion-enhanced electrical degradation)
Activation. etc.

Radiation damage
Improvement ofmaterial function
Nuclear Transmutation
Doping into sernicanduclor (NM)
Ionim on
Semioonducitin dvices. CompositiDnal gradient, etc.
Plesma pocessing
Costing, Advanced Nnfilms,
Damond filrn,
DLC,
etc.
Laser aresim, etc
Atom
clusters. Fullarene Crbon nano-tubs, sic.

Figure I Degradation in nuclear environment

Figure 2 New material processing
using nuclear environment

2. Activities in the 3 rd phase for materials research
Figure 3 shows the activities in the 3rd phase for The Crossover Research for
Nuclear Materials consisting of major two items. One is to evaluate the reliability of
newly-developed materials on practical use by simulation tests. The other is to develop
monitoring techniques and sensor applied to detect aging degradations. In particular, we
are focusing on the boundary materials between two different environments as described
above. For example, in the case of fuel cladding materials, each surface is faced on LVTR
primary coolant and nuclear fuels respectively. And in the case of It wall of fusion
reactor blanket, it is faced to plasma and coolant respectively. In the case of reaction
vessel of reprocessing plant, it is reprocessing hydrogen nitrate and steam respectively.
In the case of organic insulators, it is faced on circumstance air under temperature
gradient due to electrical resistance heating. The degradation of pressure boundary
materials would be accelerated with synergistic effects of corrosion, stress and microstructural change due to irradiation aging
In the 3rd phase for this research, two research items are addressed.
evaluate

One is to

the reliability of newly developed materials by modeling the degradation

-
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mechanism and to optimize the materials design and fabrication process, by considering
the practical application to nuclear environments. The other is to develop monitoring
techniques and sensor. In this scope, in-situ detection of phonon vibration under
irradiation, microscopic analyses on corrosion and surface defects, positron annihilation
techniques for radiation defects are examined for developing in-situ monitoring of
corrosion and envirom-nental cracking. Solid sensors which are possible to use in nuclear
corrosive environments are also investigated to evaluate the applicability of newlydeveloped devices made of new materials.
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Figure 3 Research activities in 3rd Phase for Crossover Research on Nuclear Materials.

3. Activities in The University of Tokyo (Terai group)
Our research activities are
Material Research on Nuclear Environ
divided into two research items as shown in
(T. Teral, University of Tokyo)
Fig. 4
One is the change in materials
1) Degradation and material prop"
change
properties due to irradiation on nuclear energy
Radiation dme" and egirsdalon of functional mallarliais
Material properties of energy systems nuclear fuel, onversion.
systems. The other is the property control and
reprocessing, accidental condition, metal hydrldes, photo-catislyet,
new material development. In this paper, the
Properties of fusion nasclor materials (FW, tweeding material ceramic
outlines of underlined topics were described.
coating, sic.)
ng
2) Prop"
control and now material clowlat:iment
The first is the properties of tritium breedi
Improvement of HTSC properties
materials used in the fusion reactor system.
Fatricallon nd Propenies of DC
Tritium is produced from Li which would be I
I
used as a nuclear fuel for D-T fusion reactors.
The tritium breeding materials are divided into Figure 4 Materials research on nuclear
solid and liquid materials. The former is environment leaded by T. Terai in the
mainly oxide ceramic including Li2ZrO3,
university of Tokyo.
Li2TiO3, Li4SiO4 and so on. The thermal
diffusivity, vapour pressure and the tritium release behavior of these materials have been
investigated. The latter is metallic Li, Li alloys, LiF molten salt so called "LIFE". The
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tritium release behavior from Li alloy has been studied. The compatibility between
structural materials and these liquid breeders have done up to date.
Figure shows the results on in-situ tritium release behavior of liquid breeding
materials. It was measured in the simulation environment by using The First Neutron
Source Reactor located in Tokai campus of The University of Tokyo. The chemical form
of released tritium, the mass transfer coefficient of tritium from the breeder into

Iri-situ TOO= Reism Bemvior from L!qLid Breeding

I

Tritium release behavior in
Fusmweador-Wanket-simulated
Environment
(under neutron irradiation 40-ODO C)

Coating material:
AN', Coo, Y-'O,', CZro,', etc. Vo(Li)
Al.,O,', etc. (for U-Pb)
Fabrication:
PVD' CVD', Pl..-svwy', in-situ coating
Properties (under actual onclition):
MP, -"I.

-RWmse chemical form oftitium
-Mass transfer coefficient of tritium
-Diffusion coefficient of ritium
Jrftiurn prmeation hrough structural
materials

4

Ceramic Coating Study for Liq:u:id:Baket

Paquiremente;
MHDPessure drop U, U-Pb, etc.) - Insulating oating
Corrosion (Li-Pb. LiF-69F, etc.)
- Corrosion-raeotant oating
Tritiumpermeation (Li-Pb, LF-130, etc.)
- Trilium-impermeable oating

-Li 7-PbS3
_Li1F-BeF,(F1ib9)
-[j2O-SrM

Figure In-situ tritium release behavior
from liquid breeding materials.

Figure 6 Ceramic coating study for liquid
Blanket.

envirom-nent gas, the diffusion coefficient of tritium in breeder materials and tritium
permeation rates through structural materials were evaluated.
Ceramic coating is
required for liquid blanket with respect to several objectives as shown in Fig.6. The first
is a role as insulators for minimizing the MM pressure drop on self-cooled liquid
blanket system. The second is to improve the corrosion resistance against the severe
corrosiveness of Pb-Li, LiF molten salt. The third is to minimize tritium permeability.
The tritium permeation is a key issue on the application of P-Li and LiF molten salt
blanket. According to these requirements, functional ceramic coating methods were
investigated in our research group. AIN, CaO, Y203, CaZrO3 are candidate coating
materials for liquid Li. On the other hand, A203 and Europe S6K are considered to be
the most promising coating materials for liquid Pb-Li. The fabrication technology is also
very important issue for coating the inner surface of pipes. At this moment, physical
vapor deposition (PVD), chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and plasma-splay method
have been evaluated for selecting the candidate of in-situ coating method.
The material properties on our developed materials have been obtained. The
improvement effect on superconductor properties of HTSC ties by particle beam
irradiation is shown in Fig 7 It has very high critical temperature Tc required to the
practical application as high-temperature superconductors, although the low critical
current density, J. It is needed to enhance J for the practical application. The magnetic
flux exists as a quantized flux (fluxoid) in HTSC by forming a normal-state core. If the
current flows along this direction, Fluxoid (normal electron) moves by Lorenz force and
electric resistance. In that case, the superconductivity would be lost instantaneously.
Therfore, fluxoid should be trapped by pinning center in a normal state area to enhance
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the critical current density. To introduce the strong pinning centers is very important
issue on the superconductor materials development.
There are several methods to improve the superconductor properties of HTSC.
One is to form trapping defects by high energy particles irradiation as shown in Fig 7.
Improvement of HTSC properties
by Particle Beam Irradiation

I

I

Improvement of HTSC properties
by Particle Beam Irradiation

Ifigh. T..PW-A.W I'MC) h. ffigh itid Mit-M. (,). but IM critical

The methods to introdwepinning centers,

-

- Forntation of defects due to particle-bearn irradiation

-For

1 deraity, Vd 0 it. high Winparfaire
actual applicatiort, 1, tricrease is required.

Non-supercondtictin

dposits
WA" ion

lHeavy-ion irmitiabon I

Magnetic flux eists w a quantized flux (fluxotd) in HTSC by fatrining a normalstate core. luxoid nortnal electron) moves by Lorenz form and electric
resisiatsce is stated. - SC is lost.

Colunwar efect (strong pnning =la)
penetration depth: several decade jim
Columnar dfect

Plimoid is harped by a p
9
center(normaldane .)"an"

Isotropic irradiation

Introtitaction strorg pinnuig
centers gives lrge .

Defect cluster or Colturnmardefect
Defect disitibution in the bole inaterial

Fas nutron

Applicable for bulk;materiads

Figure 7

Improvement of super conductivity of HTSC

From our study, the formation of columnar defects in superconductor HTSC by
heavy ion irradiation at high temperature, a strong pinning center was formed inside layer,
although it is limited within thin surface layer of a few icrometers. On the other hand,
neutron irradiation in reactors is effective means for producing uniform defect clusters in
bulk materials. Threfore, we tried three methods to improve pinning property by neutron
irradiation, as shown in Fig.8. The first is to use fast neutron irradiation with optimum
fluenceca. 1017 n/cm2. In that case, the defect clusters will be produced in all area of the
material and enhancement ratio of J. is very high. The second is fast neutron irradiation
with excess fluence followed by thermal annealing. All of the superconducting area was
damaged due to the excess damage by heavy neutron irradiation, and the superconductor
property is disappeared. However, it is recovered by the appropriate thermal annealing
due to change of the
defect
characteristics such as the shape, size,
Method to improve pinning propeM due to neutron irradiatio-1
and distribution. Comparing with nonirradiation materials, the superconductor
F -F-t
-nutwn
irradiation with 0ptiKu-:fl:,=mcurrent density after annealing was also
Defect chiata
all areaof the ntaterial
markedly improved. The formation of
ff.Ftneuron inidiattion(excess luence)+thermal annealin
complex defects with the appropriate
Change of the shape, size, and distribution of defects
size is considered to be relation to the
- fortration of outplex defects
semiconductor properties.
FfThernW ne-utrOn irradiation after do
The third one is thermal neutron
Fission fragruients, thic to U-235 fission with thermal eumon make
irradiation after doping with U into
defech along the fission tracks
- colurraw defects in die whole aterial
Higb-Tc superconductors. In this case,
IVcf lac nhxefra -I JC ahAB
the iadiation of thermal neutron, high
energy fission fragments fonned by Figure Method to improve property due
fission of U and it makes columnar to neutron irradiation
defects inside/in the whole material of
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the specimen. From these methods, very large enhancement effect of J, in HTSC was
observed at high magnetic field and no significant problems on activation.

Schernatic &owing of defects stnicture by ijddimwn
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Figure 9 Defects structure by iradiation
and annealing.

Figure 10 Synthesis and properties of
DLC.

Fig. 9 shows a schematic drawing of defects structure by irradiation and annealing.
Before irradiationthe specimen has some intrinsic pins in it. After neutron irradiation,
there are a number of damage area produced by neutron irradiation with the optimum
limit of neutron fluence of 6 x I 0 7n/cM2 that is not formed the large damage areas in the
High-Tc Superconductors. The temperature and annealing time are very important
parameters to modify the superconducting properties in this case.
The final topic is the synthesis and properties of diamond-like carbon film. DLC
and CN thin films were prepared by means of magnetic sputtering and plasma CVD
methods. And several ion implantation techniques were attempted to examine the
characteristics of these thin films as shown
in Fig.10. Characteristics of these films were
synthesis and Properties of DLC Fil:::]
examined as shown in Fig. I 1. The sheet
resistance decreases with increasing the ratio
Sheet resistance decreases
Of
2
+
-C bonding. This material sowed pwith spl-C content
ptype semiconductor
type semiconductor properties in some cases.
Anfi-reflecting
(-Poster)
The difference in electrical current with
diode-like behavior on the semiconductor
.. ....
was observed with the direction of voltage
supply as shown in Fig. I . DLC or CN
film shows very anti-reflecting properties
Structure mde o
that are dependent on the structure and
impurity composition. It is possible to apply
Figure II Synthesis and properties of
the fabrication process for the photovoltaic
DLC film
cell on the future. This research is carried
out as a collaboration work with National
Institute of Material Research Center.
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4. Summary
One of the significant technological problems on the nuclear systems is the
material degradation phenomena experienced in heavily corrosive nuclear environments.
On the advanced nuclear systems, to elucidate the degradation mechanism, to develop the
counter-measure and monitoring techniques would be strongly required. New material
processing technologies would be applied to the pressure boundary materials faced to two
different environments with severe corrosiveness under irradiation. The representative
techniques for surface treatments and material processing carried out in our research
group were summarized as examples for expecting future progress.
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SURFACESTUDIESOFLIQUIDMETALSAND.ALLOYS

Robert Bastasz*
Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, California 94551-0969, USA

Abstract
Liquid metals and alloys have been proposed for use in nuclear fusion reactors to serve as replaceable plasma-facing surfaces that remove particles and heat from reacting plasmas. Several
materials are being considered for this purpose including lithium, gallium, and tin as well as some
of the alloys made from these elements. In order to better understand the properties of liquid
surfaces, the technique of low-energy ion scattering was used to examine the surface composition
of several of these materials in vacuum as a function of temperature. Oxygen is found to rapidly
segregate to the surface of several metallic liquids. The segregation process can be interpreted
using a simple thermodynamic model based on Gibbs theory. In the case of an alloy of Sn and Li,
Li also segregates to the liquid surface. This provides a means to produce a surface enriched in Li,
which is more plasma compatible than Sn, without the need to handle large quantities of liquid Li.
Keywords: liquid metals, tin, lithium, surface segregation, low-energy ion scattering, plasmasurface interactions, magnetic fusion reactors.

1. Introduction
Liquid plasma-facing surfaces are being considered as an advanced materials option for magnetic fusion energy reactors, particularly in the divertor region where solid materials may not
survive over long operating periods. Because liquid surfaces can be replenished, they offer the
possibility of handlinghigh powerloads, recoveringfromplasmadisruptions, andtolerating intense
bombardment by neutrons and other plasma particles 1,21. The low-melting temperature metals,
lithium, gallium, and tin, have been selected as candidate liquid materials, based on their plasma
compatibility, reactivity with fusion neutrons, and thermodynamic properties. Additionally, alloys
made from these elements are also being considered, such as a binary alloy of Sn and Li.
Since the surface composition of a material can be different than its bulk composition, a
question of fundamental interest is: what is the composition of a liquid plasma-facing surface?
This question is of considerable practical importance for the development of fusion technology
as plasma-surface interactions are necessarily influenced by surface composition. As a first step
in answering this question, the surface composition of liquid lithium and a tin-lithium alloy have
been examined using low-energy ion scattering (LEIS) spectroscopy. This technique can provide
top-layer analysis of both solid and liquid materials, enabling the outer surface composition to be
measured and distinguished from the subsurface composition. There apppear to be no previous
reports of using LEIS to analyze liquid metal surfaces, although it has been used to a limited extent
for surface analysis on liquid organic materials 13-6].

Tel:
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2. Experimental
2.1 Sample Preparation
Preparing clean surfaces of liquid Li and Sn-Li requires several procedures to avoid the buildup
of oxide layers. For the Li measurements, high-purity 99.9%) Li foil was supplied in Ar-filled
ampoules, which were opened in a dry Ar atmosphere glove box. Li disks (8 mm diameter and
50 m thick) were cut from the foil and mounted on a sample assembly containing a resistance
heater and thermocouple. The sample assembly was loaded and sealed inside a hermetic transfer
canister. The canister was then transported to the analytical apparatus and attached to a load lock,
which allowed the sample assembly to be installed on a manipulator inside the ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) analysis chamber without air exposure. The solid sample surface was sputter cleaned using
a rastered He+ beam and then heated to the melting point of Li (I 80.5 Q. After several sputtering
and heating cycles, the liquid Li surface appeared smooth and highly reflective.
For the Sn-LI alloy measurements, the alloy was prepared in-situ by melting a stack of highpurity S 99.99%) and Li metal foils. Referring to the molar volumes of Li and S, (I 31 and 16.3
cm respectively) one finds that a 5: S-Li foil thickness ratio gives the desired alloy composition
of Sno.sLiO.2. Based on the Sn-Li binary phase diagram, this composition leads to the formation of
a phase with a melting temperature near 222 'C 7]. The preparation procedure was similar to that
used for pure Li. Several layers of 250 gm S foil and 50 m Li foil were placed in contact and
punched into mm disks. The outer layers were made from S to reduce Li evaporation during
reaction of the metals. Alloy formation was observed to be exothermic and commenced near the
melting point of Li.
2.2 LEIS Measurements
Low-energy ion scattering data were obtained in a UHV apparatus with a base pressure of 90
nPa. The apparatus consists of an ion source connected to an analysis chamber, which contains
a sample manipulator and a hemispherical, electrostatic, ion-energy analyzer. The ion source
produces monoenergetic (AE <1 eV), mass-analyzed, inert-gas ion beams in the energy range
between 0 I to 3 keV. The manipulator positions the sample in front of the ion source/analyzer and
provides electrical connections for temperature control and ion current monitoring. The energy
analyzer is mounted on a turntable that allows the observing angle (i.e., the scattering angle) to be
varied from 15' to 90'. The arrangement and the scattering process is diagrammed in Fig. .
Figure 1. Arrangement and angle
definitions for LEIS measurements.
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3. Results
3.1 Liquid Li
Energy spectra of He+ scattering from the surface of Li in the solid and liquid phases are shown
in Fig. 2 Peaks in the spectra result from the energy loss of He+ due to quasi-elastic collisions with
surface atoms of different masses, which can be identified using the kinematic relationship given
in Fig. 1. For in-situ sputter-cleaned, high-purity 99.9%) Li samples, the solid surface was almost
entirely composed of Li. Upon melting the clean Li sample, two effects were observed. First, the
intensity of He+ scattering from Li surface atoms increased by almost a factor oftwo. Second, the
presence of oxygen at the liquid surface was detected. The only atom species observed at the liquid
surface were Li and
No evidence for higher atomic-number elements on the liquid surface was
found. Based on the experimental data and calculated cross sections for I keV He+ scattering, the
estimated composition of te Iiquid at 300 C was about 90% lithium and IO%oxygen, indicating
a bulk-to-surface segregation ratio on the order of 100.
8

1 keV
Figure 2 LEIS energy spectrafor I keV He+ incident on
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solid 150 'C) and liquid 300
'C) Li. Upon melting the He+
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of 0+ and Li+
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The surface composition of liquid Li was monitored as a function of temperature and the
results are shown in Fig. 3 For these measurements, the sample was heated to 300 'C and then
allowed to cool down across the liquid to solid phase transition with the heater switched off. This
procedure prevented any perturbing effects, such as outgassing or changing electromagnetic fields,
from interfering with the measurements due to the operation of the heater. The data were recorded
in a multiplex mode by setting the analyzer to detect ions at a set of energies corresponding to
the peaks in the ion energy spectrum. The signal at each ion energy was integrated for a short
period and recorded along with the temperature of the sample. This process was repeated as the
sample cooled. The results indicated that the surface oxygen level was substantially higher while
the sample was in the liquid phase than in the solid phase. A sharp change in surface composition
occurred near the freezing point of the Li. The Li scattefing and recoil signals remained relatively
constant in both phases.
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3.2 Liquid Sn-Li
For the Sn-Li system, LEIS measurements were first made of the outer Sn layer on the stacked

foil sample before melting. An ion energy spectrum of the clean Sn surface is shown in Fig. 4,
along with a spectrum of pure Li. The observation angle for the measurements was chosen after
taking into account the tradeoff between sensitivity and mass resolution. Scattering signals are
stronger at smaller angles, since collision cross sections increase with decreasing scattering angle.
In contrast, mass resolution increases with scattering angle. It was found that detecting scattered
ions at an angle of 45' provided good sensitivity to Li and poduced scattering peaks from Li, ,
and Sn that were well separated.
3

Sn

1 k9V He+

Figure 4. LEIS energy spectraforI
ke VHe+ incident on solid, sputtercleaned Li and Sn. The Sn signal
is more intense than the Li signal
due to the increaseinthe scattering
cross section with atomic number
The position where the scattering
signalfrom surface occurs is indicated.
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After preparing the liquid Sn-Li alloy using the procedure described above, the surface composition of the sample completely changed. This is illustrated inFig. 5,which shows LEIS spectra
recorded before and after melting the sample. Immediately upon melting, Sn disappeared from
the surface and only Li and were detected.
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With time, Sn reappeared at the surface and an equilibrium was reached after about 2 x 103
at 250 'C. Ion energy spectra were recorded after equilibration at each of several temperatures.
The peak areas of the scattering signals were computed after subtraction of an inelastic scattering
background and the areas were divided by the corresponding scattering cross sections, which
were calculated using an appropriate screened Coulomb potential. This procedure enabled the
equilibrium composition of the liquid surface to be estimated as a function of temperature. The
results are shown in Fig. 6 The surface coverage of Li increased with temperature and it appeared
to be the major component at temperatures from 400 'C to at least 500 'C. When the sample was
briefly heated to 800 'C, significant Li evaporation occurred. Consequently, only limited LEIS
measurements were made above 500 'C, which indicated that the Sn surface coverage increased
at higher temperatures.
80
70

Figure 6 Equilibriumsurface composition of a Sn-Li alloy as a function of temperature as determined
from LEIS spectra. The liquid surface is enriched in Li and 0. The
curves are guidelines only.
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4. Discussion
The liquid surfaces of Li and Sn-Li are affected by segregation of impurities, such as 0, and
in the case of Sno.81,iO.2, by segregation of the minor alloy component Li. The formation of a
surface layer with altered composition can be predicted by Gibbs segregation theory[7]. Species
that lower the surface tension of a material tend to segregate to its surface. At equilibrium, the
surface energies of the various components are balanced, leading to a surface composition that
may be quite different than the bulk composition. For the materials in the present study, the surface
tensions of the constituent elements as liquids are in the order <Li<Sn, with values of 20, 390,
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and 525 mN/m, respectively 9-1 ]. Consequently, one predicts
to segregate to the surface of
Li, and
and Li to segregate to the surface of S, in agreement with the present results. Similar
segregation effects have also been observed with X-ray reflectivity measurements on liquid Ga-In
and Ga-Bi alloys 12, 131.
The rate at which segregation occurs is determined by the diffusivity of the segregating cornponents. In a liquid, it is expected that solutes will move at least as fast as the self-diffusion rate. In
liquid Li, the self-diffusivity is of the order of 1-1 CM2/s at 375 'C 14]. This high value suggests
that segregation occurs rapidly, on a time scale that is much shorter than that of the measurements
reported here (IO s).
Thecomposition of aliquidsurface isdeterminednotonly by segregation, butalsoby processes
that remove surface atoms. Two mechanisms by which this occurs are sputtering and evaporation.
The ion beam used to analyze the surface had a small enough flux < 04 /CM2-S) to not significantly
alter the surface during the measurements. Surface oxide evaporation rates are rather small, but Li
evaporation can be significant. At 325 'C, Li evaporates at about I monolayer/s 1015 /CM2-s) and
the evaporation rate increases strongly with temperature. At a sufficiently high temperature, the
evaporation rate can exceed the segregation rate, leading to a depletion of surface Li in the Sn-Li
alloy. The combined effects of segregation, sputtering, and evaporation can be modeled and for
the case of Sn-Li, regimes are found in which the surface is enriched in either Li or S, depending
on the incident particle flux and temperature 2]. Above 700 'C a Li enriched surface will not
persist.
There are several implications of these measurements in considering the use of liquid metals
in a fusion environment. The following comments apply mainly to the use of liquids in the divertor
region of a magnetic fusion reactor, where a flowing liquid surface would interact directly with the
plasma. First, oxygen segregation and sputtering is expected to be an initial, but perhaps transient,
source of plasma contamination for many, if not all, liquid systems. A conditioning procedure,
such as with a He glow discharge, may be needed prior to fusion plasma operation to reduce surface
oxygen content to an acceptable level. Removal of from liquid surfaces exposed to a plasma
is expected to readily occur as the segregates and is sputtered away. If there are not additional
sources of 0 in the liquid system or in the plasma, the liquid should become purified with continued
plasma operation. Second, the surface composition of liquid Sn-Li is initially enriched in Li as well
as 0. This is expected to lower the flux of Sn initially sputtered from the liquid surface by plasma
particles. However, at high incident particle fluxes or high surface temperatures, the segregated
layer can be quickly removed through sputtering or evaporation. This may limit the allowable
plasma exposure time and require a fast flow rate for a liquid Sn-Li surface, in order to preserve
the Li-enriched layer.
It is possible that the segregation behavior of Li to liquid S surfaces could be used to advantage.
Since Sn has several desirable characteristics in comparison to Li (e.g., lower chemical reactivity,
lower vapor pressure, lower cost), it may be a more tractable working fluid for a divertor component.
However, a significant disadvantage is the high atomic number of Sn (50), which causes it not to
be tolerated in high concentrations as an impurity in fusion plasmas. By using a Sn-Li alloy or
by adding small amounts of Li to pure liquid Sn, it may be possible to produce a Li-enriched
plasma-facing surface with better plasma compatibility than would be achievable with S alone.
This would reduce the need to process and handle large quantities of liquid Li in the reactor.
5. Summary
The surface composition of the liquids Li and Sn-Li two advanced materials being considered
for use inside magnetic fusion reactors, were studied using LEIS. Oxygen segregates to both Li and
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Sn-Li surfaces and lithium segregates to the Sn-Li surface. The driving force for this segregation
appears to be the reduction of surface energy, as expected from a consideration of the surface tension
of the liquid elements. Surface oxygen is a source of plasma contamination, but the segregation
of Li could be an advantageous property for the use of Sn-Li or S in the fusion environment.
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Abstract
Intelligent (or smart) materials are increasingly becoming key materials for use in actuators and
sensors. If an intelligent material is used as a sensor, it can be embedded in a variety of structure
functioning as a health monitoring system to make their life longer with high reliability. If an
intelligent material is used as an active material in an actuator, it plays a key role of making
dynamic movement of the actuator under a set of stimuli.
This talk intends to cover two different active materials in actuators, (1) piezoelectric laminate
with FGM microstructure, 2) ferromagnetic shape memory alloy (FSMA). The advantage of
using the FGM piezo laminate is to enhance its fatigue life while maintaining large bending
displacement, while that of use in FSMA is its fast actuation while providing a large force and
stroke capability.
Use of hierarchical modeling of the above active materials is a key design step in optimizing its
microstructure for enhancement of their performance. I will discuss briefly hierarchical modeling
of the above two active materials. For FGM piezo laminate, we will use both micromechanical
model and laminate theory, while for FSMA, the modeling interfacing nano-structure,
microstructure and macro-behavior is discussed.

1. Introduction
Active Materials exhibit strains or property change upon a set of stimuli, thus ideal materials for
use in sensors and actuators. This talk focuses only on the actuator materials. The scale of the
actuators range from robotic arms to micron-sized MEMS. Design of new actuators with unique
properties must cover the material design, actuator design and system design.
Hierarchical modeling of active materials is a key step in optimization of the microstructure of
the active materials toward their best performance in use environment. The active materials that

.Correspondingauthor. Tel: 206-685-2850 Fax:206-685-8047
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are reviewed in this article are FGM piezoelectric composites and ferromagnetic shape memory
alloys (FSMA).
Fig. I illustrates popular active materials where (a) and (b) denote, respectively the stress-strain,
and actuation time-strain relations for iezoceramics, shape memory alloys (SMAs) and electroactive polymers. The arrow sign in Fig. . indicates the direction of improvement needed for
these active materials.
Direction of
Improvement
Stress
(MPa)
100

Actuation time
(sec)

L

2EEectwo-Acltive

10

Polymers

10

1t

Piez?
CDI t10 100

I
-Act

1

ceramIcs

10 100

strain

strain

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Performance of three active materials, (a) range of stress and strain, (b) range of actuation speed and
strain. The arrow sign denotes the direction of improvement in the performance of the active materials.

2. FGM Piezo Composites
The piezo actuators for bending mode are made of piezo monomorph bonded to a substrate, Fig.
2(a) or bimorph, Fig. 2(b) where the top and bottom piezo plate with identical piezo-elastic
properties are bonded with opposite polarity such that the top expands while the bottom shrinks,
thus providing bending mode displacement. Despite large bending displacement obtained by the
bimorph piezo actuator, there exists a large stress field induced by the large misfit strain at the
interface between the top and bottom plates, limiting the use life of the bimorph piezo actuator.
The concept of functionally graded microstructure (FGM) was originally introduced to diffuse
otherwise large thermal stress that exists at the interface between ceramic and metal plates which
are bonded

1-3].

To reduce the induced stress field at the interface between the top and bottom

plates in the bimorph piezo actuator, we proposed use of FGM 4].
P,

Substrate

+'V--

+V_

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Piezo actuators (a) monomorph (b) bimorph and (c) FGM bimorph
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To tailor the optimum FGM layering, one needs to use a hierarchical modeling for such as FGM
piezo composite actuator. The hierarchical modeling consists of (1) mcromechanic model based
on Eshelby's method [5 6 and 2) laminate plate model [8 9. The micromechanic model is to
predict the effective electroelastic properties of each lamina for a given set of constituent
parameters (volume fraction of piezoinaterials, their electroelastic properties, and shape). The
detailed micromechanical modeling is described elsewhere 6,71 while a brief statement of the
laminate plate model is given below.
The in-plane constitutive equations of a piezoelectric material of class 6nim type can be obtained
from eq. (1 as
c' + zic
Q I
Q21

07

Q12
Q2
2

0

XY

0
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x
-al 1
c' + zic -a AT

0

Y
Q66
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+ZK

0 0 e0 0

31
j3

0

(1)

11
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0

0

0

E,

where
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Qii

C 4

j3

(2)

C33

Ju

Cj3 e33

eV

C33

It is noted here that

are the reduced stiffness constants and reduced piezoelectric

constants that are modified by the assumption of plane stress and where C',
' are the
x C',
Y and XY
in-plane strain components at mid-plane, z = 0, ic, icy, and ic, are the curvatures of the plate.
Each piezoelectric lamina is considered a capacitor whose electric field corresponds to its
dielectric constants The electric field in each layer of multi layer FGM piezoelectric can be
obtained by considering the multi layers piezoelectric FGM as a series of condensers. The
relationship between the electric capacity and the voltage is given as
Ct

Q
VI

(3)

where Ct is the capacitance, Q is the charge, and V, is the total voltage. The total capacitance in a
series of capacitance is found as

Ct

11 i
n di
I=1
1=1 Ci i= 6i

(4)
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where di is the thickness of each capacitance or lamina as in piezoelectric FGM and
dielectric constant for each lamina. The electric capacity in each layer will then be
Ci

Q
V

c
di

is the

(5)

Substituting eq.(3) and 4) into eq.(5) results in
V

Q d =V

d,
n

(6)
di

11 CZ
The electric field in each layer can then be
E = Vi = VI
n
1
di
ciY hi h1
t[
El

(7)

In-plane stress resultants (Nx, Ny, Nxy) and stress couples (Mx, My, M.xy) are defined as

tNM = Y j (a Xdz, zdz)

(8)

Substituting eqs. (8) into (1), we obtain
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In the above derivation, we assumed that the piezoelectric laminated plate is subjected to constant
temperature and constant electric field. Under the constant applied electric field (Ex Ey = , Ez
: 0) and constant temperature (AT 0) in the absence of applied mechanical loading, we obtain
from eq.(9) the strain of the mid-plane strain curvature as
co

a

b

ATE

(12)

b d

H

where
a b

A

B

b d

B D_

(13)

The numerical results of the hierarchical modeling applied to standard bimorph (Fig. 2b)) and
the brriorph FGM of type A and B, see Fig.3 are listed in Table .
Type of FGM
microstructure
Apphied Voltage (V)
Laminate thickness
(mm)
No. of layers
Layer thickness (mm)
Electric Field
(V/mm)
Curvature (1/m)
Max. C,, MPa)

Standard bimorph,
C91 Figure 7.2(a)

Standard birnorph,
C6, Figure 7.2(a)

Bimorph FGM,
C91 C6 Type B,

Birnorph FGM,
C91-C6 Type A,

33
0.67

33
0.67

33
0.67

33
0.67

2
0.33
PI = 0.01
100

2
0.33
PI = 0.01
100

6
0.11
PI = 0.01
100

6
0.11
PI 0.01
100

0.152
3.08

0.102
1.91

0.143
1.89

0.112
3.1

I

Deflection (Lrn) for
47.5
31.9
44.8
29
1 plate length 50mm
Table I Comparison of out-of-plane displacement and in-plane stress i various types of piezo-composite plates

(a) type A

(b) t

B

Fig. 3 Electroelastic properties distribution in FGM-bimorph

3. Hierarchical Modeling of Ferromagnetic Shape Memory Alloys (FSMA)
Since the pioneering work of Webster et al [5], there have been a number of works reported on
ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (FSMA) with a promise of designing these into fast
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responsive actuators. We proposed a new mechanism, "hybrid mechanism" which is a sequence
of chair reaction; applied magnetic field gradient, magnetic force, stress-induced martensite phase
transformation, softening of a FSMA, resulting in a large displacement 6
We selected a
polycrystalline FePd alloy as a promising FSMA as this alloy can be processed into any D
shapes. To elucidate the proposed hybrid mechanism, we proposed a hierarchical modeling
composed of nanomodel based on Bain Correspondent Varianto (BCV,) and micromechanic
model, Fig.4 7].
GO
GO

(70
f

t

t

t

I fo

C
(2)
- (1 T)
CV(2)

J-th grain
CM

GO

GO

C.

(a)

(b)
(C)
(d)
Fig.4 Hrarchical Modeling of Shape Memory Alloy (a) J-th grain embedded in a polycrystal with stiffness C,
(b) -th gain with QJ) converted to (c) equivalent inclusion with Cn

The nano-model is used to explain the nano-twin structure observed in a Fe-Pd alloy, Fig.4 (a)
and Fig. 5 (c). While the micromechanic model based on the micro-twin structure of Fig. 4 (b)-(c)
is used to predict the stress Strain curve of a polycrystalline Fe-Pd, Fig.6.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Structure of martensite in polycrystalline Fe-Pd (a)
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001
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101

-0.

0.1

0.2

03

-500
-1000

Strain b

Fig. 6 Stress-strain curves of a polycrystalline Fe-Pd having 4 types of grains with (closed tiangle) and without (closed circle)
energy dissipation k = 2Wa).
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1.2.1 CORROSION AND COMPATIBILITY OF STRUCTURAL MATERIALS IN
LIQUID LEAD ALLOYS
Rirgen Konys, Georg Milller
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, P.O. Box 3640, D-76021 Karlsruhe, Germany

Abstract
The paper describes investigations of the behavior of structural materials in both
eutectic lead alloys, Pb-17Li as the liquid breeder within the European WCLL-concept for
Fusion Reactors and Pb-55Bi as a possible spallation target and coolant of future Accelerator
Driven Systems (ADS) for the transmutation of minor actinides and long-lived fission
products from nuclear waste.
Ferritic-martensitic steels of the 8-10 wt.-% Cr type are considered as structural materials for
the use in liquid P-17Li at temperatures up to 500'C. Steels like MANET 1, Optifer, F82Hmod. and EUROFER are investigated in the flowing liquid metal over a long period of time.
Due to the specific physical chemistry of Pb-17Li, dissolution corrosion is the major
corrosion mechanism of iron-based alloys. No oxide formation on steel surfaces can occur
due to the very low oxygen potential in Pb- 17Li. Therefore, only coatings could be a solution
to minimize corrosion effects, at medium (500'C) and higher operational temperatures
(650'C) of advanced blanket concepts.
Ferritic-martensitic and austenitic steels are considered as potential structural materials for
ADS application, too. But the high nickel solubility in Pb-5513i limits the use of unprotected
austenitic steels to temperatures of about 400'C. Because of the much higher oxygen potential
of Pb-5513i a totally different strategy of minimizing corrosion must be applied. By using
active oxygen control, a desired oxygen activity (concentration) will be adjusted in the liquid
metal via gas phase equilibrium. If the oxygen activity of the liquid metal is set in the right
"window" of the corresponding thermodynamic properties, a controlled formation of oxide
layers on the steel surfaces will be found. These in-situ formed oxides can act as corrosion
barriers and make the use of high-nickel alloys possible, even at temperatures of around
6000C.
Keywords: Liquid metal corrosion, Pb-17Li, Pb-55Bi, steels, surface treatment,
oxide layer
11. Introduction
The application of liquid lead alloys for heat transfer purposes in energy conversion
systems is based on their good heat-transfer properties. The eutectic melt with 17 at.-%
lithium, which has a melting point of 235'C, is considered as an attractive breeding material
for future fusion reactor concepts (water-cooled lead-lithium: WCLL). Various studies have
been carried out exposing steel samples to Pb I 7Li under static and dynamic conditions 1-5].
Two classes of steels have been mainly investigated: austenitic and ferritic steels. The
temperatures have been varied between 400 and 5500C. Generally, no grain boundary attack
was observed. It was found that austenitic steels have a poor resistance in Pb I 7Li because of
the high solubility of nickel in the melt 6 7. For ferritic steels, the corrosion after a more or
1Corresponding author. Tel: 49-7247-82-3720 Fax: 49-7247-82-3956
E-mail address: juergen.konysimf fzk.de
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less pronounced incubation period is governed by uniform dissolution of iron and chromium
at a rate that is distinctly less than for nickel 2, 5], as in the case of austenitic alloys. This
behavior recommends ferrites as the structural material in a liquid breeder blanket design.
According to the requirements to use low activation steels as structural materials, ferriticmartensitic 7- 10% Cr steels were developed for the application in fusion reactors [8].
Particular nuclear properties make lead and lead alloys also very attractive for the use in
accelerator driven systems (ADS) for the transmutation of plutonium, minor actinides and
long-lived fission products. For this purpose protons are injected into a spallation target
through a vacuum beam pipe in order to generate free neutrons by a spallation process. The
spoliation neutrons convert non-fissile isotopes into fissile ones (transmutation). A heavy
liquid metal like lead or the eutectic lead-bismuth alloy is needed for the spallation target
material to ensure efficient production of neutrons. Furthermore, the molten metal is intended
to be used not only as a target but also as a coolant. It is known that the heavy metals lead and
bismuth are much more corrosive than alkali metals 7 910]. Corrosion effects in the 100 prn
ranges are reported on ferritic Fe-Cr steels between 575 and 750'C after 3250 h of exF osure
to liquid lead [I 1]. Steel components are soluble in liquid lead in the range of 0. - 10- at.-%
in this temperature region 12]. An exception exists for Ni, which has a high solubility of 2
at.-% at 600'C in lead 13]. Using the eutectic Pb-5513i alloy instead of pure Pb increases
these problems.
Experiments in Russia with liquid Pb and Pb-55Bi revealed that stable oxide scales on steel
surfaces, consisting of magnetite and FeCr-spinel, prevent the dissolution attack if oxygen is
dissolved in the liquid metal with a concentration of ca. 10-6 at.-% [14, 15]. Recent
investigations of corrosion effects in stagnant liquid lead give an overview on the corrosion
processes and its prevention by oxide scale formation on steel 16, 17]. The scale thickness
including a magnetite layer on top and a spinel layer underneath amounts to 20 - 30 Pm after
3000 h of exposure. This may impose a new problem at much longer times because the
corrosion turns from dissolution attack to that of oxidation. A solution for this dilemina might
be the alloying of Al into the steel surface. The incorporated Al causes formation of a thin
protective alumina layer that grows very slowly and prevents also extensive oxidation of the
steel.
It is well known, that active oxygen control is an effective way to reduce and control the
corrosion of structural materials in pure lead and lead-bismuth [ 6 18]. Due to the reaction of
the dissolved oxygen with the steel surface, stable oxide layers can be formed if the oxygen
potential is adjusted in a specific range. An oxygen control system in a Pb-5513i loop requires
the continuous measurement of the oxygen potential in the liquid alloy. A very suitable
technique is the use of solid electrolyte oxygen sensors 19], which were developed for the
use in liquid alkali metals. To prevent PbO precipitation and to support Fe3O4 formation, the
following conditions for the oxygen potential must be established:
2AG Pb 0 > RT In po > MAGO
Fe304
The standard values AGO of the Gibbs energies are well known for all relevant oxides and
with these values the equilibrium oxygen partial pressure region that retains the stable
conditions can be calculated.
Due to the very low oxygen potential and the very low solubility of oxygen in Pb-17Li no
protecting oxides can be formed on the surface of austenitic and martensitic steels under these
conditions. Hence, they are always in the "liquid metal corrosion regime" which results in
dissolution of alloying elements into the Pb-17Li alloy. Therefore, the corrosion behavior of
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steels in P I 7Li can be considered as a "worst case scenario" of unprotected steels in very
low oxygen-containing Pb-5513i.
2. Experimental
2.1 Corrosion studies in Pb-17Li
For corrosion measurements in flowing Pb I 7Li, the forced convection loop PICOLO is
used 20]. The loop consists of a "figure-of-eight" shape with a central recuperative heatexchanger, a test section (hot leg), a cold leg for corrosion product deposition and impurity
removal, an EM-pump, flow meter, cooler and magnetic trap. Heat exchanger, main heater
and the tubes of the hot section were fabricated of a ferritic I Cr-steel, whereas for the cold
section, an austenitic CrNi-steel is used. The whole circuit is connected to a dry Ar-glove box
on top of the expansion vessel. The glove box has a gas purification unit, which is able to
keep the oxygen concentration below I vppm. The test section is a tube of 16 mm inner
diameter and 440 mm in length. Cylindrical corrosion test specimens with the dimensions of
mm in diameter and 35 m in length are used. They can be mounted to a stack of 16 samples,
which is fixed in the central position of the test section tube. The volume flow is typically 120
I/h, which corresponds to a flow velocity of 03 /s. The temperature in the test section was
maintained at 480'C ± K, the coldest temperature before the magnetic trap was 350'C.
2.1.1 Materials
3 ferritic-martensitic steels have been selected for corrosion testing in Pb I 7Li: MANET
1, F82H-mod. and Optifer IVa. The chemical composition of these steels is given in table
Hardening and tempering processes were carried out under vacuum. Specimens were exposed
for 2000 h 4000 h 9000 h and 10,000 h in the eutectic melt. The corroded specimens were
cut and prepared for analytical investigation by optical microscopy, SENVEDX and line scan
analysis.
2.2 Corrosion studies in Pb-5513i
The corrosion tests in Pb-5513i were carried out in two different non-isothermal forced
convection loops at IPPE, Obninsk and at Prometey, St. Petersburg, both in Russia. The loops
consist of a main heater, a cooler, a hot and a cold section, an EM-pump a purification
system, a flow meter and oxygen sensors. In the IPPE loop, two test sections are available,
one at 4200C a second one at 6000C. In case of the Prometey-loop, the experiments are
performed in the hot test section at 5500C. The volume of the liquid Pb-5513i in both loops is
about 60 1. The oxygen content in the liquid Pb-5513i of about 0 at.-% is controlled by
electrochemical cells. The flow velocity of the Pb-5513i is 2 m/s in the IPPE loop, whereas ca.
0.5 m/s are chosen in the Prometey-loop. The corrosion experiments were performed for
exposure times up to 4300 h. The corroded specimens were examined by optical and scanning
electron microscopy with energy dispersive x-ray analysis.
2.2.1 Materials
Materials used in the experiments are cylindrical tubes and rods of AISI 316 14970 and
MANET I steel of 10 mm diameter. The chemical composition of the steels is listed in table
1 A surface layer of 10 pm to 30 pm is alloyed with Al in one part of the specimens. The
other part is just kept in the as fabricated state. Al alloying was achieved by wrapping Al-foil
around the tube and heating at 1040'C for 0. h.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1 Corrosion in flowing Pb-17Li
After the vacuum heat treatment before exposure to Pb-17Li, the specimens showed a
chromium and manganese enrichment, which corresponds to MnCr2O4 spinel with a thickness
of about rm. After exposure to Pb-17LI, cross sections revealed, that the corrosive attack
occurred locally, and even after longer exposure times, there were still areas without any
attack. A typical corrosion pattern of the investigated steels after 6000 h is shown in fig.
AES investigations showed, that for areas where "no attack" occurred, a few mu thick
(FeCr)203 layer still protected the surface. After an incubation time, which can last a few
thousand hours until full wetting occurs; this layer was totally dissolved into the Pb I Mi. The
MnCr2O4 spinel could not be detected already after I 0 h of testing. This is due to the fact
that MnCr2O4 is less protective than (FeCr)203 21]. Taking unattacked areas as a zero line,
the metal loss could be determined on the cross sectional cuts, using optical and electron
microscopy. Results of the analysis reveal an average metal loss of ca. 100 P/a due to
dissolution, whereas not much differences between the 3 steels was observed.
The cross sections of the specimens exposed up to I ,000 h looked quite similar. The surfaces
are relatively smooth and show a macroscopic wave-like contour as can be seen in fig. 2 a/b.
Generally, intergranular attack and formation of corrosion layers by leaching of alloying steel
elements could not be detected on exposed specimens.
EPMA line scan analyses were carried out on different areas of each sample. On the surface
of MANET I specimens exposed for 2000 h to Pb-17Li no enrichment of any element could
be observed. On the contrary to this, an enrichment of W on top of the steel surfaces was
revealed on F82H-mod. and Optifer IVa, both corroded for 2000 h. In the case of F82H-mod.
the iron content decreased and the chromium content stayed relatively unchanged compared
to the steel composition in this W rich region. In the case of Optifer Wa the iron content
decreased as well, but the chromium content seemed to increase like the W content. After
long-term exposure, the MANET I specimens tested for 9000 h did not show any enrichment
of Mo, whereas for F82H-mod. a slight enrichment of W was found after 10,000 h. The
thickness of the enriched layer was in the range of 7 pm, only a thick layer of solidified Pb17Li was revealed on the steel surface. On etched specimens it was found that preferred
matrix dissolution along martensitic lath boundaries occurred. It was interesting to note, that
this effect was greater for MANET I than for Optifer IVa and F82H-mod.
3.2 Corrosion in flowing Pb-55Bi
The effect of liquid Pb-5513i with 10-6 Wt._% of oxygen on the original AISI 316 steel
specimen after 2000 h of exposure in the P-5513i loop is shown in fig. 3 No attack on the
surface can be seen at the SEM cross section after exposure to 420'C. The EDX analysis
indicates that the steel composition is not changed in the vicinity of the surface. This points
out that no dissolution took place. Probably, a thin oxide scale protects the material from
dissolution attack.
During exposure to 550'C the specimen develops partly thick oxide scales consisting of a
magnetite and a spinel zone underneath. The thin oxide layer observed after exposure to
4200C is maintained on some other parts of the surface. In any case no dissolution attack took
place. The concentration of the steel components below the oxide layer is also not changed.
Deep liquid metal penetration and massive ablation of material by erosion is observed at
600'C on the specimen in the lower part of fig. 3 Bright inclusions consist of a Pb-5513i alloy
enriched in Bi. The penetration zone is depleted in Ni down to I at.-%. However, after 4000 h
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severe corrosion damage is already observed at 550'C. The conclusion is, original not surface
treated austenitic steel can be used as a structural material in liquid P-Bi only below 550'C
A completely different behavior is observed for the surface alloyed steel specimens in the
loop tests. The specimens show good corrosion resistance at all temperatures. This is
demonstrated by the SEM cross-sections and the overview picture for the example of AISI
316 L specimen after 2000 h of exposure in fig. 4.
The only difference between the specimens is the appearance of some pores in the NAl
interface layer between the FeAl and the Fe(Al) dissolved region of 316 L on specimens
exposed to 550'C and 600'C because of outward diffusion of iron into the Fe(Al) layer. The
FeAl layer on top of the specimens is maintained with the original thickness. No dissolution
attack or liquid metal penetration is visible also at 600'C on both specimens. This behavior
did not change at all also after 4000 h of exposure. It can be concluded since also after 4000 h
of exposure no sign of attack is to be observed, surface alloying with Al can be a appropriate
mean to avol'd corrosion attack in liquid Pb-5513i.
4. Conclusion
4.1 Compatibility in Pb-17Li
The corrosion mechanism of three ferritic-martensitic steels by Pb-17Li was examined.
Two different processes are responsible for the corrosive attack. Firstly the passivating oxide
layer on top of the steel surface is dissolved to the liquid alloy. This so-called incubation
period is dependent on temperature and as well as on the flow velocity of the liquid melt. The
second step is the dissolution of the steel matrix, which is characterized by a strong depletion
of the steel element Fe. The remaining porous zone shows a low adherence to the steel matrix
and can be easily eroded from the surface by the flowing melt. The thickness of this corrosion
layer did never exceed pm. Hence, no protecting character can be ascribed to the layer in
which the element W is enriched.
4.2 Compatibility in Pb-55Bi
In general, the original steels without surface alloying are suitable for application in
liquid Pb-5513i below temperatures of 550'C at oxygen concentrations of >10' at.-%. At
higher temperatures, austenitic and ferritic-martensitic steels, surface alloyed by Al with
formation of FeAl-phase at the surface have to be used. After 4000 h in Pb-5513i, they showed
no indication of any corrosion due to the protection by a thin alumina layer, which remains
stable in Pb-5513i.
In liquid Pb-5513i the activity of Al at the surface must be low enough to minimize the
solution rate of Al in Pb-5513i and allow oxide scale formation. FeAl at the surface fulfills this
requirement.
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Steel

Cr

Ni

C

Mn

V

W

MO

Ti

Si

MANET 1

10.6

0.87

0.13

0.82

0.22

-

0.77

-

0.18

F82H-mod.

7.7

0.04

0.09

0.16

0.16

1.95

-

0.01

0.13

Optifer lVa

8.5

-

0.11

0.57

0.23

1.16

-

-

-

AISI 316L

17.3

12.1

0.02

1.8

-

-

2.31

-

0.75

1.4970

16.5

13.8

0.46

1.91

0.66

0.43

0.37

Table 1:

Chemical composition of the investigated steels
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Figures and Captions

Fig. 1:

Cross section of Optifer Wa (etched), exposed for 6000 h in Pb I Mi at 480'C.

Fig. 2 Etched cross sections of a) F82H-mod. exposed for I ,000 h and b) MANET I
exposed for 9000 h in Pb- 1Mi at 480'C
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Fig. 3 Corrosion effects on AISI 316L after 2000 h in Pb-5513i with 10-6 Wt._% ofoxygen

Fig. 4 Behavior of Al surface alloyed AIST 316L after 2000 h in Pb-55Bi with IO-' wt.-% of
oxygen
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1.2.2 POSITRON ANNIHILATION STUDY OF HYDROGEN STORAGE ALLOYS
Yasuharu Shirai% Hideki Araki, Kouji Sakaki
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Osaka University, Yamada-oka 21,
Sulta Osaka 565-0871, Japan.

Abstract
Some AB5 and AB2 hydrogen storage alloys have been characterized by using
positron-annihilation lifetime spectroscopy. It has been shown that they contain no
constitutional vacancies and that deviations from the stoichiometric compositions are all
compensated by antistructure atoms. Positron lifetimes in fally-annealed LaNi5-.Al,, and
MniNi5.,,Al,, alloys show good correlation with their hydrogen desorption pressures. On the
other hand, surprising amounts of vacancies together with dislocations have been found to be
generated during the first hydrogen absorption process of LaNi5 and ZrMn2. These lattice
defects play important role in hydrogen absorption-desorption processes of hydrogen storage
alloys.

Keywords: positron annihilation, vacancy formation, LaNi5, ZrMn2, hydrogen storage
alloys

1. Introduction
The positron is a unique probe to study the behaviour of the proton in hydrogen-absorbing
matters, for both particles have the same positive elementary charge. In perfect crystals,
positrons delocalise in interstitial sites and annihilate with electrons there, since positrons are
strongly repelled by ion cores due to the Coulomb repulsion, as are protons. Then, positron
annihilation characteristics are determined by the local electronic structure at the interstitial
sites, where protons also stay stably.
When there exist vacancies, vacancy clusters or dislocations, which have lower densities
of ion cores than the surroundings, positrons. are trapped in such defects like protons and
annihilate with electrons in the defects. Positron-annihilation characteristics in defects are
unique for each kind of defects, and make it possible to identify existing defects with which
protons should have strong interactions.
Thus the positron should be a quite unique probe that gives us direct information from the
standpoint of the proton about hydrogen storage materials and their structural changes during
hydrogen absorption and desorption processes. In this respect we have applied positron
lifetime spectroscopy to study some AB5 and AB2 hydrogen absorbing alloys.
2. Positron Annihilation
In condensed matter, each positron annihilates with an electron, producing gamma rays,
in a very short time. The annihilation rate (A) is proportional to the electron density at the
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annihilation site. Positron lifetimes r (= X) in well-annealed metallic materials are
characteristic of each material and in the range of 12 x I 0'10sec.
In a perfect crystal, a thermalized positron is delocalized (in a Bloch state). The density has
maxima in the interstices, since a positron is strongly repelled by ion cores due to the
Coulomb repulsion. When there exist vacancies, vacancy clusters or other defects that have
lower densities of ion cores than the surroundings, positrons are trapped in the defects and
annihilate there. In such defects, positron lifetime is longer, because electron density (both
conduction and core electrons) is lower. The positron annihilation characteristics are unique
for each kind of defects, and thus make us possible to identify each kind of defects.
For positrons annihilating in a perfect lattice, the decay is simple exponential; the positron
lifetime spectrum T () has the form
T Q = (I/ c)exp (-t / v),
where the ri is the positron lifetime in the perfect lattice. When positron-trapping centers such
as vacancies exist in the lattice, some positrons are trapped and annihilate in them. According
to the so-called trapping model [1-3], the positron lifetime spectrum well approximates to two
discrete components:
T Q = (Io o)exp (-t / o)
(Id rd )exp (-t / -rd).
(2)
The second term is the defect component. The decay constant
is the positron lifetime in
the defect, which is characteristic of each kind of defects. The relative intensity of the defect
component, Id, increases with the defect concentration (o+ Id =1). The first decay constant To
is always shorter than ii 4,5].
Above treatment is readily extended to the cases in which more than two kinds of defects
are included 4,5]. Thus, by measuring and analyzing positron lifetime spectra, information
on the nature and concentration of defects can be obtained; the defect nature via d and the
concentration via Id. In the case of microvoids, positron lifetime rd increases with the number
of vacancies that constitute the microvoids, and is asymptotic to 500ps 6]. Positron lifetime
at dislocations is not longer than that in monovacancies and changes with the magnitude of
the Burger's vector 7].
The positron sensitivity to such defects is quite high: In the case of vacancies, a
concentration of 10-6 in atomic fraction is enough to be detected- 104 vacancies make
observed positron annihilation characteristics saturated. The sensitivity to vacancy clusters
and secondary defects is even higher. This distinctive character is especially noteworthy,
since the fraction of a defect's signal is equal to the defect fraction in almost all experimental
methods other than positron annihilation. Positrons are able to amplify the signal of defects
by a factor of order of 14.
We measured positron lifetime spectra in some hydrogen absorption materials using
fast-fast coincidence systems. The instrumental time resolutions were 190-240ps FWFM (full
width at half maximum of the resolution function). Measured lifetime spectra were analyzed,
after correcting for a small source component, in terms of one, two or three components,
using the computer programs Resolution 8] and Positronfit Extended 9]. Other experimental
details will be published elsewhere.
3. Defect Structure in Some AB5 and AB2 Hydrogen Storage Intermetallics
In intermetallic compounds and ordered alloys, different atomic species occupy differently
designated lattice sites and they are usually held together by strong bonds. If an
intermetallic compound or an ordered alloy has an extended phase field, its nonstoichiometry
may give rise to the existence of constitutional defects such as atoms occupying atomic sites
of a sublattice other than its own sublattice (antisite atoms) or vacancies of deficient atomic
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species (constitutional vacancies). It is well known that the type and quantity of constitutional
defects directly affect mechanical properties and atomic diffusion in the host ordered
materials. Which of these defects dominates the defect structure of the nonstoichiornetric
compound depends on the crystal structure, constituent elements, and bonding nature of the
compound as well as on which of the constituent elements is deficient and the amount by
which the compound is non stoichiornetric 10].
Which kind of constitutional defects exist in a given compound is easy to distinguish by
using the positron lifetime measurement. Positron lifetime values in intermetallic compounds
directly reflect their defect structures. For example, Fig. I shows the positron lifetime
resulting from a single-component analysis of experimental spectra obtained for
stoichiometric LaNi5, Ni-poor (LaNi4.8) and Ni-rich (LaM5.2) samples (prepared by
arc-melting of 3N La and Ni). Positron mean lifetime in water-quenched sample is
substantially higher than that in furnace cooled sample for all compositions. This is due to the
positron trapping by excess vacancies that are quenched from high temperature. In Fig. I the
variance of the fit Jq-' is also shown as a measure of the fitting accuracy of the analysis; in
case where the quantity of Jq-1 is significantly larger than unity, the measured spectrum is
not adequately fitted by the analysis 89]. Larger values of the variance for quenched
samples also indicate the existence the defect component besides the matrix component.
From this measurement, we can readily conclude that there are no constitutional vacancies
in stoichiometric and non-stoichionietric LaNi5. This is because, if constitutional vacancies
exist, all positrons are trapped in such constitutional vacancies even at low temperatures (the
concentration of constitutional vacancies is generally much higher than that of thermal
vacancies) and no such changes as shown in Fig. I should be observed. In the same manner,
defect structures can be readily judged by thermal equilibrium positron lifetime measurement
at high temperatures or by comparing positron lifetime before and after electron-irradiation
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A LaNi5 sample (purity; 99.9wt%, made by High-Purity Chemicals Co.Ltd.) was iradiated
with electrons of MeV up to I x 10 17 e/cm2 at ambient temperature. Positron mean lifetime
was increased from 122ps to 160ps by the irradiation, which shows clearly that the LaNi5
does not contain any constitutional vacancies. Fig. 2 shows the recovery of radiation-induced
vacancies in LaNk during the subsequent isochronal annealing 900s/50K) in Ar. This
observation makes it clear that vacancies in LaNk become mobile around 423K and migrate
to permanent sinks such as dislocations, grain boundaries and free surfaces.
Similar results have been obtained for LaNi5_,,AJ,, (x = 0, 0. 1 05), MmNi5_,,A_l,, (x = 0, 0. ,
0.5), a,-.Ca,,Ni5, Mm,-,,Ca,,Ni5, ZrMn2, ZrMn2-,,CO,,, ZrMn2-,,Ni,,. All these intermetallic
compounds have no constitutional vacancies. In other words, their nonstoichiometries are
always compensated with anti-site atoms. Until now, B2 compounds, such as NiAl, NiGa,
CoAl, CoGa, CoTi, seem to be unique examples in whiA the existence of vacancies
compensating nonstoichiometry has been proved by using positron annihilation lifetime
method 9].
4. Lattice Defects Induced by Hydrogen Absorption
Fig. 3 shows positron lifetime changes during the first hydrogen absorption process of
LaNi5 purity- 99.9%, made by High-Purity Chemicals Co. Ltd.) at ambient temperature. The
abscissa indicates the hydrogen content H/M. The positron lifetime increases steeply and
shows a saturation behavior. This increase cannot be due to the formation of the hydride itself,
but should be due to the accompanying irreversible structural change, the introduction of high
density of lattice defects, since subsequent hydrogen desorption did not make the positron
lifetime recover but caused a ftirther increase.
3
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The annealing process of the hydrogen-induced defect was studied by positron lifetime
measurements in the same specimen during isochronal annealing. The result is presented in
Fig. 4 Three recovery stages can be recognized in Fig. 4 around 423K, 823K and 1123K.
The most important change is the mean lifetime increase observed above 423K, because this
kind of lifetime change is the typical manifestation of void formation by vacancy clustering.
The increase in the variance of the fit
q-1 also indicate the appearance of a new
defect-component whose positron lifetime is much higher than co-existing defects. This
vacancy-migration temperature in LaNi5 coincides well with that obtained after electron
irradiation (see Fig. 2 This experiment revealed an important fact, that high numbers of
excess vacancies are introduced in LaNi5 by hydrogen absorption. The two other recovery
stages in Fig. 4 around 823K and 1123K, are safely attributed to the recovery of two kinds of
dislocations by the following multi-component analyses of positron lifetime spectra.
The positron lifetime spectra were decomposed into multicomponents. The results are
shown in Fig. 5. The lower part shows positron lifetimes for vacancy clusters, dislocations
and the matrix, and the upper part shows the relative intensities of the each component. In this
analysis, two dislocation components are resolved.
Just after hydrogen desorption, small vacancy clusters (single vacancies and di- and
tri-vacancies at most) and dislocations are observed. Above 423K the positron lifetime of the
vacancy-cluster component drastically increase from 200ps to around 500ps. This is the direct
evidence for the void formation by the clustering of vacancies that are generated during
hydrogen absorption. On the other hand, the relative intensity of the vacancy-cluster
component decreases at the same time. This behavior is quite normal since most vacancies
and vacancy clusters annihilate at such permanent sinks as dislocations, grain boundaries and
surfaces, whose densities are very high after a hydrogen absorption and desorption cycle.
Above 700K, relative intensity of the dislocation component becomes 100%. All positrons
are trapped and annihilate at dislocations. This result clearly shows that dislocation density is
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high enough to cause the saturation trapping of positrons even after the disappearance of
vacancies and vacancy clusters. The matrix component appears above 1073K at long last.
This implies that th'e vacancy concentration generated by hydrogen absorption is high enough
to surpass even a high density of dislocations in trapping positrons. Rough estimation
indicates that the vacancy concentration should amount to the order of 1-2.
While there can be no doubt about the vacancy formation in LaNi5by hydrogen absorption,
this leads us to the question of whether the vacancy formation by hydrogen absorption is a
specific behavior of LaNi5 or a more general phenomenon. In order to clarify this point we
have carried out positron lifetime measurements on ZrMn2 (prepared by arc-melting
99.6wtZr and 99.9wtMn). Positron lifetime change in ZrMn2 during the first absorption
process of hydrogen at ambient temperature under a constant hydrogen pressure of 0.5Mpa is
shown in Fig. 6 Fig. 7 demonstrates the positron lifetime change during the subsequent
isochronal annealing of the same specimen. All important features are quite similar to those
observed in LaNi5: huge numbers of defects, not only dislocations but also vacancies, are
formed during hydrogen absorption. Induced vacancies agglomerate during subsequent
annealing (around 500K in this compound).
It follows from the observations above that the vacancy formation during hydrogen
absorption in hydrogen storage materials should be a rather general phenomenon. More
detailed studies including the study of the vacancy formation mechanism are now in progress.
5. Concluding Remarks
The unique characteristics of positron annihilation have been applied to study some AB5
and AB2hydrogen absorbing alloys and the following points have been revealed1. In LaNi5±,, there are no constitutional vacancies due to deviations from the stoichiometric
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compositions. The deviations are compensated by antistructure atoms in these alloys.
2. Huge numbers of excess vacancies are formed in addition to dislocations during the first
hydrogen absorption process of LaNi and ZrMn2.
3. Excess vacancies introduced in the alloys by hydriding are contained in the specimen at
ambient temperature, where vacancies are practically immobile.
4. Above certain temperatures, excess vacancies become mobile and form microvoids.
Hereafter, defects and their properties in many important and potential hydrogen storage
materials will be clarified by using positron annihilation methods and such information will
be quite useful to develop hydrogen storage materials and processing.
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1.2.3 HIGH TEMPERATURE SULFIDE CORROSION AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
OF TRANSITION METAL SULFIDES
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University of Mining and Metallurgy (AGH), Faculty of Mateials Science and Ceramics,
Department of Solid State Chemistry, Al. Mickiewicza 30, 30-059 Krak6w, Poland

Abstract
An overview is presented of the role of the defect and transport properties of transition metal
sulfides on the kinetics and mechanism of high-temperature sulfide corrosion of metals and
alloys. It has been shown that due to the very high concentration of defects in common metal
sulfides, not only pure metals but also conventional high-temperature alloys (chromia and
alumina foriners) undergo very rapid degradation in highly sulfidizing environments.
Refractory metals (Mo, N), on the other hands, are highly resistant to sulfide corrosion, their
sulfidation rates being comparable with the oxidation rate of chromium. Also, alloying of
common metals by nioblum. and molybdenum improve considerably corrosion resistance with
respect to highly sulfidizing atmospheres. It has demonstrated that Al.-Mo and Al.-Mo-Si
alloys shown excellent resistant to sulfidizing environments, these materials being also
simultaneously oxidation resistant. Thus, new prospects have been created for the
development of a new generation of coating materials, resistant to multicomponent
sulfidizing-oxidizing atmospheres, often encountered in many branches of modem
technology.
Keywords: suffidation; oxidation; common and refractory metals and alloys.

1. Introduction
In many branches of modem technology metallic materials are exposed to sulfurcontaining atmospheres at high temperatures 12]. The corrosion of common metals and
conventional oxidation resistant alloys (chromia and alumina foriners) undergo under these
conditions very rapid, often catastrophic degradation.
The mechanism of this type of corrosion, observed in multicomponent oxidizingsulfidizing atmospheres, is very complex and still not satisfactorily understood. Thus, many
attempts have been made to improve the resistance of high-temperature alloys, against sulfide
corrosion and to design novel materials resistant to such very aggressive environments.
The present paper is an attempt to discuss the role of defects and transport properties
of sulfides in sulfide corrosion and to demonstrate that the resistance of metallic materials to
this type of corrosion may be considerably improved by alloying of common metals by
refractories and in particular by replacing of common metals by aluminum (Al-Mo, Al-Nb,
Al-Mo-Si).
2. Pysicochemical properties of metal sulfides
Transition-metal sulfides are less thermodynamically stable, melt generally at lower
temperatures and show higher deviations from stoichiometry than the corresponding oxides
(Tables
Actually, with few exceptions only the sulfides of common metals, including
Corresponding author. Tel: 48 0)12-617-2469 Fax:
E-mail address: kazuci.agh.edu.pl (K. Przybylski).

48 (0) 12-633-1593.
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Table .

Free energies of sulfide and oxide formation at II 23 K (kcal/mol S or 0) 31
Sulfide
FeS
NiS
Cos
Cr2S3

MnS
MOS2

TIS
TiS2

Table 11.

Oxide
FeO
N10
coo
Cr2O3

MnO
M002

TiO
T102

-

AGO1123 K

45.0
32.0
37.5
66.5
77.5
47.0
98.5
88.5

Melting points of some sulfides and oxides and metal-sulfide eutectics 31
Sulfide
TiS
LaS3

Melting poit, K
2373
2353
2333
?
2198
2123
1873
1823
?
1431
1598
1468
1403
1373
1373
1326
1083
1061
965

Ce2S3
NbS2

fbS2
US2
Y2S3

CrS
Cr2S3

MOS2

MnS
FeS
CU2S

Cos
A12S3
In2S3

NiS
N13S2

InS
M-MnS
CU-CU2S

Fe-FeS
CO-CO4S3
Ni-Ni3S2

Table 111.

- AG'1123 K
21.9
15.4
17.0
34.9
46.5
18.5
44.0
31.3

1513
1343
1258
1153
918

Oxide
TIO
La2O3
Ce2O3

NbO2
TbO2
U02
Y203

Melting point, K
2023
2490
1963
2353
3323
3113
2683

N10

2607
2200
2058
1697
1515
2083
2319
2273
2230

InO

1325

Cr2O3
M002

MnO
FeO
CU20

coo
A1203
ln2O3

Metal sulphicle eutectics

Maximum deviations from stoichiometry of some metal sulfides and oxides
at 1273 K 4]
Sulfide
Fe,-yS
Nil-yS

Formula
FeO.85S

Nlo.91S

Oxide
Fe,-yO
Nil-yO

co,_YS

COO.84S

Co,_Y0

Cr21yS3

Cr2.03S3

Cr2+yO3

CU2-yS

CU1.83S

CU2-yO
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Feo.850
NiO.99940
COO.9930
CrI.9999503
C111.9980
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chromium sulfides, show much greater nonstoichiometry, and thereby defect concentration,
than the corresponding oxides (Fig.1). On the other hand, refractory-metal sulfides seem to
show very low deviations from stoichiometry, of the order of that of chromium oxide. Rau [5]
has shown, for instance, that the maximum deviation from stoichiometry of molybdenum
disulfide (MOS2) at 1373 K is smaller than 8X 1-5 mole of sulfur per mole of the sulfide.
As the matter transport in metal sulfides, like in the majority of oxides, proceeds mainly
through point defects, i.e., by volume diffusion, from these short remarks it follows that
transport properties of sulfide scales may roughly be described by self- and chemicaldiffusion coefficients. A comparison of a self-diffusion coefficients in oxides and sulfides
clearly indicates that the rate of cation self-diffusion in common-metal sulfides is generally
much higher than in the corresponding oxides (Fig.2) 3,41.
The question then arises as to why self-diffusion rates of cations in the majority of
sulfides are much higher than in the corresponding oxides. As the self-diffusion coefficient of
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Fig. I Collective plot of maximum nonstoichiometry in several metal sulfides and oxides as a
function of temperature at constant sulfur and
oxygen pressure 4]

Fig.2 Comparison of self-diffusion coefficients in
some metal sulfides and oxides 4]

atoms or ions in a given solid is a product of defect concentration and their mobility,
deviations from stoichlometry and chemical-diffusion coefficients for both groups of these
materials should be compared. As far as nonstoichiometry is concerned, it has already been
pointed out that except for refractory-metal sulfides, virtually all other transition-metal
sulfides show many times greater deviations from stoichiometry and thereby defect
concentrations than the corresponding oxides. A comparison, in turn, of available data of
chemical-diffusion coefficients shows, rather surprisingly, that the rates of this process and
thereby the mobilities of defects in sulfides and oxides do not differ significantly (Fig.3)
[3,4]. In fact, the rate of chemical diffusion is generally higher in sulfides, but maximum
differences do not exceed one order of magnitude. It may then be concluded that significantly
higher self-diffusion rates of cations in the majority of transition-metal sulfides result mainly
from much higher defect concentrations and not from greater defect mobilities. However, in
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the case of refractory-metal sulfides the situation may be different. In contrast, namely, to the
very low defect concentration in MOS2, niobium. dsulfide, NbS2, shows rather high deviations
from stoichiometry 6] and none the less the rate of niobium sulfidation is comparable with
that of molybdenum. Based on detailed theoretical analysis of the defect structure of NbS2
and the mechanism of nobiurn sulfidation, Gesmundo et al. 7 aived at the conclusion that
the very good protective properties of a NbS2 scale on niobium result mainly from very lowdefect mobility. This conclusion has recently been confirmed experimentally [8].
3. Suffidation of pure metals
As the sulfide corrosion of pure metals is concerned, only the main similarities and
differences between the kinetics and mechanism of sulfidation and oxidation processes will
be discussed. One of the most important conclusions in this respect is, that as in the case of
idation, sulfide scales on common metals grow by the outward diffusion of cations, and on
refractory metals by the inward diffusion of anions. This is illustrated in Fg.4, showing four
cross sections of sulfide and oxide scales formed on nickel, cobalt, tungsten and titanium. As
4
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Fig.4
Cross sections of sulfide (ab) and oxide (cd)
scales on nickel, tungsten, cobalt and titanium 9]

can be seen, inert markers located before the reaction on the surface of nickel and cobalt
remained at the metal-scale interface, clearly indicating that the sulfide and oxide scales on
these metals grew by the outward diffusion of cations. On the other hand, in the case of
tungsten sulfidation and ttanium oxidation inert markers were found o the scale surface,
strongly suggesting that the WS2 and TiO2 scales grew by inward dffusion of anions. This
important analogy in the growth mechanism of sulfide and oxide scales on metals result from
the same type of predominant disorder in transition-metal sulfides and oxides.
The main difference, in turn, is observed between sulfidation and oxidation rates of
these metals. In spite of compact-scale formation and the parabolic course of the reaction the
rate of sulfide corrosion of such important metals as nickel, cobalt and even chromium, is
many times higher than their oxidation rates. This is illustrated in Fig.
showing the
temperature dependence of the sulfidation and oxidation rates of some metals. From this
diagram it follows also that refractory metals are highly resistant to sulfide corrosion, their
sulfidation rates being comparable to the oxidation rate of chromium, representing one of the
most-resistant metals to oxide corrosion.
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4. Sulfidation of alloys
Passing now to a short discussion of alloy sulfidation, again the similarities and
differences between sulfide and oxide corrosion will be considered. As in the case of
1473
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dependence of the suffidation and oxidation rates
of some metals 4]

oxidation rates of Fe-Cr alloys on composition
191

oxidation the sulfide scales on the binary Fe-Cr, Ni-Cr, and Co-Cr alloys grow essentially by
outward diffusion of cations 34]. However, despite great similarities in the growth
mechanism of oxide and sulfide scales, the
T.K
10-4 1573 1371 1171 1073 Pj
S73 77
sulfidation and oxidation rates of these alloys
F. I"Cr-ZAI
SULFIDATION
differ dramatically. This is illustrated in Fig.6
--- OXIDATION
I 5
by the dependence of the oxidation and
IL 6
sulfidation rates of Fe-Cr alloys on their
NI-4C,
composition. As can be seen, the oxidation
z
I 7
0-NiA
rate of chromia fortners (about 40% Cr is
W
z
10
more than four orders of magnitude lower than
0
Co-23C,
U
the sulfidation rate of alloys, on the surface of
I !1
which a homogeneous
2S3 scale is formed.
10 10
Aluminum
additions
to
the alloys under
C.-35Cr
U
10 11
discussion improve their resistance to sulfide
0M
corrosion, but this effect is rather weak
<
I -12
11
[3,10,11], not exceeding two orders of
Fe-20C,
:9: _0NIAI
10 13
I
magnitude even when the concentration of
I-JOC-SAI
10 1
P.4AI
I
aluminum reaches 20 at.%. At very low sulfur
6
8
10
12
1
pressure only, lower than the dssociation
pressure of base-metal sulfide, a highly
104/T.K-1
protective scale is formed 3 In order to
Fig.7 Collective plot of the temperature
illustrate the dramatic differences between
dependence of the sulfidation and oxidation rates
of several binary and ternary alloys and P-NiAl
sulfide and oxide corrosion of highintermetallic 9]
temperature alloys, Fg.7 shows a collective
plot of the temperature dependence of the rates
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of these processes for several binary and ternary alloys and NIAI ntermetallic compound. It
is clearly seen that all oxidation resistant alloys, including the PNIAI nten-netallic
compound, corrode many orders of magnitude faster in a highly sulfidizing environment than
in oxygen. Such a situation results mainly from the fact that in oxidizing atmospheres highly
protective chromia or alumina layers are formed on these alloys as a result of selective
oxidation of chromium or aluminum. On the other hand, in sulfidizing envirom-nents even at
higher concentrations of chromium, and in particular aluminum, heterogeneous scales of poor
T. K
protective
properties
are
fori-ned,
1
sulfides of all alloying
components. This important difference
I0 1
results mainly from thermodynamic and
kinetic reasons. In the case of oxidation,
I
6
absolute values of free energy of
7
formation of Cr2O3 and A1203 are much
E
higher
than those of base metal oxides
to
Z
10-8
-C
(FeO,
CoO,
NIO). Consequently, about
0
U
I 9
30 wt.% of chromium and only 57 wt.%
4
10 10
Al is high enough for selective oxidation
M.
of these alloying components. In addition,
U
-11
I
the growth rates of these oxide layers are
10
so low that the rate of nterdiffusion
<
I -12
within the alloy is high enough to
I 0 13
maintain the chromium and/or aluminum
I
I
activity at the alloy-scale interface on the
6
8
10
12
14
level sufficient for steady-state, selective
oxidation.
1 /T.K-1
The situation is different in the
Fig.8 Collective plot of the temperature dependence of
case of sulfidation, because absolute
the sulfidation and oxidation rates of high-temperature
values of free energies of fori-nation of
-4
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77 3containing

-

SULFIDATION

.....

OXIDATION

i-4Cr

Z

I

C-35Cr%'_M-30Cr

1 -IIAI

Fe-2OCr

i-IOCr-SAI

-

4

04

alloys compared
sulfidation (solid
oxidation) 9]

to niobium and molybdenum
lines-sulfidation- dashed lines-

CrS, Cr2S3 and A12S3 are not much higher
than those of iron, cobalt and nickel
sulfides. Thus, selective sulfidation of
chromium and aluminum is not favored,
and heterogeneous scales are formed which have poor protective properties. In addition, the
very high growth rates of base-metal sulfides impede the formation of a continuous
chromium sulfide or aluminum sulfide layer. Thus, from a practical point of view chromium
and aluminum alone do not seem to be very promising in designing novel materials resistant
to sulfide corrosion. In contract to this, refractory metals seem to be very promising as they
show excellent resistance to sulfur. In order to stress this point, Fig. shows once again a
collective plot of the temperature dependence of the sulfidation and oxidation rates of some
high-temperature alloys compared to molybdenum and niobium sulfidation. It is clearly seen,
that the sulfidation rates of these refractory metals are only slightly higher than the oxidation
rates of chromia fort-ners. Douglas 12-19] has shown that combined alloying of iron with
molybdenum and aluminum dramatically decreases the sulfidation rate of iron as illustrated in
Fig.9. However, a pest phenomenon has been observed desintegrated the material after
prolonged sulfidation. On the other hand, novel nanocrystalline Al-Mo, Al-Nb and in
particular Al-Mo-Si alloys 20-23] have been found to by surprisingle high resistant not only
to highly sulfidizing atmospheres but also to oxygen attack at high temperatures. This is well
illustrated in Fig.10 representing the collective plot of temperature dependence of the
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sulfidati.on (solid lines) and oxidation (dotted lines) rates of these novel materials on the
background of the sulfide and oxide corrosion rates of chrornia and alumina foriners.
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of
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sulfidation rate of Fe-3OMo and Fe-30Mo-x.A1
alloys compared to the sulfidation rates of pure
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Fig. IO Collective plot of the temperature dependence
of the suffidation and oxidation rates for Al.-Mo and
Al.-Mo-Si alloys, compered to a number of
conventional high-temperature alloys, as well as for
the suffidation rates of pure molybdenum and Fe3OMo-9AI alloy 9,20,22]

5. Concluding remarks
The main reason why common metals are rapidly attacked by sulfur results from the
very high concentration of point defects in their sulfides. On the other hand, refractory metals
are highly resistant to sulfide corrosion because of either low-defect concentration or owdefect mobility in the sulfides of these metals.
The mechanisms of sulfide and oxide corrosion of pure metals are very similar because of the
same type of predominant disorder in transition-metal sulfides and oxides.
All conventional oxidation-resistant alloys hrornia and alumina fonners) undergo very rapid
degradation in highly sulfidizing environments because of heterogeneous-scale formation of
poor protective properties.
New prospects for the development of coating materials resistant to high-temperature sulfide
corrosion have been created by combined alloying of common metals with molybdenum and
aluminum and in particular by the development of novel nanocrystalline aluminum based
refractory metal alloys containing silicon which are highly resistant to both sulfidizing and
oxidizing environments.
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1.3.1 PSITRON ANNII-BLATION STUDIES ON BULK METALLIC GLASS AND MGH
INTENSITY POSITRON BEAM DEVELOPMENTS
P. Asoka-Kumar* and W. Stoeffl
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94550 USA
Abstract
Positron annihilation spectroscopy is an ideal probe to examine atomic scale open-volume
regions in materials. Below, we summarize the recent results on studies of open-volume regions
of a multicomponent Zr-Ti-Ni-Cu-Be bulk metallic glass. Our studies establish two types of
open-volume regions, one group that is too shallow to trap positrons at room temperature and
becomes effective only at low temperatures and the other group that localizes positrons at room
temperature and is large enough to accommodate hydrogen. The second half of the paper will
concentrate on the high intensity positron program at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
A new positron production target is under development and we are constructing two experimental
end stations to accommodate a pulsed positron microprobe and an experiment on positron
diffraction and holography. Important design considerations of these experiments will be
described.
Keywords: metallic glass, positron production, positron n-licroprobe, positron diffraction and
holography
1. Introduction
The use of positron beams in surface and materials science offers unique opportunities to
obtain detailed information on defects and electronic properties of materials[I-5]. Since the initial
discovery of "moderation", the process by which a small portion of positrons incident on a
material with a negative positron work function is reemitted with narrow energy and angular
distributions,. several monoenergetic positron beam systems has been developed. At Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, we are operating and developing several positron beam systems
that are capable of examining materials at different depth scales and sampling volumes. Below,
we summarize the results obtained with high-energy positron beams and new developments to
build a multi-user experimental program using a high-intensity, low-energy positron beam.
A high-energy positron beam is formed using positrons emitted from a 22 Na source placed
at the terminal of a 3 MeV electrostatic accelerator[61. The positron beam (with a typical
intensity of 5x 105 positrons/sec) emerging from the accelerator column is focused by a thin
solenoid, exits the vacuum through a 25 [tm thick Al window, and enters the specimen either
directly or after passing through a 2 mm thick scintillator, that provides a start signal for positron
lifetime measurements. The positron penetration depth into the test material is greater than 23
mm and allows us to measure bulk properties without significant contributions from the nearsurface regions. The annihilation spectrum is detected with detectors positioned collinear or
perpendicular to the incoming positron beam direction. A collinear geometry is often used in
lifetime measurements, while a perpendicular geometry allows both lifetime and energy analysis
Corresponding Author, E-mail Address: asoka11n1.gov
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using coincidence logic between the annihilation gamma rays. Since the beam exits the vacuum
system, the setup is convenient to probe engineering materials with specialized fixtures,
encapsulated samples requiring a specific environment, and liquids. Recently, we have applied
this system to study diverse problems such as embrittlement in reactor pressure vessel steels[71,
direct observation of carbon-decorated defects in
fatigued type 304 stainless steel[81,
preferential positron sampling of anions in alkali halides[91, and characterization of open-volume
regions in bulk metallic glass[IO-13]. In section 2 we summarize results obtained from bulk
metallic glass.
The high intensity positron program is summarized in section 3 The primary source of
positrons is built at the end of a 100 MeV linear accelerator, capable of delivering up to 40 kilo
Watt peak power at a repetition rate of up to 1400 Hz. At present, the positron program is well
integrated into the core ission of the 100 MeV accelerator and is expected to be available for
positron studies and associated collaborative experiments for about 46 months a year.
2. Free volume characterization in bulk metallic glass
A new class of multi-component metallic glasses that can be grown in bulk form at
relatively slow cooling rates have attracted considerable commercial and technological
interest[14,15]. These glasses exhibit a number of attractive physical and mechanical properties,
including large elastic strains to failure, high tensile strengths, and excellent wear and corrosion
resistances. Open volume regions in glassy structures are known to play an important role in
determining and modifying their properties when subjected to various external conditions.
Positron annihilation spectroscopy is a highly sensitive, nondestructive probe to study the nature,
concentration, and spatial distribution of open volume regions in materials. Positron lifetimes are
influenced by the presence of these open volume regions and can be used to measure the
"openness" of these frozen-in disordered regions. A number of studies in conventional rapidly
quenched metallic glasses yield single-component lifetime spectrum with a decay constant
indicative of open volume regions that are smaller than the vacancies found in constituent
metals[161.
Electron momentum distributions in a solid can be examined using the Doppler shift of
ann'hilation gamma rays[I]. The high momentum part of this spectrum (denoted as OEMS,
Orbital Electron Momentum Spectrum) is dominated by orbital electrons that retain their atomic
character and are thus elemental specific[17-19]. The elemental specificity of OEMS has been
employed successfully to address many defect-related problems[20-23].
We have used positron lifetime and OEMS measurements to characterize open volume
in
Zr52.5Ti5AI10CU17.9N'14.6
two sets of Zr-based five-component alloys,
I
and
Zr41.2sTi13.75Ni10CU12.5Be22.5. They yield similar lifetime values of 177±3 ps and 179.5±0.5 ps,
respectively. Similar to conventional metallic glass, these lifetime values lie between those
observed for bulk constituent metals and metal vacancies, suggesting positrons are sampling
quenched-in open volume regions that are smaller than metal vacancies.
I
reg ons

OEMS measurements conducted as a function of sample temperature confirm that
positrons are localized at open volume regions and are not distributed throughout the alloy. Fig.
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Figure 1. The plot shows the fraction of positrons annihilating with low momentum electrons

<

0.38 atomic units, with a system resolution of 038 atomic units) as a function of the sample
temperature. The solid line through the data points is a guide to the eye.
shows the fraction of positrons annihilating with low momentum

< 038 atomic units, a.u.)

electrons as a function of temperature. As the temperature is reduced from ambient, the fraction
of positrons annihilating with low momentum electrons increases first, reaches a peak value at 200 K, before decreasing and showing an opposite trend at temperatures below 200K. The
positrons sample low momentum electrons more effectively when they are localized at open
volume regions. These measurements suggest that there are at least two groupings of open
volume sizes in these materials. The first group is more open and is barely deep enough to
produce positron binding at room temperature, while the second group is shallow and binds
positrons only at low temperatures. At room temperature, positron binding to open volume
regions with large mean size is not complete and as the temperature approaches - 200 K, positron
thermal energy is not sufficient to cause significant detrapping. At temperatures below 200 K, the
second group with higher number density dominates the observed positron features. Similar
positron measurements from samples charged with hydrogen show that open-volume regions that
are localizing positrons at room temperature can also accommodate hydrogen[IO].
A two-hour annealing at 650 'C (above the crystallization temperature, 470 'Q

of the Al

containing alloy reduced the lifetime to a value of 172±2 ps. The small changes upon annealing
suggest that the crystallized sample contains many phases with a high concentration of positron
localization sites, such as dislocations and grain boundaries and positrons are easily transported
through the grains. A long anneal

48 hours at 500 'Q

of the Be containing alloy reduced the

lifetime value to 164.5+-0.5 ps. However, calculated lifetime values for some of the known phases
NiZr2

and Zr2CU

were

143

and

151

ps,

respectively[24],

significantly

shorter than

the

experimental lifetime value, suggesting positron localization at open volume regions and not at
crystallized regions.
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Figure 2 The top panel (a) shows the electron momentum distribution of constituent elements
weighted with p to enhance the features associated with orbital electrons at high momentum
values. The bottom panel (b) shows the momentum distribution Of Zr4I.25TiI3.75NiI0CU12.5Be22.5Broken line represents a perfect random distribution of elements around the positron annihilation
site. The solid curve corresponds to the best fit obtained by adjusting the contributions from
different elements shown in panel (a).
Detailed comparison of the OEMS spectra corresponding to the amorphous metal and
metallic sub components show significant chemical ordering around open-volume regions[24].
Our results show that Ni and Cu atoms closely occupy the volume bounded by their neighboring
atoms, while Be, Al, Ti, and Zr are less closely packed, and more likely to be associated with the
open volume regions. Fig. 2 shows the OEMS spectra for constituent metals and best fit obtained
by using a linear combination of the individual contributions. Also shown is a curve that
corresponds to a linear combination in which the positron wave function is sampling a perfect
random distribution of the constituents. The fitted coefficients are shown in Fig. 3 Ti
contribution is enhanced to 30% from a value of 5%. Contributions from N and Cu are
combined and are reduced from 32.5% to 8%. Zr and Al contribution are comparable to grown-in
concentration. These results show that open volume regions sampled by positrons are surrounded
by atoms like Ti, Zr, and Al. Similar results are obtained in Be containing alloy where Be
replaces the role of Al[ 121.
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Figure 3 Composition of constituent elements as revealed by positron annihilation
measurements. Compared to the grown-in concentration, Ti is enhanced at the expense of Ni and
Cu.
3. High Intensity Positron Program at LLNL
A large number of experiments can benefit from a high-intensity, low-energy positron
beam. At present the low energy positron beam capabilities at US National Laboratories are led
by the efforts at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. We are building a state-of-the-art
multi user experimental program to meet the needs of the scientific community. Below we
summarize the design features of the positron production area and some of the experiments
planned for the immediate future.
The layout of the experimental hall, positron production hall, and linear electron
accelerator (linac) is shown in Fig. 4 Positrons are produced at the end of a 100 MeV linac. The
linac vacuum system is not connected to the positron vacuum system and electrons exit the inac
system through a thin, water-cooled window and enter the positron vacuum system. The entrance
vacuum window is integrated with a well-cooled stopping target for electrons. In the previous
design[25], the stopping target was outside the vacuum system and physically decoupled from the
vacuum window. Thus, the vacuum window to the positron production chamber was located
downstream of the Brernstrahlung shower and suffered significant degradation at high power and
was not able to withstand the sustained linac operation. In addition, the close proximity of the
stopping target and vacuum window caused electrical arcing during the short inac pulse cycle,
causing further degradation. In our current design, the vacuum window will face the electron
beam first and thus will overcome the electrical arcing problem.
Immediately following the stopping target is an option to add either a flat tungsten foil or
a set of tungsten foils of different geometry (like vanes) to increase the overall positron emission
area. Initial tests conducted at low power will optimize the geometry for both phase space and
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Figure 4 The layout of the intense positron beam at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
Positrons are produced at the end of a 100 MeV linac and transported to the experimental hall
using a guiding magnetic field.
intensity. New design also allows easy interchange of the entrance window with fixtures
incorporating in situ heating of the tungsten foil using direct electrical current flowing through
them. We intend to study the effects of foil temperature on positron emission characteristics at
low linac power to understand the relationship between the dynamic annealing of beam-induced
defects and positron emission characteristics[26]. The tungsten foil temperature during a high
power finac pulse is expected to be well above migration energies of simple defects in tungsten.
We also have installed additional ports for introducing trace amounts of gases to study their
effects on positron conversion efficiency. Another design criteria is to keep all surfaces exposed
and close to the primary tungsten foil to be made out of tungsten to prevent sputter deposition of
foreign elements. In our previous design, we observed significant coatings formed from sputtered
aluminum and tungsten during high power linac operation.
A fraction of positrons that are slowed down near the surface of the tungsten foils will get
reemitted as moderated positrons. These positrons are harvested and transported to an
experimental hall with a guiding magnetic field, The beam transport system contains a curved
section to prevent direct line of sight from the source region. The experimental hall and the
positron production area are separated by 45 in of concrete shielding to ensure a low radiation
background in the experimental hall. At the end of the curved section (in the positron production
hall), we have also installed a 22 Na source
15 mCi) and a tungsten moderator foil. This new
source-moderator assembly provides a low intensity positron beam for test and setup purpose and
can be withdrawn during high intensity beam operation. Both the high intensity and low intensity
positron beam can be transported to the experimental hall at energies of - 10 eV to 10 keV.
The positron beam entering the experimental hall can be transported to multiple end
stations, including positron mcroprobe, positron diffraction and holography, and a OEMS
chamber. Some of the experiments (OEMS) will use the low intensity beam exclusively, while
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the others will use the high intensity beam with further conditioning to alter their time structure
and phase space properties.
The positron inicroprobe will produce a tunable (- 1keV to 50 keV), time-bunched (100
ps wide, 20 MHz) positron beam with a pot size of - I tm and can be used to obtain a three
dimensional maps of defects in materials. Some of the novel features associated with our
microprobe design can be found elsewhere[27]. The time structure of the initial positron beam is
decided by the primary electron beam and is not suited for positron microprobe since it will
saturate most detector systems. Therefore positrons produced by each linac pulse are captured,
time stretched, and rebunched to provide suitable time structure for the micropobe[281 To
compress the beam spot from an initial diameter of I cm to - I Rm, we will also employ several
stages of remoderation. Overall efficiency of the transport system and 3-stage remoderation
staPes is expected to be of the order of 10- , and hence we expect a beam intensity of more than
10' positrons/sec at the target.
The intense positron beam is ideal for positron diffraction and holography measurement.
The advantages of a positron beam over an electron beam in terms of fewer artifacts and
ambiguities in the diffraction pattern are well known[2]. However, lack of a sufficiently intense
positron beam has hindered previous attempts to take full advantage of the positron diffraction
for surface characterization. A serious disadvantage posed by a positron diffraction experiment
over an electron diffraction experiment is the background caused by the prolific emission of
positronium (a neutral bound state of an electron and a positron) from the sample surface. Since
positronium is neutral it will pass through the grid system located in front of the channel plate
detector system. In standard electron diffraction experiment, the grid system is used to suppress
the electrons scattered inelastically and is used to perform similar functions in a positron
diffraction experiment. To overcome issued associated with positronium background, we will
take advantage of the pulsed nature of the positron beam. Since positronium signal will reach the
channel plate at a later time compared to the elastically scattered positrons contributions arising
form inelastic scattering and positronium can be discarded.
We summarized the intense positron beam development at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory. The high flux of the LLNL beam and the assortment of spectroscopic tools being
developed will enable several unique experiments.
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the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the University of California at Lawrence
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1.3.2 LIQUID METAL EMBRITTLEMENT:
FROM BASIC CONCEPTS TO RECENT RESULTS RELATED TO STRUCTURAL
MATERIALS FOR LIQUID METAL SPALLATION TARGETS

D. Gorse, S. Goryachev and T.Auger
CNRS-CECM, 15 rue Georges Urbain, F-94407, Vitry/Scine, Cedex, France

Abstract
At first, the basic features of LME are recalled (definition, characteristics, embrittling
couples), together with classical experimental features and open questions. Then, a review of
a few very recent results obtained on classical embattling couples but using new powerful
investigation techniques developed in France is proposed. Second we define LMC. The
"LME- LMC" correlation is postulated. Then we concentrate on the LME-LMC problem
related to the build-up of the Liquid Metal Spallation target in the frame of the MEGAPIE
project. The Russian expertise on LME is briefly mentioned. Then we present some results
obtained in the frame of the "Groupement de Recherche" GEDEON, focusing on steel grade
T91 in contact with lead and lead-bismuth eutectic, in agreement with Russian literature.
Keywords: Liquid Metal Embrittlement, intergranular penetration, Liquid Metal Corrosion,
Lead-Bismuth eutectic, steels, spoliation target, ADS.
1. Introduction
One task is to define Liquid Metal (LM) Corrosion, another one to define LM
Embrittlement, because of the intriguing synergy between the stress - strain state and the
environment. One can define LME as a degradation of the mechanical properties of an
otherwise ductile metal (like Cu, Al ... induced by some interaction with LM and mechanical
solicitation. Since its discovery in 1874, embrittlement of structural materials by LeadBismuth was extensively studied, especially in Russia during the 50's for nuclear applications
[1]. Model studies of model systems 2 appeared in the 70's, and continued to attract the
attention of materials scientists over the past 30 years, not disconnected from basic research
conducted on Grain Boundaries (GB) 3]. Now the renewed interest for LME is motivated by
material research programs related to an important component of the park of nuclear reactors
of new generation for the 2l't century, namely accelerator driven subcritical reactors (ADS)
for incineration of minor actinides 4-7].
This paper is organised as follows. In section 2 the main characteristics of LME, related
to thermodynamics, morphology and kinetics aspects, are reviewed and illustrated 6-8].
Basic concepts of very recent models are presented [8-18]. Section 3 is devoted LMC, and
relations with LME [ 19-2 1]. Note already that models are presented first, at purpose, since
none of them takes into account the environmental effects on the SM/LM interface. In all
cases, defects are only permitted in the GBs, with quasi ideal SM/LM interfaces (smooth at all
scales and free from segregating metallic or metalloid impurities, except the embrittling
atoms). In section 4 susceptibility to LME of iron base alloys is first shortly reviewed.
Then we come to the LME and related LMC studies carried out in the frame of the
"Groupernent De Recherche GEDEON" gEstion des DEChets par des ptions Nouvelles),
taking into account the characteristics of the MEGAPIE spallation target 7,20-22] We
conclude briefly.
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2. Liquid Metal Embrittlement
2.1 Main characteristics ofLME.
Just as for Localised Corrosion
C) or Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCQ [8], one distinguishes three phases: nucleation, subcritical growth, and propagation until final rupture with
possible crack arrests. Most studies concern the phase of subcritical crack growth. The crack
nucleation phase is unknown. Cracking is in general intergranular, scarcely transgranular.
Thermodynamically, LME may concern all SM/LM couples, whatever the phase
diagrams (exhibiting mutual solubility or not, forming or not high temperature intermetallic
compounds). There are tables collecting the most studied and considered embrittling and
nonembrittling SMILM couples, as the one proposed by Shunk and Warke 9-10]. In our
opinion, the famous SM/LM
specificity >>is based on non-exhaustive or 'Inadequate
criteria... Of course, the most spectacular case is the embrittling penetration of Aluminium by
liquid Gallium. Nonembrittling couples can be incorrectly considered either because suitable
testing and analysing conditions were not applied or are still missing or because the crack
growth rate is so slow or too slow regarding the experiment duration [I I].
To illustrate this important point, we reported in Figure I results published in 1960 by
Rostoker et Coll.[12] It is well known that Cu is severely embrittled by B. Shall we conclude
that Cu is rather immune against LME in Pb? Shall we not better suppose that the embnittling
criteria were not fulfilled under the operating conditions of Figure 1?
4
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Figure 1. Left: stress vs. strain plots for cold-rolled Cu in contact with Pb.-Bii-,, alloys; Right: Variation
of the interfacial epergy YSIL between Cu and Pb,,-Bil.,, alloys at 350'C (note the reference values
YCu/Pb - 390 erg/cm and YC,,/Bi = 280 erg/cm'. 4fier W. Rosloker et Coll. 12]
Let us note that rare gases, like Argon, can be also embrittling. The only difference is that
the crack propagation rate, Vcrack, in Cu under Argon cover gas is three orders of magnitude
slower than in Bismuth!
For real SM/LM couples, surface heterogeneities constitute a source of crack initiation
sites (as for LC!) A simple-minded scheme
..................
........ ..
.... ...................
..........................
including parameters favouring (LM , stress cy)
...........................
.............
................
....
.........
............
.....
.... ...
and hindering (oxide layer) crack propagation
..........
is shown here. Are missing the SM strain state
......... .......
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and all chemical impurities in both phases.
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.
.
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....
....
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... .........
Rebinder first proved that the contact with
..........
%..... ..........
........................
LIM reduces the surface energy, now ys/L if
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perfect wetting.
The Gfiffith cfiterion gives the critical stress cyc [2 E ys/L/7[C]1/2 for crack growth of size
1/2
1/2
c/2. Using K = 7c/2] ,we define the critical stress intensity factor Kic = [2E ys/L]
Sowe
justify qualitatively the hugedifferencein susceptibilitytoLMEof Cu/Biwithrespectto
Cu/Pb.
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Crack propagation gives rise to the opening of "fresh" surfaces at crack tip. The crack
propagation rate is determined by the competition between the oxidation kinetics in the crack
tip area and the kinetics of penetration of the embrittling (LM) atoms, once defined the
metallurgical conditions (stress-strain state).
There are different crack morphology
depending on the SM/LM system (nature and
purity), environmental, metallurgical and
mechanical testing conditions: Mullins grove,
finger-like, or rather narrow channels as the
one displayed in Figure 2 13].
Over a depth of order 100 tm, the crack
width is invaded by Bismuth, leading to a 31
film wetting the parallel channel walls.
Beyond, B is no longer observable, while the
crack becomes narrower, of submicronic,
then anometric width with approaching the
crack tip area. Note that Ni is clearly
embrittled far ahead of the micrometric film!
Impact broken Ni specimens were
analysed in situ within an Auger spectrometer
which allowed to reveal the presence of
Bismuth on fracture surfaces and to quantify
the number of Bi layers present in the GBs.
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film
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Fi2ur 2 Metallographic observation of intergranular
crack formed in polycristal Ni (100 ppm, mpurities)
bent at room temperature after h exposure to Bi vapor
at 700'C. Below: SEM icrograph showing that the
crack stops far ahead the region of Bi visible
penetration. After N. Mari et Coll 13]

Rabkin addressed the question of how the embattling atoms are supplied in the crack tip
zone and beyond 14]. Writing the width of the steady-state diffusion zone ahead of crack tip
as I = DGB/V,,k gives I 1-12 CM for v,,&z 0 I m/s and DGB 10- 4 CM2/S at about 03 T.. (Tm
designates the SM melting temperature) which is unrealistic.
To in a k e t h i s value acceptable, Rabkin
suggested first that a tensile stress might
L
accelerate GB diffusion. The author also
assumed that the driving force for "diffusion"
could be affected too.
Finally, a pre-melted GB was assumed,
consistentwithasufficientdiffusivity(10-' Fipure3.Gradual decohesion zone of length I
CM'/s) to supply the embrittling atoms in the Iseparating the region acroscopically" filled with LM
GB, and allowing for intergranular cracking.
from the unsegregated GB A er E. abkin [14].
The question of applied stress is also a matter of debate, Scientists studying wetting and
intergranular penetration often consider tensile stress is not a prerequisite parameter for
occurrence of LME. Definitions of LME can be found in the literature where r tends to zero,
the prominent role of the LM embrittling phase being
phasized. A/Ga is the best couple to
the purpose of validating such models of LME.
Drop of the Ga
Drop of the Ga

17- mm
applied stress
17. mm
Figure 4 Geometry of fracture in case of an Al alloy fl) with applied stress (Right) after plastic deformation
in bending and without applied stress during te experiment of Ga penetration; 4fter Brechet et Coll. 7]

*Corresponding author. Tel: 33 (1)56 70 30 61, Fax: 33 (1) 46 75 04 33. E-mail address :gorseglvt-cnrs.fr (D.Gorse)
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Of course it is known that LME occurs at applied stress much lower than the yield stress
(Fig 1). However, the above Figure 4 enlightens the important role of the stress - strain state
regarding susceptibility to LME of Al put into contact with a Gallium drop. Note that the
stress-strain state influences the morphology of the fracture.
With stress, the tensile components are in the Ox direction. On the contrary after stress
removal and elastic relaxation, the residual tensile stress is in the Oy direction which explains
the geometry of fracture seen in Figure 4 We have also chosen to present this experiment
since Al/Ga is the perfect example of ernbrittling couple at zero applied stress!
Powerful techniques are now available to study LME. First, synchrotron radiation X-ray
microtomography recently proved to be a very useful tool for investigating propagation paths
and kinetics of the "embrittling" elements in a metallic polycrystal [15]. Second, High
Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) and related analysis techniques
permits to attain elementary defects in GBs. It could be of great help to understand their
influence on penetration of the embrittling elements and on intergramilar crack advance 7].
Contrary to an opinion found in recent literature 16], we would like to emphasize that
LME can be observed over a wide temperature range, not determined by the melting
temperature of the "embrittler" (T,,,,E) and confined in a narrow range given by T,E ± 50'C.
This point will be confirmed in Section 4 where susceptibility to LME of steel grade T91 in
Pb-Bi eutectic will be specifically treated.
Recent modeling of LME take into account some ingredients of intergranular cracking
discussed above and try to explain the crack morphology and its kinetics of propagation. The
role of externally applied stress is not explicitly included.
It would have been surprising that the
Mullinsgroove requiringthermodynamic
equilibrium conditions in the crack (see
scheme opposite) describes satisfyingly its
morphology. However, this theory of thermal
grooving allows t o define an equilibrium
Min I
dihedral angle 00 using: 2 YSL cos(Od2) = GB
On can easily think how difficult to
measure the dynamic wetting angles on crack
walls and (0d) at crack tip, once remarked that
an acute measurement of the time dependent
curvature gradients are a key factor for
modeling crack propagation.

.........
2

L

IGB

Glickman et Coll.[ 7 proposed that the non zero dynamic concave angle that develops at
crack tip is responsible for an inward driving force F:
Foc YGB [I - cos(Od2) / cos(OO/2)] (with the above definitions of 0,, and Od)
and for the transport of "embrittling atoms ahead of crack tip, in the GB'.
On the other hand, Chatain et Coll. 181 developed another approach, emphasizing the
role of structural defects in the GBs, especially facets, and allowing to predict the observed
linear LM penetration rate as well as the crack morphology found remarkably timeindependent in the literature.
3. Liquid Metal Corrosion MQ
3.1 definition and application to 9%Cr martensitic steels
LMC means passive film growth (- mn) and thickening (- tm) on an oxidisable metallic
alloy followed by generalised or localised corrosive attack. In principle, elf-healing of locally
depassivated area (Pits) may be obtained by active oxygen control in the LM bath.
' We do not develop here the arguments given by the authors to iterate the process. Neither do we comment the
fact that this process implicates high stress. After Glickman, wetting induced surface roughening of GBs will
make easier point defect production and decrease YSL.
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Recent studies, using dedicated devices like COXCIMEL with electrochemical oxygen
control in LM bath and suitable cover gas 7-19-211, have shown that over a wide range of
oxygen contents going from highly reducing (-10 10'Wt-%02 t hghly oxidizing conditions
(-10-' Wt-%02), the steel surface of the 9%Cr pre-selected steels for the MEGAPIE spatlation
target and future ADS is always found a priori oxidised, and poorly wettable by LM (Fig. 5),
in agreement with classical then-nodynamics and Ellingham Diagrams.
Uquid
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Figure 5. (ffi Diagram showing the oxidation conditions used in IPPE-Obninsk by Markov et Coll. 7] giving
rise to surface oxide films, whose protectiveness and wettability by LM should be already initially function of
the temperature and oxygen content. (Right) SEM micrograph showing a top view of oxidised T91 steel surf.
after 15 days ageing above a stagnant Pb bath nder highly reducing conditions in COXCIMEL set-up revealing
Pb droplets and the bad wettability of the oxide swface filmA r V. Ghetta et Coll 19-211

3.2 Relation LMC - ME. case of 9 % Cr martensitic steels
It was also shown that one month ageing under highly reducing conditions gives rise to
surface pitting and roughening. Less known, ageing under similar conditions in LM causes
also appearance of porosities in the T91 steel in bulk 7]. It is argued that pits, pores, and
roughness induced by exposure of T91 steel to Lead might be very detrimental regarding
susceptibility to LME. Note that such corrosive degradations do not require long-term ageing
Oust a few weeks !), and that exposure to lead-bismuth eutectic could possibly accelerate this
ageing process and affect resistance to LME. This is pure conjecture!
According to the Kamdar criterion that intimate SM/LM contact at atomic scale is a
necessary condition for occurrence of LME, it could be tempting to suppose:
- that "unaged" steel specimens, covered with an oxide film in the very initial protective
stage of LMC, are not prone to LME;
- but that ageing in LM causes degradation of resistance to LMC, taking the form of "pits pores and roughness" and thus might increase substantially the susceptibility to LME.
This is what we call the "LMC-LME" correlation. After long-term ageing in LM 21] in
any case, the SM/LM contact will be macroscopically recovered possibly permitting LME.
4. Susceptibility to LME of 9%Cr martensitic steels in liquid Lead alloys
4.1
from Iron Armeo to 9%Cr martensitic steels
Even a non exhaustive review of the Russian literature from the 60's gives an idea of the
considerable amount of knowledge already existing as concerns suscepti
to LME of both
model systems and real systems, like steels in contact with Lead, Bismuth and their alloys.
Metallurgical and environmental criteria were already studied. This point is illustrated below.
Susceptibility to LME was known to be dependent on i) surface state, ii) metallurgical
parameters like grain size, iii) environment meaning temperature and chemistry of the
contacting phase. Briefly, susceptibility to LME is maximized around 350'C for polished
specimens of iron or iron-base alloys of large grain size. The steel microstructure as a whole
(lath structure, precipitates ... is determining. The welding effect on LME was studied.
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4.2 Resistance to LME of 9%Cr martensiticsteels in Lead-Bismuth: some recentfeatures
Today, 9Cr-lMo mod. steel grade (T91) is studied in the frame of both ADS and LM
spallation target projects 4,7,22]. In order to validate the "T91 stecUPb-Bi eutectic" system
for the target window and LM respectively, one has to verify the LMC and LME resistance
without and under the specific irradiation conditions of the MEGAPIE spallation target. We
concentrate here on some aspects of the problem without irradiation. The irradiation effects
including Hydrogen and Helium effects will be the treated with LiSoR experiment and infine
with the MEGAPIE target.
One has to check the LME resistance under the more severe environmental conditions
and damageable metallurgical conditions. From the tensile behaviour of T91 steel in LM we
deduce immediately the energy to fracture (calculated as the area under the load vs. crosshead displacement plots).
From the metallurgical point of view, one can combine suitable heat treatment and notch
effect: the tensile tests are carried out in air as function of the temperature of the stagnant LM
bath (Fig. 9.a). This gives the ductility trough of Fig. 9.b 7].
On the other hand, keeping the steel in its standard metallurgical state, we may vary the
environmental conditions (vacuum or hydrogenated helium), temperature and mechanical test
conditions. The LME effect is net by comparing the tensile behaviour of notched T91 steel
specimens in Pb-Bi cutectic under hydrogenated helium with a reference in vacuum (Fig. 9.c).
Recalling that 9%Cr martensitic steels were selected as the best compromise between
fabricability and resistance to severe irradiation conditions and lead alloys environment, as
stated in the GEDEON Material research program, these results are considered with special
attention 4,7].
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As seen in Figure 10, resistance to LME is degraded not only by applying suitable
hardening treatment but just by choosing a suitable combination of cross-head displacement
rate, temperature and cover gas. Apparently, the embrittling effect of Pb-Bi is made clearer
under flowing He-4%H2. The role of hydrogen, at the SM/LM interface or in bulk steel is
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outside the scope of this paper. Even at low magnification, in otherwise identical conditions,
we observe a significant change in the rupture faci6s with increasing temperature. At 300'C,
the facies is ductile (equiaxed dimples). At 400'C, the evolution is net, crack nucleation
occurred in a single area.
Other studies have shown a substantial acceleration of creep for T91 steel contacting PbBi under pure H2, not observable in the absence of the LM phase. This result suggests that the
LM induced roughened surface is a perfect source for points defects (vacancies ... ,
detrimental for both tensile and creep behaviour. From this point of view, one can conjecture
that a rigorous control of the oxygen content in the spallation target should be welcome to
avoid "pits, pores and roughness"!
Let us mention that we were not concerned here by the influence of radiation damage and
production of spallation elements (especially helium and hydrogen) that will harden and
embrittle the steel. Last, the problem of He embrittlement, of H embrittlement, of (He+H)
then finally of (He+H+LM) embrittlement is evoked incidentally here. It will be a challenge
for the next coming years and the new generation of nuclear reactors.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, well-known characteristics of LME and LMC are recalled. Concerning
9%Cr martensitic steels proposed for the spallation target of future ADS, we have shown that
long-term exposure of metallic alloys to LM decreases the resistance to LMC, giving rise to
64pits - pores" and surface roughening, and could be somehow responsible for a LME effect,
not a priori expected with these steels. Work is in progress to "quantify" these preliminary
results before beginning mechanical tests under irradiation in LiSoR experiment.
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1.3.3 ANALYSIS OF STRESS DEGRADATION OF METALS
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Abstract
Since the stress degradation of metals originates from the change of the microstructure
induced by glide motion and multiplication of dislocations, fundamental features of this
process have been investigated from the viewpoint of the dislocation - dislocation
interaction and the consequent vacancy production by using positron technique and
computer simulation. Corresponding to the positron trapping at deformation induced
defects in metals such as Fe and Ni, positron lifetime calculation has been made for the
configurations obtained in model Fe and Ni lattices which contain a dislocation and
vacancies produced by dislocation cutting process. The important results are (i) straight
dislocation lines usually behave as shallow traps for a positron and the corresponding
positron lifetime is close to that at matrix, (ii) complex defects consisting of a dislocation
line and vacancies usually show intermediate positron lifetimes between matrix and a
single vacancy.
Vacancy production process by dislocation cutting is simulated in model Fe lattice and
it has been clarified that a vacancy is produced at each step of a climbing jog dragged by a
screw dislocation line on <111> atomic row in the vicinity of a jog. Another topic of
vacancy production process in a small Cu precipitate cut by a gliding dislocation has also
been simulated in Fe model lattice, showing a conversion from a straight dislocation line to
a jogged line after cutting the Cu precipitates.
Key words: Dislocation cutting, Vacancy production, Complex defect of a dislocation and
vacancies, Positron lifetime, Fe, Ni, Cu-precipitate
1. Introduction
Since the degradation of materials used under stress is a very severe problem in
various fields, fundamental features in this phenomenon must be fully investigated.
Dislocation multiplication and cutting between gliding dislocations are considered to be the
most fundamental processes of the stress degradation of materials. It is well known that
point defects such as vacancies and self-interstitial atoms (SIAs) are formed through
dragging motion of jogs produced by dislocation cutting. The probability of vacancy
formation is considered to be higher than that of SAs due to the lower formation energy of
a vacancy than that of a SIA. Vacancies produced usually migrate into dislocation lines or
form clusters in matrix and on dislocation lines, resulting in the evolution of the complex
microstructure which might cause the stress degradation of materials, e.g., the microvoid
formation and coalescence of them tending to the ductile fracture of materials at the end of
plastic deformation process. It is, however, not easy to observe microstructures in the
*Corresponding author:
E-mail address:

Tel: 81-92-583-7766, Fax:
kuramotoriarn.kyushu-u.acJp
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deformed specimens by the conventional microscopy. On the other hand, positron
annihilation technique has become extremely powerful to preferentially detect free-volume
type defects such as vacancies and dislocations. In order to identify various type defects
atomic structures of them must be determined in the simulation calculation in model
lattices and for the atomic structures thus obtained positron lifetime calculation must be
performed. In the present study these processes will be made for typical metals such as Fe
(bcc) and Ni (fcc) to obtain further understanding of the fundamental features of materials
stress degraded.
2. Positron lifetime in deformed Fe and Ni
Positron lifetime measurement was made for Fe specimens deformed at low
temperature (77K) and two lifetime components (short one and long one) were found (1).
In this study the long one ( > 300 psec) was considered to be corresponding to microvoids
formed by deformation-induced vacancies and short one 165 psec) was considered to be
corresponding to dislocations. On the other hand, the positron lifetime calculation was
made for a positron trapped at an edge dislocation line in Fe by using the so-called atomic
superposition method developed by Puska and Nieminen 2-5) and a very short lifetime and
a shallow trapping of a positron were found 6). In this calculation te atomic structure was
determined before lifetime calculation in Fe model lattice constructed by Finnis-Sinclair
potential 7). Lifetime calculation was also made for the complexes of a dislocation and a
vacancy in Fe and a intermediate lifetime between a matrix and an isolated single vacancy
was obtained, such as 140 psec. Results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 1, where
short lifetimes are obtained for a straight dislocation line and a jog, and intermediate
lifetimes are obtained for dislocation - vacancy complexes and long lifetimes are obtained
for a vacancy and vacancy clusters.
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In Fig. 2 the isochronal annealing behavior obtained by the positron lifetime
measurement for Ni specimen deformed at room temperature is shown, where the long
lifetime component decreases from about 200 psec to 130 psec with increasing annealing
temperature 8,9). This suggests that the long lifetime component does not correspond to
positron annihilation at the dislocation site, but at the vacancy or vacancy clusters on a
dislocation line. Positron lifetime calculation was also made for a vacancy and vacancy
clusters on an extended edge dislocation in Ni by using the N-body potential developed by
Gao et al. (10) and the results are shown in Fig. 3 where short lifetimes are obtained for a
straight dislocation line and a jog, and intermediate lifetimes are obtained for a dislocation
and vacancy complexes, and long lifetimes are obtained for a vacancy and vacancy clusters.
In fcc metals such as Ni stacking fault tetrahedra (SFT) are formed by agglomeration of
vacancies and a wave function of a positron trapped at an SFT is shown in Fig. 4 where
positron trapping mainly occurs at the corner sites of an SFT. This is the reason why the
positron lifetime at an SY is longer than that at a straight dislocation.
Lifetime and Binding Energy for a Positron in Ni
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From these results of positron lifetime measurements and calculations for deformed
metals (Fe and Ni), it is clearly seen that positron lifetimes experimentally obtained do not
necessarily correspond to that at straight dislocation lines, but that at complexes of a
dislocation and vacancies. Dislocation lines give rather shallow trapping potential for a
positron, and then low temperature measurements will be needed to detect this annihilation
event at a dislocation line.
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3. Vacancy production by dislocation cutting
It is well known that
dislocation cutting produces
point defects like vacancies
and self-interstitial atoms
(SlAs), but detailed atomistic
features of this process have
not been clearly studied yet.
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01
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especially in the ductile
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Fig.

Fe model lattice with two screw dislocations (belonging to
primary and conjugate slip systems).

Hence in the present study the
model Fe lattice was constructed by using Finnis-Sinclair potential 7) and two screw
dislocation lines (belonging to primary and conjugate slip systems) are introduced as
shown in Fig. 5. Then the shear stress was applied to the model lattice to move the primary
screw dislocation upward and make a cutting with the conjugate screw dislocation. By this
cutting a jog was generated on each dislocation and the one on the primary screw
dislocation was dragged. Depending upon the direction of Burgers vectors of two screw
dislocations opposite jogs are formed as shown in Fig. 6 One of them (here the left one)
results in the production of vacancies nearby on <111> atomic rows. In the other word,
Frenkel pair was generated and an SIA was placed on the jog which enabled the jog to
make a climb motion of one atomic distance and a vacancy in the pair was left in the
neighborhood. Calculated behavior of jog
dragging motion is shown in Fig. 7 where
vacancies produced by jog dragging are aligned
regularly probably due to minimization of the

total energy.
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opposite signs in Fe model lattice.
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Fig. 7 Calculated behavior of jog dragging motion,
where vacancies produced by jog dragging are
aligned regularly.
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4. Vacancy production by cutting Cu precipitates by gliding dislocation
Another case resulting in the vacancy production was found in the computer simulation
which was made to reveal the atomic features of the cutting process of Cu precipitates in Fe
matrix by gliding edge dislocations. This is the related problem to the embrittlement of
pressure vessel steels in nuclear reactors (11). The model Fe lattice containing Cu
precipitates was constructed by using the potential developed by Ackland et al. 12). It is
observed in the simulation that a small round shape Cu precipitate (CU15) being cut by a
gliding edge dislocation vacancies are produced in or on the periphery region of a Cu
precipitate, and corresponding to this vacancy production SLAs are attached to the edge
dislocation line, resulting in the
conversion from a straight edge
Interaction between a Moving Edge Dislocation
dislocation to the one with jog
and Cu-precipitate (Cu,,) in Fe
pairs which still can easily glide
totally as shown in Fig. 8. The
1-40
74
-----1-42
4
1-41
basic reason why vacancies are
CUPO
40
produced by dislocation passing
is considered to reduce the
K-39
expansion strain field which Cu
1440
40
0
4
precipitates form around them.
I 4
K
42
In the case of larger Cu
precipitates bcc structure of the
precipitate seems to be disturbed
by the large strain field of an Fig- 8 Calculated behavior of the cutting process of a small
edge dislocation probably due to
round shape Cu precipitate (CU15) by a gliding edge
the tendency of the conversion
from bcc to fcc structure with
the increase of the size of
precipitates.

dislocation, where vacancies are produced in or on the
periphery region of a Cu precipitate, and corresponding
to this vacancy production SlAs are attached to the edge
dislocation line, resulting in the conversion from a
straight edge dislocation to the one with jog pairs.

5. Summary
Fundamental processes of the stress degradation of metals and alloys have been
discussed from the viewpoints of the dislocation - dislocation interaction, vacancy
production by the jog dragging, dislocation - precipitate interaction, mainly based on the
positron annihilation technique and the computer simulation. It is concluded that in the
defon-ned state vacancies produced by dislocation cutting and jog dragging usually affect
the positron trapping and annihilation behavior, and provide several intermediate positron
lifetimes. Positrons are rather shallowly trapped at straight dislocation lines with short
lifetimes.
Vacancy production process by dislocation cutting and jog dragging has been
simulated in Fe model lattice and the atomistic feature of vacancy production was
investigated. On <111> atomic row through a jog a Frenkel pair is produced and an SIA is
placed on the jog resulting in climbing of one atomic distance and a vacancy is left nearby
on <111> atomic row.
The simulation of the interaction between a Cu precipitate and a gliding edge
dislocation in Fe matrix has shown the vacancy production in or nearby Cu precipitate
probably due to reduce the strain field around the precipitate.
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Abstract
Boron is effective to the improvement of various properties of alloys, but it is difficult to
characterize its behavior during the alloy processing. Neutron induced autoradiography (or
called as F.T.E: Fission Track Etching) technique was attempted to quantitatively analyze
boron content in type 316 L austenitic stainless steel.
Reference samples with nine
different boron contents were prepared and analyzed by conventional analysis method as well
as by autoradiography technique using 'HANARO' a 30 MW research reactor in K.A.E.R.1
(Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute). Cd ratio of the neutron flux was about 200 and
thermal neutron flux was around 2 x loll /CM2 /sec. A Kodak CN-85'rM detector with an
alloy sample was irradiated with two different thermal neutron fluences of 10" and I 4 /Crn 2
Track densities on the autoradiographs were measured using image analyzer. Within the
range of 10 to 50 ppm of boron, track densities from autoradlography showed the linear
relationship with results from conventional analyses. When complementarily applied with
other analysis technique like E.B.S.D (Electron Backscattered Diffraction) or E.D.S (Energy
Dispersive Spectroscopy) neutron induced autoradiography technique was found very useful
in distinguishing and identifying phases with the different distribution coefficient of boron.
Keywords: autoradiography, fission track etching, boron, 316 L stainless steel, segregation,
(n, a) reaction

1. Introduction
Boron is an important alloying element in steel-making, but it is not easy to detect due
to its own lightness. It is usually added to improve hot workability, hardenability, or high
temperature properties, like creep resistance, and so on [1 2 31. Boron atom is prone to
segregate to interface (or grain boundary) and sometimes distributed preferably into one phase
than the other. Neutron induced autoradiography has been known very useful analysis
technique to investigate the distribution of boron atoms, especially when applied
complementarily with other analysis techniques 4]. This technique is based on `13 (ncc) 'LI
nuclear reaction. Natural boron is composed with 19.6 % of '013 and 80.39% of '' B isotopes
andneutroncrosssectionof'OBismuchgreater(3836 x 10-"cm')thanotherelements.

jjangkaeri.re.kr
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Accordingly the probability of boron atoms to emit particles is much higher than other
elements [5].
In this study 'HANARO - a 30 MW research reactor operated by Korea Atomic Energy
Research Institute - was utilized for neutron induced autoradiography.
Experimental
reference samples of type 316 L austenitic stainless steel were prepared with different boron
contents and the quantitative analyses were done by track density measurement on the
autoradlographs.
Local concentration of boron in a segregated grain boundary as well as
bulk concentration was estimated by the autoradlography, and qualitative approach was also
confirmed useful to investigate phase transformation of austenitic stainless steel.
2. Experimental
2 I Sample Preparation
Using relatively clean 99.9% or purer) raw material, nine experimental type 316 L
stainless steel ingots 1.7 kg each) were prepared by V.I.M (Vacuum Induction Melting).
Chemical analyses for nine ingots were done by I.C.P (Inductively Coupled Plasma)spectrometric, and I.C.P-MS (isotope dilution) by various laboratories. For autoradiography
work nine ingots were hot rolled at 12001C and cold rolled to 12 mm thickness. To
distribute boron atoms uniformly cold rolled sheets were solution annealed at I 1001C for I hr
and water quenched. Parts of solution annealed sheets were heat treated at 650 -C for I hr
and water quenched to investigate the segregation of boron atoms along the grain boundaries.
Samples were sectioned and cold mounted with resin and followed through the routine
metallographic preparation procedures.
After neutron irradiation test, samples were
electrolytically etched in 2 nital solution for the observation with optical microscope and
scanning electron microscope.
2 2 Neutron Irradiation and Track Density Measurement
Mirror polished samples were mechanically put together with cellulose nitrate film
detector (Kodak CN-85 ; C6HO9N2) for close contact, encapsulated in polyethylene
container and carried into reactor by pneumatic transfer system. Neutron fuence was
calibrated by Au wire measurement for each experiment. After irradiation detector film was
etched in 25 N NaOH solution at 50'C for 15 minutes. Tracks on detectors were recorded
by optical microscope and the densities were measured on 3 frames each by image analyzer
and plotted against bulk concentration of boron from I.C.P analyses.
3. Results and Discussion
Boron contents of nine type 316 L stainless steel samples is shown in Table I.
Table I

Boron concentration of nine experimental type 316 L stainless steel

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

B [ppm]

<2

<2

2

3

5

10

20

30

51
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Boron contents are, as designed, from less than 2 ppm (detection limit) to 51 ppm. All the
other elements were well within the ASTM specification, and carbon and nitrogen contents
were extremely low 0.003 - 0014 and 00004 - 0.0088 wt % respectively).
At 1782 x

0" and 1.16 x

1014 /CM2

of therinal neutron fluence track densities from

solution annealed nine samples are measured and plotted against bulk concentration of boron
(Figure 1). Increase of track densities according to the neutron fluence is clear as well as
boron content. Track densities in the range of 10 to 50 ppm. of boron in type 316 L stainless
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0

0
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Boron content [ppm] in type 316L stainless steel (solution anealed)

Fig. I

Plot of measured track density vs. bulk boron content of type 316 L stainless steel
samples, solution annealed

steel show linear relationship with bulk boron contents as in previous reports 6 7
The
correlation factors were 097 for 1782 x loll /CM2 and 096 for 1 16 x loll /CM2 . Below
10 ppm of boron, however, track densities show irregular change along bulk concentration.
It is not clear whether it is inherent characteristics of neutron induced autoradiography or
statistical error.
Segregation of boron atoms along the grain boundary is clearly shown in Figure 2.
The autoradiograph is from the solution annealed and heat treated (650'C/I hr) stainless steel
containing 10 pprn of boron (sample No. 7
Therefore it can be said that alloys with low
amount of boron could change their grain boundary (or interface) related properties
gn icantly by segregation. This is also confirmed on the autoradiogrphs from the samples
of extremely low concentration (a few ppm) of boron. Quantitative analysis of boron
concentration within grain boundary has been attempted by autoradiography technique
through measuring track density along grain boundary. Tracks from segregated boron atoms
- 79 -
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along the grain boundary have been counted within rectangular area of about 3 x 20 M
along boundary segment. In the case of sample No. 7 (e.g. Fgur 2 10 ppm of bulk
concentration) boron concentration in a grain boundary segment was estimated as around 25
ppm. Definition of rectangular area along the segment should be arbitrary and measured
track densities would be varied especially by te definition of the width of grain boundary (or
of the width of the area). Also, in nature, the extent of segregation of boron atoms would be
different boundary segment to segment according to the boundary character.
To
quantitatively estimate the boron concentration in the interface, standardization of measuring
width of the interface on the autoradlographs is prerequisite. Linear intercept method could
'd the wdth variation problem n measuring the track density, but separate calibration
curves established by the same intercept method would be necessary. Judgement for the
compromise between the reliability of calibration curve and of local measurement on the
boundary is still remained.

P
Z

Jt

t

Y

.4,

X
4
V
4' 4-

Fig. 2

Autoradlograph of type 316 L stainless steel 10 ppm of boron),
at I I OOC for I hr and heat treated at 650'C for I hr

solution annealed

(fl uence : 1 16 x IO " /cm')

Figure 3 (a) shows an optical micrograph of directionally solidified type 316 L stainless
steel at ust below liquid/solid interface. Sample withdrawal velocity was about 30 f1iii/sec,
and upward directional growth of endrite phase are observed.
The corresponding
autoradiograph of the same area is shown in Figure 3 (b). Three arrows indicate each
corresponding local point on the micrograph. Preferential partitioning of boron atoms in a
specific phase is elucidated by autoradlograph. Coarser primary dcndrite phase which seems
to contain most boron atoms and finer dendrite coexist. As the distance from the liquid/solid
interface becomes farther (or as the local temperature decreases), fraction of the boron-free
phase (bright phase on the autoradlograph) expands, consuming the other phase (or expelling
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1,7

(a)
Fig. 3

(b)

Comparison of (a) optical micrograph and (b) autoradiograph of directionally
solidified type 316L stainless steel (solidification direction

I

boron atoms). Microstructural change was investigated by S.E.M and E.B.S.D investigated
in detail.
Figure 4 illustrates higher magnification SEM micrograph of a dendrite arm which
looks abundant in boron atoms and has been considered as boron containing ferrite phase.
On the micrograph 'f designates f. c.c (face centered cubic) and V designates b.c.c (body
centered cubic) crystal structure. E.B.S.D analyses reveal that finer dendrite-like phase
forms within the dendrite arm, composing with f. c.c structured and dendrite-like gamma
austenite in the matrix of b.c.c structured delta ferrite. Therefore in autoradiograph (Figure 3
(b)) dark dendrite arms are, in reality, composed of boron-bearing ferrite phase as matrix of
the dendrite arm and boron-free austenite as growing phase within the arm. Therefore tracks
on the autoradiograph is believed to come from the matrix ferrite phase, not from the growing
austenite and this is attributed to the lack of spatial resolution of the current autoradiography
technique. Resolution of neutron induced autoradiography is reported as about 2UM [5], but in
this study it appears as larger than 5gm.

To be more useful in identifying fine structures, e.g.

precipitates, inclusion, etc., spatial resolution of the autoradiography must be enhanced by
adjusting neutron fluence and detector processing, or by better microscopy operation.
S.E.M/E.D.S analyses results (Table 11) also confirm that the chemical composition of
growing phase, corresponding with points 1 2 3,and 4 in Figure 4 b), matches well with that
- 8 -
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of typical austenite phase. And the composition of the remained matrix phase of the dendrite
arm, which correspond with points 5 6 7 ad in Figure 4 b), and appear to contain more

pggl

(a)
Fig. 4

(b)

dentification of ferrite and austenite phases in directionally solidified type 3 6 L
stainless steel (a) SEM micrograph (b) local points analyzed by E.B.S.D (f: f.c; b:
b.c.c) and E.D.S (1 2 3 etc.)

Table 11

Chemical composition of local points by S.E.M/E.D.S analysis

[wt %]

Fe

Cr

Ni

MO

Mn

Si

1

60.97

17.48

10.77

1.66

0.81

0.77

2

57.40

19.04

11.85

2.37

0.79

0.76

3

65.83

18.76

11.44

2.29

0.87

0.81

4

66.32

18.98

10.85

2.22

0.92

0.70

5

61.46

22.46

9.38

4.53

1.09

1.07

6

61.48

24.31

7.18

5.20

0.88

0.96

7

62.20

24.49

7.05

4.47

0.87

0.92

8

63.13

22.43

8.88

3.98

0.66

0.92
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Cr 20.67 - 22.3 5 %) and Mo 3.29 - 4.14 %) and less Ni 6.40 - 8.5 8) than austenite also fits
well with typical composition of ferrite phase.
Therefore b.c.c structured ferrite dendrite phase which preferentially contains boron
atoms grows at the beginning stage of solidification and then fc.c structured austenite phase
which is lack of boron atom grows into the ferrite more or less in a dendritic manner,
expelling boron atom.
However, at distant location from liquid/solid interface (at lower
temperature range) the preferential distribution of boron atoms was switched between. It
would be attributed to the preferential atomic site of boron atom, i.e. between octahedral and
tetrahedral site, or between interstitial and substitutional site.
4. Conclusion
I Nine reference type 316 L stainless steel samples were successfully prepared with a
different boron content < 2 2 3 5, 10, 20, 30 and 51 ppm).
2. Calibration curves for quantitative boron analyses -ofsolution annealed (I IOOC /I hr) type
316 L stainless steel were obtained by neutron induced autoradiography. Thermal neutron
fluences were 1782 x 10" and 116 x 10" /cm' and linear relationship between track
density vs. boron concentration was confirmed in the range of 10 to 51 pprn with
correlation factor of 0.97 and 096 respectively.
3. Quantitative boron analyses along segregated grain boundary have been attempted through
autoradiography. In the case of the sample with bulk concentration of 10 ppm and heat
treated at 650'C for I hr, segregated boron concentration in the boundary segment was
estimated as 25 ppm.
4. Qualitative analyses for boron distribution by autoradiography revealed that boron atoms
preferentially partitioned into primary ferrite dendrite phase, and then ferrite phase
becomes consumed by growing austenite phase which also proceeds dendritically but
contains much less boron.
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Abstract- The ultra-high burnnp more than I00GWd1t and fast neutron spectrum tailoring are
considered to be the most promising technologies applied to the advanced MOX LWRs for
minimizing the electricalcost and waste management. The development of new cladding materials
with the excellent irradiationproperties has been conducted to realize these needs. Comparing
with U02, to increase the internal pressure by P gas release is accelerated with the coproduction of Xe and He in MOX fuels. New stainless steels with the excellent irradiation
properties, creep strength and compatibilitiesto high temperature water were selected to attain the
reliability. he irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking through the past experience in LWR
plants is possible to inhibit by new steel making process. The problems of tritium release and
PCMI is possible to inhibit by ductile niobium alloy lining.
1.INTRODUCTION
The advanced light water reactors designed in ultra-high bumup more than 100GWd/t and/or fast neutron
spectrum tailoring are considered to be the effective means on the economical and ecological standing points for
using MOX fuels on the current fuel cycle up to realize
FBRs '"'.Cladding materials with the excellent long
performance under heavy neutron irradiation would be required to these developments. The major effort for the
burnup extension has been carried out to modify claddings made of zirconium alloys used in the present WRs
fuels. However, limitations on the technologies have been gradually clarified with respect to the oxide growth
and hydrogen uptake due to the accelerated corrosion on heat transfer surfaces under heavy neutron irradiation.
Zirconium alloys were mainly selected for cladding alloys instead of stainless steels with respect to the neutron
economy, by considering the low nuclear reaction cross-section by thermal neutrons. However, it is not the
predominant factor on the materials selection for fuel claddings applied to the advanced WRs using MOX fuels.
Although the enrichment of "'U in UO, fuels is limited within 5%, it of fissile Pu in MOX fuels is possible to
enhance up to 20% as well as it of LMFBR. Therefore, the major critical issues underlying the selection of new
cladding materials are considered to be the reliability under heavy neutron iadiation and the safety allowance to
RIA and LOCA. The collaboration research project for developing the advanced fuel cladding between JAERI
and electric companies had started from 1998. The difference in iadiation properties, the compatibility to high
temperature water, pellet-clad interactions and the waste management were basically evaluated for selecting
candidate alloys from major structural materials described in the previous reports"). From the primary screening
results, we selected Fe-Cr-Ni austenitic alloys and niobium alloys as the candidate materials.
On the pesent study, the difference in representative properties required to cladding tubes for the advanced
BWR was evaluated with computer simulation methods and experimental studies. New steel making
technologies developed in basic study was attempted for minimizing the susceptibility to IASCC of stainless
steels that is the most important problems on the practical use. Te applicability was examined in the practical
cladding tube making process as same as that of Zircaloys. On the other hand, the usefulness of niobium alloy
with high melting point and the low reactivity with actinide elements was evaluated as finer materials for
inhibiting PCMI and tritium permeation of claddings made of Fe-Cr-Ni austenitic alloys.
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Irradiation effects expected in the ultra-high burnup MOX fuels

H. EVALUATION OF MAJOR REQUIREMENT FOR ADVANCED FUEL CLADDING
MA

Characteristicsof MOXfuels

The difference in nuclear characteristics required to the full MOX fuel reactor core were examined in detail
for clarifying the specifications required to the ultra-high burnup cladding with computer simulation method
based on reactor design data of ABWR. Fig.1 shows the major parameters in relation to the reliability of MOX
fuel claddings, by considering the coolant side corrosion, degradation of cladding by irradiation and pellet-clad
interactions. The difference in technological problems among each candidate was also cited.
Fig. 2 shows the difference in the enrichment factor of fissile plutonium as a function of burnup among
stainless steels, zirconium alloys and niobium alloys calculated using several codes 6-9) . It is compared with the
limit for satisfying infinite multiplication factor higher than I on the cladding thickness with the same
mechanical strength. The difference among three candidates would be within nearly 10%. On stainless steel
claddings, the infinite multiplication factor on fast neutron spectrum reactors with the high conversion ratio is
easy to maintain more than I by breeding fissile Pu. However, niobium alloys is difficult to apply for such
claddings due to the strong resonance absorption in the fast neutron energy region.
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The most important difference between MOX fuels and U02 fuels on nuclear reactions is the chemical
composition of rare gases in fission products. The gas release in gaps in MOX fuel claddings is accelerated with
the releasing rate of He with the high permeation rate as shown in Fig.3 and 4 Comparing with U02 fuels, the
high release rate in MOX fuels was already observed as operation data on WRs. To inhibit the rare gas release
is an important factor on BWRs operated at low pressure. To expand the plenum length is also an effective
means to the countermeasure as seen in Fig.5. Accordingly, the optimization of alternative cladding materials
aiming at ultra-high burnup should be evaluated by considering the balance among the reliability, waste
management and manufacturing.
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Corrosionproblems characterizedinfuel claddingon commercial use of Zirraloys

The waterside corrosion is the most important technological problem on zirconium base alloys. Zircaloy-2
claddings in BWRs were suffered from nodular corrosion. It was inhibited by adjusting alloying elements and
controlling metaBographic
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both BWR and PWR claddings. We had proposed the corrosion model as

by considering the effect of low energy electrons formed uder

oxide growth rate is strongly dependent on the fast neutron flux as shown in
PWR Zircaloy cladding at high burnup region shows the Arrhenius

heavy neutron irradiation. The
Fig 7

The oxide growth rate on

relationship with dependent on the metal

surface temperature as seen in Fig8. We had proposed the corrosion model as shown in Fig 6
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effect of low energy electrons formed under heavy neutron irradiation. The model suggests that it is difficult to
inhibit the corrosion rate of zirconium alloys with mono-oxide layer of N-type semiconductor like rO2. It is
clear in the inhibition effect by niobium alloying. To increase addition contents of Nb is possible to form inner
layer of Nb2O,. The alloying effect of Nb and Ta is also
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1400

known
in
the
inhibition
of
titanium
alloy
with the same N-type semiconductor oxide film T,.
However, the alloying effect is limited in crystallographic
characteristics due to 'the close packed hexagonal structure,
because of Spinodal
type decomposition
at low
temperature, The oxide 9rowth of stainless steel claddings
had been not experienced, because of the formation of thin
passive fm composed of binary layer with p-type M30, and
N-type Cr3O3 that is led to parabolic rate low.
The growth of rO2 with the low thermal conductivity
acts to enhance the pellet surface temperature and to release
heavy rare gases such as Xe with the low thermal
conductivity as shown in Fig.10. The accumulation of Xe
into a gap at medium burnup would be acting to
enhance the fuel temperature. Fig.10 is temperature profiles
by considering an extremely case of Xe ratio on the
same gap spacing. The gas release behavior is strongly
relation to the chemical reactivity of each rare gase. From
experimental results concerning the excitation behavior of
rare gases in low energy plasma, it was clarified that the
excitation yield of ions and electrons depends on the binding
energy of each gas. The formation of XeO was also
detected. It is suggested to form the chemical compounds of
heavy rare gases in the condensed phases under high
pressure
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IL C Optimization of stainless steels
The development of stainless steels applied for cladding materials would be required to maintain the
sufficient phase stability of austenite to inhibit IASCC and ductility loss. It is dependent on the chemical
composition of Nf,.+Cr&r that is the index in relation to austenite phase stability at irradiation temperatures
lower than 773K as shown in Fig.11. From pre-examination study pursued in JAERI, following modification
techniques were clarified to be effective means for this purpose""'. Super-saturated solutes at irradiation
temperatures affect to the sensitization and void swelling (25)
. Adjustment of chemical composition Cr and Ni contents would be optimized in 18-25wt%, 25-35wt%
respectively for obtaining the sufficient phase stability of austenite and corrosion resistance. The selection of
appropriate scavenger elements is required for the SAR process shown in later.
. Purification of alloy matrix To make the purified ingot through the combined melting techniques by VAR
EB-CHR and ES R process. Total interstitial impurity is possible to minimize less than 100appm.
. Modification of metallographic structure; To form the fine grain structure with uniformly dispersed
precipitates through thermo-mechanical treatment so-called the SAR process consists of strain-aging and
recrystallization at intermediate temperature as shown in Fig. 2.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF CHANDIDATES

The difference in corrosion behavior of candidate alloy in steam at 1200t was examined for evaluating
the safety allowance to LOCA as shown in Fig.13. The corrosion resistance of stainless steels is superior to it of
Zircaloys. Nb is possible to improve the corrosion resistance by alloying of Mo. The corrosion resistance of
stainless steels is possible to improve by increasing Cr contents as well as waterside corrosion at the normal
operation. The low mechanical strength of the purified steel is improved by changing very fine grain structure
higher than ASTM No. IO due to the Hall-Petch strengthening effece". As seen in Fig. 14, the candidate steel has
the sufficient thermal creep strength compared with it of Zircaloy-2. It is an advantage to maintain the
mechanical strength on PCMI due to FP gases release and cracking of pellets accompanied with the burnup
extension. On the other hand, one of engineering problems of stable austenite stainless steels is to decrease
cracking resistance to welding. However, there is no problems on TIG welding of new steels because harmful
elements are removed by the purification process (32
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The difference in tritium release between cladding tubes is shown in Fig.15 based on WRs practical data.
The permeation rate of tritium of cladding tubes made of stainless steels is higher than it of Zircaloys. To inhibit
the tritium release would be required with respect to mimize the environmental pollution. From basic study on
compatibilities to stainless steels and fuels, N base alloy was selected to the appropriate fining for inhibiting
both tritium release and PCI. N has the high melting point and excellent compatibility to fuels. Moreover, as
shown in Fig.14, the safety allowance to water leak is superior to it of Zircaloys. The thickness of Nb liner for
getting the sufficient inhibition effect to tritium permeation was examined by calculation analyses and
experiments. Fig. 16 shows the change in tritium profile in stainless steel cladding with Nb liner with .01 mm in
thickness. The inhibition effect of niobium on tritium permeation is clearly seen. The advantage of Nb is the high
solubility at low temperature without the formation of hydrides. Although Zr showed the brittle fracture, the
ductility of Nb was maintained during the permeation tests of hydrogen.
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The susceptibility to IGC and IGSCC of EB-SAR treated new steels was completely inhibited in unirradiation tests. However, the most important problem under heavy irradiation is considered to be the high
production rates of H and He by (np) and (n, a) transmutation reactions as stated in previous report. Irradiation
tests using ion accelerators have been carried out to examine the basic irradiation properties. Test conditions
were stated in another report in detail(25). As shown in Fig. 17, the ductility loss and the susceptibility to IASCC
are relation to austenite phase stability. The initiation and growth of secondary irradiation defects would be

-
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accelerated in type 316 steel with the low austenite stability. The difference in the growth of Frank loop is clearly
seen in TEM photographs of two types of alloys. The growth of secondary irradiation defects of Fe 17Cr-14Ni is
easier than it of Fe-24Cr-23M. Fig.18 shows the irradiation problems of stainless steel claddings underlying
ultra-high burnup.. The major reason on environmental cracking of stainless steels experienced in the past WRs
is the sensitization due to the precipitation of chromium carbides. On new stainless steels, the sensitization and
segregation of impurities were completely inhibited by the purification of austenite matrix by electron beam
melting and the SAR thermornechanical treatment. The important problem at high dose near 50dpa is considered
to be the channel fracture due to the difference in the internal stress among grains. On the new modification
method is possible to improve the problem by minimizing the crystal grain size.
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The role of each countermeasure applied to improve irradiation properties
depended on the irradiation dose of stainless steels
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
Comparing with zirconium alloys, the important issues and technological problems were examined for
optimizing stainless steels with niobium alloys liner selected as candidates applied to MOX fuel cladding tubes
aiming at the ultra-high burnup ABWR as follows.
• The neutron adsorption cross section on the cladding tubes is nearly same among Zircaloys, stainless steels
and niobium alloys with the same tensile strength.
• Comparing with UO, the gas release rate from MOX is accelerated with not only heavy rare gases such as
Xe, but also He of which has the high yield in fission products and high penneation rate.
• The irradiation assisted corrosion is controlled with the direct surface reaction of oxygen and hydrogen
excited by the low energy electrons with high current density under heavy irradiation. The corrosion rate is
effectively suppressed in stainless steels with mixed layer oxide film than zirconium alloys with N-type
semiconductor film.
• Technological problems underlying the practical use of stainless steels cladding on the past experiences on
LWRs were the high susceptibility to IASCC and the environmental pollution by tritium.
• The IASCC is possible to minimize by so-called EB-SAR technique developed by JAERI. It is immunity to
IGC and IGSCC, even if it is taken thennal histories at irradiation temperature.
• The tritium release and PCI are possible to inhibit by thin film coating of niobium alloy of which has the
wide solubility range of hydrogen and the excellent compatibility with fuels.
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Abstract
We investigate the annihilation parameters (lifetimes and intensities) for positrons becoming trapped at grain boundaries and at inner surfaces (pores), examining fine-grained
nickel powder compacts (effective powder particle size I - 10 gm with grains in or even
below te micron size). Furthermore, we can monitor grain growth and sintering (Volume shrinkage) during successive heat treatment of powder compacts. To reach this
aim, we correlate the annihilation parameters with results of a Monte-Carlo simulation
and analytical solutions of the positron diffusion. We find that it is possible to determine an effective average powder particle size as well as grain sizes by positron lifetime

spectroscopy.
Keywords: Positron Annihilation Parameters, Fine-Grained, Porous, Positron Thermalization and Diffusion, Grain-Boundaries, Pores.

1

Introduction

Fine-grained materials have become increasingly important in industrial applications
during the last decade. This means that lattice defects are not evenly distributed inside these materials on a length scale about or below 1 prn, which is the usual range of
the positron diffusion length. But the even distribution of defects is one of the key assumptions usually imposed when analyzing results of positron annihilation spectroscopy.
Hence, it will be important in the future to thoroughly understand positron annihilation
signals in inhomogeneous, e.g. fine-grained, materials.
Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) has been established in the past 20 years as
a powerful tool for the detection of lattice defects in metals and semiconductors. Typical
defects detected by positrons in metals are usually related to vacancies (monovacancies,
dislocations, small vacancy clusters). But also precipitates, interfaces, and inner surfaces
(pores) can act as positron traps [1]. Usually, the defects are assumed to be evenly
distributed in the sample (application of the standard trapping model 2 3
More
recently there have been attempts to include inhornogeneous distributions of defects into
the trapping model - called diffusion trapping model 4 51. Here, we will extend the
*Tel.:

49-228-73 2634, Fax:

49-228-73 2505, e-mail: staab4iskp.uni-bonn.de
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detection of defects to fine-grained (100 nni. .. 15 prn) and porous samples, discussing
the sintering process as an example, by considering the effect of positron diffusion via a
Monte Carlo simulation.
Sintering (here: pressureless sntering) means compactation and subsequent heat
treatment of ceramic or metal powders 6 7 Sintering usually goes along with neck
growth between neighboring powder particles and shrinkage, Z.e. vanishing of pore space.
In this article we will discuss the influence of changes in the microstructure on the
sintering process.
Concerning PAS, we have to know, which fraction of the positrons will reach dependent on powder particle sizes and shapes - the surface of powder particles, and
additionally, will positrons be trapped there, and which positron lifetime is associated
to that (see path 3 and 4 Fig. 1). On the other hand, we should not neglect defects (e.g.
dislocations) inside the powder particles (path 2.
The motivation for positron studies on powder metallurgical materials was the idea of
defect nduced diffusion (cf. e.g. [8]) which should dominate over bulk diffusion (NabarroHerring creep). Earlier studies on the sintering process by PAS found, independent of
green density or heating rate, a coincidence between decreasing average lifetime and
intensive shrinkage stage 9 101. While these works revealed an unusual high average
lifetime in the as-pressed state, additionally, an increase of the average lifetime at about
0.4 Tm was noticed. This seems to be contrary to more recent results [1 1, 12]. But it has
been shown how this contradiction can be resolved: In rare cases it is possible that the
average positron lifetime increases while the density of certain defects decreases 13].
Sample
Pore
/Grain Boundary

Thermalization
Diffusion

Source

(D.

00 nrn

Figure 1: Two porous samples arranged in a source-sample sandwich: Pores (black regions)
and grain boundaries (straight black lines) are shown. The detailed enlargement to the right
shows thermalization (assumed to stop in the bulk) and diffusion paths of positrons entering
the sample (diffusion paths are magnified). Different paths: 1: Diffusion stops in the bulk, 2:
Trapping into a defect, 3 Diffusion to a grain boundary and trapping, 4 Diffusion to an inner
surface and trapping to a surface state.
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2

Positron Diffusion -

Random Walk Simulation

In a porous or fine-grained sample one has to take into account, where the positrons are
most likely to thermalize, and how the annihilation characteristic is influenced by the
inicrostructure. Hence, we have to consider the limited positron diffusion length L =
V'2
T 14], where D is the positron diffusion constant, Tff the effective lifetime,
and d the dimension of the diffusive motion, e.g. d 2 for surface diffusion. Assuming
defect-free grains (Tff
103 ps), one obtains for Copper or Nickel (D+ 1.6 cm 2/S)
L+ _- 330 nm [15].
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Figure 2 Monte Carlo simulation of the
positron diffusion: Fraction of positrons
reaching the particles surfaces (FPS) as a
function of particle diameter for spherical particles. The analytical solution 16, 17] is
dashed. Defect-free interior of particles is assumed.

Figure 3 Fraction of positrons reaching the
particles surface (FPS) in the presence of defects as a function of the capture rate r.. The
particle diameter is valid for spherical particles. \b = 1/T, the annihilation rate in the
bulk.

One can use analytical solutions of the diffusion equation 16, 171 or a Monte-Carlo
simulation [151 (cf. figure 2 and 3 and compare to the fraction of positrons annihilating
with parameters typical for grain boundaries or surfaces 11, 13, 15). The main assumptions are that large angle grain boundaries possess so high defect densities that positrons
passing them during their random walk motion will be trapped there
The same is
valid for surfaces (r.,urf) (cf. the discussion in [11, 13]. Furthermore, traps inside powder
particles or grains will be considered by their corresponding trapping rate K (f- Fig. 3.

3

Positron Results and Sintering Mechanisms

For all investigated powders the individual powder particles itself contain defects such
as dislocations and grain boundaries in the as-produced state [11, 12), while pressing is
increasing the dislocation density further 12].
Generically, annealing scales in most metals with the homologous temperature TITM,
where Tm is the melting point: vacancy migration at T -_ 0 16 TM, vacancy cluster annealing at T :z 027 TM, recrystallization at T ;zz040 Tm, and grain growth at T > .5 Tm
(13]. A combined study using metallography, line-profile analysis of x-ray broadening,
Transmission and Scanning Electron Microscopy revealed large-angle grain boundaries
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as the only detectable types of defects at temperatures relevant for sintering (shrinkage
occurs at T > .5 TM) [I 1, 12, 18].
.
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(trapping at grain boundaries), and eventually
=
f (trapping at powder particle
surfaces). This indicates a powder particle size of less than 15 Am 12, 13]. While the
decreasing intensity corresponding t
urf -- 550 ps means vanishing of pore space, the
same for r,,, -_ 300ps indicates grain growth inside each powder-particle. Approaching
sintering temperature, the contact boundaries start moving, meaning that the grain sizes
become larger than the original powder particle size.
Considering intermediate stage sintering, the driving force for sintering is given by
the Laplace pressure (cf. 7 chapter 22) o = A (2-y - y)/(LP E acting as capillary
tension, where -s and -y,,,, are surface and grain boundary energy, respectively, Lp is the
average powder-particle size, E) the porosity and AO is a number (I ... 4 according to the
particles geometry). For Nabarro-Herring and Coble creep the estimated shrinkage rates
are given by 7]
e,

= Al

DI o
kBT

-

1

L

and

2
G

e

6GBDGBQ O
=

A2

kBT

1
TG

(1)

respectively (LGis the average grain size, Al, A2 are empirical constants, is the atomic
volume, D, and DGB are the coefficients for volume and grain boundary diffusion,
respectively, while ,, is the effective grain boundary width).
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Figure 7 Modified two-particleR is the original powder particle radius. Pressing causes flattening of the two-particle-contact,
where a = XoIR is the initial flattening. X and
are neck radius
and particle distance after pressing.
r, o z are cylindrical coordinates
used for the calculations. Enlarged
part: course of the diffusion coefficient along the neck radius. The
other symbols are explained in the
text.
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Alternatively, one can use a two-particle model modified to include flattening of
powder particles by pressing 19, 20, 21] (cf. Fig. 7 It estimates the shrinkage rate
from the experimentally measured shrinkage. Material transport causes the volume V
to migrate to the neck region where it is deposited (V2). Hence, the outer neck radius
p, the inner neck radius X, and the neck heights h are enlarged. Simultaneously, the
distance of the particle centers decreases by Al. The structural activity (Dis the area
below the curve of the effective diffusion coefficient Dff. The profile for defect-free
powder particles and relaxed grain boundaries is the dashed line, i.e. T > TR= 04 Tm.
Taking into account Fick's law and appropriate boundary conditions one is lead to an
equation for the shrinkage rate (see 12, 21, 22] for more details). Taking lo = 2Rv/-l--a2
as starting length, one obtains for the shrinkage rate
d
(Al)
dt 1,

= 4 QYs I
kT p

I
X 2R vF-- a2
-

99

h/2
h/2

Dff (t, z)dz

(2)
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using the usual approximations Q-y, < kT and p < X (For an exact derivation see
[21]). In the case of relaxed boundaries one obtains for the integral part (structural
activity) of equation 2) D
Dvol (h 6, + 6,DGB used here.
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Figure 8: Calculated shrinkage
rates: The decrease of the calculated rate is due to grain growth,
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than the powder particle size (Coble
Creep). The assumption of the twoparticle model are no longer valid
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In Figure the shrinkage rates are estimated for diffusional creep according to the
lifetime data, giving Lp and LG, while the two-particle model uses the experimentally
determined shrinkage and L = R [11, 12]. Using the results for the effective powderparticle size L = 41 jLm 12], Nabarro-Herring creep gives shrinkage rates, which are one
order of magnitude too small, while Coble creep gives approximately the right rates W.
Fig. 8). Dislocation creep is not considered, since at sintering temperature the density
of dislocation is globally too small to act as vacancy sources and sinks. For the modified
two-particle model, the estimated shrinkage rates are by a factor of 35 too high (scaled
in Figure 8), while the qualitative tendency is right. The too high rates may be due to an
underestimation of the influence of surface diffusion, or a deviation of powder particles
from the assumed spherical shape 12].

4

Conclusions

Using positron annihilation spectroscopy it is indeed possible to obtain meaningful results
when investigating powders or fine-grained materials. The main trapping sites are dependent on powder particle and grain sizes - pores or particle surfaces (T"',f ": 550 ps)
and grain boundaries inside individual powder particles (T,;,, -_ 300 ps). In all cases
recrystallization at 04 Tm is noticed by dislocation annealing. The further decrease of the
average lifetime : during the intensive shrinkage stage has a generic reason: elimination
of pore surfaces and grain growth.
It is possible to follow the sintering process, i. e. changes in microstructure and densification, by PAS, Z.e. determining averages for powder particle and grain sizes. When
densification has started at T > .5 Tm the surface signal vanishes and the only detectable
defect lifetime isT,,,, since all other defect have annealed out. Hence, we attribute this
lifetime to positron trapping at grain boundaries. By use of a Monte-Carlo simulation
of the positron diffusion we where able to show that grain sizes determined that way are
consistent with other investigations.
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One obtains reasonable shrinkage rates, consistent with grain-boundary diffusion
(Coble creep) dominating over Nabarro-Herring creep as mechanism for material transport, while dislocation creep plays no role here.
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1.4.2 MODELING OF POSITRON STATES AND ANNIHILATION IN SOLIDS
M. J. Puska
Laboratory of Physics, Helsinki University of Technology
P.O. Box 1100, 02015 HUT, Finland
Abstract
Theoretical models and computational aspects to describe positron states and
to predict positron annihilation characteristics in solids are discussed. The comparison of the calculated positron lifetimes, core annihilation lineshapes, and twodimensional angular correlation maps with experimental results are used in identifying the structure (including the chemical composition) of vacancy-type defects
and their development e.g. during thermal annealing. The basis of the modeling is
the two-component density-functional theory. The ensuing approximations and the
state-of-the-art electronic-structure computation methods enable practical schemes
with a quantitative predicting power.
Keywords: Positron annihilation, density-functional theory, defects in solids
I

Introduction

Positron annihilation can be used as a versatile tool to investigate materials properties[l,
2 3 4 51. The applications extend from the advanced problems of solid state physics,
such as the determination of the Fermi surfaces of metals or high-temperature superconductors, to the industrial materials testing during processes like damage development
under irradiation or wear conditions. In between there are important materials physics
studies like those for the electronic and ionic structures of vacancy-type defects in metals
and in semiconductors. The last types of applications are in the focus of the present review. Especially, we will describe theoretical models and computational tools to calculate
positron states and annihilation in solids. Theoretical predictions support in an essential
way positron experiments for identifying defects in solids and for determining even their
chemical structure.
The use of positron annihilation in defect studies is based on the trapping of positrons
from a delocalized bulk state to a localized state at the defect. The trapping is due
to the reduced nuclear repulsion at the open-volume defects. Because the electronic
structure seen by the positron at the defect differs from that in the perfect bulk crystal the
annihilation characteristics change. The positron lifetime increases because the average
electron density decreases. For the same reason the momentum distribution of annihilating
electron-positron pairs becomes more peaked at low momenta. However, the positron
density may sample the different atomic species of a compound materials with different
relative probabilities in the bulk and at a defect. The defect may be surrounded by
impurity atoms. In these cases the high-momentum region of the distribution, which
is mainly due to annihilations with core electrons, reflects the chemical structure of the
defect. The changes in the bond structure between the atoms neighboring the defect
may also affect the low-momentum part of the distribution. In order to understand these
changes and fully benefit from them in defect identification, theoretical calculations with
high predictive power are indispensable.
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The purpose of this paper is to review the theory and computational methods used
for describing positron states and annihilation in solids. The ideas are discussed by the
help of selected applications. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2,
we first review the two-component density-functional theory on which the calculations
for positrons in solids are based on. Thereafter, we introduce the so-called conventional
scheme, which simplifies considerably the treatment of localized positron states. Finally, in
Sec. 2 a fast method to predict positron states and annihilation, the atomic superposition
method, is described. In Sec. 3 we discuss how the theory is tested by comparing the
predictions with experiments and as an example of defect identification a study for Asvacancy complexes in silicon is reviewed. Finally, in Sec. 4 we provide conclusions and
speculations on the future directions.

2
2.1

Theory and calculation methods
Electron and positron densities:
The two-component density-functional theory

In the density-functional theory (DFT) 6 the total energy of an electron system is given
as a functional of the electron density n-. The ground-state electron density is calculated
by minimizing this functional and thereafter, in principle, all the ground-state properties
can be determined. In the two-component density-functional theory (TC-DFT) 7 for
electron-positron systems in an external electrostatic potential
t(r) the total energy is
written as a functional of the electron and positron densities n- and n (in atomic units)
E[n-, n

=

F[n-] + F[n

(1)
-

f

drV,,,t(r)[n_(r - n(r) -

f

dr

f

dr' n-(r)n+(r') + E-P[n-, n].
Ir - rI I
r

Above, E-P[n-, n1 is the electron-positron correlation energy functional and the functional F[n) reads as
(r)n (r')
F[n = T[n] + 2 f dr f dr" ir - ril + Er [n],

(2)

where T[n] is the kinetic energy of noninteracting electrons or positrons. E,,[n] is the
exchange-correlation energy between indistinguishable particles and EP[n-,n+] is the
electron-positron correlation energy functional. The most commonly used approximation
for E,,,[n] is the local density approximation (LDA) where the exchange-correlation energy
is approximated as
E.,[n)
n(r)c.,,(n(r))dr.
(3)
Above, c,,(n(r)) is the exchange-correlation energy per particle in a homogenous onecomponent electron gas. E.,,(n(r)) can be determined accurately by the Quantum MonteCarlo (QMC) method (8] and practical parametrizations exists for it 9 In contrast, the
electron-positron correlation energy has not yet been determined accurately by the MC
method due to statistics requirements to decribe the pile-up of the electron (positron)
density at the positron (electron) 10]. For the electron-positron correlation energy at
the limit of vanishing positron density Arponen and Pajanne [11] have provided results
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on the basis of many-body perturbation expansions. At finite positron densities, the
correlation energy functional was first calculated by Laritto 12] using the hypernetted
chain approximation. Parametrizations are presented e.g. in Ref. 13]. The electronpositron correlation is usually also treated within the LDA.
From the above total energy functional, one derives the two-component Kohn-Sham
equations for the electrons and positrons ie.
I
V2
2 '

+

1V2V)+ (r) +
2

6E,,[nj
I 6n-(r)

O(r) +

6Ee-P

C In-,n+]l Oi(r = jV)j(r),
6n- (r)

6E-,,[n+] + O(r) + 6E,-Pjn_, n]
6n+(r)
6n+ (r)

=

V)t(r),

(4)

(5)

where
(r)

dr'- n - (r') + n (r') + no (r')
ir - r/1

(6)

is the total Coulomb potential. Here, no(r) denotes the positive ionic or nuclear charge
density providing the external potential V,,t(r). Because in the positron spectroscopy
measurements there is only one positron in the solid sample at the time, one makes a
self-interaction correction when calculating positron states 7 131 by dropping out the
self-Coulomb and self-exchange terms from Eq. (5).
The electron and positron densities are obtained by
n_(r)

IV)i(r)l';

n+(r = 0+(r)l',

(7)

where EF is the electron Fermi energy. Vi (r) and
(r) are the Kohn-Sham single particle
eigenstates for electrons and the positron, respectively.
Using the TC-DFT one can compute the Hellman-Feynman forces, caused by the electrons and positrons, acting on the ions and move the ions accordingly. It has been shown
[14, 13, 15] that the positron induced relaxations around, say, vacancies in semiconductors
can be considerably large and affect also the annihilation characteristics.
Solving Eqs 47)
self-consistently yields the electron and positron densities and
allows one to calculate the positron annihilation characteristics, which can be directly
compared with experiment. The positron annihilation rate is calculated within the LDA
as
A = r 2C
drn+ (r)n- (r)g(O; n+ (r), n- (r)),
(8)
o
where gO; n, n-) is the electron-positron pair correlation function or the enhancement
factor evaluated at the positron in a homogenous two-component plasma with positron
density n and electron density n-. ro is the classical electron radius and c is the speed
of light. The inverse of the annihilation rate is the positron lifetime.
The momentum distribution of the annihilating electron-positron pairs can be written
as
p(p) = 7r'c
dre-iproe, (r, r) 1',
(9)
0
where p is the total momentum of the annihilating pair, 0"(r,r) is the two-particle wave
function when the positron and electron reside at the same point. The two-particle wave
function is in principle difficult to calculate and therefore it is usually written in terms
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of the positron and electron single-particle wave functions V),(r) and V)i(r), respectively.
Within the LDA one obtains
,Oep

i (r, r)

(r)O (r) Fg(O;n+ (r),n_ (r)),

(I 0)

where all the many-body effects have been buried into the enhancement factor gO; n, n-).
2.2

Delocalized positron states and the conventional scheme

For a positron delocalized in a bulk solid, the density n vanishes at every point and the
above TC-DFT equations can be simplified considerably. Namely, the positron cannot
affect the electronic structure which can be solved self-consistently by setting the correlation potential JE,_P[n_,O]
and the positron density to zero. Using the calculated electron
bn- (r)
density, one can then solve for the positron state from the Schr6dinger equation with the
potential
V+(r)
(r) + V, (n - (r)),
where 0(r) is the Coulomb potential, obtained from the electronic structure calculation
and V... is the zero-positron-density limit of the correlation potential JE,'-P[nn+)
bn+)
. Within
the LDA a commonly used form for this potential is the parametrization by orofiski and
Nieminen 7] who used the data by Arponen and Pajanne [11]. It is possible to go beyond
the LDA using the the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 16] or the weighted
density approximation (WDA) 17, 18] which take the inhomogenous aharacter of the
electron density explicitly into account.
The calculation of the positron annihilation rate in Eq. (8) becomes also simpler for
the delocalized positrons because the enhancement factor gO; 0, n-) depends only on the
electron density. Instead of the LDA one can use for the enhancement factor the GGA
[16] or the WDA 17, 18].
When calculating momentum distributions of annihilating electron-positron pairs Alatalo et al. 19] noticed that the LDA form of Eq. (10) may yield spurious effects at the
high momentum region. They ended up using state-dependent enhancement factors and
two-particle wavefunctions of the form
O" (r, r =
(r) V)i (r) VAj_/ATm,
(12)
i
J
where A`
drO2+ (r)O?(r)
is the annihilation rate of the electron state V)i calcui = rlcf
e
J
lated using the independent-particle model JPM) and Aj is the annihilation rate obtained
by a calculation utilizing the LDA or the GGA.
For a positron localized at a defect, the (average) density n does not vanish and
the above approximation is in principle invalid. Nevertheless, it has been widely applied
since the calculations performed using the full two-component formalism tend to be time
consuming and because the electron-positron correlation in the two-component plasma is
inaccurately known. The ensuing scheme is called as the 'conventional' scheme. In the
conventional scheme the electron density is first solved without the effect of the positron
and then the positron state is calculated without any self-consistency iterations. The use
of the conventional scheme can be justified by noticing that the positron and the electron
screening cloud around it form a neutral quasiparticle which does not affect the average
electron density of the system. Moreover, the results of the conventional scheme have been
shown to be in agreement with those obtained by the two-component density-functional
calculations 7 13, 20].
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(a)

Figure 1:

(a)

(b)

An isosurface of the positron wave function in a prfect Si lattice.

The

positions of the Si atoms are denoted by blue spheres, and the electronic interatomic
bonds as blue sticks.

The positron lifetime in this state is according to experiments

and theory about 220 ps.

(b) An isosurface of the positron wave function at a vacancy

surrounded by one Sb impurity. The Sb atom is denoted by a yellow sphere. The positron
lifetime in this state is according to theory about 230 ps [rom Ref.

2.3

24]].

Numerical methods for positron calculations

Schemes and programs for the pure electron-structure calculations can be used also in
the positron calculations. The potential felt by the positron can be constructed from the
calculated electron density. The positron wavefunction can be presented using expansions
similar to those for te

electron states, and the momentum distributions can be calculated

accordingly.
However, within the conventional scheme the practical calculations can be further
simplified by using instead of a self-consistent electron density the superposition of
tral) free atoms. The scheme obtained, called as the atomic superposition method[21]

euis

fast and thereby especially beneficial for extended low-symmetry systems such as grain
boundaries in solids or reconstructed surfaces (with adsorbates).
tion effect, ie.

the positron density follows te

D

to a compensa-

relaxation of the electron density keeping

electron-positron overlap approximately unchanged, the positron lifetime is well estimated
although the electron density is lion-self-consistent.

Of course, the momentum distribu-

tion of annihilating electron-positron pairs at low momenta is strongly affected by the
bonding structure of valence electrons and it cannot be realiably calculated from atomic
orbitals. But the high-momentuni region is

ainly due to the inert core electrons, and

there the free atom wavefunctions can be used in the momentum calculation
In the atomic superposition

19].

ethod the full three-dimensional positron potential is

constructed in a tree-dimensional point grid.

The positron wavefunction can then be

calculated in the same grid using a real-space Schr6dinger equation solver. An especially
efficieLt method is the Raleigh quotient multigrid (RQMG) method 22]. Because in the
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multigrid scheme errors on all different lenghs scales are efficiently reduced, the method
sui ts well for large systems. Indeed, with the RQMG method the solution of the positron
wavefunction in a system of thousands of atoms is a matter of a few cpu-minutes on a
normal workstation 23]. As an example of the use of the atomic superposition method,
Fig. shows the density 6 a positron delocalized in a perfect Si-lattice as well as that
for a positron trapped by a vacancy defect in Si.

3

Examples of positron calculations

The theoretical models and computational schemes for positron states and annihilation
characteristics can be first tested by comparing the predictions with well-characterized
experimental results, usually with those for perfect bulk crystals. Thereafter the methods
can be used in applications with experimental data, for example, in the defect identification. We follow this idea in the discussion of the present section.
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Figure 2 Calculated positron lifetimes in perfect bulk lattices as a function of the measured ones (The experimental values are quoted in Ref. 16fl). The open and solid circles
give the LDA and the GGA results, respectively 16] whereas the crosses are obtained by
the WDA [181.
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Figure 3 Positron annihilation probability density P(p,) for bulk Si. The experimental
data (circles) [[36]] are shown together with two different theoretical calculations: i Selfconsistent pseudo-valence-electron-density and free atom core (solid line) [[27]] ii) Free
atom valence and core electrons (dashed line). The theoretical curves are convoluted with
a Gaussian in order to mimick the finite experimental resolution.

3.1

Comparisons between theoretical and experimental results

Positron lifetimes obtained by three different models for a selected set of bulk materials are compared in Fig. 2 with experimental data. The LDA calculation 4 uses the
parametrization by Borofiski and Nierninen 7 for the enhancement factor. In the GGA
calculation 16] the enhancement factor is parametrized on the basis of the data by Arponen and Pajanne [11], whereas in the WDA calculation [18] the parametrization by
Rubaszek and Stachowiak 25] is used in a state-dependent form. The LDA and WDA
calculations do not use any adjustable parameters whereas there is one parameter in the
GGA fitted to give an overall good agreement with experiment for a large number of bulk
materials. All the works use in the numerical calculations of the self-consistent electronic
structure and the positron state the linear-muffin-tin-orbital (LMTO) method. The overall agreement in comparison with experiment is good, especially in the case of the GGA
and WDA. The GGA and the WDA have a tendency to decrease the positron annihilation
with core electrons and thereby improve the agreement. The use of the non-self-consistent
electronic structure and the atomic superposition method hardly affects the results on the
LDA level and the changes are usually small within the GGA, too 16]. In conclusions,
for the positron lifetimes the choice of the scheme is not very important in practice. More
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important is that in defect identification one compares the differences between the bulk
and defect lifetimes, so that possible systematic errors cancel.
The calculated momentum distributions of the annihilating electron-positron pairs can
be compared with spectra of the two-dimensional angular correlation of annihilation radiation (2D-ACAR) and the coincidence Doppler-broadening (CDB) methods [1]. The
2D-ACAR gives detailed information about the valence electron momentum distribution
integrated over one spatial direction. It is also possible to construct three-dimensional
momentum distributions from the 2D-ACAR data 26]. The CDB technique gives momentum distributions integrated over two perpendicular directions. The CDB technique
has been recently reviewed by Alatalo and Puska [5].
Fig. 3 compares CDB spectra (or the positron annihilation probability densities) for
bulk Si simulated by two theoretical schemes with the measured one. One of the calculations uses the self-consistent valence electron density obtained with the pseudo-potentialplane-wave method and free atom core densities 27]. The fully three-dimensional positron
wavefunction is used with valence electrons whereas a spherically symmetric positron
wavefunction is assumed when calculating the core electron contribution to the momentum density. In the other calculation [51 the fast scheme by Alatalo et al. 19] is employed.
In this scheme the free atom orbitals are used for all electrons. Furheron, the annihilation rates Aj are calculated by using the fully three-dimensional positron wavefunction
but the integral in Eq. 9 is performed by assuming spherically symmetric functions.
Both of the calculations use the GGA for the annihilation rates and the state-dependent
enhancement scheme of Eq. 12). In order to describe the low-momentum region the
self-consistent valence electron density is necessary. But for the high-momentum part the
non-self-consistent electron density is sufficient.
The case of bulk Si in Fig. 3 is perhaps easy to model with the present theories. The
most accurate all-electron calculations 28] have resulted in a good agreement with experiment also in the case of bulk Al and graphite. They show that the spherical approximation
for the positron state is good for Al. But for graphite, having a layer structure, the full
three-dimensional positron wavefunction should be used. In the case of materials having
3d valence or semicore orbitals the above mentioned state-dependent enhancement gives
usually too high intensities at high momenta in comparison with experiment 19]. momentum (or energy) -dependent enhancement schemes may improve the situation 29, 301.
However, the struggle toward improvements may be hindered by the fact that the results
seem to be sensitive to the details of the electronic structure calculation [31].
3.2

Applications in defect identification

The comparison of computed and measured positron annihilation characteristics has been
intensively used in defect identification for several decades. One of the first works was the
size-determination of small voids or vacancy agglomerates in neutron-irradiated metals
by comparing the measured and calculated positron lifetimes 32]. Thereafter, theoretical
predictions have been benefitted especially in the identification of structures of vacancydefects and vacancy-impurity complexes in elemental and compound semiconductors [3]_
In semiconductors, there are many possible defects trapping positrons. Therefore the
combination of several experimental methods, such as the positron lifetime and coincidence Doppler broadening spectroscopies, with the theoretical work is necessary. In this
review, we will consider the identification of vacancy-impurity complexes in As-doped Si
as an example.
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Figure 4 (a) High-momentum parts of the positron-electron momentum distributions.
Measured results for positrons trapped in electron-irradiated P-doped (filled circles),
electron-irradiated As-doped (triangles), and as-grown As-doped Si (open circles) samples
as well as calculated distributions (solid lines) for vacancy-P, vacancy-As, and vacancyAS3 complexes are shown. (b) Momentum differences of vacancy-As and vacancy-AS3
complexes with respect to the momentum distribution at the vacancy-P complex. The
measured and calculated results are given by markers and solid lines, respectively [From
Ref. 33j].
In a recent work, Saarinen et al. 33] used positron lifetime and CDB measurements in
identifying structures of vacancy-impurity complexes in highly As-doped Si and discussed
the As diffusion processes. The work shed thereby new light on the problem of the nature of compensating defects causing the saturation of the free electron densities at high
doping levels. The easurements were complemented by calculations of the positron parameters. Valence electron structures were solved in the supercell approximation using the
pseudopotential-plane-wave method. Free-atom core charge densities were superimposed
in the pseudo-valence-electron density when calculating positron states and annihilation.
Measurements were performed for as-grown As-doped As = 10" cm-3) Si as well
as for electron-irradiated P-doped QP = 10'0 cm-3) and As-doped As] = 10" cm-3)
Si samples. According to the measurements, positrons are trapped in irradiated samples
in irradiation-induced vacancy-type defects and annihilate with the lifetime of 250 ps
which is clearly longer than that in perfect bulk, 220 ps. In the as-grown sample part of
the positrons are trapped by vacancy-type defects and have also a lifetime of 250 ps.
According to the theoretical calculations this lifetime corresponds to a single vacancy in
Si and the lifetime is quite insensitive if neighboring Si atoms are substituted by impurities. There are, however, large differences in the positron-electron momentum distributions (Doppler spectra) for the trapped positrons as shown in Fig. 4 The measured
distributions for electron-irradiated P-doped, electron-irradiated As-doped, and as-grown
As-doped Si samples agree with the calculated distributions for positrons trapped at a
single vacancy decorated with one P, one As, and three As atoms, respectively. The
annihilation with As 3d-electrons raises the intensity at high momenta (Fig. 4a) rather
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linearly as a function of the number of As atoms neighboring the vacancy. As shown in
Fig. 4b, using the differences in momentum distributions, the agreement between theory
and measurements is very good also at low momenta where the valence electron contributions dominate. Calculations assuming positron trapping at vacancies decorated with
two or four neighboring As atoms do not result in agreement.
The main result of the work by Saarinen et al. is that complexes of a vacancy and three
As atoms are formed in as-grown highly As-doped Si. These complexes are electronically
inactive and account therefore for the observed saturation of the free electron density. The
formation of the V - A83 complexes is in agreement with the theoretical model for defect
formation and diffusion by Ramamoorthy and Pantelides
the formation energies for V - As,

34].

According to this model

n > 2 are negative so that their formation is limited

only by the diffusion of their constituent defects. At high temperatures the As diffusion
starts by formation of V - As -pairs. If As concentration is high enough there may be
a second As-impurity as a fifth or closer neighbor of the first one and the migration of
the As-V pair leads to the formation of the V - AS2 complex

35].

Ramamoorthy and

Pantelides introduced a model according to which the diffusion of V -

S2 is very fast.

The complex migrates through the lattice until it is captured by an other defect.

With

the highest probability this defect is a substitutional As impurity and a V - AS Cmplex
is formed. The scheme explains the abundance of the V -

S3 complexes and the missing

of the V - A82 complexes in samples of high As concentration. Recently, Ranki et al.

37]

complemented the study by measuring the migration energies of the V - As and V - AS2
pairs. They used electron irradiated As doped samples and performed thermal annealing.

4

Conclusion

Theoretical models and computational methods for positron states and annihilation characteristics in solids have reached the level of quantitative predicting power and an important status in the analysis of experimental data. Simple methods, such as the atomic
superposition can give the first insight to the physical situation in question. The atomic
superposition results are often even of high quantitative accuracy.

This is especially

true when predicting positron lifetimes and momentum densities of annihilating electronpositron pairs at high momenta. However, care has to taken in order to realize the limits
of the method used. For example, the use of the self-consistent valence electron structure
is necessary for the quantitative prediction of the momentum densities at low momenta.
The self-consistent solution, including the determination of ion positions, may be necessary also when calculating positron states and lifetimes for defects in semiconductors.
Finally, one should not forget the development of the theory of positron-electron interaction especially for a localized positron in an inhomogenous electron gas. Quantum Monte
Carlo calculations would be indispensable for this purpose.
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Abstract
In a nuclear environment, a strong degradation of important properties is observed for many
materials which are otherwise very reliable. This is especially valid for silicon, the most
important semiconductor. In the presented paper, two examples for the study of lattice defects
in silicon by means of positron annihilation will be given. Firstly, the degradation of silicon
detectors used for the particle detection in high-luminosity collider experiments starts to limit
the lifetime of the whole experiment. An annealing experiment on n-irradiated Si will be
presented. Beside the destructive effect of high-radiation conditions, such radiation-induced
defects can have a beneficial result. This will be demonstrated for the creation of new
gettering zones by high-energy self-implantation of silicon.
Keywords: Semiconductors, Radiation Defects, Neutron Irradiation, Getter Zones, Silicon,
Rp/2 effect

1. Introduction
Semiconductor devices are sometimes exposed to a high radiation surrounding, e.g. in a
nuclear environment or during space applications. Complex electronic systems rely in the
function of each component. Thus, the study of the degradation of certain components under
radiation conditions is crucial for the design of systems which can be operated in such an
environment.
High-energy particles and yrays create Frenkel pairs or even larger showers of point
defects. The nterstitials are often movable already below irradiation temperature, so openvolume defects and defect complexes remain as a result of irradiation. Means of positron
annihilation are especially sensitive in the characterization of such vacancy-type defects [I].
The defect-related positron lifetime is a measure of the open volume, and the intensity of the
lifetime component allows the detennination of the defect density. Moreover, the Dopplerbroadening spectroscopy, especially the Doppler-coincidence spectroscopy provides
information about the chemical environment of the detected defect. Thus, positron
ihilati
ique tool for irradiation-induced defects.
ann
ion represent a uni
In this paper we will present two recent examples of the application of this technique. In
Chapter 2 we will show as an destructive example of radiation defects an annealing study of
defects created during n-irradiation of Si. Damage by high-energy hadrons is typical for Si
,Corresponding

author. Tel: 49-345-5525567 Fax: 49-345-5527160 E-Mail address: mail(&_PositronAnnihilation.net
t on leave from Center of Advanced European Studies and Research (CAESAR), Bonn, Germany
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particle detectors in high-luminosity collider experiments, such as ATLAS 2]. Especially in
the planned very high-luminosity collider experiments, like TESLA 3], the degradation of the
detector might limit the lifetime of the experiment. Thus, there is strong demand for radiationresistive detector materials.
In Chapter 3 we will present an example for the beneficial use of radiation defects
(defect engineering). Si shows after high-energy self-implantation and subsequent annealing
the appearance of two additional getter zones at Rp and RpI2 (Rp ... pr 'ected range of
implanted ion). Here, diffusing impurities such as Fe or Cu are captured, and the area for
devices at the surface is protected.
2. Annealing study on n-irradiated Si
FZ silicon with original resistivity of 3 kQcm and a carbon and oxygen content of about
1015 CM-3 was irradiated with I MeV neutrons to a dose of 5x1 016 CM-2 . The sample was kept
cold until the isochronal annealing experiment was performed. The sample was annealed in
steps of 5 K for 15 min.
After irradiation and before the first annealing step, the average lifetime increased
distinctly to about 278 ps at 20 K. (The reference level of defect-free Si is 218 ps). There is a
distinct temperature dependence on the positron trapping (for details see Ref. 4]). At the two
different measurement temperatures positron trapping is differently sensitive for different
defects (Fig. 1). This becomes obvious in the course of the annealing experiment. While at
low temperature almost nothing happens until 750 K annealing, at room temperature a distinct
recovery step is already observed after the first annealing at 625 K. From the decomposition
of the lifetime spectra 2 = 290 ps at room temperature, and T2 = 320 ps at low temperatures)
it can be concluded that at room temperature positron trapping to divacancies dominate, and
at lower temperature a thermally more stable defect with a larger open volume is detected.
I I
I
I
Divacancy annealing is known to happen
280 Fz Si n-irradiate
around 50 K 5] in agreement with our
observation.
From a theoretical consideration of
In 270 different small vacancy clusters in Si by Staab
d)
at al. 6 we can conclude that vacancy
E
260
0
aggregates containing 3 or 4 vacancies are
2Measurement temperature
C
0 300 K
observed. They anneal around 800 K. A
0 250 20K
similar annealing stage was found in a
correlated PL study using a part of the same
0
CL 240 sample. The 13/X line at about 103 eV also
disappears in this temperature range,
indicating that it might be linked to a multi> 230 vacancy defect 4].
In an ongoing study we are now testing
220 by combined positron and electrical measurements, whether the observed vacancy-type
210
for the degradation
0 600 650 700 750 800 850 900
defects are response
I of
Annealing temperature (K)
the electrical properties of Si particle
detectors under high luminosity conditions.
Fig. 1: Annealing experiment of n-irradiated Si (I For this purpose isothermal annealings will be
MeV, 5xlO" CM-2). After annealing for 15min, the performed in order to compare the kinetics of
positron lifetime measurement was carried out 20 K the defect annealing
observed in both
and 300 K, respectively.
techniques.

_N____F
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3. Study of getter zones in Si induced by high-energy self-implantation
In another experiment the so-called RpI2 effect was studied. After high-energy selfimplantation of Si 35 MeV, 1015 CM-2 ) and subsequent annealing 30 s at 900'C) two
gettering zones appear at Rp and at about R.12 which capture diffusing metallic impurities.
These gettering zones can be seen after intentional Cu contamination of the sample in a SIMS
measurement at a depths of 17
positron
and 28 pm. The defects were
in icrobe ain
1: 8 kev
identified to be interstitial-type
scan diiection
dislocation loops at R and small
,defect depth
vacancy clusters at RpI2 ([7, 8 91
ateial esolulion
and references therein). The latter
I ...2 pni
result was confirmed in a slowpositron beam experiment for
depth-resolution-improved defect
profiling. A scan using a positron
microbeam along a low-angle
wedge through the defect layers
of the implanted and annealed
sample was applied (Fig. 2.

-Thulk

scan idth
Fig. 2: Scheme of the depth Profile measurement performed with the Such an
Munich Scanning Positron Microscope using a wedge-shaped sample.f
ed
The defect depth profile can be obtained from the positron lifetime Scanning
spectra measured whcn the beam scans along the wedge. At a wedge
ositron
angle of 06' a IO pm deep profile corresponds to a distance of I mm. (p

experiment was perusing
the
Munich
Positron Microscope
energy
keV) on a

beveled sample 9 45 positron
lifetime measurements each separated by I I pm were performed on a wedge of 0. 8 1 angle.
This gives a depth separation of 155 rim between two measurements. The accuracy of the
depth profile is obvious (Fig. 3 From the defect-related lifetime 'C2 it was concluded that
small vacancy clusters (n I are found in the R,,12 region, while defects with a smaller open
volume, of the order of a divacancy, are found in the R zone [8].
Although the wedge was produced by mechanical polishing, the layer of grinding defects
does not affect the defect identification at a depth of about 400 nm (mean positron
implantation depth). This was checked by comparing a Si sample which was polished
completely (no wedge) with an untreated Si reference. The surface annihilation parameters
were altered, but the positron difftision length was found to be L = 220 ± 5) run for both
samples. The same result was found for a sputtered sample after a surface removal of 250 am.
Only the surface parameter was changed, while L was similar to a reference sample [IO].
4. Summary
Positron annihilation spectroscopy is a useful method for the identification and
quantification of defects in materials exposed to high radiation in a nuclear environment. The
method is especially sensitive for small open-volume defects such as vacancies and small
vacancy clusters. Very detailed defect depth profiles can be obtained using a slow positron
beam when the sample surface is removed stepwise to ensure optimum depth resolution. The
removal can be done by ion sputtering or chemical etching. Another possibility is to prepare a
beveled sample with a low-angle wedge through the defect-fich layer and measure a scan with
a positron mcrobeam along the wedge. This method has the advantage that very deep defect
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profiles can easily be studied with a
constant depth resolution. It was
shown for both methods for the case
of silicon that the surface defect
layer created during sputtering and
during wedge polishing is small
enough not to affect the detection of
the defects under investigation.
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Fig. 3 Defect depth profile of a self-implanted Si sample 3.5 MeV, 5xlO' 5 CM -2 annealed 30 at
900'C, Cu contaminated) obtained using the Munich Scanning Positron Microscope. The sample
surface was wedge-shaped polished. The profile was then taken as a line scan along the wedge with
constant positron energy of keV. Each positron lifetime measurement is separated by I I PM
corresponding to a depth difference of 155 nm. The depth scale was calculated with the wedge angle
of 0.8 1 , and the mean positron implantation depth of 400 nm was added.
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Abstract
Nanoparticle materials are important because they exhibit unique properties due to size
effects, quantum tunneling, and quantum confinement. As particle sizes are reduced to the
manometer scale, presence of vacancy clusters is expected to affect properties of nanomaterials A
combination of positron lifetime spectroscopy, which tells size of vacancy clusters, and
coincidence Doppler broadening of anihilation radiation, which tell where vacancy clusters are
located was used to study defect structures on nanomaterials of Au nanoparticles embedded in
MgO. Vacancy clusters were found on the surfaces of Au nanoparticles.
When the packing density between multilevel interconnects in microelectronic devices
increases, a low dielectric constant material is needed to minimize RC delay. Porous oxide films
are some of these new low-k materials that have been actively studied by the microelectronics
industry. An ideal porous material would consist of a network of closed, small pores with narrow
size distribution. However, large and interconnected pores, so called "killer pores", result in high
current leakage and poor mechanical strength. Clearly, characterization and understanding of pore
size and interconnectivity are important to optimize the design of porous materials. Using positron
beam, we have found that pore percolation in porous methyl-silsesquioxane (MSQ) films strongly
depends on the molecular mass of pore generators.
Keywords: Nanoparticles, Vacancy, Positron lifetime spectroscopy, Coincidence Doppler
broadening, Ultra low-k, pore interconnectivity, Porous methyl-slisesquioxane (MSQ) films.
1. Nanoparticle Materials
As sizes of embedded particles are reduced to the anometer scale, the surface-to-bulk ratio
increases significantly. Therefore, surface effects can dominate bulk properties and an
understanding of nanosurfaces becomes important. In this chapter, we discuss characterization of
vacancy clusters that reside on surfaces of embedded nanoparticles. Gold nanoparticles embedded
in MgO are of importance because of their unique optical and electronic properties 1-31 A longstanding goal is to produce a size-tight network of metallic nanoparticles in an oxide matrix with
minimized imperfections. Ion implantation and sequential annealing are being used as a means to
achieve this goal 4]. Noticeably, creation of vacancy clusters and their various combinations are
often associated with the nanoparticle formation processes. Also unavoidably, these vacancy
clusters are expected to interact with embedded nanoparticles and alter the properties of nano
systems.
The new spectroscopic method for characterization of surface vacancy clusters is a
combination of positron lifetime spectroscopy, which tells size of vacancy clusters, and
coincidence Doppler broadening of annihilation radiation, which tell where vacancy clusters are
located. If these clusters are located on the surface of gold nanoparticles, namely the interface
aCorresponding

author. Email: xuj2oml.gov
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between the particle and host matrix, the surroundings of the clusters should include both particle
atoms and the matrix atoms. Doppler broadening of annihilation radiation (DBAR) with twodetector coincidence should be able to reveal these atomic constituents, and therefore elucidate the
location of vacancy clusters.
1.1 Vacancy clusters
Experimental description can be found in [5, 61 A brief description of generation of
iianoparticles is as following two steps: (1) MgO 100) single crystals were implanted with 11
MeVgoldionsatadoseof6xlO' 6 Aulons/cm.2. The depth profiles of the gold concentration were
measured by Rutherford back-scattering spectroscopy (RBS), using 23 MeV a particles. This
shows that the Au implants are primarily located in the range of 0 16-0.4 Lrn, while MgO remains
crystalline after implantation. 2 The implanted MgO crystals were annealed at 1200'C in an
Ar+02 (5%) or Ar+H2 (5%) atmosphere for I hours. Cross-section tunneling electron microscopy
(XTEM) of these samples shows that rectangular Au metal nanoparticles are distributed in a size
range of 05-7 anometer with a peak population at 12 nni, as shown in Fig. .
Figure 2 shows the positron lifetime spectra for MgO (open circles), Au-implanted MgO
(crosses) and Au nanoparticles embedded in MgO (solid circles). These spectra were deconvoluted
using Laplace inversion [CONTIN, 71 into the probability density functions (pdf) as a function of
positron lifetime. The insert of Fig. 2 shows the pdf spectra for the MgO samples accordingly. The
positron lifetime components obtained for the MgO layer are 022+0.04) ns with 89±3%)
ibution and 0.59 0.07) ns with (I 1±3%) contribution, For Au-imp anted sample without
annealing, the major lifetime component increases to 032 ns. For Au nanoparticle-embedded
MgO, lifetime components are 0.41±0.08) ns at 90%) and (1.8:-L0.3) ns at 7%).
Figure 1. Cross section TEM image
of Au nanoparticlesembedded in
"go

The positron lifetimes for different defects in MgO are calculated using Puska and coworkers' insulator model. n this model, the annihilation rates are determined by the positron
density overlapping with the enhanced electron density that is proportional to the atomic
polarizability of MgO [8 9 Based on comparison between experimental value and calculated
value, the positron lifetime of the embedded Au nanoparticle layer, 041 ns, suggests that positrons
is predominantly trapped in clusters consisting two Mg vacancies and two
vacancies. These
specific four vacancy clusters are referred as "V4". It is believed that the disturbance of the possible
Au atoms near vacancy clusters on the electron density of the clusters is small and therefore was
not considered in this calculation. The main component of the MgO layer, 022 ns, is due to
positrons trapped at single vacancies of MgO (vl). The vacancy cluster sizes for the longer
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positron lifetimes are not calculated. They are estimated to be micro void in sub-nanometer
dimension.

0
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Fig. 2 Probability densityfunctions
(Pdfi as a function of positron lifetime,
resulting from Laplace inversion
(CONTIN) of lifetime spectra (Insert)
for MgO (open circles), Au-implanted
MgO (crosses) and Au nanoparticles
embedded in MgO (solidcircles).
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1.2 CoincidenceDopplerBroadening
After detecting V4 sites in the implanted MgO, the next task is to determine whether they
lie in the matrix or at the nanciparticle surfaces. If these clusters are located on the surface of gold
nanoparticles, namely the interface between the particle and host matrix, the surroundings of the
clusters should include both particle atoms and the matrix atoms. Doppler broadening of
annihilation radiation (DBAR) with two-detector coincidence should be able to reveal these
atomic constituents, and therefore elucidate the location of vacancy clusters. 2D- DBAR has been
measured using a system similar to that developed by Asoka-Kumar and Lynn 10]. Figure 3
(left) shows the two dimensional data, while Fig. 3 (right) shows the normalized ratio as a function
of photon energy for Au nanoparticle (solid circles) and MgO layers (open circles). In the highenergy range > 513 keV), the spectrum for Au nanoparticle layer shows two enhanced bands at
514.3 keV and 518.5 keV. These bands are dramatically different from that of the MgO layers,
-where normalized intensity is flat above the silicon. The difference is largely attributed to the
surrounding Au atoms of the defects since the Au nanoparticle is different for the two
environments. To confirm that the difference is due to the Au atoms, we measure the Doppler
broadening spectrum for a pure Au film, shown as the solid line in Fig. 4(right). The Si-normalized spectrum for Au film also shows two main enhanced bands: 514.3 keV and 518.5 keV.
This is consistent with the features of Au films observed in Myler and co-workers' work [I I], in
,which Au annihilation line was also normalized by that of perfect Si. There are a high degree of
similarity between the Au films structures and the Au nanoparticle layer. This supports the
interpretation that the positrons, trapped at the V4 sites (as we know it from lifetime spectra),
annihilate with the electrons associated with Au nanoparticles. Of course, the defects'
-environment includes the MgO matrix, which also contributes to the energy deviation spectrum. It
is concluded that vacancy sites where positrons are trapped are located in the Au nano surfaces.
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Figure 3 (left) Two-dimensional spectrum qf annihilationradiation ofpositrons itjected into a p-Si (I 00), with
cm. The diagonalfeature indicates the condition of EI+E2=1.022 MeV; (right) Normalized annihilation lines as
function qfphoton energyforAu nanoparticlelayer (solidcircles),MgO layer (open circles), andAufilm (solidline)

1.3 Quantum dot-anti dot coupling
Based on both positron lifetime spectroscopy, which shows V4 clusters as positron traps,
and coincidence Doppler broadening spectroscopy, which shows an Au environment of the
trapped positrons, we propose the model that Au nanoparticles are partially surrounded by 4
defects as they are embedded in the MgO. Positrons remain trapped in the clusters of four atomic
vacancies which yield the V4 lifetime. However, when the trapped positrons annihilate with
surrounding Au electrons, annihilation momentum structure reflects the Au atoms, as well as the
surrounding MgO.
Sub-nanometer vacancy clusters are a special group of quantum anti-dots that have a
localized electronic structure. A great deal of literature has been accumulated on "anti-dot" or
quantum void systems in semi-conductor or metal-oxide thin films 12]. When anti-dots are
attached to the nanoparticles, as suggested by the positron analysis, electrons in the particles are
transferred to a localized state of the vacancy clusters, reducing the electron density, n. The
surface plasmon resonant frequency, cosp is determined in the first order by electron density.
Therefore the frequency decreases according with the decrease of the electron density in the
nanoparticles.
Electronic transfer from Au nanoparticles to vacancy clusters depends on the relative
positions of the highest occupied orbital (HOMO) of the metallic nanoparticles and the localized
states of the vacancy clusters. Figure 4 schematically shows the density of states diagram for the
interface between a metallic nanoparticle and MgO matrix in the presence of vacancy clusters. The
bottom of the MgO conduction band is 13 eV below the vacuum level with a 7.8-eV gap to the
top of valance band 13]. The partially occupied 6sp orbital of Au metal is 46 eV below the
vacuum level and the fully occupied band of 5d electrons is 63 eV below the vacuum level
4].
If Au is present as nanoparticles, these energy levels are found by photon emission spectroscopy
to depend on the size of the particle [15, 161. For 12 nni Au cubic particles, the 6sp electron
energy is shifted by 09 eV toward the vacuum level and 5d electrons shift 04 eV similarly, as
shown in the figure. For electron transfer from the Au particles to the V4 clusters, our data suggest
that the V4 localized-state should be 26 eV higher than that of an F center, an oxygen vacancy
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occupied by two electrons. This suggestion is qualitatively consistent with an early finding that F,
centers produce an energy level higher than that of F centers 17]. It is clear that more
measurements and theoretical calculation are needed to evaluate localized states of the vacancy
clusters and Au nanoparticle energy levels as a function of particle size.
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Figure 4 Schematic diagram of the
energy bandstructurefor the interface
between Au nanoparticlesand MgO
with various defects. For comparison,
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2. Nanopore Materials-Ultra Low k
A typical advanced nanopore material is porous oxides or polymers that have ultra low
dielectric constant (k < 2 Ultra low-k is significant in producing high speed electronic devices
such as the interconnect structure shown in Figure 8. S102, which has a dielectric constant of about
4, is currently used as dielectric material between interconnects in most microelectronic devices.
When the packing density between multilevel interconnects increases, a low dielectric constant
material is needed to minimize RC delay. By taking advantage of the low dielectric constant of the
air (-I) and introducing pores into a dielectric material, the dielectric constant can be effectively
reduced to less than 20. This approach has initiated a major effort in semiconductor interconnect
research and development [18, 19]. Porous methyl-silsesquioxane (MSQ) films are some of these
new low-k materials that have been actively studied by the microelectronics industry. For example,
it has been shown that porous MSQ films can have a dielectric constant as low as k1.5 with 50%
polymer loadings and still have high breakdown voltages r201.
Figure 5. Schematics of a typical
interconnectused in advanced
electronicdevices. Note that low-k
material is between Cu electrodes.

Therridl Ade
Si
An ideal porous material would consist of a network of closed, small pores with narrow size
distribution. However, when the loading of pore generator is high, large and interconnected pores,
so called "killer pores" may be generated, resulting in high current leakage and poor mechanical
strength. Clearly, characterization and understanding of pore size and interconnectivity are
important to optimize the design of porous materials. Positron annihilation spectroscopy has
unique advantages for characterizing pores because ortho-positronium (o-Ps) a positron-electron
pair with spin state of 1, is preferentially formed and trapped in the pores. Its subsequent
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annihilation photons carry characteristics that are associated with pore structures. Recently,
positron annihilation spectroscopy has been used to characterize pore structures of low-k films 2 26]. In this chapter, we discuss studies of porosity and interconnectivity of pores in porous MSQ
films by measuring o-Ps 3y emission and o-Ps lifetimes. The results clearly show that pore
percolation in the films strongly depends on the characteristics of the polymers and provide a
direction in developing the ideal low-k films.
Porosity in the films is introduced by mixing methyl-silsesquioxane (MSQ) with a triblock
copolymer (porogen), followed by spin coating on a Si(100) substrate and subsequent thermal
curing and decomposition of the porogen. Various poly(ethylene oxide-b-propylene oxide-bethylene oxide) (PEO-b-PPO-b-PEO) triblock copolymers were used as porogen and obtained
from BASF (Pluronic P103, P105, F38, and F88) 271. The polymers are in the form of either
paste or solid with various relative molecular masses, and ethylene oxide mass fractions, as
described in Table 1. The loading of the porogen was 30% by weight. The thickness of the samples
was approximately 06 tm. The mixture was cured by heating at 120'C after spin coating. The
porogen was decomposed during subsequent annealing at temperature of 500 'C, leaving pores in
MSQ matrix. The dielectric constants of these films were around 20.
2.1 Ps Out diffusion- Interconnectivity ofpores
When monoenergetic positrons inject into a porous MSQ film, they are quickly
thermallyzed and distributed around a depth that is determined by the positron incident energy.
Both thermal and non-thermal positrons diffuse in films, some of which form positronium being
trapped in pores. If pores in the MSQ films are interconnected, an open-channel results. If the
open channel ends at the surface, o-Ps can diffuse from the film into vacuum through the channel.
Based on Ps diffusion in pores, the deeper the Ps is formed, the longer is its diffusion path, the
greater the chance it annihilates into 2y via collision with the wall of the channel, and the yield of
37 annihilation events is lower. Such a decrease of 37 yield as a function of depth constitutes a
mean to measure the diffusion length and therefore to elucidate the pore interconnectivity.

Figure 6 The
profiles of
relative 3yo-Ps
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Figure 6 shows relative 37 -Ps fraction as a function of positron energy, or depth from the
surface. At the surface, the 37 -Ps fraction was approximately 1.5 for all films, which is attributed
to o-Ps formation at the MSQ surface. In the porous layers, represented by positron energy below
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- 45 keV, large fractions profiles were found dependent on molecular weight of porogen generally.
At higher incident energies, the o-Ps emission yield was also zero because the positrons were
implanted deeper into the Si substrate, where there were no pores. Two main features are displayed
in all profiles: the first is the increase of o-Ps fraction as the depth increases in the near surface
region. This feature is believed due to the profile of o-Ps formed initially. Originally, the near
surface positrons may re-emit into the vacuum and so their resulting o-Ps is low there. The second
feature is the decrease of o-Ps fraction as a function of depth. This fits into the Ps out diffusion
model. The depth-profiles of these 3y o-Ps fractions depend on the type of porogens initially used
for pore generation.
These 37 o-Ps fraction profiles were analyzed in similar to the models used for Ps diffusion in
ice 28], and for Ps diffusion in low-k films 24]. In the previous models, the intial positron
deposion profile is an exponential function with respect to the depth. Athough an analog
expression of the out diffusion probability can be given by the exponential, the deposition profile
is hardly believed to be exponential. In the analysis, a Makhovian distribution was used to
represent the ntial positron deposition profile.
The diffusion lengths of o-Ps, listed in Table 1, depend on molecular weights of porogens. For
F88/MSQ film, the diffusion length is 330 rm, the shortest among the group, suggesting a low
degree of interconnectivity of pores. For other films, diffusion lengths are long, 750-1330 nm),
longer than the film thicknesses, suggesting a high interconnectivity of pores for these films. It is
noted that the parameters obtained by the fitting may vary with the models used. However, their
relative variation with respect to molecular weight of porogens is still valid.
2.2 Positroniumlifetime spectroscopy _
o-Ps trapped in pores can annihilate mainly versus collisions with pore wall and then o-Ps
lifetime reveals the collision frequency and elucidate pore size. If o-Ps escape into the vacuum via
interconnected open pores, the lifetime is the characteristic o-Ps vacuum lifetime, 142 ns.
Therefore the intensity of the 142-ns component povides the degree of nterconnectivity.

Figure 7 Positron
annihilationlifetime
spectraforporous
MSQfilms generated
by mixing MSQfilm
with different triblock
copolymers: PI 03,
F88, PI 05, and F38 A
spectrumfor nonporous MSQ is listed
for comparison.[261
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P 1 5/MSQ
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The porous MSQ films were evaluated using positronium lifetime spectroscopy. Figure 7 shows
positron lifetime spectra for the porous MSQ films with positron energy of 33 keV. This energy
corresponds to a mean depth of approximately 340 nin, which is roughly the center of the films.
Fitting of the lifetime spectra shows that the pore component of the lifetime spectra varies with
type of porogen, as shown in Table 1. In addition, a long-lived component with lifetime nearly
equal to the vacuum o-Ps lifetime, 142 ns, was observed for porogen F88 with a fraction about 4%.
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The true fraction of this component is believed to be larger than the measured value because the
gamma-ray collimator may block the photons emitted from the vacuum o-Ps. For comparison,
Figure 3 also shows a positron lifetime spectrum of MSQ film without pores generated. The main
positron component is 47 ns, attributed to native free volumes of the non-porous NISQ film.
For subnanometer free volumes, the Tao model 29] is conventionally used to relate positron
lifetimes to free volume sizes. For anometer pores as studied here, Gidley's model 21, 22] was
used to relate the positron lifetimes to pore sizes. The 47 ns lifetime for the F88 copolymergenerated porous film yields a pore size of 37 nm in diameter, if the pores are assumed to be a
closed sphere, while the 54 ns lifetime for the PI 03 copolymer-generated film corresponds to size
of 43 nm diameter pores. It is pointed out that more future work is needed to relate positronium
lifetimes and pore sizes, especially for uncapped films since positronium lifetimes of those
samples include both contributions from closed pores and open pores.

porogen molecul PEO mass Lps(mn) -c ns)
ar rfnss fi-action
I-In I
RR

11400

80%

IV

47

P105

6500

50%

750

4"

P103

4950

30%

I 1900

154

F18

4700

R(%

I 1330

51

IL

1

Table 1. Molecular mass, PEO mass fraction, o-Ps diffusion length (Lp,),
pore lifetime (uncapped), and pore lifetime (capped) for porous MSQ
films templated with various porogens.

1.3 Dependence on molecular weight ofporogen
For the porous MSQ film ternplated by F88 triblock copolymer porogen, which has the largest
molecular mass in the samples studied, the positronium diffusion length was found to be the
shortest and the pore size is the smallest. This result suggests that the pores in porous MSQ films
generated with this larger molecular-mass polymer are smaller and more closed. For P 103 porogen,
which has a low ethylene oxide fraction and light molecular mass, positron diffusion length was
long and o-Ps lifetime was long. This indicates that pores are large and interconnected.
Since it is difficult to avoid pore interconnection at a high loading of pore generators,
understanding of the relationship between polymers and pore structures are important to control
the pore generation. PEO-b-PPO-b-PEO triblock copolymers are random coils in the solution of
MSQ precursors and form a closed core-shell structure during curing at 120T. 201 The PPO
block resides next to the hydrophobic MSQ surface as a shell to minimize interfacial energy, while
the hydrophilic PEO block is buried inside as a core. After subsequent heating at 500'C, the
polymers are decomposed, leaving pores behind in the matrix. The rapid formation of core-shell
structure depends on the chain mobility of PPO and PEO blocks, which in turn determines the pore
size and its percolation. Shorter polymer chains, such as F38, are more mobile and therefore likely
to form larger core-shell domains and to be percolated. The larger pore size and longer ci-Ps
diffusion length for the F38/MSQ film compared to those of the F88/NlSQ film are consistent to
the assumption. Solid state NMR shows that PEO blocks is predominantly crystallized in the bulk
block copolymers and less mobile than the PPO block r2O, 30]. Polymers with higher PEO wt%
are more restricted to form a larger core-shell domains, thus each domain is more isolated, similar
to the effect of higher molecular weight. The larger nterconnectivity in the P103/MSQ films
seems to be related to both the smaller molecular weight and the smaller PEO wt%.
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1.4.5 TIME-DOMAIN VIBRATIONAL STUDY ON DEFECTS IN ION-IRRADIATED
CRYSTAL
M. Kitajima
Materials Engineering Laboratory, National Institute for Materials Science (NIMS),
1-2-1 Sengen, Tsukuba 305-0047, Japan
Abstract
We have studied the effects of point defects on coherent phonons in ion-implanted bismuth
and graphite. Ultrafast dynamics of coherent phonons and photo-generated carriers in the
femtosecond time-domain have been investigated by means of pump-probe reflectivity
measurements. Point defects are introduced by irradiating graphite with 5 keV He+ ions. For
Bi the dephasing rate of the Ag phonon increases linearly with increasing ion dose, which is
explained by the additional dephasing process of the coherent phonon originated from
scattering of phonons by the defects. For graphite, introduction of the defects enhances the
carrier relaxation by opening a decay channel via vacancy-states, which competes efficiently
with carrier-phonon scattering. The coherent acoustic phorion relaxation is also accelerated
due to an additional scattering by defects. The linear fluence-dependence of the decay rate is
understood as scattering of propagating acoustic phonon by single vacancies.
Keywords: femtosecond, coherent phonon, defect, sernimetal, reflectivity

1. Introduction
Ion implantation into the crystal is of great interest because it is a key process of
manipulating material properties. Until now, lattice disorder in solids induced by ion
implantation has been extensively studied by using Raman spectroscopy.[1,2] The phonon
correlation length of GaAs (100) during keV He' irradiation was estimated from Raman line
shape of the longitudinal optical phonon.[2] Such in situ measurements allow us to observe
phonon localization in the presence of point defects at the initial stage of low energy ion
irradiation.
Recent advances of ultrashort light pulses enable us to generate and observe coherent
lattice vibrations in the time domain. There have been presented several observations of
coherent phonons in bismuth and other semimetals.[3-6] In these experiments the coherent
Aig mode has been observed in the ferntosecond time scale, and the displacive excitation of
*corresponding author. Tel: 81-298-59-2836 Fax: 81-298-59-2801.
E-mail address:kitajima.masaMro"ms.go.jp
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coherent phonons (DECP mechanism) has been proposed for the generation of the coherent
phonon.[3,7] In this mechanism, photo-excited carriers create a nonequilibrium electron
distribution, and as a result, crystal lattice begins to oscillate around the new equilibrium
position. The phonon dephasing rate can be generally described as a sum of the anharmonic
decay rate and the pure dephasing rate.[8] The main channel of the relaxation of the coherent
Aig phonon in bismuth is the dephasing process originating from the phonon-phonon
interaction caused by anharmonicity of the lattice potentials
Lattice defects in semiconductors have been nvestigated in low temperature grown GaAs.
Dekorsy el al. compared the dynamics of electric field, transport, and coherent phonons in asgrown and annealed low-temperature (LT) GaAs by an electro-optic technique, and suggested
that the differences in the decay time of the coherent LO phonon and the photo-excited carrier
were related to the different microscopic forms of excess arsenic and point defect density.[9]
Scholz et al. have reported results of ferntosecond pump-probe optical absorption experiments
for coherent phonons on F centers in KBr .[10] These reports indicate that the ferntosecond
pump-probe technique 's useful to study the effect of defects on utrafast dynamics of
phonons. There are a few reports on coherent Aig phonons in the polycrystalline Bi film[ 1]
and in the ion-implanted Bi polycrystalline film.[12] However the origin of the dephasing for
the coherent phonon due to defects is not yet clear, and systematic measurements on coherent
phonon dynamics in ion-implanted materials are required to understand the dephasing
process.
Graphite is a model two-dimensional system in solid-state physics and has many industrial
applications. Carrier dynamics of graphite was studied by pump-probe reflectivity
measurements in 1990, in which the photoexcited carriers were observed to be equilibrated
with the lattice and recombine within I ps.[13] The same technique has been widely applied
to investigate the lattice dynamics of semiconductors and semimetals.[14] The lattice
'bration of graphite, however, was not observed directly in the time domain until the recent
work by Mshina and co-workersj 15] because it requires detection of a reflectivity change as
small as AR/R - 10-7 . Although they revealed the generation and detection mechanism of the
coherent acoustic phonon of graphite, they have left the relaxation dynamics of the coherent
phonon undiscussed.
In this paper, the effect of ion implantation on dephasing of the coherent phonon is
examined for bismuth and graphite by using a ferntosecond pump-probe technique. The
relaxation time of the coherent optical phonon in Bi films and graphite is precisely measured
for various ion doses. The obtained decay rate for the coherent Ag mode increases linearly
with the dose. Our experimental results directly show that the phonon-defect scattering
process plays an important role on the dephasing of the coherent phonon in addition to the
anharmonic decay process in ion-implanted bismuth.
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2. Experimental
The bismuth films studied in this work were prepared by vapor deposition on polished
Si(001) substrates at room temperature. They were about 5000 A thick, and x-ray-diffraction
measurements showed that they were polycrystalline. The graphite used as samples were
highly oriented pylolytic graphite (HOPG). In order to examine the effect of point defects,
500 keV Bi+ ions were implanted into the polycrystalline films, and
keV He+ ions into
HOPG at various doses, respectively. The damage depth for bismuth deduced from the Monte
Carlo calculation

TRIM) was about 2000 AJ16] and the damage profile was almost a

Gaussian function with a peak at 710 A from the surface. The maximum value of DPA
(displacement per atom) calculated using TRIM was 003 for the dose of 2xlO"Bi+/cm'. The
ferntosecond pump-probe measurements were performed at room temperature. The light
source used was a mode-locked Tisapphire

laser with a central wavelength of 800 rm. and

pulse width of 70 fs A standard reflection-type pump-probe configuration was employed.[Il]
Pump and probe beams were polarized orthogonal to each other to avoid scattered pump beam,
and were focused to a diameter of about 100 gm on the samples. The penetration depth of the
laser beams was about 1300 A, and covered well the irradiation damage area in which point
defects exist. The reflectivity change AR/R was measured as a function of the delay time by
scanning the optical path length of the probe beam.
3. Results and Discussion
Figure I shows the transient reflectivity change obtained for bismuth films implanted with
doses from

IXIO14 Bi +/CM2

to 2x 1015 Bi I/CM2. Coherent oscillations of the fully symmetric Aig

mode (the frequency 's 97.3 cm-' = 292 THz at 295 K[12]) are observed on the nonoscillatory background component that corresponds to the reflectivity change due to
electronic excitation and relaxation. The time-domain wave form of the background
component is obtained by subtracting a oscillatory component from the transient reflectivity
change and is indicated with the dashed lines in Fig.l. The rise time of the background
component decreases from 200 fs to 60 fs and the decay time also decreases from 37 ps to 22
ps with increasing ion dose. The effect of ion implantation on photo-excited carriers is caused
by carrier-defect (vacancy) scattering that would originate from deformation potential
perturbation by local strain around the defects.[17] In Fg.1 the initial amplitude of the
coherent phonon oscillation at a dose of 2x

1015

131

/CM2

s

1 smaller than those at smaller doses

by a factor of 0.8. This decrease in the amplitude is simply explained by using a vibrational
time correlation function in which the amplitude of the coherent oscillation depends on the
inverse of the decay rate, i.e., the decay time, of the coherent phonon.[] 8]
In order to estimate the dephasing time

of the coherent Ajg mode for various doses,

the time derivatives of the reflectivity change are derived from time domain data in Fig. . The
dephasing time

and the frequency of the Ajg mode are obtained by fitting the time-domain
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data to a damped harmonic oscillation with
a single exponential decay. The dephasing
time decreases from 386 ps to 239 ps as
the dose increases, being clearly seen with
the guide envelopes of a single exponential
decay. The decrease in the dephasing time
can be qualitatively explained by the
scattering of phorions by defects in onimplanted bismuth. The frequency of the
Ajg mode is 97.4 cm" (the time period is
342 fs) at a dose of WO 14 Bi+/CM2 A small
i'/cm
2xlO'5 Bi' /CM2

_1
0

2

4
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8

12I
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_r__
14

Delay time (ps)
Fig. 1. Time-resolved isotropic reflectivity change for
the bismuth films at various ion doses.

04

0.40 -

2x 1015 Bi +/CM2 A possible explanation for
the frequency shift is compressive strain
due to the formation of defectsj 17] Figure
2 shows the decay rate of the coherent Aig
mode obtained from the inverse of the
dephasing time r . The decay rate
increases linearly with increasing ion doses
from IXIO14 Bi +/CM2 to 2xlO"B1 -/CM2 The
dephasing process of the coherent optical
phonons in solids have been considered to
be anharmonic decay due to phononphonon interaction in the k-space.[19] This
decay process depends mainly on the
lattice temperature. In the present study the

0.35 -

0.30 -

4i
0. 25 - 4
OO

frequency shift toward the high frequency
side by 04 cm-' was observed with
increasing dose from IXIO14 Bi+/cm 2 to

Or5

LO

1.5

2.Ox11 015

131+ Dose (/cm 2
Fig. 2 The decay rate of the coherent Al.

phonon

as a function of Bi ion dose. The dashed line is a
fitting to the data using Eq. (1) with
3.86 ps.

dose-dependence of the decay rate (Fig.2)
suggests clearly the existence of additional
dephasing process, i.e. phonon-defect
scattering. This scattering process is
thought to be a pure dephasing process due
to an elastic scattering of coherent phonons

introduced by perturbing potential by defects.[17] In this case the combined scattering rate I/
-c can be expressed as,
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+
Ttotal

'UO

Tdefect

where 'r is the anhan-nonic decay time, T df,,t is the phonon-defect scattering time constant
that depends on the density of point defects introduced by the ion implantation. The second
term in Eq. (1) is directly related to the linear dependence of the decay rate with ion dose in
Fig.3 and is expressed as a function of ion dose through the number density of point defects,
N;
(2)

NY(WAIJ,
ddect

where -( is the frequency-dependent phonon-defect scattering rate. A similar expression for
the defect-induced phonon scattering has been proposed in the investigation on the thermal
conductivity of diamond.[20] Based on the assumption that the anharmonic decay process is
not affected by the existence of defects, the experimental data in Fig.3 can be fitted with
Eq.(l) and we obtained r = 386 ps as a constant, This value agrees roughly with that
obtained for the as-grown Bi films 3.57 ps) in our measurements. Our experimental results
indicate that the coherent phonon is scattered by point defects to lose its coherence.
Figure 3(a) shows the normalized anisotropic reflectivity change
R,,-ARy)/Ro for
unirradiated HOPG. The oscillation of the reflectivity has a frequency of 131 THz 42 CM-),
as shown in the Fourier transform in the inset of Fig. 3(a), and corresponds to the coherent
interlayer shearing (E2gl) mode of
graphite. 21
The decay time of the
coherent E2g, phonon was TE2gl=11.6±0.9

40X15
20-

0-

ps for unirradiated graphite, which is in
an agreement with the previous work.
Upon ion irradiation, the amplitude of the

-20,6-

coherent E

40-

0

(a)

1

2
THz

3

2gl

phonon was decreased as

shown in Fig. 3(b). The frequency of the
coherent phorion was almost constant,
except it showed a slight red-shift for

0-

very low fluences. The decay time,
with the decay rate r
E2g1=l/TE2g1, was plotted as a function of

-20-

together

-40-

ion fluence in Fig. 4 The decay time was
decreased as the ion fluence increased
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Fig. 3 Time-resolved anisotropic reflectivity change
for unirrMated gr4yhite (a) and graphite irradiated
with WO .3He+/cm (b).
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above 4 I
He /cm
while it was
independent of ion fluence below 4xlO 3
He+/CM 2 It is noted that the formation of
vacancies was confirmed by means of
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Raman scattering spectroscopy even below 4xlO13 He +/CM2.
The relaxation of coherent phonons is generally determined by scattering by incoherent
phonons thermal lattice vibration), impurities, and defects. The contribution of phononphonon scattering is expected to be small for the coherent E2.1 phonon in graphite, since the
decay time was not significantly dependent on temperature.[15] Ion irradiation gives rise to
additional damping due to phonon-vacancy scattering, r, that depends on ion fluence

. + F, W -

(3)
The fluence dependence of graphite is explained by a simple model of scattering of
IFE2 I

propagating acoustic phonon by a single vacancy in analogy to capture of carriers by defects
in low-temperature grown GaAs.[22] According to the model, the scattering rate of phonons
by vacancies is given by
1-',(
where

=N., ),uvTA,

(4)

a v is the cross section of a single vacancy given by a v=

7

(a/2)2 with the

interatomic distance a, and vTA the group velocity of the E2gl phonon in the long wavelength
limit.[231 Raman measurements on the ion-irradiated HOPG samples confirmed that the
number density of vacancies per unit volume Nv is given by
Nv(+) = NdVd+,
(5)
with N the number density of C atoms in graphite, a d the displacement cross section, and

vd

the damage function.[241 This simple model reproduced the observed fluence dependence
very well except for the low fluences below
13

15

0.10, it:
S

0
5o
-1oToFluence (10 12 He+lcrn)

10-

+

2

4x1O He /cm, as shown in Fig. 4 The
deviation may be related to the slight redshift
of the phonon frequency w E2gl observed for

4-

the same fluence range. Indeed, resonant
(frequency-dependent) phonon scattering was
observed for many single crystals containing
defects and impurities.[20] However, the
resonant scattering by defects leads only to an
increase of the scattering rate at a resonant

51

0

20

40
M.

6

80

100

(10"H.+/cM')

Fig. 4 The decay time TE2gj and the decay rate
I'F2 I of the coherent E2.1 phonon as a function
of Ae ion flucticc. The solid line and curve
represent a model calculation after Eqs. (3)- (5).

frequency, which is not the case in the present
study. We interpret the deviation of
E2g1
from the linear fluence dependence in the low
fluence range as follows. In ion-irradiated
graphite, the relaxation of hot carriers via
vacancy-states competes with carrier-phonon

scattering. This would reduce the generation of incoherent (optical and acoustic) phonons and
therefore scattering of the coherent E2g, phonon by incoherent acoustic phonons A similar,
but much more remarkable initial decrease, followed by an increase, was observed also in the
132 -
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decay rate for coherent optical phonon of ion-irradiated GaAs.[25]
Raman studies on ion-implanted crystals generally allow us to observe the asymmetric
broadening of Raman peaks of phonons due to the relaxation of the wave-vector selection
rule.[26] In our time-domain experiment, the band width of the Fourier transformed (FT)
spectra for the Ajg mode is slightly broader even for the highly ion-implanted B film than that
for the as-grown film. Moreover, the intensity of Raman peak of the Ag phonon mode for te
ion-implanted Bi films are very weak, and difference in the band widths in the frequency
domain is not clear. Coherent phonon measurement in time-domain is thus of great advantage
to study directly the dephasing of phonons.
4. Conclusion
The effect of point defects on the lattice vibration dynamics in ion-implanted bismuth was
studied by using a ferntosecond pump-probe reflectivity technique. The coherent oscillation of
the Ag phonon was observed in bismuth polycrystalline films implanted with Bi' ions at
various doses. The decay rate of the Aig phorion increased linearly with increasing dose,
showing the existence of the additional dephasing process of the coherent phonon originated
from scattering of phorions by the defects in ion-implanted Bi. We have also demonstrated
that the dynamics of carriers and coherent acoustic phorion in graphite are very sensitive to
vacancies created by ion irradiation. The obtained understanding should open a door to the
control of ultrafast device properties by utilizing defects. For disordered materials such as ionimplanted solids, the time-domain measurement of the coherent phonon is a powerful tool to
determine the dephasing rate of phonons precisely.
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1.5.1 SURFACE MODIFICATION OF CERAMIC MATERIALS
INDUCED BY IRRADIATION OF HIGH POWER PULSED ICP
Takamasa Ishigakl*, Nobuhlro Okada, Naokl Ohashi and Hajime Haneda
National Institute for Materials Science
Advanced Materials Laboratory
Namlki I- , Tsukuba, baraki 305-0044, Japan

Abstract
Newly developed pulse-modulated high-power inductively coupled plasma [ICPj is expected
to offer the unique physico-chemical condition, such as the increased concentration of
chemically reactive species, as well as the appropriate heat flux for materials processing. Two
kinds of oxide materials, titanium and zinc oxide, were placed at the downstream of Ar-H2
ICP and irradiated in the plasma of continuous [CN] and pulse-modulated [PM] modes. The
CN-ICP irradiation at the position close to the plasma tall gave rise to the thermal reduction
of oxides. In the PM-ICP irradiation, the degree of thermal reduction depended on the lower
power level during pulse-off time, as well as the total electric power. Irradiation in PM-1CP
led to the increased fori-nation of oxygen vacancies in titanium dioxide. In the case of zinc
ox'de, the UV emission efficiency was improved by PM-lCP irradiation, while the green
emission became predominant by CN-ICP irradiation at the appropriate position. Induced
effects in the two oxides by PM-lCP would be related to the high concentration of hydrogen
radicals in the plasma.
Keywords: then-nal plasma, inductively coupled plasma, pulse modulation, non-equilibrium
condition, surface modification, titanium dioxide, zinc oxide, green luminescence, UV
luminescence.
1. Non-Equilibrium condition in pulse-modulated high power ICP
Pulse-modulated RF inductively coupled plasma[PM-ICP], in which non-equilibrium
situation is expected to be induced at the instance of pulse-on and off, is an appropriate tool
for advanced materials processing. Ishigaki et at. succeeded in PM-lCP generation, for the
first time, at an adequate frequency, I MHz, to sustain a plasma with considerably large
volume, and at a sufficiently high electric power of 17 kW, for materials processing[ ] An
important feature was that the total energy of plasma can be decreased, while the maximum
temperature, around 12,OOOK, remained unchanged in the pulse-on time, which was almost
the same as that of continuous generation[2]. Also, it has been suggested by optical emission
spectroscopy that PM-lCP could produce intentionally a non equilibrium state of particle
temperatures and flux density of radical species[3,4]. Such conditions in PM-lCP plasma are
expected to offer an unique physico-chemical condition for materials processing. Also, it was
predicted that the pulse modulation gives the higher cooling rate at the plasma tall[51.
Figure I shows the optical emission from Ar(751 nm) and H lines detected at the
'ddle and 10 mm below the bottom of RF coil of the nduction plasma torch used. After the
time instance of pulse-on, the emission at the middle of RF coil shows the overshoot with a
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maximum, and this became larger for the low shimmer level. The overshoot of emission
comes from the non-equilibrated situation induced by the rapid heating of plasma. It should
be noted that hydrogen emission shows the overshoot even at the downstream, while the
emission from Ar atoms shows no overshoot. When the plasma flow leaves from the
high-temperature coil region, the temperature drops very rapidly to deviate from the
equilibrium concentration of chemical species. In the pulsed-plasma, the quenching effect is
enhanced by the induced condition following switching-on and off. The overshoot of
hydrogen emission at the downstream is higher than that at the middle of coil, which should
be the evidence of overpopulated concentration of chemically reactive hydrogen radicals.
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Fig. I Temporal change of emission of Ar(751 nm) and H, at the middle and downstream of RF coil.

2. Irradiation of pulse-modulated ICP on ceramic materials
The interaction between plasma and
materials was examined, as the information is
essential
to
the
advanced
materials
processing by PM-ICP. Disc compacts of
Plasma,
titanium and zinc oxides placed at the
downstream of plasma were treated in Ar-H2
plasma
of
continuous[CN]
and
Water-cooled
pulse-modulated[PM] generation modes.
plasma reactor
Schematic of PM plasma generation
has
been
shown
elsewhere[ I
The
inverter-type solid state power source
supplies the electric power of 22 kW
continuously with nominal frequency of I
MHz. The RF power was modulated by
imposing the external pulse signal from a
pulse generator to switch a static induction
transistor(SIT). As shown in Fig. 2 the
mixture of Ar and H2 was injected with swirl
at the flow rate of 98 and 6 I/min,
respectively. The torch design is the same as
that used in our previous study for continuous
- 138 -
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Fig. 2 Schematic of plasma torch and reactor.
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steady operation[6]. Operation conditions are as follows. The plasma was firstly generated at
the continuous power level of 13 kW and the reactor pressure was controlled at 26.6-99.8 kPa.
Then, the external pulsing signal was imposed to switch to the pulse-modulated mode with
pulse-on and -off times of 10 and 5 rns, respectively. The shimmer current level, which is the
current ratio of the lower level of pulse-off time to the higher one of pulse-on time, is
0.53-0.58. Disk specimens, which were formed from T02 and nO powders by isostatical
pressing, were put on the water-cooled molybdenum holder and irradiated for minutes in
Ar-H2 plasma of CN and PM generation modes.
Figure 3 shows the temporal change of RF current for pulse-modulated Ar-H2 plasma
generated at various pressures. Shimmer current ratio was set to be 58%, 56%, and 53%, for
the reactor pressure of 99.8, 53.2, 26.6 kPa, respectively. The measured ratio of integrated RF
power of pulse-modulated mode to that of continuous mode were 86%, 85%, 84% for 99.8,
53.2, 26.6 kPa, respectively.
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Fig. 3

Temporal change of RF current for Ar-H2 Plasma generated at various pressures: pulse-on time, IO

ms; pulse-off time,

ms.

The length of plasma flame changes depending on the plasma generating pressure,
while the generation mode, continuous or pulse-modulated mode, did not give the difference
of the apparent flame length.
length.

The decrease of reactor pressure gave the increase of flame

The plasma flame generated at 26.6 kPa reached to the specimen placed at the

position of 100 mm below RF colt, while the flame tall under the other conditions was above
the specimens.
2.1 Surface Modification of Titanium Dioxide
Titanium dioxide is known to show photocatalytic activity, which is applicable to the air
and water purification, the deodorizatipon, and the antibacterial and self-cleaning coating.
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Recently, the visible-light-responsive photocatalyst has been reported by the plasma treatment
of anatase-type titanium dioxide powder in an inductive-type RF hydrogen discharge at the
pressure of 130 Pa, although the photocatalytic activity was limited in the ultraviolet region.
The extension of photocatalytic activity region to the visible light was explained by a new
energy state due to the formation of oxygen vacancies. It is also pointed out that oxygen
vacancies may play a crucible role of the other distinguished property of titanium dioxide, the
hydrophilic surface, which is antifogging and self-cleaning. To the contrary, the substitution
of oxygen by hydroxyl group, i.e., the incorporation of hydrogen, leads to hydrofobic surface.
The plasma in the present work has induced the thermal reduction of titanium oxide.
When the relatively heavy reduction occurs, the colour of specimen changed to black[7]. The
coloration depended on the lower current level in PM mode as well as the sample position. As
mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the useful surface should be the slightly reduced one,
that is, the colour should be kept white or beige. Quite low concentration of induced oxygen
vacancies was characterized by then-nal desorption spectroscopy, in which the hydrogen
desorption is able to be detected with high sensitivity. The increase of desorption in the
temperature range from 200 to 500'C for as-irradiated specimens is shown in Fig. 4 which
attri'butes to the hydroxyl groups chemisorbed on surface and/or diffused into the near surface.
It is shown that the PM plasma irradiation gave rise to the formation of higher concentration
of oxygen vacancies than the CN plasma irradiation. The difference would be related to the
increased concentration of hydrogen radicals in the PM plasma, as the hydrogen radicals take
out easily oxygen atoms to form oxygen vacancies.
H2
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Hydrogen desorption from original and plasma-treated titanium dioxide.

2.2 Improvement of UV and Green Emission of Zinc Oxide
Zinc oxide(ZnO) is known to be a high efficiency phosphor compound under low
energy beam irradiation, which has been used for vacuum florescent devices and field
emission displays. Recently, intensive efforts have been made to realize the UV emitting
devices. It has been reported that the microwave hydrogen plasma irradiation enhances the
UV emission, while the green emission is suppressed[8]. It was suggested that the dissolution
of hydrogen should take a role of the improvement.
The influence of PM plasma irradiation was compared with the CN plasma irradiation
on the cathodoluminescence(CL). As is the same in titanium oxide, the CN plasma irradiation
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gave rise to the change of colour on the specimens placed at the highest position. The effects
of CN and PM plasma irradiation were considerably different on the emission spectra[9] As
is clearly seen in Fig. 5, the nO powder giving green emission with high efficiency was
obtained by the CN plasma treatment. On the other hand, efficiency of UV luminescence was
significantly improved and the visible emission was suppressed by the PM plasma treatment.
The difference of CL spectra is explained by the variation of heat flux in CN and PM plasma
irradiation It was reported that the green emission attributed to the donor state of oxygen
vacancies[IO]. The oxygen vacancies are compensated by the hydrogen incorporation to
givethepureUVemission[II]. Oxygenvacanciesareformedthroughthethertnaltreatment
at the relatively high temperature, whereas the hydrogen incorporation can be attained
through the moderate heating. Therefore, the difference in luminescence with the plasma
generation mode again shows the advantage of pulse-modulated plasma for controlling heat
flux and increasing chemically reactive radical species.
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Cathodoluminescence spectra of original and plasma-treated

nO.

3. Summary
The effects of pulse modulation[PM] on the characteristic of 1CP have been
demonstrated in the plasma irradiation processing of two oxides, titanium and zinc oxides.
The PM-1CP plasma, which distinctly showed non-equilibrium chemical aspect of thennal
plasma, is expected to give further extension of then-nal plasma materials processing.
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1.5.2
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Abstract
A non traditional method, called emanation thermal analysis (ETA),was used the for
characterization of surface and near surface layers of SiC based materials This method consists
in the measurement of the release of inert gas( radon) from the samples previously labeled to the
depth of several tens of anometers with the inert gas atoms. The ETA results brought about
information about microstructure changes and transport properties of SiC/SiCr composites on
heating in the range 30-1300'C in argon and air, respectively. The aealing of structure
irregularities which served as diffusion paths for radon was evaluated. The temperature range
of the formation and crystallization of the silica layer resulting after oxidation of the SiC/SiCf
sample on heating in air was determined from the ETA results
Keywords: emanation thermal analysis, radon, SiC/SiCf , annealingstructure irregularities,
near surface layers

1. Introduction
The behavior of advanced materials in nuclear environment has been investigated by
various methods, including XRD, SEM, thermal conductivity measurements, etc. We have used
to this aim the emanation thermal analysis (ETA)[I] based on the measurements of the release
of inert gases (e.g. Rn) from samples previously labeled with trace amounts of the inert gas
The ETA has been already advantageously used in the characterization of microstructure
changes of the advanced materials under in situ conditions of their treatment in various
environments. Various materials for nuclear technology, fusion technology, as well other
advanced materials after ion beam treatments were investigated by means of ETA[1-3].In this
study the ETA was used for the characterization of surface and near surface layers of SiC/SiCf
composite during heating in argon and air respectively.
2.Background of ETA applications
The ETA consists in the measurement of radon release rate from samples previously
labelled by trace aounts of ... Th and 114Ra radionuclides 2,3]. Atoms of radon, Rn, have
been formed by the spontaneous a-decay of 21'Th and 224 Ra and incorporated into the near
surface layers of the sample due to the recoil energy (85 keV atom-').
The mechanisms ofradon release from labeled samples are (i) release due to the recoil
energy of the radon atoms, (ii) diffusion in open pores, intergranular space or interface
boundaries, respectively and (iii) radon diffusion in the matrix of the solids. The total measured
radon release rate, E (also called emanating rate E), can be expressed as
*Coffesponding

authorbalnri.cz
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E T)

ER+

ED(T).S(T)

where ERis the radon release rate due to recoil EDis the radon release rate due to diffusion
along structure irregularities, serving as radon diffusion paths, and S(T) is the function which
describe the temperature dependence of changes in the number of radon diffusion paths.
It was supposed that the maximal penetration depths of `Rn recoiled atoms into SiC based
samples was 83.6 nin as determined by TRIM code[Q.Therefore, the high amount of `Rn
situated next to the surface ensured the high sensitivity of ETA to changes of near surface
microstructure. In the mathematical model used for the evaluation of ETA results it was
supposed that the temperature dependence of the radon release rate, ED(T), due to diffusion
involves parameters which determine the radon diffusion, taking into account the average
diffusion length of radon LD=(D/k )',where D is the radon diffusion coefficient and is the
radon decay constant. In the evaluation of the ETA results it was supposed that radon can
migrate along several independent paths, such as micropores, intergranular space, as well as
interface boundaries Therefore, the mechanism of radon diffusion along two independent paths
of the disordered heterogeneous solid was considered in the modeling.
In the case that the number of radon diffusion paths and/or surface area decreases on
heating, the structural function S(T) has descending character, whereas if the number of radon
diffusion paths increases during the sample heating, the structural Rinction S(T) has increasing
character. Several expressions for S(T) functions were recently proposed [5] for the description
of changes of the structure defects aount in solids. The descending character of the S(T)
function can be expressed by Eq.2
TM
S(T = 0.5 1+ erf
T
(2)
ATF2
L
T j
where erf is the sign for the integral Gauss function, T. is the temperature of the maximal rate
of the annealing of the defects which serve as radon diffusion paths, AT is the temperature
interval of the respective solid state process. Eq.2 was used in this study to describe the
temperature dependence of the annealing of near surface structure irregularities which have
served as radon diffusion paths in SiC based materials.
3.Experimental
3.1.Materials
SiC/SiC composite was prepared by chemical vapor infiltration (CVI) from Nicalon CG
fibers (Nippon Carbon Co.). Nicalon fibers were produced from polycarbosilane precursor and
contained 11.8 wt
of oxygen and excess of C with respect to Si The typical formula of the
CG Nicalon is SCl.3100.36[6].It consists of relatively poor crystalline P-SiC and contains
aggregates of uniformly dispersed nano-particles of S'C'S'02 and C[7] Xhis insured the densely
bonded structure. The SiC/SiCf composite manufactured by CVI has excellent resistance to heat
and oxidation and maintains strength even up to 1200'C in air. Because of small thermal
expansion coefficient the Nicalon based materials have excellent dimensional stability. It has
been applied in the field of advanced technologies and space development It is also a candidate
material for fusion technology because of its radiation stability and low activation in the
neutron flux.
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3.ZLabeling of the samplesfor ETA measurements
Atoms of 12'Rn were incorporated by the recoil energy (85keV atom-') of spontaneous
a-decay of the parent radionuclides 12'Th and 224 Ra respectively. The 22'Th radionuclide halflife 19 years) absorbed on the sample from acetone solution represents a the quasi -permanent
source of 22Rn atoms half-life 55 sec) . The specific activity of the sample was 10' Bq per
gram.
3.3. ETA measurements
The labeled sample (size 3x3x2mm) was situated in a furnace (see Fig. 3 in Ref. 3]) and
heated in the temperature range 30-1300
at the rate of 6 T/min in the flow of argon or
oxygen, respectively. The constant flow of the gas(flow rate 50ml/min) took the radon released
from the sample into the measuring chamber of radon radioactivity. The resulting ETA curve is
presented as a temperature dependence of the radon release rate E (in relative units); E = A
/Atmh where A
is cc-radioactivity of radon released in unit time from the labeled sample, and
A tt.1 is the total -radioactivity of the labeled sample. The A,,,,., value is proportional to the rate
of radon formation in the sample. Semiconductor and NaI(TI) detectors were used for the a-and
y-radioactivity measurements, respectively.
4. Results
Thermal stability of Si-C-0 Fibers (Nicalon CG) has been investigated by several authors
[6-12]. Active and passive oxidation mechanisms were proposed for SiC fibres heat treated in
oxidizing gas environments with different oxygen partial pressure. The active oxidation
mechanism was proposed [8] for the formation of silica layer on the SiC surface heated in the
gaseous environment with relatively high oxygen partial pressure 2.5 x 10'-10' Pa ).Silica is
one of the few oxides which have extremely low oxygen pen-neability up to high temperatures.
Consequently, the silica formed on the SiC surface serves as the barrier against further oxidation
of the SiC core.
However, there has been a lack of information about the thermal behavior of the SiC based
materials when heated in oxygen containing gas medium in the temperature range below
1200T.Therefore, the ETA was used in this study to characterize microstructure changes of
SiC/SiC composites during heating in the range 30-1300'C.Radon atoms, 22OF n, formed by
spontaneous a-decay of 22'Rawere used as the microstructure probe. Moreover, the
microstructure of the SiC/SiC composite samples was characterized before and after the heat
treatments by means of SEM
Fig. I depicts the experimental ETA results of SiC/SiC composite sample on heating in
argon and airrespectively.We assumed that the radon release in the range 30-200T was
controlled by the "single jump" diffusion mechanism along near surface structure irregularities.
The decrease of the radon release rate, E, observed in the range 250-700T indicated the
annealing near surface structure irregularities(Fig. 1).The ETA results were evaluated by using
the mathematical model proposed recently[5]. Temperature dependencies of the S(T) functions,
obtained by modeling which characterize the annealing of near surface structure irregularities,
were used for the assessment of the thermal behavior of the samples in the temperature range
250-700T. Fig.2 presents the respective S(T) temperature dependencies of the SiC/SiC sample
corresponding to the heating in argon and-air, respectively.
Moreover, differences in the thermal behavior of SiCSiC composite in air and argon,
respectively, were revealed by ETA on heating up to 1300T. We assumed that the ETA effect
in the range 700-1000T, observed on sample heating in air (Fig.lcurve2) indicated the
formation of amorphous silica and its subsequent crystallization to cristoballite. This assumption
is in agreement with the statement of other authors 8,12] that amorphous silica is formed at the
beginning of the SiC oxidation and at low temperatures, and tends to crystallize at longer times,
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at higher temperatures. We supposed that the enhanced radon release rate observed on sample
heating at elevated temperatures was controlled by bulk diffusion mechanism.
In order to examine in detail the effects observed in Fig.lcurve 2 at the elevated
temperatures the model curves characterizing the S(T) function and the radon diffusion in
bulkrespectively [5] were substracted from the experimental ETA curve. The curve resulting
after this computer treatment is presented in Fig. 3 together with the experimental ETA curve.
From Fig.3 we assumed that the formation of cristobalite from amorphous silica layer was
achieved at the temperature of 750'C( 1023 K).
5. Conclusions and recommendations
The ETA made it possible to obtain additional information about thermal behavior of
SiC/SiC composite materials. Microstructure changes taking place in surface and near surface
layers of the samples were characterized by means of ETA under in situ conditions of the heat
treatment in argon and air, respectively. Effects of radiation, corrosion, as well as ion
bombardment on the microstructure development of advanced materials can be advantageously
characterized by means of ETA.
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Fig. I Comparison of the thermal behavior of the Nicalon CG based SiCf /SiC composite
during heating in argon (curve 1) and air(curve 2, respectively.
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Fig. 2 Temperature dependencies of the ftmction S(T), used for the characterization of the
annealing of near surface structure irregularities in Nicalon CG. based SiC, /SiC composite
during heating in argon (curve 1) and air(curve 2, respectively.
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Abstract
A simple method for kinetic analysis of solid-state processes has been developed and the
criteria capable of classifying different processes are explored. They provide a useftil tool for the
determination of the most suitable kinetic model. The method has been applied to the analysis of
calorimetric data corresponding to the crystallization processes in aorphous ZrO.. It is found
that the crystallization kinetics of amorphous powder sample exhibits a complex behavior'under
non-isothermal conditions. A two-parameter model provides a satisfactory description of the
crystallization process for isothermal and non-isothennal conditions. This enables better control
of crystallization extent in fine rO2 powders that is important for preparation of zirconia
ceramics with defined properties.
Keywords: kinetics, crystallization, nucleation, growth, calorimetry, zirconium oxide
1. Introduction
The kinetics of solid state processes is generally considered to be a rather controversial
topic 13]. Most analyses of kinetic data are based on the assumption that the kinetic
parameters are intrinsic constants that uniquely characterize a solid-state process under study.
This approach may lead to erroneous conclusions as solid-state process usually exhibit rather
complex kinetics 4].
There are two main reasons for studying solid-state kinetics despite above-mentioned
limitation. One reason is the practical importance of the ability to predict kinetic behavior of a
given system under defined conditions. Another reason is related to an understanding of
underlying mechanism corresponding to the kinetic process. In the first case we can find a
suitable mathematical description for most solid-state processes and, therefore, we may be able
to optimize the kinetics. In the second case, however, things are more complicated and the
exploration the mechanism of the solid-state process is an uneasy task where a careful study
including several complementary experimental techniques and morphological observation is
needed.
The rate of chemical reaction is usually expressed to be proportional to the concentration
of reactants, raised to a power. In the case of solid-state processes, the concentration is replaced
by the fractional conversion a
a
). The rate law than can be expressed by a simple
differential equation:
(da/ dt = K(T) f(a)
(1)
where K(T) is a temperature dependent rate constant and fX) is an algebraic expression of the
kinetic model. There are several simple kinetic models that have been developed on the
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assumption of the simplified geometry of the diffusion processes 5-7], the reaction interface
and its spatial movement [8], or the nucleation and growth processes 9-12].
Usually, it is not that difficult to find a suitable rate law from experimental data.
However, its interpretation, in terms of underlying kinetic mechanism may be perplexing. For
instance, the second-order kinetics of chemical reaction can also result from a complex reaction
scheme. The situation is even more complicated in solids where the reactants are spatially
constrained, they exhibit irregular shapes, polydispersity, preferred orientations, etc. 4] Under
such circumstances, it is reasonable to expect some deviations from the kinetic models
mentioned above. This idea led to formulation of empirical kinetic model containing the
smallest possible number of kinetic exponents, so that there is yet some flexibility sufficient to
describe real data as closely as possible 113]. Table I shows two empirical kinetic model
(ROAC) and the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami nucleation-growth model (JMA) that is frequently used
for the description of the crystallization kinetics in amorphous solids.
Table I

The kinetic models and maxima (a y*,a,*) of the y(a) and z(a) functions

Model
Reaction order [I]

Symbol
RO(n)

f(a)
- a)"

CLY
0

a.
n'
> CCy

Autocatalytic 14,15]

AC(MN)

am (I - a)'

M/(M+N)

Nucleation-growth 9-12]

JMA(m)

m( - al- n( -a)]'-""

I - exp(m - _)

0.632

In the following sections we will focus on the analysis of isotherinal and non-isothermal
calorimetric data corresponding to solid-state processes. A simple method of kinetic analysis
will be described. This method than will be applied to the crystallization of amorphous zirconia
under non-isothermal conditions and the role of nucleation and growth processes will be
discussed. Finally, the conclusion about applicability of the JMA model in non-isothertnal
conditions will be drawn.

2. The method of kinetic data analysis
The shape and symmetry of the kinetic curve defined by Eq.(l) strongly depends on
experimental conditions. The function fa) should be invariant in this respect. It can easily be
separated from K(T) function as shown below using the y(a) function obtained by
transformation of Eq.(I). In isothermal conditions this function can be written as:
y(a) x (da/ dt) = k f (a)
(2)
If the Arrhenius type rate constant is assumed then the y(a) function can be written in nonisothermal conditions as follows:
y(a) oc (da/ dt) exp(E, / R T = A f (a)
(3)
The E. is an apparent activation energy that should be determined independently from several
experiments conducted at different heating rates 16]. As the parameters k and A in Eqs.(2) and
(3) are constants the ya) function is proportional to the kinetic model. Though the ya) function
is useful, its shape and maximum ay* (see Table I) does not provide an unambiguous
information about the most suitable kinetic model [ 7.
This is why we need an additional function called z(a) that can be also obtained by a
simple transformation of experimental data 17,18]. In isothermal conditions such function can
be written as:
z(a) oc (da/ dt) t f (a) g(a)
(4)
-
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and the z(a) function can be written in non-isothermal conditions (for Arrhenius rate constant)
as follows [ 819]:
z(a) cc (da/ dt). T = C f (a) g(a)
(5)
where g(a)

[f (a)]_'da and the parameter C in Eq.(5) is a constant.
The maxima of the ya) and
z(a) fimction (see Table 1) are
characteristic parameters that can
easily be used for the kinetic model
discrimination. This is shown in Fig.l.
It has been shown recently [ 1 9] that
a:* > Cc Y which can be considered as a
theoretical limit of any kinetic model

0.8

.............................. -----------JMA(m)

N

2

--j

15 0.6 -

----------. ................
....... i_

E

.9X
0.4-

(thick solid line in Fig. ).

1P

Fig.1

differences between the kinetic models. The
broken lines correspond to the different
values of kinetic exponents of the AC(MN)
model. The JNIA(m) model is represented by
points connected by the solid line.

0.2
0.0

0.2

OA

0.6

Maximum of (a)

The kinetic diagram showing the

0.8

The method of kinetic analysis outlined above has a general validity and it can be used
for any type of kinetic data and for most of the x) functions. The kinetic diagram is especially
effective in the case of a systems that exhibit a complex behavior. Such behavior is observed for
example in the case of the crystallization kinetics in aorphous solids [ 19,20]. In the following
section we will show the applicability of this method to the crystallization of amorphous and
partially crystalline zirconia.
3. Experimental
An amorphous zircoma was prepared by precipitating a 0 I M stirred aqueous solution of
ZrOC12.8H2 Owith a IM solution of ammonia added slowly at room temperature. The
precipitated hydrated zirconia was washed, filtered and vacuum dried at R.T.
Table II Partially crystallized zirconis
samples prepared by annealing at % for I h

Sample

Tj (C)

4

A
20 K.min-'

Fraction

B

3-

d
A
B

340

8%

D
E

360
365
367

19
22
25

F
G

370
375

42
66

C

2

M

3;0

4O

420

440

Temperature

Fig.2
15 -

00

480

C)

DSC curves of Zro, samples shown in Table II
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This partially dried amorphous powder (residual water content 13.7 %) was used to
crystallization kinetics measurements by means of DifIrential Scannig Calorimetry (DSC) in a
dry nitrogen flow. Partially crystallized samples were prepared by anealing of this powder at
different temperatures for I hour (see Table 1). Crystalline phase identification was performed
by using X-ray diffraction (XRD). The morphology of amorphous and partially crystallized
samples was examined by SEM and HRTEM.

4. Results and discussion
Fig.2 shows the DSC curves for amorphous sample (A) and partially crystallize samples
(B-G) obtained under non-isothernial conditions (heating rate: 20 K.min-'). The maximum of the
crystallization peak is shifted to lower temperatures with increasing crystallinity of the sample,
probaly due to the fact that the nucleation process is supressed in partially crystalline samples
and zirconia crystals grow from preexisting nuclei 21]. Another feature of these data is that the
F

1.0

A

A

1.0

0.8 -

O.B.

0.6-

0.6 -

0.4 -

N

0.2

F

0.4

im

0.2

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.2

OA

006

0.8

1.0

0.0

O'.2

0.4

0.6

O's

I.0

a

Fig.3
sample

The y(a) and z(a) plots corresponding to amorphous zirconia (A) and partially crystallized 42%)
) calculated by Eqs.(3) and (5) for data shown in Fig.2.

symmetry of the crystallization peak changes as a function of the fraction crystallized. This
affects considerably both the ya) and z(a) function as shown in Fig.3. The apparent activation
energy needed to calculate the y(a) function was determined to be 264±11 k.mol-' for sample A,
and 234±4 kmol-' for sample F 21).
It is evident that the maximum of the z(cc) function for sample A is considerably lower
than predicted for the JMA(m) model. Nevertheless, there is a shoulder that appears close to
0.632 (see Table I). This rather complicated shape of the z(a) function could be explained
assuming that there is non-negligible nucleation during the crystal growth for cc < 0.5. At higher
conversion, however, zirconia crystals are growing from a practically constant number of nuclei.
In contrast, the behavior of partially crystallized sample is quite different. The maximum of the
z(cc) function well corresponds to the prediction for the JMA(m) model. Almost linearly shaped
y(a) function suggests that the kinetic exponent should be close to m = 1.
A complex crystallization behavior of amorphous (A) and all partially crystallized
zirconia samples (B-G) can be visualised in the kinetic diagram shown in Fig.4. The basic part
of the diagram is redrawn from Fig. 1. The areas confined by by solid lines corresponds to the
RO(n) and MA(m) models. It is assumed that the typical experimental inaccuracy in maxima of
the y(a) and z(a) function is ± 002.
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The total area of the diagram corresponds to the AC(MN) model.Therefore, the autocatalytic
model is a plausible mathematical description of all kinetic models discussed. It is evident that
the amorphous sample A exhibits fast
self-accelerated crystallization and,
m
therefore, the corresponding point in
1
1.5
2
34
OD
0.1
the kinetic diagram is located near the
0.8theoretical limit.
0.5
N
0 0.6E
E

FSOG
*E

1
OD
-2

0.4-

-3
-4
-5

0.2
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Maximum of y(a)

Fig.4 The kinetic diagram for the
crystallization of amorphous and partially
crystalline zirconia (see Table 11). The areas
confined by solid lines correspond to the
RO(n) and JMA(m) models.

0.8

This self-acceleration process gradually slows down in partially crystalline samples 25 % as
the system approaches the region where the JMA(m) model can be applied 42 %). The kinetic
exponent m is close to 1, which well corresponds to nearly linear dependence of the y(CC)
function. This value of m is expected in the case of the growth of very small particles dispersed
in aorphous matrix. The HRTEM observations revealed that a great number of randomly
distributed tetragonal zirconia nanocrystals (approx. 13 rn in size) are formed after heat
treatment of as prepared powder 21]. Similar crystal size was estimated from the corrected
halfwidth of ( II) XRD peak (I 5±5 run). The Rietveld analysis of XRD data confined 22]
that the structure of crystalline phase is very similar to high temperature of tZrO2 23].
It is obvious that the crystallization process in amorphous amorphous zirconia and
partially crystalline samples < 42%) reveals a complex behavior that cannot be interpreted in
terms of the MA(m) kinetic model. This is easy to understand, because the JMA(m) model is,
strictly speaking, only valid under isothermal conditions. Its validity can be extended to nonisothermal conditions 24,25] when the nucleation process takes places during the early stages
of transformation, and it becomes negligible during the grystal growth. This seems to be
consistent with the fact that the crystallization process in partially crystallized sample F well
corresponds to the JMA(m) model. In this case one can expect that the nucleation process is
over and the crystals are growing from a practically constant number of nuclei as has been
anticipated above. The difference of 37 kmol-' between the value of E. for amorphous and
partially crystalline sample is probably associated with the fact that the nucleation process is no
longer operative for a partially crystallized sample.
As we have pointed above, the complex crystallization process in aorphous zirconia
can be described by the AC(MN) model. This is shown in Fig. 5a where the non-isothermal
DSC data for amorphous sample are compared with theoretical curves calculated by using
Eq.(I), kinetic exponents M = .5 ± 0.08, N = 135 ± 0.05 and Arrhenius temperature
dependence of the rate constant. It is assumed that measured heat flow can be written as
= H.(da/dt), where AH = 157 ± 3 J.g-' is the crystallization enthalpy of amorphous sample.
This model can also be used to predict the crystallization extent under isothermal conditions.
This is shown in Fig.5b where the experimental data and calculated a-T plots are compared. The
isothermal data were obtained by annealing of aorphous sample in DSC instrument at various
- 153 -
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temperatures for hour. These samples were subsequently quenched to R.T. and measured at 10
K.min-'. The conversion during isothermal annealing was estimated from cc = (AH - Hi)/A.H,
where AHi is the crystallization enthalpy measured after annealing. The curve was calculated by
using following equation that can be obtained by integration of Eq.(l):
f

da - = A exp
Ea
) .t
(6)
a m (I - a) N
( RT
It is clearly seen that the AC(MN) model provides a reasonably good prediction for a 02, but
apparently fails for lower conversions. This seems to be consistent with a complex character of
crystallization process in amorphous zirconia.
4-

(a)

(b)

o2O Kmin"
0. -

3-

15

0.6 -

2

10

0.4 -

5

0.2 -

2
0

0.0
460

40

40
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4

3O

C)

3O

3;0

3;0

400

Temperature CC)

Fig.5

(a) Experimental DSC data for amorphous zirconia sample (points) and curves calculated for
AC(MN) model (solid lines). (b) Crystallization extent for zirconia annealed isothermally for
hour at
different temperatures (points) compared with the prediction of this model.

5. Conclusions
The results shown above for crystallization of amorphous zirconia clearly indicate that
the proposed method based on the kinetic diagram is very useful for the kinetic analysis of solidstate processes. The kinetic diagram helps to visualize the complexity of this kinetic process and
provides a useful tool for the determination of the most suitable kinetic model.
It seems that the nucleation and crystal growth processes are overlapped at the beginning
of crystallization of amorphous zirconia. As a consequence, the JMA(m) nucleation-growth
model cannot be used under non-isothermal conditions, and the two parameter AC(MN) model
should be used instead. This model provides a reasonably good prediction both in nonisothermal and isothermal conditions.
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Abstract
A modified gel-casting method was developed to form the ceramics precursor matrix by
using polycarbomethylsilane (PCMS) and SiC powder. The polymer precursor was mixed
with SiC powder in toluene, and then the slurry samples were cast into designed shapes. The
pre-ceramic

samples were

then irradiated

by 2.OMeV

electron

beam generated by

a

Cockcroft-Walton type accelerator in He gas flow to about 15MGy. The cured samples were
pyrolyzed and sintered into SiC ceramics at 1300'C in Ar gas. The modified gel-casting
method leaves almost no internal stress in the pre-ceramic samples, and the electron beam
curing not only diminished the aount

of pyrolysis gaseous products but also enhanced the

interface binding of the polymer converted SiC and the grains of SiC powder. Optical
microscope, AFM and SEM detected no visible internal or surface cracks in the final SiC
ceramics matrix. A maximum value of 122 MPa of flexural strength of the final SiC ceramics
was achieved.

Keywords: SiC ceramics, electron beam, ceramic precursor, polycarbomethylsilane,

1. Introduction
Silicon carbide (SiC) ceramics and SiC based ceramic

composite possess various

extraordinary properties II] such as high temperature resistance (SiC dissociates at 2815'C),
high hardness, high physical strength, low expansion factor and low neutron activation cross
section, good resistance to corrosion by other materials. These outstanding properties make it
possible to be widely used in extreme environment such as the first wall material of fusion
reactor, turbine engine nozzles etc. Nevertheless, high quality SiC ceramics is very difficult to
be fabricated through traditional ways.
Generally, conventional

methods to fabricate

SiC ceramics can be classified into 2

categories: 1) Using fine SiC powder and firing agent such as A1203 to form bonded ceramics
[21
131
at high temperature 1800-2200-C
, traditional gel casting
technique belongs to this
category; 2

Physically and/or chemically deposit SiC in molecular or atomic level to form

Corresponding author. Stay at Takasaki Radiation Chemistry Research Establishment from Sept.2000 to Sept.2002,
funded by JISTEC as an STA fellow. E-mait xuY(3)takajaerLgqdp.
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bulk ceramics, such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method 4 The first way is easy to
produce in large scale, but the products properties are very limited, and high temperature
firing facilities is needed. Furthermore, this method cannot be used to fabricate SiCWSiC
composite as the SiC fiber decomposed at temperature higher than 1600'C E51. The second
way can produce high strength SiC ceramics, but takes long time to form even a small SiC
bulk sample; Furthermore, expensive facilities have to be adopted.
In present paper, we used a modified gel-casting method to form the ceramics precursor
matrix by using polycarbomethylsilane (PCMS) and SiC powder, followed by electron beam
(EB) curing, to fabricate high quality SiC ceramics at lower sintering temperature (1300'C).
The present modified gel-casting method leave almost no internal stresses in the precursor
samples. Internal stress and volume shrinking are the two major reasons, which cause the
formation of cracks in the final SiC ceramics matrix.
2. Experimental
2.1 Materials
Polycarbomethylsilane (PCMS), [-Si(CH3)HCH2-1,,, electronic grade, average Mw is
800, m.p. 79-84'C, was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Company. Silicon carbide powder
was purchased from Showa Denko Company; the grain size is about 4x 102 rum. Toluene and
other chemical reagents used in experiments are all analytical pure grade.
2 2 Sample preparation and analysis
PCMS, SiC powder and toluene were mixed into slurry and degassed in a hybrid mixer.
Then the slurry was casted into selected shapes, slowly dried in vacuum to remove residual
toluene. After that the samples were irradiated in He gas flow to about 15MGy by 2.OMeV
EB generated by a Cockcroft-Walton type accelerator. After quenching at 500'C, the cured
samples were pyrolyzed and sintered into SiC ceramics at 1300'C in Ar gas.
The physical strength was measured by using an Instron 4302 type comprehensive
mechanical property analyzer. The microstructure of the SiC ceramics was observed by using
Keyence VH-6300 type CCD optical microscope, SPA400 type Atomic Force Microscope
(AFM) and JSM-5600 type Scanning Electron Beam Microscope (SEM). Gel content was
measured through solvent extraction 171 by using toluene.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Function of electron beam curing
Polymer precursor pyrolysis has been very successful in fabricating SiC ceramics fibers
[6, 71
181
, as well as infiltration of sintered porous ceramics to further density
. However, in
recent years, reports 9 on polymer converted bulk SiC ceramics showed that it's very
difficult to avoid the formation of surface and internal cracks mainly caused by the volume
shrinkage, which occurred in the conversion process of polymer to ceramics.
Through high-energy radiation especially EB curing, SiC fibers have been successfully
- 157 -
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fabricated by using polymer precursors 16-7j . The olycarbosilane (PCS) precursor used for
synthesis of SiC fiber, after cured by electron beam to 12-15 MGy, will not form detectable
cracks or bubbles. TGA and GC-FTIR analysis results [7] confirmed that CH4, H2 and other
low molecular weight gaseous compound evolved out in both processes of EB irradiation and
pyrolysis. The EB curing effectively diminished the pyrolysis gaseous production; moreover,
3-dimensional crosslinked infusible and insoluble gel was generated by B irradiation, and
the precursor's fibrous shape was reserved in the conversion process of polymer to ceramics.
150

2. 0
cure

16

Q 100

i 2

0. 8
50

C-H

0 4
Si-H
Si-CH,

0. 0

0

0
4000

3000
2000
Wave number /cm-'

1000 370

Fig.1 FTIR spectrograrn of uncured PCNIS and the
15MGy electron beam cured one.

4

8
12
16
20
Absorbed dose /MGy

24

Fig. 2 Percent weight loss of PCMS after irradiated to
various absorbed dose

However, PCS was not selected as precursor of SiC in this paper, because of its high
brittleness at ambient temperature; it was very difficult to form bulk precursor samples of this
polymer with enough mechanical
strength.
The
newly
selected
SiC
ceramics precursor, PCNIS, can also
be effectively cured by EB As
shown in Fig.1, the strong and sharp
FTIR peaks at 2105cm-1 caused by
Si-H stretching, decreased after the
sample was cured by 15MGy (gel
content
was
about
75wt%);
Fig.3 Optical Microscope surface image of SiC ceramics
synchronously, the absorbance in
sintered from a) un-cured and b) EB cured precursors
760-670cm-' (Si-CH2) increased,
which indicates that -Si-CH2-Si tpe crosslinking bond was formed, mainly by the reaction
of Si-H group, similar to the radiation curing mechanism of pCS r7l .
The weight loss of PCNIS, caused by the release of gaseous products, increased almost
linearly within the experimental range of absorbed dose (Fig.2). Uncured precursors, either
PCS or PCNIS, generated large amount of gaseous products, and many bubbles as well as
- 15
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cracks were detected in the bulk samples (Fig.3a). The cured PCMS bulk samples, after
pyrolyzed and sintered, no cracks were observed as shown in Fig.3b.
3.2 Microstructure of the SiC ceramics
Only inorganic materials including SiC powder and binders such as alumina were used in
traditional fabricating method to minimize shrinkage during firing of the pre-ceramic part.
Typically, the gel casting process r3l for forming ceramics, which was very successful in
making complex-shaped automotive parts such as turbines, also sinters only inorganic powders
at a high temperature of about 1800'C. These reported methods use inorganic binders or firing
agent, which melt at high temperature forming glass phase, to "bind" SiC powder. As the
traditional firing agent has poorer high temperature resistant properties than SiC, the
application of these SiC ceramics is limited.
The PCMS converted SiC was used as binder to join the SiC powder together in this paper.
EB curing possesses the well known advantage that crosslinking could be achieved without
extra curing agent or any other chemicals; makes it possible to fabricate SiC ceramics with high
purity and excellent high temperature resistant properties.

Fig.4 Cross-section SEM image of the SiC ceramics

Fig.5 Highly amplified cross-section SEM image of the

sintered from EB cured sample

SiC ceramics sintered from EB cured samples

SIC ceramics sintered from 15MGy-cured PCMS containing precursor samples shows
very good surface and internal structure integrity (Fig.3-5), The solid grains of SiC powders
were well ointed by the PCS converted SiC as shown in Fig.6.
However, in the non-cured precursor samples,
after pyrolyzed and sintered in Ar gas, some
cracks were observed by optical microsco e
(Fig.3). As the density of SiC (Tab.1) is at least 2
times that of the polymer precursor, volume
shrinking is unavoidable after PCMS is converted
to SiC ceramics. The EB curing generated
infusible gels, as well as diminished the gas
evolution, "fixed" the solid structure of the
polymer containing precursor samples. After

Fig.6 Atomic force microscope image of the SiC

pyrolyzed and sintered, PCMS was converted into

cerarnics cross-section
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SiC, and leaves "micro-porous" ceramics.
The PCMS converted SiC joined very well with the inorganic SiC powder as
demonstrated by the AFM image shown in Fig.6. Whereas, some lacuna still existed in the
samples, which might be caused by the nonuniform distribution of the polymers in the
pre-ceramic samples. The micro-pores in the PCMS converted SiC area should be very small,
as they were formed mainly by release of H2 and CH4 from the infusible EB cured precursor
samples, and are not visible to presently used means.
3.3 Physical properties of the SiC ceramics
The modulus of SiC ceramics sintered from EB cured samples 7.1 X104 MPa) is slightly
higher than that of the non-cured (6.4x 104 MPa). On the flexural strength of SiC ceramics,
EB curing almost doubles the 3-point
bending strength, as shown in Fig.7.
125 Compared to traditionally bonded
SiC ceramics, the EB cured one
Cd
100
possesses satisfactory physical strength,
(0) 75
as shown in Tab.l. Similar value of
3-point bending strength to the
composite bonded SiC ceramics was
50
achieved at present.
25
Composite bonded SiC ceramics
is a relatively new grade of product
0
formed by slip casting. It uses high
0
0.5 IO-'
.O. 10-3
1.5x]O-'
purity fine grain SiC powder, blended
Strain, mm-mm-'
with elemental silicon and a binder
Fig.7 Effect of EB curing on the stress-strain properties
of SiC ceramics

(-

EB cured . ...... direct fired)

system. It is formed into shapes via
Table 1. Physical properties of several SiC ceramics fabricated by bonding methods*
Product

Bulk Density (g.CM,3)

Porosity (%)

3-point bending strength (MPa)

Clay Bonded SiC

2.2-2.5

13-28

23

Nitride Bonded SiC

2.4-2.7

16

45-65.5

Oxy/Nitride Bonded SiC

2.2-2.4

18

4

Composite Bonded SiC

2.5-2.6

16

130

Present paper's SiC

2.3

-24

122

Properties of other bonded SiC ceramics were selected from ref. [IO].

slip casting and is sintered in a controlled nitrogen atmosphere at temperatures exceeding
1400'C. Composite bonded silicon carbide has relatively high strength among conventional
SiC ceramics products.
Nitride bonded silicon carbide is commonly produced using a mixture of silicon carbide
powder and finely divided elemental silicon, and sintered in a nitrogen atmosphere at high
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temperature. Beginning at approximately II OO'C, the nitrogen gas and silicon metal react
fort-ning silicon nitride, or Si3N4, to bond the SiC powder together. If it is sintered in a
controlled nitrogen and oxygen atmosphere, then oxy/nitride-bonded silicon carbide could be
produced, which has slightly higher porosity, lower density and performance in wear
applications. Clay bonded silicon carbide is normally formed via static pressing of a mixture
of silicon carbide powder and clay, and the bond is formed during sintering where the clay
softens and forms a glassy phase.
4. Conclusion
High quality SiC ceramics could be fabricated by using PCMS ceramics precursor and
EB curing. The major effect of curing is: 1) To decrease the amount of gaseous pyrolysis
products, and minimize volume shrinking in the process of polymer to ceramics; 2 To
enhance the interface binding between polymer converted SiC and the SiC powder. The
properties of SiC ceramic in present paper could be further improved by optimizing the
distribution of PCMS in the precursor samples, the ratio of PCMS and SiC powder, and by
using nano-sized SiC powder. As low firing temperature (1300'C) was adopted, the present
result will be the basis for high quality SiCVSiC ceramics matrix composite (CMC)
fabrication.
The presently achieved physical properties as shown in Tab.1 are high enough to
produce high-quality and complex-shaped fine ceramic parts such as gears used in high
temperature wear application area. The point is that, using PCMS converted SiC as the binder,
the resulted SiC engineering ceramics does not contain any high Z elements such as Al
(formed from A1203 binder); this can decrease the neutron activation cross-section. The high
temperature resistant property and the resistance to corrosion by other materials will also be
better than conventional products,
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1.6.1 PHOTOCONTROLLED SELECTIVE ISOLATION OF URANYL CATION
FROM AQUEOUS SOLUTION ONTO A PHOTO-RESPONSIVE
LANGMUIR-BLODGETT FILM
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Abstract
We applied a plioto-reSPODSive Langinuir-Blodgett (LB) film lo selective
isolation of uranyl. cation from aqueous solutions. Uranyl cation was isolated onto a
quartz plate covered with 5-ociadecyloxy-2-(2-pyridylazo)phenoI (PARC18) LB filin
which possesses the potential to form a complex with transition metal cations.
The
isolation process could be switched on by photoillumination.
On the other hand..
lanthanides (La., Ce, Nd, Gd, Er ad
Yb) were hardly isolated oo
this film.
Therefore,

it

was suggested that uranyl

solutions containing urany
pbotoilluminalion.

ad

can selectively be collected

lanthanides ad

Detection lmit of urany

from mixed

that this process can be controlled by
C11CCIltratiOll in this system was also

determined to be about 1.5 ppb.
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uranium, is essentially realized by the difference in its solubility ito the two
liquid phases. Thus the efficiency of the recovery depends o the equilibrium
constant of te partition across the iterface. Therefore, this method can be
applied only to solutions containing uanium compounds with sufficiently high
concentrations. Oil the other hand, in te case of low concentration of uranium,
other types of extraction sch as liquid-solid partitioning seem to be
ore
effective, and these techniques ave been reported ad applied for practical
use[2-41. These ethods ae based o the se of a adsorbent containing some
chemicals that can form complexes with ranium compounds.
Recent pogress i the field of angniuir-Blodgett (LB) film povided
opportunities to develop various kinds of ew functional materials[5].
M. -H.
Liu et al. presented a novel example of a LB film, in which various metal
cations i
aqueous solutions can be combined by photOillUrnination[61.
Recently, we prepared the LB film of 5-octadecyloxy-2-(2-pyridylazo)pheiioI
(PARC 1 8), and found tat it was applicable to separation of uranyl cation at a
solid-liquid interface[7] The structural study of uranyl-PARC18 complex was
performed by EXAFS[8].
In the present paper, we describe the selective isolation of uranyl from
the mixed aqueous solution containing uranyl ad some lanthanide cations.
Detection limit of initial concentration of uranyl in

2.

his system was also estimated.

Experimental

The detailed descriptions of the synthesis of PARC18 were reported i a
previous paper[7]. A 20-layer Y-type LB film was fabricated by successive
deposition o a quartz plate at 30 mN/m at 293 K with early a unity transfer
ratio (downstroke 4 nirn-min-1; upstroke 2 mili-min-1), and was used in the
present experiments. The total amount of PARC18 olecules was about 3 x 10-8
moles on each quartz plate. Uranyl(VI) nitrate, ceriurn(III) itrate hexallydrate,
lanthanunl(III) nitrate hexahydrate, neodymium(III) nitrate hexahydrate,
gadolinium(III)
itrate hexahydrate, erbium(III) nitrate hexallydrate and
ytterbiurn(III) nitrate tetrahydrate was dissolved in a itric acid solution. The
LB plate was put ito a -cm uartz cell containing aueous solution of metal
ions, and complex formation pogressed with photoillumination using all
ultralligh-pressure mercury lamp (USHIO UI-501C, 50OW) wit a 330-mil
band-pass filter (HOYA U330) at 299 K. The cell was located about 10 cm in
front of the output of the collimating larnp house for sorne period, then was
analyzed using a Shimadzu UV-2100 spectrophotometer o onitor the change in
the optical absorption spectrum. For comparison, te dark eaction was also
measured by using absorption spectroscopy.
After 40 minutes of
photo-accelerated eaction, the LB ilm wich partly combined to metal cations
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was dissolved in chloroform, back extracted by 01 N nitric acid solution, then
the amount of collected metal cations was also measured by using ICP-niass
spectrometer (VGPQK2 Fisions Istrument).
3. Results and Discussion
Before the experiments concerning LB film, we confirmed the complex
formation in the condition of solution. Figure shows the optical absorption
spectra of etal (U(VI), Ce(III), Gd(Ill) and Yb(Ill))-PARC18, and PARC18
dissolved in ethanol. PARC18 had a strong absorption (e = 21600 Irnol-1cm-1)
at 380 rm. This absorption was attributed to diazo group[9]. In the cases of
metal-PARC18 mixed solutions, this absorption decreased and aother
absorption at around 515 nm appeared. We consider that these absorptions
were
due
to
the
1.2
metal-PARC18
complexes.
Yb(III)

0.9

Er(III),
La(III),
Nd(Ill)PARC 18 systems, that are
not shown in this figure, also

U(VI)

0 0.6

2

(III)

0.3

Ce(III)
(PARC18)
I

0

300

400

500
600
700
Wavelength (nm)

indicated almost the same
tendency
as
other
lanthanides.
Therefore,

800

PARC 18
possesses
the
potential to form a complex
with uranyl ad lanthanide
cations.

Fig. I The optical absorption spectra of metal-PARC18 ad
PARC18 dissolved in ethanol.

From this figure, we calculated the aount of PARC18 molecules
combined to cations fro
a
0.2 Photo-bleaching
T." 580nm
decrease of absorption at 380
lsosbesfic
nm ad estimated the molar
0

0-40 min
(5 n'dn/step)

0.1

absorption

coefficients

of

metal-PARC18 complexes as
0

34400,
52800
300

400

500

600

700

800

Wavelength (nin)

38700,
45500 and
Itnol-1cm-' for U(VI),

Ce(III), Gd(III
PARC18

Fig. 2 Change i n the absorption spectrum of PARC 1 8 LB

tively.

film during the photo-accelerated extraction process of

tion

uranyl from a solution of 0.5 mM U(VI) in 0.01 5 N nitric
acid.

PARC 1 8
also

ad

Yb(Ill)-

complexes,
The

molar

coefficients

of

complexes

estimated

as

respecabsorpmtalwere
47400,

54600 and 49200 Imol-lcm-1 for La(Ill), Nd(III) and Er(Ill)-PARC18 complexes,
respectively.
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Figure 2 shows a series of absorption spectra which idicate the
progression of the extraction process of uranyl fom its solution of x 10- M
U02(NO3)2 i 0.015 N HN03.
The initial absorption spectrum is attributed to
trans-PARC18. Upon photoillutnination, te spectrum gradually changed and a
new absorption band appeared at around 580 nn. The isosbestic point was
unclear but seerned to be located at around 360 nrn. Therefore this reaction
must undergo Wa photo-induced cis-trans transformation. And the resultant
spectrum should be attributed to the uranyl-cis-PARC18 complex.
The
mechanism of uranyl adsorption and the structure of UVl)- PARC18 LB film
was reported in our previous paper[8]. Figure 3 sows te arnount of collected
uranyl cations, which was
measured by using ICP'S 16
mass, by PARC18 LB film
5
Photo reaction
12 under
photoillurnination
and the dark. In the case
of
dark
reaction,
no
cow
significant yield of ad0
Dark reaction
A

sorption of uranyl cation
was observed.
On the
other hand, the icrease i

7:

0 60

10

A

A

20

A--

-A

----

30

A

40

Time (min)

the yield of uranyl cation
Fig. 3 'llie aount of collected uranyl cation by PARC18
was saturated after 20
LB film.
minutes of photoillumination. Since the total amount of PARC18 molecules was about 3 x 10-8 moles
in LB film, about 50% of IARC18 can be responsible for adsorption.
Figure 4 shows the yield of uranyl collection by 40-min photoillumination versus iitial concentration (varied from 5 nM to
mM) of uranyl in
aqueous solutions. The yield of uranyl collection was decreased with decrease
in the initial concentration.
16
Change in absorbance at 580
nrn, in the case of aqueous
S12 solution of nM uranyl, was
;t 8
negligible, however we could
detect the uranyl collection
:9 4
by
using
ICP-mass.
.2
Therefore
this
system
0
including PARC18 LB film
I.E-09 1.E-08 1.E-07 I.E-06 LE-05 LE-04 LE-03
and

photoillurnination

applicable

to

detection

low-concentration

(5

nM

is

of

ConceWration (M)
Fig. 4'rhe yield of uranyl collection by 40-min photoillumination vs. initial oncentration of uranyl in aqueous
solutions.
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about 1.5 ppb) of uranyl.
Figure

sows

the

change in absorption spectra of

0.12

PARC18 LB film
pholo-induced

during the
extraction

0.09
0.06

process of Er(III).
Initial
concentration of Er(Ill) was 0.5

0.03

rn M.

Compared to the case of

300

These

400

500
600
700
Wavelength (nin)

esults indicate that PARC18 LB film has very low

reactivity with lanthanide cations, in spite of complex formatio
solution.

800

Fig. The Change i absorption spectra of PARC18 L3
fili dring lbe photo-induced extraction of Ef (111); Concentration of Er(111) was 0.5 mM.

scarcely. Moreover, almost o
reactions were sen after a few
dark.

-

0

uranyl Solution show i Fig. 2
spectra were scarcely changed.
In the cases of other anthanide
cations, spectra also changed

hours in te

0-40 min
(5 min/step)

i

the ethanol

Although the reason why larithanide(Ill) cation hardly reacts with

PARC18 LB film is not larified at pesent, this LB system has applicability to
selective separation of uranyl fo
t
ixed aeous solutions containing
uranyl and lanthanides.
Figure 6 shows

te

amount of uranyl ad

lanthanides

by 40-min

photoillurnination to PARC18 LB film, which was measured by using ICP-mass.
I te case of separate solution system, which is containing oly uranyl or o
of
lanthanide, the yield of urany] collection was 12-190 times
lanthanides.
Yb(lIl

.11 x 10-"

955 x 10-"

x 10-9 ad 548 x 10-10 moles, respectively.
systern containing

x 10-8 moles,

the

wich was

16
75
E
=12

about 80 %) than

yield

obtained

separate

Since

the

fom

solution.
yields

of

lanthanides collection was
less tha

of

40 x 10-'O

485 x 10-'O, 1.04 x 10-9 124
In the case of mixed solution

all of

these cations, the yield of
uranyl collection was 119

the

ha

The yields of U(VI), La(Ill), Ce(111), Nd(III), Gd(III), Er(III ad

wre 1.51 x 10-',

lower

ore tan

oles,

the yield of uranyl was 30
times larger than that of
lanthanides.
Therefore,

Q

Separate soln.
Mixed soln.

8

10 4
75
0

I

U02

La

a QML--

Ce

Nd

I

Gd

I

Er

EWA=

Yb

Fig. 6 The aount of uranyl ad lanthanides collected by
40-min photoillumination of PARC 1 L film; concentration of ach solute ions was 0.5 rM.
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This LB film systern, which is combined to photoillurnination, is applicable to
selective isolation of uranyl ion frorn the ixed aqueous solutions containing
urany ad lanthanide cations.
4. Conclusions
We succeeded in the selective isolation of uranyl from the
ixed
solutions containing uranyl ad anthanide cations by using PARC18 LB film
and photo-accelerated adsorption eaction. This system including PARC18 LB
film and photoillumination is applicable to detection of low-concentration (5 nM
= about 1.5 ppb) of uranyl.
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1.6.2 CREATION OF NANOSCALE OBJECTS
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Abstract
In this work we give an overview of the possibilities to create new objects with nanoscale
dimensions with ion tracks, for future applications. This can be realized in two ways: by
manipulation of latent swift heavy ion (SHI) tracks, or by embedding specific structures
within etched SHI tracks. In the first case one can make use of irradiation effects such as
phase transitions and chemical or structural changes along the tracks. In the latter case, one
can fill etched SHI tracks with metals, semiconductors, insulating and conducting polymers,
fullerite, or colloides. Wires and tubules with outer diameters between about 50 nrn and 5 tm
and lengths of up to about I 0 [tm can be obtained. The most important production techniques
are galvanic and chemical depositions. Ion Transmission Spectrometry has turned out to be an
especially useful tool for the characterisation of the produced objects. Present studies aim at
the construction of condensers, agnets, diodes, and sensors in etched tracks.
An obstacle for the practical realization of smallest-size polymeric ion track devices is the
statistical distribution of the ion tracks on the target areas, which yields some pixels without
any track, and other pixels even with overlapping tracks on a given sample. In a first test
experiment we demonstrate that one can, in principle, overcome that problem by taking selfordered porous foils as masks for subsequent high-fluence SHI irradiation.
Keywords: Ions, high energy, latent tracks, etched tracks, galvanic deposition, chemical
deposition, nanowires, nanotubules, ion transmission spectrometry.

1. Introduction
Up to recently, tracks of swift heavy ions (SHI) have been a sub ect of academic studies
rather than for practical applications. Only few fields showed up where SHIs could be applied
usefully, such as the production of large areas of microporous thin polymer foils for
applications mainly in filtering. In the meantime, however, first attempts have been made to
Corresponding author. Tl.: 0049-30-8063-3029, Fax: 0049-30-8063-2293
E-mail address: Fink L(i,.hmide
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incorporate thermoresponsive gels 1], metals, semiconductors and other matter 2] in etched
SHI tracks, to obtain objects for nw applications.
In this work we summarize the possibilities that SHI tracks still ight have for other
applications, where the SHI irradiation will have to be combined with other steps of
manipulation, in order to arrive at the desired goal. These steps may comprise etching,
annealing, galvanic or electrodeless material's deposition, low energy ion irradiation, or
evaporation processes.
In principle, two different approaches can be distinguished: the use of as-implanted
(Jatent") SHI tracks, or of structurally modified ,etched" tracks 3]. Essentially etched tracks
appear to exhibit still a great application potential.
2. Perspectives of applications of latent ion tracks
Four strategies show up here: the use of phase transitions (essentially in diamond and
fullerite), aterial's chemical conversion (e.g. from polysilanes to SiC.), trapping of specific
impurities at latent tracks, and the ion-induced excess free volume in organic polymers. Up to
now, there has not yet been invested much work in all these fields so that scientific
background knowledge is quite poor.
Z I Phase transitions
In the first case, one makes use of the long-known effect of destruction of the
carbonaceous SP3 structure and its transference t SP2 by energetic radiation. By SHI
irradiation of carbonaceous allotropes such as fullerene or diamond it is possible to restrict the
zone of modification to a cylinder of only a few 10 nm in width. These zones exhibit a
conductivity in the order of -10-1 f1cm, no matter whether fidlerite or diamond was the
precursor material (for comparison: graphite: 8. IX104 f1cni amorphous carbon: - I kni, ionirradiated amorphous carbon: 10-1 Dcm). This can be recorded by means of atomic force
microscopy (AFM) with a conducting tip, Fig. . With increasing distance from the track
center, the resistivity drops strongly. These AM images reveal that the modified zones in
both fullerite and diamond show up as hillocks on the surface, due to the lower density of the
transformed sp2 enriched material. The current-voltage characteristics show a non-symmetric
and nonlinear behaviour. One can recognize some peaks in the I/U characteristics, which
indicates the occurrence of quantum effects in the carbonaceous nanowires.
As the conductivity along these carbonaceous nanowires is higher than that of their
environment by many orders of magnitude, and as they protrude somewhat from their
neighborhood, it has been proposed to use them as tips for field emission displays. In fact,
field emission from irradiated diamond could already be verified 4 Apart from this, the
nonlinear track characteristics suggest possible future applications in electronics.
Z2 Material's chemical conversion
It was shown that polysilanes, irradiated by SHIs, are transformed to a silicon crbidelike atter, roughly characterized by SiC,,, with x z 1 5]. This residue is insoluble in
conventional solvents so that it can be easily separated from the original host matrix by
dissolving the latter. It turns out that this residue has a soft spagghetti-like apearance,
consisting of any nanowires with some fine structure, Fig.2a. Upon annealing of the
irradiated target for a prolonged time at a temperature around the polysilane's melting
temperature, the SiQ, apparently crystallizes and gains mechanical stability, Fig.2b. Therefore
it has been proposed to use such crystalline nanorods as construction material in future
micromechanics and microanalytics, e.g. as AFM tips.
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Fig.l. AFM image of a swift heavy ion track (-2.2 GeV Au) in fiallerite. Left: height relief,
right: current/voltage characteristics. The ion track, marked by a dashed circle, sows up as a
hillock of a few m height. Whereas the track center is conducting (ab), the conductivity
decreases rapidly with increasing distance from the track center (cd).

a)
Fig.2. AM images of SHI-irradiated 2.2 GeV Au) poly (metylphenyl silane), PPySi a)
appearance of the insoluble residue SiQ, (x -1) after leaching the soluble matrix (left: height,
right: friction images), and b) image of a crystallized swift heavy ion track, after annealing the
sample at 400'C for 6 hours in high vacuum.
Z3 Trapping of migrating impurities at tracks
In a recent work

6

it was shown that isolated Pd atoms, being produced in situ in

PMMA by the decay of a suitable organometallic compound embedded in the polymer matrix,
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Fig. 2b)
migrate towards damage centers that had been created previously by low energy Ar+
irradiation, to precipitate there and to form metallic clusters. In a similar way, it should be
possible to use SR tracks, which are long zones of linearly extended polymer damage, as
nucleation centers for the precipitation of metals or metallic clusters embedded earlier in a
polymer matrix. In this way, it should be possible to produce conducting nanowires within
polymers. Such experiments are presently going on in our labs.
2.4 Liquid nanowires
High energy ion irradiation of polymers releases energy in the form of electronic
excitation and ionization. This initiates radical formation, chain scissioning, and cross-linking.
Though in general these effects occur simultaneously, in many cornmon polymers (e.g. in PC,
PET, CN, PSiO, etc.) chain scissioning dominates in the centers of non-overlapping ion tracks
so tat here small volatile reaction products are formed in abundance. Upon their degassing
from the polymer matrix, narrow zones of excess free volume merge that can, in principle, be
filled up with liquids to form e.g. aqueous nanowires.
In fact, such wires have been studied to some extent 7 and relatively high current
densities (typically 10 to 100 gA/CM2, upon application of a few V) have been transmitted
through them. One has found that even the misture of ambient air absorbed within the tracks
is already sufficient to initiate some ion track conductivity (though very low, typically 0 I to I
Wcm', upon application of as much as about 20 V) [8].
Latent ion tracks in polymers are not just empty pores but contain a great amount of
radiochemical debris (,,sponge model" 3]) and radicals. The first ones usually inhibits ongdistance capillaric penetration of liquids, and the latter ones lead to strong sorption of the
penetrant along the tracks. Consequently, the penetrant distribution is highly complex In
order to probe the latter, classical depth profiling techniques can be used, eventually also in
combination with a modified tomographic approach that was especially developed for that
purpose 9 (see, e.g. the study on the 3D distribution of LiCl solution in NC irradiated PI
1101).
Latent ion tracks [II] or very narrow etched tracks 12] filled with aqueous solutions
often exhibit switching properties due to the charging up of their inner surfaces ad hence
selective ionic transportresulting in pulsed ion cut-rents. As the same behavior is also found
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Fig. 3 Comparison of g layers deposited onto PI(top) and PET (bottorn) after chemical
activation (left) and ion-induced activation (right). In the first case, acidic SnC12 solution was
used, in the second case the sample was ion-irradiated with 300 keV Ne_'_ ions at a fluence of
1015 CM-2 , after the ion track etching and before the Ag deposition.
for natural current transport through membranes (e.g. in nerve cells), it has been suggested on
the one hand to use ion tracks for modelling the still poorly understood biological current
transport processes, and on te other hand to copy nature by production of an ion-track- and
electrolyte-based nanoelectronics.
3. Perspectives of applications of etched ion tracks
Etching is the standard recipy to remove the radiochemical reaction products along
polymeric ion tracks so that continuous straight pores emerge. Once this has been done the
newly created free volume - called the tched track - can be filled, in principle, with any
material to obtain any new nanostructure. Quite a number of these attempts have been already
reported, see e.g. Refs. 21 and 3]. Massive or sponge-tike rods and tubules with diameters
between about 10 nin and 10 [tm and lengths of up to about 100 [un can be obtained.
3.1 Galvanic deposition
Galvanic deposition inside the etched tracks leads to massive nanowires; the technique is,
however, rstricted to conducting matter. By galvanic deposition of alternating materials (e.g.
Cu and Se) we had already produced first diode-like structures [I 3]. Attempts are going on to
add a base contact to these or similar structures to produce ion-track-based field effect
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transistors. P-n transitions can, of course, also be acomplished by connecting a track filled
with a p-doped material (e.g. a conducting polymer) with a n-doped planar contact (e.g. a
semiconductor).
Continuing the galvanic process after filling the etched track with e.g. Cu leads to
mushroom-like structures that can serve as anti-wetting coatings 14].
By combination of galvanically produced conducting wires along tracks with metallic
wires evaporated onto the polymer surface, we also try to produce micro-magnets, -transformers, and -oscillators [151. Such structures should have less magnetic stray fields than
corresponding evaporated planar structures due to better wdth/height ratios, and hence better
quality factors.
3.2 Chemical Deposition
Chemical deposition has proven to be useful to create tubules of Cu, Ag, Au, and Ni 2,31;
in principle the same technique should also applicable to most II-IV and many ll-V
compounds. Multilayer deposition of tubules is possible. (Cu/Ni), (Ni/Cul, (Ag/TiO2) [15],
(TiO2/PPY), and (TiO2/Au)
16] structures have already bee prepared. At present, the
formation of first concentric rnetal
insulator
metall and metal
semiconductors
structures is in preparation to pave the way for future concentric nano-condensors and diodes.
The crucial point in chemical deposition is the preceding ,activation" stage, which means
the formation of nucleation centers (called illustratively: ,molecular anchors" by Martin 2])
of high area] density on the inner etched track surfaces. This is necessary as the number of
intrinsic surface defects that act as nucleation centers is too low to enable the formation of a
continuous layer of the new material - in this case only few scattered nanocrystallites are
deposited on the inner track surface. The activation is usually acomplished with acidic SnC12
or Pd complex salt solutions. One can also perform this activation by ion irradiation; in this
way one can activate specific etch track regimes selectively, and one obtains much smoother
layers of the deposit, Fig. 3 This should enable one to create even more complex structures.
Au tubules are used as electrodes in advanced miniaturized ion-track based sensors to
determine e.g. the oxygen content in gases or liquids (,,Clarc cells"). In this way the volume of
Clarc cells could be reduced by about two orders of magnitude, with a simultaneous gain in
response time and pressure insensitivity, and at a much reduced price 14].
3.3. Adsorption of welling liquids
Apart from the above mentioned techniques, tubules can be formed by adsorption of
wetting liquids at the etch track walls. In this way, fullerene tubules have been created that
exhibit temperature, pressure and humidity sensoring, properties 17]. Also monomers of
conducting polymers such as ethylene dithiophene (EDT) can be deposited on the inner track
walls, to be polymerized in situ in a second step. Finally, that approach is feasible to deposit
tubules of colloides such as LiNbO3, SiO2, or TO2. These materials are interesting due to their
nonlinear optical properties, inertness, and photochemical activity, respectively.
3.4 Ion TransmissionSpectrometry
Apart fi7om scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Ion Transmission Spectrometry (ITS)
[181 has turned out to be an especially useful tool for the quick characterisation of tubular
structures. From the transmission of, e.g. energetic a particles from a radioactive source
through micro-or nanoporous foils, one can deduce the track radius rT via:
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where T is the measured sample transmission, L the thickness of the microporous foil, r, is the
radius of the source, and d is the distance between source and sample. The quantity rd is
defined as rd = d tan p/rT, with 9 being the beam divergence angle.
4. Non-statistical ion track distributions
The greatest obstacle for the future application of polymeric ion track devices is the
statistical distribution of the ion tracks on the target areas, which leaves some sample areas
without any, and others with overlapping tracks. Of course this can be overcome by writing
sequentially ion by ion onto predetermined posistions, but the excessive time and cost of this
operation renders that "single ion track approach" rather obsolete. Therefore one rather has to
adopt the classical approach to irradiate ions through masks with a regular array of holes, at a
fluence corresponding to multiple track overlapping. In this way, all sample pixels will
contain at least some ion tracks. Conventional masks of good quality and narrow size are,
however, extremely costly and hence prohibitive for the envisaged polymeric electronics
which should establish a cheap alternative to the present silicon-based technology.
F
le.

Ion Transmission Spectrometry
of porous AIO, ceramic fails
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Fig. 4 ITS of 5.5 MeV a particles, transmitted through commercial A203 fils of 20 and 200
nm pore size, respectively. The energy spectra show that ion transmission through the
nanopores is, in principle possible, so that their application as masks for future SHI-track
electronics appears feasible.
Therefore first test experiments have been undertaken to see whether it is also possible to
use masks of cheap self-organizing materials such as commercially available A1203 ceramic
foils for that purpose. Such foils have thicknesses of typically 100 gm and pore sizes of 20 to
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200 rum. In fact, first ITS tests showed that ion transmission through such structures is indeed
possible, Fig. 4 Based on this positive experience, tests with SHI transmission will follow.
5. Conclusions
The application of SHI tracks for advanced technologies is a field that has been neglected
since long. Therefore this work summarizes the possibilities that emerged recently. Several
strategies show up, such as the use of latent or etched tracks, massive wires or tubules, and
chemical or ion-beam activation. It appears that the main drawback of ion tracks - their
statistical distribution - can be overcome by the use of cheap self-organizing ceramic foils as
masks. Therefore we feel that this approach will offer a future cheap alternative for some of
the fields that are dominated nowadays still by the conventional Si-based microelectronics.
This work was enabled by the contribution of many olleagues. We are indebted
especially to P.Yu.Apel, A.Berdinsky, P.Szimkowiak, A.Weidinger, A.Ulyashin, R.Klett, and
to the accelerator and reactor teams in Berlin and Dubna for their generous support.
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1.6.3 PLASMA-POLYMERIZED SiOx DEPOSITION ON POLYMER FILM SURFACES
FOR PREPARATION OF OXYGEN GAS BARRIER POLYMERIC FILMS
N. Inagaki
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Abstract
SiOx films were deposited on surfaces of three polymeric films, PET, PP, and Nylon;
and their oxygen gas barrier properties were evaluated. To mitigate discrepancies between
the deposited SiOx and polymer film, surface modification of polymer films was done, and
how the surface modification could contribute to was discussed from the viewpoint of apparent activation energy for the permeation process.
The SiOx deposition on the polymer film surfaces led to a large decrease in the oxygen permeation rate. Modification of polymer film surfaces by mans of the TMOS or SiCOOH coupling treatment in prior to the SiOx deposition was effective in decreasing the
oxygen permeation rate. The cavity model is proposed as an oxygen permeation process
through the SiOx-deposited Nylon film. From the proposed model, controlling the interface
between the deposited SiOx film and the polymer film is emphasized to be a key factor to
prepare SiOx-deposited polymer films with good oxygen gas barrier properties.
Keywords: SOx film, Oxygen gas barrier, Plasma polymerization, Surface modification,
Polyester, Polypropylene, Nylon

1. Introduction
Polyester (PET), polypropylene (PP), and Nylon films are good raw materials used
for packaging of foods and drags, because of good performance in mechanical properties,
thermal stability, and material design such as easy fabrication and easy care. However, they
have a fatal defect as packaging materials. It is poor in oxygen barrier properties as well as
water vapor barrier properties. Silicon oxide (SiOx) film is an interesting material from the
viewpoint that the film possesses a high gas barrier property besides high thern-ial stability.
If SOx film can be deposited on surfaces of PET, PP, and Nylon films, the SiOx-deposited
films will show high gas barrier properties, and will become a new packaging material. In
deposition of SOx on polymer film surfaces, there are essential problems related to discrepanciesbetweendepositedSiOxlayerandpolymerfilm.
ThedepositedSlOxfilmishardjust
like glass, and possesses high elastic modulus and small thermal expansion coefficient. On
the other hand, the polymer film is flexible just like paper, and possesses low elastic modulus
and large thermal expansion coefficient. Such discrepancies will lead to serious defects in
the SiOx-deposited polymer films. Mechanical or thermal shocks will cause crevices in the
deposited SiOx films, and barrier properties must be spoiled by the crevices.
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In this study, SiOx films were deposited on surfaces of three polymeric films, PET,
PP, and Nylon; and their oxygen gas barrier properties were evaluated. In addition to the
evaluation, surface modification of the polymer films was applied for mitigation of discrepancles between the deposited SiOx and polymer film. How the surface modification could
contribute to mitigation of the discrepancies was investigated.
2. Experimental.
2.1 Materials. Bi-axially oriented poly(ethylene terephthalate), PET, film (Trade name
BOPET (Toyobo Co. Ltd.), 3 tm thickness), bi-axially oriented polypropylene, PP, film
(Trade name U10P#40 (Tosero Co. Ltd.), 40 im thickness), and b-axially oriented Nylon 6
film (Trade name Emblem (Unitika Ltd.), ON-25, 25 tm thickness) were used as base films
for SOx deposition. Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS), Tnethoxysilane (TrEOS), tetramethoxysilane (TMOS), dimethyldlmethoxylsilane (I)MI)MOS), tetramethylsilane JMS), and N(3trimethoxysilylpropyl) ethylenediamine triacetic acid, (Si-COOH), which were purchased
from Gelest Inc. jullytown PA), were used as chemicals for plasma polymerization and also
as chemicals for the surface modification treatment.
2.2 Reactor usedfor Plasma Polymerization
A reactor used for plasma polymerization was one made by ourselves. The details
of the plasma reactor is not described here because it has been represented elsewhere 12].
2.3 SiOx Depositionfrom PlasmaPolymerization of TMOS102 Mixtures
The plasma polymerization of the TMOS/02 mixtures was perfon-ned at a system
pressure of 39.9 Pa at rf powers of 60 W, and SiOx plasma polymers were deposited on the
polymer film surface. The deposition rate of SiOx films was determined from a reading of
the thickness monitor (Ulvac Co., Japan; model CRTM- I 000).
2.4 Surface Treatment of Polymer Film Surfaces with TMOS or Si-COOH
In order to modify surface properties of the polymer films, modification reactions
with TMOS and SCOOH were done on the polymer film surfaces according to references 2
and 3.
2.5 XPS Spectra
XPS spectra were obtained on a Shimadzu ESCA K using a non-monochromatic
MgK(x photon source. The spectra were not soothed and decomposed by fitting a Gaussian-Lorentzian mixture function to an experimental curve using a nonlinear, least-squares
curve-fitting program, ESCAPAC, supplied by Shimadzu. The sensitivity factors (S) for the
core levels were S(C Is) = I 0, S(Si2p) = 0. 87, and S(O Is) = 285.
2.6 Oxygen Permeation Rate through SiOx-deposited Polymerfilm
The oxygen permeation rate through the StOx-deposited polymer was measured in
ranges of temperature from IO to 3 5'C and of relative humidity from 0 to 90 RH% using a gas
barrier tester (Mocon Inc., NIN; model OX-TRAN 220). Three specimens were used for
each measurement of the oxygen permeation rate. The oxygen permeation measurement for
each specimen was done three times.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Choice of Silanes for SiOx Film Deposition and Chemistry of the Deposited SiOx
Films.
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Five silanes, TEOS, TrEOS, TMOS, DMDMOS, and TMS, which contained different C/Si atomic ratio of to 4 and different bond structure (Si-O-C and Si-C bonds) between
Si and C atoms, were used for the plasma polymerization. Table I compares the C/Si atomic
ratio in the SiOx films deposited from the five silanes. The C/Si atom ratio in the deposited
SiOx films, as shown in Table Table I Atom composition of SiOx films deposited from
1, shows a dependence on the .lanes
C/Si atomic ratio and the bond s'
structure in the starting silanes:
Silanes with a small C/Si atom Silanes
Atom ratios
ratio deposited SiOx films with
Starting compd
Deposited SOx
a low carbon content, and s
C/Si
O/ I
C/Si
O/Si
lanes with Si-O-C bonds also
deposited SiOx films with a low
carbon content.
From this (C2H50)4Si
8
4
3.2
1.9
viewpoint, TMOS is preferable (C2H5O)3SiH
6
3
1.9
1.4
to TEOS, TrEOS, DMDMOS, (CH30)4Si
4
4
1.5
1.5
and TMS as a slane for SOx
deposition. However, TMOS (CH30)2Sl(CH3)2 4
2
1.7
1.1
is not yet a satisfactory material Si(CH4)4
4
0
2.5
for the SiOx deposition because
the deposited SiOx contained much carbonaceous components.
Table 11 Atom composition of SOx films
TMOS was mixed with oxygen and deposited from TMOS/02 mixtures
the mixture was plasma-polymerized for SiOx
film deposition. Table 11 shows the C/Si and
O/Si atom ratios in the deposited SiOx films as 02 conc. in
Atomic ratio in SOx
functions of the oxygen concentration in the TMOS/02 mix.
C/Si
O/Si
TMOS/02 mixture. The mixing of oxygen
gas, as shown in Table 11, leads to large de0
1.5
1.8
creases in the C/Si atom ratio of the deposited
20
0.39
1.4
SiOx films. From the table, we can conclude
40
0.42
1.4
that the mixing of oxygen with TMOS con60
0.49
1.4
tributes to the SiOx deposition with less carbonaceous component.
The chemical composition, especially the carbonaceous and silicone components,
was investigated by XPS (C I s and Si2p) spectra. The C I s and Si2p spectra are not represented here for the sake of brief The SOx film deposited from TMOS showed an intensive
and complex C Is spectrum on which a maximum peak appears at 286.9 eV due to C-0 groups
and a shoulder appears at 285 eV due to CH groups. The Si2p spectrum showed a maximum
peak appears at 103.4 eV due to SiO2 groups. On the other hand, for the SOx films deposited from the TMOS/02 mixtures, the Cls spectra distributed from 283 to 286 eV and a
maximum peak appears at 284.3 - 284.7 eV due to carbonized carbon. The Si2p spectra
showed a peak at 103.4 eV due to S02- Its FWHM value was 165 eV, which was smaller
than that for the SiOx film deposited from TMOS 179 eV), indicating that the Si-O-Si networks in the SOx films deposited from the TMOS/02 mixtures may grow more than those
deposited from TMOS alone.
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Oxygen Gas Barrier Properties of SiOx-deposited Polymer Films
SiOx films (100 nm thickness) were deposited on the surface of the PET and PP
films, and the oxygen gas barrier properties for the Sx-deposited films were evaluated.
Table III shows typical results of the oxygen pern-wation rate through the SOx-deposited
films at 30'C at a relative humidity of 70%.

The oxygen permeation rate was 44 cm3/M2_

day-atm for the not SiOx-deposited PET film and more than 2000 cm3/M2-day-atm for the
not SOx-deposited PP film 2000 cm3/m2-day-atm is the maximum capacity of the permeation rate measurable with a Mocon equipment). The SOx deposition, as shown in Table 111,
was effective in improving the oxygen gas barrier properties of the PET films. However, the
SiOx deposition was ineffective for the PP films (Table 111). This may be a result from dfTable III Oxygen permeation rate through SiOx-deposited polymer films
Base polymer film

Oxygen permeation rate (crn3/M2-day-atm)
not SiOx-deposited

Sx-deposited TMOS-modified
& SOx-deposited

PET
PP

44

0.1

> 2000

> 2000

37

ferences based on intrinsic properties (glass transition temperature, elastic modulus, thermal
expansion coefficient, etc.) of the two polymers. Poor adhesion between the deposited SiOx
film and PP film may be a factor to fail in improvement of the oxygen gas barrier properties.
In prior to the SiOx deposition, the PP film surface was modified with TMOS to have
good affinity between the deposited SOx film and the PP film. The modified and SOxdeposited PP film, as shown in Table 111, showed a large decrease in oxygen permeation rate
from more than 2000 to 37 cm3/m2-day-atm. This indicates that modification of the interface between the deposited SiOx film and polymer film may be a key factor to improve oxygen gas barrier properties.
Nylon film is strongly influenced by extrinsic factors such as temperature and moisture conditions as well as ntrinsic factors such as crystallinity, orientation, free volume, and
cohesive energy of polymer chains, to change polymer structure. As a result, Nylon film
shows drastic changes in the oxygen permeation rate. Especially humidity effects are distinguished in the oxygen permeation process. When water molecules contact to Nylon film
surfaces, the molecules adsorb easily on the film surface, and diffuse into the inside of the
film to interact strongly with Nylon molecules. As a result, there appear two effects of water
molecules on the oxygen permeation process. One is that competitive absorption of water
and oxygen molecules occurs in free volume oNylon polymer matrix, and oxygen molecules
are excluded from the free volume because of stronger interaction of water molecules with
Nylon polymers than oxygen molecules. This exclusion of oxygen molecules leads to reduction of diffusive path available for oxygen molecules, and consequently, the oxygen permeation rate decrease. This phenomenon appears predominantly at low humidity less than
50 %RH. The other effect is that strong interaction of water molecules with Nylon polymer
chains weakens inter- and ntra-molecular hydrogen bonding among the Nylon polymer
chains to enhance segmental motion of te polymer chains (plasticization of Nylon by water
molecules). This plasticization contributes to diffusion of oxygen molecules, and conse- 182 -
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quently, leads to increase in oxygen permeation rate though the Nylon film. This phenomenon appears predominantly at high humidity more than 50 %RH. This is the essential
mechanism as to how water molecules influence oxygen permeation process through Nylon
film.
The oxygen permeation rate for the Nylon film used this study showed similar
changes with increasing the relative humidity to that reported by Hernandez 4]. For example, the oxygen permeation rate at 25C was 36.6 and 19.8 cm3/m2-day-atm at relative humidity of and 50 %RH, respectively. Over 50 %RH, the oxygen permeation rate increased
gradually with increasing with the relative humidity, and reached 34.7 cm3/m2-day-atm at
80 %RH. These changes in oxygen permeation rate indicate difficulties in adhesion between
the deposited SiOx film and the Nylon film, because of plasticization of Nylon film at
50 %RH.
SiOx was deposited on the , 20
Nylon film surface, and the oxygen per- E
SiOx-deposited Nylon film
meation rate through the Sx-deposited
Nylon film was measured as a function of CU
the relative humidity.
The SiOx- "_0i
350C
deposited Nylon film, as shown in Fig. 1, E 15
showed extremely lower oxygen permea- ME
tion rate than the Nylon film. For exam- 6
ple, the oxygen permeation rate of the
SiOx-deposited Nylon film at 25'C and at
10
0 %RH was 16 cm3/m2-day-atm, which C
0
was 123 times lower than that for the Ny- 4250C
CU
Ion film 36.6 m3/m2-day-atm).
The 0
E
rates at 50 and CavitiesNylon film.Crev5
iceOxygen moleculesSiOx film8O %RH CL
were 27 and 61 m3/m2-day-atm, respec1 OOC
tively, which also were 17 - 1/5 times >,
lower than those for the Nylon film 19.8 X 0
0
20
40
60
80
100
and 34.7 cm 3/m2 -day-atm). This comparison shows that the SiOx deposition
Relative humidity (%RH)
contributes effectively to restraining the
Fig. I Oxygen permeation rate through
oxygen permeation through the Nylon
SiOx-deposited Nylon film as functions
film.
of relative umidity and temperature
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How did the deposited SOx films contribute to improvement of oxygen gas barrier
propertied? The permeation process was analyzed to elucidate the contribution of the SiOx
films. Apparent activation energy in the oxygen permeation process for the Nylon film and
the SOx-deposited Nylon film was estimated from the Arrhemus plot (Table IV). Apparent
activation energy for the oxygen permeation process through the Nylon film was susceptible
Table IV Apparent activation energy for oxygen pernieation process through SiOxdeposited Nylon film 25 m thick)
Relative
humidity
(%RH)

0
50
65
70
80
90

Apparent activation energy (kJ/mol)
Nylon
SiOx-deposited TMOS-coupled &
Nylon
SiOx-deposited
Nylon
34.8
56.5
58.0
59.7
58.6
60.0

Si-COOH-coupled
& SOx-deposited
Nylon

44.9
54.0

38.9

34.4

61.7

60.4

59.3

to the relative humidity. The susceptibility was divided into two groups by humid condition:
Under dry atmosphere (O %RH), the apparent activation energy was small 34.8 kJ/mol), and
under humid atmosphere, the activation energy was large 56.5 - 60.00/mol). The SOxdeposited Nylon film showed similar level of the activation energy to that for the Nylon film
without %RH.
The SOx-deposited Nylon film at
RH showed slightly larger activation energy 44.9 kJ/mol) than the Nylon film 34.8 kJ/mol). The apparent activation energy
for the StOx-deposited Nylon film at 50 and 80 %RH was 54.0 and 61.7 kJ/mol, respectively,
which were close in magnitude to those for the Nylon film 56.5 and 58.6 kJ/mol). This
similarity indicates that there is essentially no difference in the mode of the oxygen permeation process between the SiOx-deposited Nylon film and Nylon film. In other words, the
rate-determining process is not penneation through the SOx film layer but that through the
Nylon film layer. Why was the oxygen permeation rate for the SiOx-deposited Nylon film
extremely lower 6.1 cm3/m2-day-atrn) than that for the Nylon film 34.7 cm3/m2-day-atni),
although there was no change in the permeation mode between the two Nylon films? The
SiOx film deposited on the Nylon film surfaces must not be absolutely perfect without interstices but imperfect with many small interstices. Therefore, oxygen molecules will immerse
ily into the SiOx layer from the nterstices, travel along the crevices, and finally
easi
I
I
mve on
the Nylon film surfaces. Afterwards, the oxygen molecules will begin to permeate through
the Nylon film layer. This is the story why the oxygen permeation rate for the SiOxdeposited Nylon film was extremely lower than the Nylon film. A SEM picture of the SOxdeposited Nylon film showed parallel and eleven crevices (I gm width and 160 m long) on
the SiOx film, indicating that the SOx-deposited film was not absolutely perfect without interstices.
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If the story that oxygen molecules permeate only through crevices in the deposited
SiOx film is true, the sum of cross-section of the crevices can be estimated from the ratio of
the oxygen permeation rates for the SiOx-deposited Nylon and Nylon Films (eq. 1).
Sum of cross - section of crevices

(in cm)

Oxygen permeation rate through SiOx-deposited film _ x 47.1
Oxygen permeation rate through not SiOx-deposited film
where 47.8 is the permeation area of the MOCON tester.
The estimation from eq. I is 86 and 67 cm2 at 80 and 50 %RH, respectively, indicating that
sum of the cross-section of crevices occupies 14 and 18% of the total area 47.8 crn2) of the
SiOx-deposited Nylon film, respectively. This is an incredible story because sum of crosssection of the crevices, which was estimated from the SEM picture, is about 6 of the total
area. Other paths for permeation of oxygen molecules must exist in the Sx-deposited
Nylon films. A possible path may be
cavities that were f6mied along walls of
Oxygen molecules
the crevices. This path is illustrated
schematically as a cavity odel in Fig.
Crevice
2. The presence of these cavities has
not yet been confirmed in a visual manner such as SEM, but we believe the
presence of the cavities. This cavity
model in Fig. 2 says an importance of
the interface between the depositedSiOx and Nvlon films in the oxygen
permeation process.
The cavities
might be fornied in the neighborhood of
the crevices, when the SOx films were
Fig. 2 Cavity model for oxygen pen-neation
torn off om the Nylon film by te
process trough SOx-deposited Nylon film
shock of the crevice fort-nation. From
this viewpoint, good adhesion between the S]Ox and Nylon films may be a possible way for
inhibition of cavity formation.
Effectiveness of Surface Modification of Nylon Film on Oxygen Barrier Properties
The Nylon film surface was modified in prior to the SOx deposition in order to iniprove adhesion between the deposited SOx and Nylon films. Syl groups were introduced
on the Nylon film surfaces by means of two different coupling reactions using TMOS or SCOOK We expected that the slyl groups introduced into the Nylon film surface could
make strong affinity with the deposited SiOx films, and could contribute to inhibition ofthe
cavity forniation. On these modified Nylon film surface, SOx films of' 100 nm thick were
deposited, and the oxygen permeation rate was measured as a function of the relative humidity and temperature. The two modified Nylon films showed lower permeation rates, especially at 80 %RH, than that for the not-modified Nylon film. The oxygen permeation rate at
25'C and 80 %RH for the TMOS- or Si-COOH odified and SOx-deposited Nylon ilms
was 47 and 49 cra3/m2-day-atorn, respectively. On the other hand, the rate for the notmodified but SiOx-deposited Nylon film was 61 crn3/m2-day-atorn. The oxygen permeation rate was decreased by 20 - 23
by the surface modifications. From this viewpoint, the
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surface modification with TMOS and SCOOH was effective in improving oxygen gas bam'er properties. How did these modifications improve oxygen gas barrier properties? Could
the modification diminish the cavities?
The apparent activation energy for the oxygen permeation process for the TMOSmodified or the SCOOH modified and SOx-deposited Nylon films was estimated from the
Arrhenius plot. The two modified and SOx-deposited Nylon films, as shown in Table IV,
showed similar activation energies of 60.4 and 59.3 U/mol at 80 %RH, and of 38.4 and 34.4
kJ/mol at %RH, respectively. In addition to the similarity between the TMOS-modified or
Si-COOH modified and SOx-deposited Nylon films, these activation energies are comparable
to those for the not-modified but SOx-deposited Nylon film 61.7 and 44.9 U/mol at 80 and
0 %RH, respectively) and the Nylon film 58.6 and 34.8 kJ/mol, respectively). The coincidence of the activation energy among the four Nylon films indicates that the oxygen permeation operates in the same mode regardless of modified or SiOx-deposited surfaces. The
permeation through the Nylon film is a rate-determining process. However, there is a large
difference in the oxygen permeation rate among the four Nylon films. We believe that the
oxygen permeation through the Nylon occurs in cavities that were formed along wa Is of the
crevices, which is shown as a cavity model in Fig. 2 The cross-section of cavities formed in
the TMOS-modified and SCOOH modified Nylon films is estimated to be 14 % ((4.7 or
4.9)/34.7 = 0 14) of the total ilm area. On the other hand, the cross-section for the notmodified Nylon film is 18 % 6.1/34.7 = 0. 18). This comparison shows that the surface
modifications with TMOS and Si-COOH were efficacious in dcreasing the oxygen permeation rate, but the contribution of the modified surface to inhibition of the cavity fori-nation was
not so powerful as we expected.
In conclusion, we summarize the oxygen permeation rate through SOx-deposited
polymer films.
(1) The SiOx deposition on PET and Nylon film surfaces led to a large decrease in the
oxygen permeation rate.
(2) Modification of polymer film surfaces by mans of the TMOS or SCOOH coupling
treatment in prior to the SiOx deposition was effective in decreasing the oxygen permeation rate.
(3) The cavity model is proposed as an oxygen permeation process through the SiOxdeposited Nylon film. Oxygen molecules invade easily from the crevices of the SiOx
films into the cavities, and arrive on the Nylon surface. A rate-determining process in
the SiOx-deposited Nylon film system is the pen-neation step through the Nylon film.
(4) Controlling the interface between the deposited SOx film and the polymer film is a
key factor to prepare SiOx-deposited polymer films with good oxygen gas barrier
properties.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF SURFACES AND SUBSURFACES BY
AN INTENSE POSITRON BEAM

Ryoichi Suzuki and Toshiyuki Ohdaira
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology,
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Central

2 Umezono,

Tsukuba-shi, lbaraki 305-8568, Japan

Abstract
Positron annihilation spectroscopy with an intense pulsed positron beam is a fruitful tool
for the microstructure and impurity characterization of surfaces and sub-surfaces. In this
paper, positron annihilation induced Auger electron spectroscopy, positron annihilation
lifetime spectroscopy, and age-momentum correlation spectroscopy with an intense pulsed
positron beam generated by an electron linac, are discussed, Several experimental results
have shown the great potential of the pulsed positron beams for surface and near-surface
studies.
Keywords: slow positron, electron linac, positron
age-momentum correlation spectroscopy, PAES

annihilation

lifetime

spectroscopy,

1. Introduction
At the electron linac facility of National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and
Technology (AIST), we have carried out researches on intense slow positron beams and their
applications under the crossover research project. We have developed an intense pulsed slow
positron beam for materials researches. The pulsed positron beam makes it possible to
perform positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) and age-momentum correlation
(AMOC) spectroscopy at various incident energies (i.e. various depths) as wel as
time-of-flight, measurements of positron annihilation induced Auger electron spectroscopy
(TOF-PAES) with high peak-to-background ratio, high count rate, and wide measurable time
range. These measurement techniques are quite useful for impurity and microstructure
characterization on surfaces and sub-surfaces.
In this paper, we discuss generation of an intense pulsed positron beam, positron
annihilation-induced Auger electron spectroscopy, PALS, and AMOC measurements with the
intense pulsed positron beam.
2. Generation of an Intense Pulsed Positron Beam
An intense positron beam of 108 els at the maximum intensity, which is generated with a
high energy
70 MeV) electron beam of the AIST linac, is used for the positron experiments
[1,2]. The slow positrons generated at the converter/moderator section are magnetically
transported to the positron measurement room via 22 m vacuum tube. The positron pulse
corresponding the linac pulse (1 p, 100 pps) is stretched to 9 mliseconds as shown in Fig.
to prevent saturation of the detectors.
The pulse-stretched positron beam is then short pulsed by a positron pulsing apparatus.
*Corresponding author. Tel: 81-298-61-5681, Fax:
E-mail address: r-suzukiaist.go.jp

81-298-61-5683
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The pulsing apparatus for positron
lifetime measurements consists of
a
chopper,
a
sub-harmonic

linac pulse

linac pulse

pre-buncher (SHPB) and a buncher.
This apparatus can generate a
short-pulsed positron beam of
about 100 ps 3
Furthermore,

output signal of
the SSD

the incident energy of the pulsed
positron beam can be varied by
changing
the sample
voltage.
Using this variable energy pulsed

gate signal for ADC's
(active low)

positron beam, we can measure
positron lifetime spectra at desired
depths from -10 nm to several
micrometers.
The pulsing system for PAES
consists of a chopper and a buncher

V
1 Ms
Fig. 1. Pulse stretched positron beam by the linear storage
... tin.

to generate a few nano-second
pulsed positron beam for time-of-flight measurements.
3. Positron annihilation-induced Auger electron spectroscopy
Positron annihilation-induced Auger electron spectroscopy (PAES) is known to have
significant advantages over conventional Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) 4,5]. Since core
electrons are removed by matter-antimatter annihilation in the case of PAES, the incident
positron energy need not be larger than the core level ionization energy. Therefore, PAES
permits the elimination of the large secondary electron background from the Auger spectra.
Furthermore, the surface sensitivity of this technique is extremely high because the positrons
are trapped at the surface state. In addition, the total energy dose of the positron beam is
much lower than that of conventional AES because of low incident energy, relatively high
efficiency of core electron excitation, and low background.
Several electron energy analyzing methods for PAES have been developed. One method
uses a trochoidal energy analyzer or position sensitive detector with inhomogeneous magnetic
field electron parallelizer and with ExB deflection plates P]. The other method uses a
cylindrical mirror analyzer similar to conventional electron AES F]. We have developed
B 40 Gauss)

Chopper

Buncher

ExB
Sample
Deflector

e+

MCP
Detector

Retarding
Flight Tube
(60 cm)

Ncl-Fe-B
Magnet
2600G)

PBN Heater

Re ar ng
Voltage

Fig.2 TOF-PAES apparatus.
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other method, which use a time-of-flight
technique with ExB deflection plates as
shown in Fig.2

78].

Using the TOF

Time of Flight (ns)

technique, we can measure PAES spectra
with higher detection efficiency than that
of the cylindrical mirror analyzer system.
Figure 3 shows an example of PAES

350

300 250 200 150
SI( II) clean sirfaceSi L.

too

50

23

0

O' pulse

spectra of oxygen adsorption on Si (1 1 1)
surface. After the 02 exposure of L 1
L=10-6 Torr s), we found the decay of the
O-KLL

peak

intensity.

This

result

demonstrates that the TOF-PAES can be
used for real-time observations of surface

Si( I 1 + 0, (I M 69'Torr x I 0s 1 L) at R T.
Z'
rP

reactions. We applied this technique to
the study of the initial stage of oxidation of
Si surfaces,

5 min after the exposure
0 KLL

S

Si L"'W

and found that PAES can

detect a metastable adsorption state 9].

6h after the exposure

4. Positron Lifetime Spectroscopy with a

Si

Variable Energy Positron Beam
Positron
annihilation
lifetime
spectroscopy (PALS) is known to be
sensitive to microstructural defects in
solids because of the high sensitivity of
positrons to the changes in local electron
density.
In many materials, a clear
relationship between the positron lifetime
and the size of the vacancy -type defect has

L"W
0 KL

70

80 90 100 10 200 300 M
Ene ()

Fig. 3
TOF-PAES
adsorption on Si(l 1 1).

measurements

for oxygen

been established [10]. Recent advances
in generation and control of slow positrons enable us to generate variable-energy pulsed
positron beams for positron annihilation lifetime measurements to study defects or free
volumes in thin films, near surface regions, and surfaces 311]. By the use of an intense
pulsed positron beam, we can measure PALS spectra with high count rate (5k- 15k cps).
In Figure 4 an example of PALS experiments is shown.
For future high-speed
microelectronic devices, copper interconnection with low dielectric constant Gow-k) interlayer
films is required to decrease RC (R: interconnect resistance, C: interlayer dielectric
capacitance) delay. Recently, porous SiO2 and silica-based films are of great interest for
low-k films. Since Ps formation occurs with high probability and the O-Ps annihilate via
pick-off process in SiO2-based materials, positron annihilation spectroscopy (especially PALS)
gives useful information on the size of the pores. Figure 4 shows the PALS spectra for
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) grown low-k films with a source gas of
hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO, (CH3)3SiOSi(CH3)3) under different LF(380 kHz) powers, at
an incident energy of 4 keV 12]. The lifetime of the long-lived O-Ps component strongly
depends on the LF power. The average cavity volume calculated from the distribution of
Fig.4 ranges from 033 nM3 to 1.05 nM3. There is apparent correlation between the k-value
(2.66-4.13) and the pore size 121.
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Figure

shows another example of

PALS experiments.
The sample is a
dielectric coated multilayer mirror for
ultra-violet (X=350 nm) free electron
laser (UV-FEL) experiments

13].

10,

The

mirror
has
alternating
dielectric
(Ta2O5/SiO2) layers of V4 thickness with
a X/2-thick SiO2 layer on top for surface
protection. The initial loss of the new
mirror was observed to be 250 ppm at
the optimized wavelength of 350 nm.
The sample was exposed to undulator
radiation
of
3.5
mAh
at
room
temperature in an electron storage ring.

PECVD grown low-k films
0
0
'D
A
6
E
0
Z
-me
0 10F,

Then, these mirrors were exposed to RF
induced
plasma to remove carbon at

75 W
50 W 30 W
low

W

40

50

100

0

to

20
30
Time (ns)

the surface. Finally, the samples were
annealed for 180 min at 2300C. In the
PALS
spectra,
a
long-lived
o-Ps

Fig 4 PALS spectra of double-frequency PECVD grown

component of -1.5 ns was observed in

low-k films under different LF powers.

low energy region corresponding to the
first amorphous SiO2 layer as well as in
high energy region corresponding to the

70

SiO2 substrate. As shown in Fig. 5, the
long-lived
component
intensity
IL

60

strongly depends on the exposure of the
undulator radiation and annealing.

50

After the irradiation of undulator
radiation, the loss in
the mirror

40

increased from 250 ppm to 3849 ppm.
After the 02 plasma treatment, no

30

UV-FEL Ta mirror
-41,-efore rnid.
-V-after nad.
1nvd.+phuma
--*--1rrad.+plaz;na+ann9a11ng

significant change was observed in the
long-lived component while the loss in
the mirror was restored to 802 ppm.

20

This

10

restoration

is

due

to

carbon

removal from the surface by 02 plasma.
After 23OoC annealing, the intensity of
the long-lived component was mostly

o
0

restored to that of the initial sample,
and the loss in the mirror was also
restored to 297 ppm.
These results
revealed that bond-breaking type defects
relating to the degradation of the mirror

5

10

15

20

25

Energy(keV)
Fig. 5.

The intensity of long-lived component for

Ta2O5/SiO2 dielectric mirror.

are created at weak bonds, e.g. Si-O-H,
oxygen
vacancies,
and/or
linkages, in the SiO2 layer.

17\0

peroxy
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5. Age-Momentum
Spectroscopy with a
Variable Energy Positron Beam
Correlated measurements of the positron

0.55

lifetime and of the Doppler shifts of
annihilation
radiation
(age-momentum
correlation, AMOC) are known to provide
.more

detailed

information

than individual

measurements. Recently, we have developed
an AMOC apparatus for the intense pulsed

SiO2(500 nm)
Ei= 2 keV

SOOO)

0.50
E
CL

slow positron beam 14].
Figure 6 shows an example of AMOC
experiments.
The sample is a thermally

0.45

grown SiO2 thin film on crystalline Si. The
parameter as a function of annihilation time
at the positron incident energy of 2 keV is
shown in Fig.6.

The

parameter in

0.401
0

the

1

2

3

4

J
5

6

Time (ns)

small age region <0.5 ns) is significantly
larger than that in the large age region. The
result of the positron lifetime analysis shows

Fig.

6

that there exists a high intensity 60%) of
long-lived component, which can be attributed

apparatus.

annihilation

S

parameter

as

time obtained

a

function

of

by the AMOC

to ortho positronium. The large parameter
in small ages indicates the self-annihilation of para-positronium, whereas the smal

S

parameter at long ages is dominated by the pick-off annihilation of positrons in the ortho
positronium.

As can be seen in Fig.6, the S(t) curve of 2 keV is almost flat after -0.5 ns,

suggesting that the momentum distribution of o-Ps is almost the same as that of free positron
annihilation. This suggests that both oPs atoms and free positrons annihilate with the
same electrons, i.e. predominantly annihilate with electrons of oxygen in the Si-O network
because oxygen is dominant at the first layer of the micro-void wall.
6. Conclusion
We
iscussed positron-annihilation-induced Auger electron spectroscopy,
annihilation lifetime spectroscopy, and age-momentum correlation spectroscopy

positron
with an

intense pulsed positron beam. Several experimental results on surfaces and near surface
regions demonstrate their extremely high sensitivity to surface impurities on surfaces and
defects in near surface regions.
These measurements will be quite useful for
characterization of high performance functional materials.
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1.7.2 ULTRA-HIGH TEMPERATURE OXIDATION BEHAVIOR OF CHEMICAL VAPOR
DEPOSITED SILICON CARBIDE LAYERS
Takashi Goto
Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University
2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980-8577, Japan

Abstract
The active oxidation, passive oxidation and bubble formation of CVD SiC were studied in
0 2 and CO 2at temperatures from 1650 to 2000K. The active oxidation rates in 2 increased
with increasing oxygen partial pressure (P 02); however, those in C02 showed the maxima at
specific P 02' The passive oxidation kinetics in 2 were either linear-parabolic or parabolic
depending on temperature and P02' whereas that in CO 2 was always parabolic. The
activation energies for the parabolic oxidation in 2 and CO 2 were 210 and 150kJ/mol,
respectively, suggesting different rate-determining process between these atmospheres. The
bubble formation was controlled by temperature and P02 being independent of oxidant gas
species
Keywords: active oxidation, passive oxidation, bubble formation, parabolic, linear-parabolic,
CO 25 02, CVD, SiC

1. Introduction
Silicon carbide (SiC) has been widely studied because of potential as high temperature
structural materials, due to excellent high-temperature mechanical properties and oxidation
resistance [1]. The oxidation behavior of SiC has been investigated using mainly sintered
bodies. Since the oxidation of SiC is strongly affected by impurity or additives, highly pure
and dense specimens such as CVD SiC should be used to understand the intrinsic oxidation
behavior. On the o ther hand, CVD SiC is also used for coatings such as a nose cone of space
vehicle and combustion chambers. Therefore, it is practically important to study the
oxidation of CVD SiC in wide-ranged oxygen partial pressures at high temperatures.
The oxidation behavior of SiC can be classified into three features, i.e., active oxidation,
passive oxidation and bubble formation. Many reports have been published on the passive
oxidation of SiC mainly in 2 [I]. A few papers report the oxidation of SiC in CO, 24];
however, the oxidation kinetics have not been investigated in detail. The bubble formation is
an important issue to use SiC at extremely high temperatures. Although several papers have
dealt with this phenomenon briefly 56], no research on the bubble formation has been
conducted in CO 2 atmosphere.
In this paper, these three distinct oxidation behaviors have been studied by using CVD SiC
in CO 2 and 2 atmospheres at high temperatures from 1600 to 2000K.
*Corresponding author: Tel.: 81-22-215-2105
E-mail address: gotoimr.edu
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2. Experimental
Yellow-colored translucent CVD SiC plates were used as specimens. The impurity level
is ppb according to the analysis of manufactures, and (III) plane is stron&ly oriented to the
surface. The specimens were cut to a disk with 10 mm in diameter, and were mirrorpolished. An electric furnace with cubic zirconia heaters was used to increase the
temperature up to 2473K. The mass changes were continuously monitored by an electrobalance. A zirconia wire with a hook was used to hold the specimen in the furnace. The
specimens were heated in a flowing Ar gas. At a specific temperature, oxidant gases (i.e.,
02-Ar, CO-CO 2 and CO 2-Ar gases) were introduced in the furnace. Oxygen partial pressure
was controlled by changing the gas mixing ratios. CO 2 gas dissociates into CO and 02 at
high temperatures. The oxygen partial pressure (P 02) in C02 containing atmosphere was
calculated from the thermodynamic data of CO 2-CO-0 2 system.
The structure of surface oxide layer was investigated by an X-ray diffractorneter (XRD).
The surface and cross-section of the specimen after the oxidation were observed by a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) and an optical microscope.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Active oxidation
The mass loss due to active oxidation became significant with increasing P02' The active
oxidation rates in 02-Ar (k a) were independent of time. The values of k increased linearly
a
with P02' and were proportional to nearly V 112 V; gas velocity) 7]. These
suggest that the
.inward diffusion of oxidant in a gas boundary layer may be rate-controlling for the active
oxidation. An abrupt change from the mass loss (active oxidation) to a small mass gain
(passive oxidation) appeared at P02 16OPa at 1873K for example, which is called as activepassive transition oxygen partial pressure
P 02 ).

Wagner [81 proposed a model to
explains the transition behavior for Si. By
applying this model, the theoretical P 02
value may be given as eq.(l).
P
= 1/2(DsO/D 1/2pSioeq
(1)
02

eq

Temperature, T K
2000
4

1600
1

1400
1

3-

[11]

02)

where Po is the equilibrium vapor
pressure of SiO(g), D is a diffusion
x
constant of x-species in the gas boundary
layer.
The D10/D 02 ratio could be
assumed as 0. 9
There are several
probable thermal equilibria to calculate the
P eq
sto
Figure I summarizes the reported P 02
for single crystal, sintered and CVD SiC in
0 Ar atmospheres 913].
The
2
temperature dependence of experimental
P 02 twas in agreement with the calculated
values from the Wagner model. The
Wagner model could be fundamentally

1800

2-

CT
-

Wagner model
[13]

Present
study

I-

0
Q:
.02) 0

.2

[14]

[121

-
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T-1 10-4 K-1

Fig. I Effect of temperature on active-passive
transition oxygen partial pressure P029 for
sintered, single crystal and CVD SiC.
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suitable to explain the transition behavior;
however the experimental values were 1/1 to
1/100 times smaller than the calculated
13 03 El
values. This model contains too simplified
5
A AA
assumptions, and the constants used in the
13A
A
calculation may not be exactly precise at high
0
A
temperatures
U)
A I?
00 0
1
0
The active oxidation behavior of CVD SiC E
00
A
A,
in CO-CO 2 atmosphere is depicted Fig. 2 53 - 6
The active oxidation rate in CO-CO (k
0
0 13
0
2 2
C 03
A,
showed maxima at P C02 /P CO I
to
I o :1 823K
[14] In the P C02/P CO region lower than the .2
A
A, :1 873K
maxima, free carbon layer was found on the
7
:1 923K
SiC surface. In the P C02 /PCO region higher
than the maxima, granular or porous layer of
Sio
2 was observed on the SiC surface.
The
log PCO2 PCO
kCO values in the PC02 /PCO region higher than
the maxima decreased with increasing
Fig. 2 Effect of PC02 /Pco on active oxidation
P /P
This behavior is a contrast to that
rates for CVD SIC in CO-CO 2'
C02
CO'
in 0 2- Ar atmosphere.
The kO values
decreased with increasing P C02/PCOI and there was almost no mass change at PC02 /P Co 4 at
1873K, where the vaporization and formation of SiO 2might
have proceeded at almost the
same rates. If the active-passive transition is defined as the condition for "a small mass
gain", the transition P C02 /PCO value would be 4 at 1873K. On the other hand, if it is defined
as the condition for "SiO 2 formation", the transition P C02/P CO would be 10-2 to 10-1.
Heuer and Lou [ 15] have explained the active-passive transition of SiC and Si3N4by
using
so-called volatility diagram. Figure 3 demonstrates the calculated volatility diagram for SiC-0 system at 1873K, in which the
equilibrium vapor pressures of SiO(g) or
log 02 / Pa)
Sio (g) and the stable solid phases are
- 13
9
5
1
3
2

6

indicated as a function of P 02 and P C02 /P CO
ratio. The transition should occur at P 02 more
than "isomolar line, Im" (the line of P io
2P 02) in 02 -Ar. Since the 02 gas comes from
the ambient atmosphere, the Psio should
be less
t
than 2P 02' The experimental P 02 value (E 0)
was more than the Im line and the calculated
value from the Wagner model (WO). On the
other hand, in CO-CO 21 the transition P 02
should be more than "Isobaric (lb) line" (the
line of P SIO Pco). The calculated C02 /P CO
from the Wagner model (WCO) and
experimental value (ECO) are indicated in Fig.
3.
At P /P
I 2 to 10-1 the
C02
CO
decomposition and formation of SiO would
2
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have proceeded simultaneously. The E co
would mean the condition where the
decomposition and the formation of SiO 2
occur at the same rate. The Wagner model
does not take into account the
decomposition of SiO 2' The model simply
predicts the lowest P C02 /P CO condition for
the SiO 2 formation. The experimental
P
/P CO for the SiO 2 formation was almost
C02
in agreement with the W value.
co

-2

-3

2
O/

co

.4

o"

0

0 :1910K
A 1737 K

3.2 Passive oxidation
-5
Opila and Nguyen 2 have studied the
3
4
5
6
oxidation of CVD SiC in CO 2 at
log (Time s)
temperatures from 1473 to 1673K by
Fig. 4 Time dependence of mass gain in
thermogravimetry; however they have not
(P 0. IMPa) at 1737 and 191 OK for CVD 2SiC
detect significant mass change. Fitzer and
in02logarithmic scales.
Ebi 3 reported the parabolic mass gain in
co 2 at 1673K, but at 1773K the parabolic mass gain was observed initially, and sharp mass
loss in later periods. Antill and Warburton 4] reported that the oxidation rates in CO2 were
1/20 times slower than those in 2 at temperatures from 1273 to 1573K; however the mass
change curves were not presented.
We have measured the passive oxidation behavior of high purity CVD SiC in 2 and CO 2'
Figure 4 shows the relationship between time and mass gain in pure 2in both logarithmic
scale. The gradient of the line was half at 1773K indicating parabolic kinetics. At 1910K,
on the other hand, the gradient was one in the initial stage up to 60ks indicating linear
kinetics, then the gradient changed to half
indicating parabolic kinetics.
This
behavior is commonly called as linear2000 parabolic" kinetics. In 2 the oxidation
06
0 0 %
kinetics was either parabolic or linear parabolic depending on temperature and
P02' whereas it was always parabolic in
co Figure summarizes the behavior of
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suggests that the parabolic oxidation may be
controlled by the outward diffusion of oxide
2000
vacancy or CO molecule. The strong P02
dependence in CO 2-Ar, on the other hand,
may be caused of inward diffusion of
10-10
oxidant. Since the molecule size of CO
(0.3nm in dia.) is bigger than oxide ion,
(0.14nm in dia.), the diffusion of interstitial .01
02,
may be rate-controlling in CO 2 Ar.
Figure 6 represents the Arhhenius plot of
k P obtained in CO 2 and 2 atmospheres.
The activation energy in pure CO 2
10-11
(29OkJ/mol) was greater than that in pure 2
(2 kJ/mol). However, if the oxidant in
CO 2 is not CO 2 molecule but dissociate
oxygen, the k values should be compared
5.0
under the same P02' The k values at P02
26OPa in 0 2-Ar and CO 2-Ar are also plotted
in Fig. II. The activation energy at P 02
Fig. 6 Effect
26OPain 0 2-Ar is 2OkJ/mol, which is in
constants (kP
agreement with that in pure

2
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On the

other hand, the activation energy at P 02
2601?a in CO 2-Ar is I50kJ/mol, which is
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much smaller than that in pure CO 2'
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difference of activation energy between
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(2lOkJ/mol) and CO 2 (I 50W/mol) suggests
the different rate-controlling step between
these atmospheres.
Figure 7 summarizes
the k values for single crystal and CVD SiC
in

2[16-20].

[20]

The activation energy values

have ran 9 ed from 120 to 40kJ/moI in the
literature.
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higher temperature the greater the activation
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and the high activation energy of 230 to
400kJ/moI may suggest the diffusion of
oxide ion in amorphous silica or cristobarite
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3.3 Bubbleformation
A few papers have reported the bubble formation at less than 1773K in hot-pressed (HP)
SiC

5,61.

Since HP SiC bodies are added with metal oxides such as Al 2 0

are contained in the oxide layer.

Te

silicate phases

3

melting point of pure silica is generally higher than that

of silicates, thus the bubble formation temperature of CVD SiC must be higher than that of
impure SiC sintered bodies.

Schirocky et al.[5] and Jacobson

21] reported the bubble

formation at 1973-2023K and at 2073K for CVD SIC, respectively.

However, no paper

reported the effect of gas species or P 02 on the bubble formation of CVD SiC.
Figure 8 depicts the cross-section of bubbles formed at 1990K in 0 2-Ar (P 02

00a).

1

The thermogravimetry is advantageous to detect the bubble formation because mass change
curves indicate characteristic zigzag-shapes due to the sequence of bubble-formation and rupture,

Figure 9 demonstrates a ransition condition from parabolic to bubble formation at

1965K and P 02

70OPa, where the significant zig-zag mass change curve was overlapped

with the parabolic mass gain.

Figure 10 depicts the effects of temperature and P02 on the

boundary between passive and bubble formation.

The boundary changed depending on

temperature and P 02' but being independent of the gas species (i.e.,
5kPa, the transition from linear-parabolic

or CO 2)

At P 02 < 5kPa, the transition
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(3) proceeds at the SiC/SiO2 interface.
SiC(s) + 2SiO2(S) =3 SiO(g) + CO(g)
(3)
The transition temperature at P 02> 5kPa was about 1985K. This may suggest the slight
increase of ac at the SiC/SiO2 interface. At P 02< 50a, the transition temperature decreased
with decreasing P02'
The CO to CO 2 ratio calculated from the CO2-CO-0 2 equilibrium
should increase with decreasing P02' in CO 2-Ar. The increase of CO partial pressure in the
ambient atmosphere might increase the ac significantly at the SiC/SiO 2 interface. This might
have decreased the bubble formation temperature.
4. Summary
The transition from active to passive oxidation in 02-Ar was clearly observed. The active
oxidation rates in 0 2-Ar increased with increasing P02 . The active oxidation rates in COCO 2(kco)
showed the maxima at about PC021PCO= 10- . The kco values decreased with
increasing P C02 /PCOI and the active oxidation gradually changed to the passive oxidation.
The active-passive transition in both atmospheres could be explained by the Wagner model
and the volatility diagram.
The passive oxidation was classified into linear-parabolic and parabolic behavior
depending on temperature and P02' In 0 2-Ar, the parabolic rate constant (k P) values were
almost independent of P 02' and the activation energy for the parabolic oxidation was
2 kJ/mol. In CO 2-Ar, the k values increased significantly with increasing P 021 and the
activation energy was l50kJ/mol. The oxidation kinetics could be different between these
atmospheres.
In much higher temperature region, the bubble formation was observed in 0 2-Ar and CO 2Ar. The transition from passive oxidation to bubble formation depended on P 02 and
temperature. The linear and parabolic oxidation rates were accelerated by the bubble
formation.
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1.7.3 STUDY OF NANOPOROUS STRCUTURE OF SPUTTER-DEPOSITED SILICON
OXIDE THIN FILMS BY POSITRON ANNIHILAITION SPECTROSCOPY IN
RELATION TO GAS BARRIER COATING
Y. Kobayashi*
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Tsukuba,
Ibaraki 305-8565, Japan
Abstract
Long-term radiation resistance of organic polymers in the presence of oxygen is
strongly influenced by radiation-induced oxidation. We confirmed that the gas
barrier coating of silicon oxide is able to effectively suppress radiation-induced
oxidation of polypropylene and polyethylene. In the present work, nanoporosity of sputter-deposited silicon oxide films was studied by positron annihilation
spectroscopy with a hope of gaining information pertinent to the development of
high-performance gas barrier coating.
Keywords: gas barrier coating, pore characterization, positron annihilation.

1. Introduction
We have been concerned with gas barrier coatings of silicon oxide on polymers to improve long-term radiation-resistance of organic polymers in the presence of oxygen [I]. Degradation of polymers irradiated with -y-rays or UV light proceeds slowly through chemical reactions between free radicals produced by radiations and oxygen molecules permeated into the
polymer. Formation of a gas baff ier can reduce the oxygen permeation, thereby suppressing the
oxidation and degradation of polymers subjected to radiations.
Experimental demonstration of the usefulness of silicon oxide coating in suppressing
radiation-induced oxidation of polymers is given in Figs. and 2
On both top and bottom
surfaces of I mm thick polyethylene and 3 mm thick polypropylene samples, silicon oxide
films were deposited for a thickness of 180 nrn by radio-frequency magnetron sputtering using
SiO2 as a target. The depth profiles of carbonyl groups measured by microscopic infrared
absorption spectroscopy after prolonged -y-irradiation in air are shown in the figures. The -y-ray
dose rate was I 0 Gy/hr and accumulated total dose after approximately one-month irradiation
was 100 kGy. The data for uncoated samples are shown with solid circles and those for the
samples with silicon oxide coatings are shown with open circles. Larger amounts of carbonyl
groups are observed in the center of uncoated polyethylene, indicating that the sample is highly
oxidized after 7-irradiation in air. On the other hand, polyethylene with silicon oxide coating is
oxidized only in the near-surface regions and the central part of the sample is little affected. In
the case of polypropylene both the samples are less oxidized compared with polyethylene, but
the effect of silicon oxide coating in suppressing radiation-induced oxidation is evident.
As we believe that proper control of open porosity is very important for developing
high performance coatings, we characterized the nanoporous structure of silicon oxide films by
*Corresponding author. Tel/Fax: 81-298-61-4622.
E-mail address: y-kobayashi aist.gojp (Y. Kobayashi).
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Table 1. Thickness and refractive index at 630 nm of uncapped silicon oxide
films, sputter-deposited at different argon pressures.
Ar

pressure (Pa)

Film thickness (nm)

Refractive index

13, (%) at 27 keV

0.1

807

1.47

0

0.25

1040

1.46

0.9

0.5

1092

1.43

5.4

1.0

962

1.39

14

1.5

782

1.38

16

positron annihilation spectroscopy. Two different techniques were used; positron annihilation
-y-ray spectroscopy and positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy. In free space, spin-parallel
ortho-positronium (o-Ps) decays into 3-y-rays with a lifetime of 142 ns. When o-Ps is localized
in a closed pore, 2 pick-off annihilation, which occurs upon collision with the pore walls, acts
as a competing decay process. This reduces the probability of decay by 3-y annihilation relative
to that by 2 annihilation, allowing the pore to be characterized by positron annihilation -yrayspectroscopy. Inaddition,astheporebecomessmaller,theo-Pslifetimedecreases.

Thus

the pore dimensions can therefore be quantified by positron lifetime spectroscopy. There are
several advantages of positron annihilation over other methods for nanopore characterization; it
is nondestructive; it is sensitive to holes of 03-50 nm in size and it can detect isolated closed
pores that are not accessible with molecular probes.
In the present study, pore connectivity and open porosity were evaluated from the fraction of o-Ps escaping from uncapped samples into vacuum, which was determined by positron
annihilation -y-ray spectroscopy. Additional information on positronium (Ps) formation was obtained from Doppler broadening of 2f annihilation photons. The characteristic pore size was
estimated by measuring o-Ps lifetimes in capped films, with the help of an empirical correlation.

2. Experimental
Silicon oxide films were deposited on Si substrates at different argon pressures ranging from 01 to 1.5 Pa for 90 min, under stable argon plasma generated by a magnetron sputtering system (ANELVA L332S-HFS9) at a constant radio-frequency of

3.56 MHz and a dis-

charge power of 450 W. The thickness and refractive index of the uncapped films, determined
by spectroscopic ellipsometry, are listed in Table 1. The presence of any voids, open or closed,
reduces the refractive index, which then serves as a measure of total film porosity. The maximum total porosity in our films is estimated to be about 20 %.

Positron annihilation --ray

spectroscopy and positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy were conducted with the systems
described elsewhere 2,31.

3. Results and discussion
Figure 3 shows the absolute fraction of positron 3

decay (I3-,) of uncapped samples,

determined from positron annihilation y-ray spectra, as a function of incident positron energy
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Figure 3

I3,

versus incident positron energy for uncapped samples.

(E) from 80 eV to 30 keV. In determining 13,, a sample of silica aerogel was used as a standard.
Above 20 keV, no 3 annihilation is observed for any of the samples studied, because the
majority of the positrons annihilate in the Si substrate with no Ps formation. At lower positron
energies, more positrons are implanted into the silicon oxide films and 3-, for the samples
prepared at relatively high argon pressure, increases. I3,, in the film deposited at the lowest
argon pressure of 0 I Pa remains unchanged until E becomes as low as I keV. From Table I we
see that 4, at 27 keV is well correlated with the film refractive index, indicating a correlation
between 3-y annihilation of o-Ps and total film porosity. As E is reduced from I keV, I3', for
all the samples increases rapidly and reaches about 15 at 80 eV. The sharp increase of the 3-y
annihilation fraction at E < I keV has been observed for nonporous silicon oxide and is due
to the intrinsic decay of o-Ps, which is released from the near-surface region of the sample and
annihilates in the sample chamber of the positron beam system.
Doppler broadening of 2-y annihilation photons was characterized by the parameter,
which is the fraction of --ray counts in the central part of the 0.51 1 MeV peak to the total counts
contained in the whole peak. Figure 4 shows the incident positron energy dependence of the
parameter for samples prepared at different argon pressures. It is seen from the figure that the
S parameters for the film prepared at 01 Pa are extremely low. Electron spin resonance (ESR)
measurements showed that the film contains a larger amount of E' centers compared with films
prepared at higher argon pressures (Fig.5). On the basis of this observation, we attribute the low
values of the parameter for the 0 I Pa film to the inhibition of Ps formation by paramagnetic
E' centers 4,51.
Positron lifetime spectroscopy for the uncapped films was conducted at a positron energy of 33 keV, so that the majority of positrons are implanted into the deposited film. The
-y-ray energy window of a BaF2 detector was set at 450-600 keV to monitor o-Ps pick-off anni-
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hilation. The film prepared at the lowest argon pressure of 0 I Pa showed two o-Ps components
with lifetimes shorter than 5 ns. The contribution of such short-lived o-Ps to 3-y annihilation is
negligible and the results are consistent with the low I3,y in Fig.3. For films prepared at higher
argon pressures, longer-lived o-Ps with lifetimes up to 50 ns were observed. However, in light
of the larger I3,, in Fig.3, the associated relative intensity was too small to conclude that all of
the o-Ps atoms annihilated in the film.
13.., of the capped samples is shown in Fig.6. The capping was done by sputterdeposition of 100 nm thick silicon oxide at an argon pressure of 0.1 Ps on top of films deposited
at higher pressures for 90 min. The I3,y values of the capped films measured at E = 27 keV
are much lower than those of the uncapped films. For example, 13', of the capped 1.5 Pa film at
5.5 keV is only 4 %, whereas that of the uncapped films at 33 keV is as high as 17 %. These
results show that films deposited at high argon pressures have open porosity, and a large fraction of o-Ps formed inside the film is able to diffuse back to the surface and escape there into
vacuum, giving rise to high 3-y fraction.
Positron lifetime spectroscopy of the capped samples was conducted at 5.5 keV. Typical lifetime spectra are shown in Fig.7. The lifetime and intensity of long-lived o-Ps obtained
by three-component analysis are listed in Table IL Both parameters substantially increase with
increasing argon pressure from 025 to 1.0 Pa. Also included in Table 11 are characteristic pore
sizes estimated from the o-Ps lifetime. To quantify the pore size over I nm in radius we used a
simple empirical equation of Ito et al. 61, derived by extending the Tao-Eldrup relation for o-Ps
trapped in a subnanometer-size hole. It is seen from Table 11 that the film deposited at 025 Pa
has pores of 0.8 nm in radius. The pore size increases to 26 nm at .5 Pa. The variation of the
pore size as a function of argon pressure is correlated with the variations of the refractive index
and total film porosity (Table 1).
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Figure 7 Background-subtracted positron lifetime spectra of capped films, prepared at argon pressures of 025, 0.5 and 1.0 Pa. Data were taken at a positron
energy of 5.5 keV.

Table II. Lifetime parameters of long-lived o-Ps for capped silicon oxide films.
Ar pressure (Pa)

o-Ps lifetime (ns)

o-Ps intensity (%)

Pore radius (nm)

0.25

13.7

1.5

0.8

0.5

28.9

4.5

1.3

1.0

46.1

10.1

2.3

1.5

49.5

10.0

2.6
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4. Conclusion
Thin silicon oxide films sputter-deposited at high argon pressures contain highly connected, open pores, whose average size is much larger than the molecular diameter of oxygen
(0.375 nm). The film prepared at an argon pressure of 01 Pa contains a larger amount of paramagnetic E centers compared with the films prepared at higher pressures. We hope that the
results obtained in the present work are useful for the future development of high-performance
gas barrier coatings.
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Abstract
Behavior of Cu atoms in cc-Fe is of primary concern to understand the mechanism of neutron
irradiation

embrittIment of reactor pressure vessel

materials. We present our recent

atomic-scale computer simulation results on the diffusion mechanism of a Cu atom as well as
interactions between Cu atoms and point defects by means of the molecular dynamics and the
Monte Carlo computer simulation techniques.

Keywords: Fe-Cu, diffusion, vacancy mechanism, vacancy, SIA, cluster formation

1. Introduction
Neutron iadiation embrittlement of

reactor pressure vessel

materials is one of the

concerns for the aged nuclear power plants. It is widely accepted that the embrittlement is
related to the hardening of the materials, which is primarily caused by two reasons[l]:
clustering of impurity Cu atoms and formation of matrix damage. Especially the role of Cu
clustering is very important because a large portion of embrittlement is owing to the Cu
clustering when the RPV materials are subjected to from low to medium amount of neutron
irradiation. The details of the Cu clustering has recently been studied by such sophisticated
experimental techniques as 3D atom probe[2] and coincidence Doppler broadening[3]
techniques, and many aspects of the clustering have becoming clearer. However, the details of
the mechanism of the clustering, especially the interactions between the Cu atoms and the
lattice defects such as vacancies, self-interstitial atoms (SlAs), and their clusters produced
during neutron irradiation, have not been well understood yet.
In this paper, we address above questions by means of atomistic-scale computer
simulations. We describe the simulation results obtained on the diffusion mechanism of Cu
atoms in cc-Fe. Then we present how such diffusing Cu atoms can interact with lattice defects
produced during neutron iradiation.
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2. Diffusion mechanism of Cu atoms
A Cu atom is a slightly over-sized atom in x-Fe matrix, and in general such solute
atoms are thought to diffuse by vacancy mechanism. However, the details of the mechanism
are not well understood. Thermal ageing experiments show that in Fe-Cu alloys Cu atoms
form precipitates at the pre-existing dislocations first, and then in the matrix[4]. Recent D
atom probe observations of iradiated RPV materials also show that Cu clustering can take
place at dislocations as well as in the matrix[5]. So our objective is to understand the detailed
mechanism of the Cu diffusion to explain these experimental observations.
In order to perform the simulation of Cu diffusion by vacancy mechanism in (X-Fe we
first calculate the migration energies of a vacancy at various positions around a Cu atom as
shown in Fig. 1. Classical MD method with the Finnis-Sinclair type interatomic potential for
Fe-Cu binary alloys developed by Ackland et al.[6] is used to calculate these energies. We
then use these energies in the kinetic lattice Monte Carlo (KLMC) simulations. We put one Cu
atom and one vacancy in the KLMC computation box, and let the vacancy jump in the crystal.
When the vacancy meets the Cu atom, they switch positions. The probability for a vacancy to
chose one jump site out of to the eight neighboring lattice sites is calculated from the
Boltzmann's factors determined by the corresponding migration energies in these directions.
We analysed the KLMC results in two ways. First, we measured the lifetime of the
Cu-vacancy pair. More precisely, we define that a Cu atom and a vacancy form a diffuse
Cu-vacancy pair when they are located within the h nearest neighbor distance. Once such
diffuse pair is formed, we then count the number of vacancy jumps before the dissociation of
the pair. Fig. 2 shows the results of the mean lifetime of the diffuse pair as a function of
crystal temperature. Results for the perfect isotropic jumps are also shown for comparison.
The results show that as the temperature decreases, the lifetime of the diffuse Cu-vacancy pair
4
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becomes longer. This gives us such a
picture that once a diffuse pair is
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be seen that in almost 90% cases, a Cu
atom does not move at all or just moves to the I st nearest neighboring site. However, this does
not mean that a Cu atom does not make jumps. We actually observed that once a diffuse pair
is formed a Cu atom does make several jumps in general by exchanging positions with the
vacancy. If even number of switches happen, then the Cu position does not change. If odd
number of switches happen, then the Cu atom makes one net jump to the I st nearest neighbor
distance position. Furthermore, more importantly, in the rest of the 10% cases, the Cu atom
makes more than two net jumps. The largest displacement distance that we observed in the
simulations is the 12'h nearest neighbor distance. This tendency is enhanced at the lower
temperatures.
The above results suggest the followings. First of all, the vacancy mechanism of the
Cu migration is not a simple position exchange which results in opposite net flows of
vacancies and Cu atoms. Rather, it is the migration of a diffuse Cu-vacancy pair, in which the
vacancy and the Cu atom effectively migrate in the same direction. In this sense, the diffusion
of a Cu atom in x-Fe occurs by a "dragging" mechanism by a vacancy. Secondly, though the
10% fraction for the cases of more than two net jumps is not large, we should say that it is still
very effective, because once the diffuse Cu-vacancy pair dissociates, the Cu atom will have to
wait for a fair amount of time in average before the next vacancy arrives at the Cu atom and
forms a new Cu-vacancy pair to transform the Cu atom.
3. Cluster formation of Cu atoms and point defects
3.1 Cu-vacancy cluster
The idea of the dragging mechanism of Cu diffusion in cc-Fe is very consistent with
the experimental observations in which Cu atoms form precipitates at the sinks of vacancies
such as dislocations and grain boundaries. If we accept this idea, then the next question on the
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interaction between Cu atoms and point defect clusters naturally arises because the point
defect clusters such as vacancy clusters and SIA loops can be sinks of migrating single
vacancies. In this section, we study the structures of Cu-vacancy clusters.
A lattice Monte Carlo (LMC) computer simulation method following the Metropolis
algorithm[7] is used to search for energy minimum atomic structures of vacancy-Cu clusters.
Initially, a given number of vacancies and Cu atoms are randomly located at the lattice sites of
a computation box with a size of 15 x 15 x l5aO where ao is a I attice parameter. Then, any
two out of the vacancies and Cu atoms are randomly picked up to calculate the crystal energy
change due to the position exchange of the two. If the energy becomes lower by the position
exchange, the new configuration is adopted. If not, the new configuration is adopted with the

D (D

Q

(a) 100vacancies and I Cu atoms

(b) 100 vacancies and 100 Cu atoms

4004
G (D 0
C) 0

lop

(c) 10 vacancies and 10 Cu atoms
Fig. 4

(d) 10 vacancies and I 0 Cu atoms

Typical structures of vacancy-Cu clusters. Yellow and red circles are
vacancies and Cu atoms, respectively.
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probability of the Boltzmann's factor, exp(-AE / kT) , where

E is the crystal energy

change, k the Boltzmann's constant and T the crystal temperature, respectively. This
process, i.e. one LMC step, is repeated until the minimum crystal energy is reached. The
crystal temperature is initially set to 600K, and then it is decreased by 5K at every 100 LMC
steps (simulated annealing). After the LMC calculation is completed, the positions of Fe and
Cu atoms, which are fixed at lattice sites of the computation box during the LMC calculation,
are relaxed by MD using numerical quenching algorithm in order to calculate the final crystal
energy. In both LMC and MD calculations, the interatomic potential developed by Achland et
al. for Fe-Cu alloys is again used. Ideally, MD quenching calculation may need to be
performed after each LMC step. We tested this, and confirmed that both approaches, MD
quenching after every LMC step and one MD quenching after LMC minimization is
completed, give the same results.
Figures 4(a) to (d) show typical structures of vacanqy-Cu clusters. First of all, we
confirmed that Cu atoms and vacancies form a stable mixed cluster rather than forming a
separated Cu precipitate and a vacancy cluster. One can see that the vacancies form a cluster
at the center of the vacancy-Cu cluster, (a central vacancy cluster), whose structure is
independent of the number of Cu atoms, and is almost identical to that of the pure vacancy
cluster. Secondly, Cu atoms tend to sit on the surface of the central vacancy clusters as can be
seen in Figs. 4(a) to (d). In addition, when the number of Cu atoms is much smaller than that
of the surface lattice sites, Cu atoms tend to agglomerate locally on the surface of the central
vacancy cluster as shown in Fig. 4(a), rather than to occupy isolated surface lattice sites. In
other words, the surface of the central vacancy cluster is locally coated by Cu atoms when the
number of Cu atoms is smaller than the surface lattice sites. On the other hand, when the
number of Cu atoms are much larger than that of the vacancies, the whole surface of the
central vacancy cluster is coated by Cu atoms, and the central vacancy cluster is buried in a
shell of Cu atoms as can be seen in Fig. 4(d).
The structure of a central vacancy cluster buried in a Cu shell is consistent with
experimental observations. Hasegawa et al. 3 measured the lifetimes and the momentum
spectra of the gamma rays emitted at the annihilation of positrons in neutron-irradiated
Fe-1.3wt.%Cu model alloys using a conventional lifetime measurement technique and a
sophisticated coincidence Doppler broadening technique of positron annihilation experiments.
Their results show that vacancy type defects having long lifetimes are produced during the
neutron irradiation, and furthermore the high momentum spectra of the annihilation gamma
rays are almost identical to those for pure Cu crystals. This means that the atoms that sit on
the surface of the vacancy clusters are all Cu atoms, and this is completely consistent with our
simulation results.
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3.2 Cu-SIA cluster
Using the same computational strategy, we next studied the interactions between Cu
atoms and SA clusters (loops). Fig.

shows typical atom arrangements of SIA-Cu clusters.

When there is only one Cu atom, the Cu atom is located at a position of tension stress. This is
reasonable as the Cu atom is a slightly over-sized atom in a-Fe matrix. When there are eight
Cu atoms and four SIAs, however, the situation is very different, and four Cu atoms form a
crowdion which replaces one SIA as shown in Fig. 5(b). When we increase the number of Cu
atoms to 16, all the SlAs are replaced by the four-member Cu crowdions as shown in Fig. 5(c).
More interestingly, however, when we further increase the numbers of SIAs and Cu atoms up
to 20 SAs and 20 Cu atoms as shown in Fig. 5(d), only three SlAs are replaced by
four-member Cu crowdions, and the other eight Cu atoms are placed next to the Cu crowdions
but outside of the SIA loop. In other words, a small Cu precipitate is formed at the edge of the

(a)

Fig 5

(b)

(C)
(d)
Stable structures of SIA-Cu clusters with (a) four SlAs and one Cu atom, (b) four SlAs
and eight Cu. atoms, (c) four SAs and 16 Cu atoms, and (d) 20 SlAs and 20 Cu atoms,
respectively. Yellow and red circles represent Fe atoms in SlAs and Cu atoms respectively,
and the green circles show the lattice sites occupied by two atoms.
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SIA loop.
The above results are the new findings obtained by the computer simulations, and
there is no direct experimental evidence. In the thermal ageing experiments of Fe-Cu alloys, it
was found that Cu precipitates are formed at dislocations first, and then in the matrix. The
present results suggest that there is a possibility that not only line dislocations but also
dislocation loops can be preferable sites for the Cu atoms to precipitate. However, the next
question is how this kind of SIA-Cu clusters, especially such configuration as Fig.

(d), can

be formed. As we see in chapter 2 Cu atoms diffuse by the vacancy mechanism, and it is clear
that such diffusing Cu atoms can't replace the Fe atoms of SIA dumbbells. The SIA dumbbell
should absorb the vacancy very easily to annihilate by pair recombination. Therefore, we
investigated two further possibilities to answer this question.
The first possibility is an that a SIA loop performing ID motion runs over a
preformed bcc Cu precipitate. The point here is that the center axis of the SIA loop motion[8]
do not coincide with the center the Cu precipitate (offset impact). We performed this MD
simulation, and confirmed that the SIA loop is trapped by the Cu precipitate to form such a
configuration as that shown in Fig.

(d). The binding energy between the SIA loop and the

Cu precipitate is more than 2eV.
Another approach is to look for a different meta-stable configuration of SIA-Cu
clusters. We investigate this by assuming a constraint condition to our MC calculation strategy,
in which we do not allow Cu atoms to replace the Fe atoms of the SIA dumbbells so that
resulting configuration can be formed by the Cu atom diffusion by the vacancy mechanism.
The result shows that Cu atoms still prefer to precipitate out at the edge of the SIA loop. If
such a Cu precipitate absorbs a couple of SlAs, then the configuration will be easily converted
to that of Fig. 5(d).
4. Conclusion
In the operating RPV materials, we have vacancies and SlAs produced during the
displacement cascades caused by neutron irradiation. We show in the present paper that the
Cu impurity atoms diffuse in the cc-Fe matrix by the vacancy dragging mechanism, and
further more, such diffusing Cu atoms can form stable clusters with not only vacancies but
also SAs produced by cascaades. These are the results investigated in details for the first time
by computer simulations, but some of the results are very consistent with experimental
observations.
Our research group is now aiming at performing a multi-scale computer simulations
where we simulate from the displacement cascades to the yield stress change using several
different computational techniques. The results shown in this paper is a part of such our
efforts. This approach works well so far for the RPV embrittlement problem, and we believe
that we can apply this kind of techniques to the other similar radiation damage problems.
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Abstract
Effects of oxygen ion irradiation and subsequent thermal annealing of
Bi2Sr2Ca1CU20x (Bi-2212) films deposited on SrTI03(001) using pulsed laser deposition were
studied. It was found that compared to the simply heated film the ion irradiated and thermally
annealed one showed a leaf-like morphology and an improved conducting behavior of
Bi-2212 phase. Our results suggest that amorphization by oxygen ion bombardment and
recrystallization by thermal annealing might be a suitable process for the preparation of
patterned c-axis oented Bi-2212 films with appropriate superconducting properties.
Keywords: BSCC, Bi-2212, superconductor, tn film, recrystallization, ion irradiation,
amorphization, thermal annealing, morphology, critical temperature

1. Introduction
(Bi-22(n-I)n) has been widely studied on since the discovery of the
superconductivity [1]. This system is thought one of the most promising high Tc
superconducting compounds for its use in applications ranging from power transmission
cables to Josephson junction-based electronic devices 2-5]. It has been demonstrated that the
Bi-2212 has high critical current density (J,,) above 5 IO9 A/M2 at 42 K and IO T 2]. Its thin
film form has been successfully prepared using various deposition methods 6-9]. However, to
get a high quality Bi-2212 thin film applicable to electronic devices, it is required to optimize
growth conditions very carefully.
The ion implantation technique has been recognized one of the most convenient method
to modify and/or fabricate a wide variety of materials. It has been employed in high-T,
superconductivity research primarily in two ways, i.e. to fabricate thin film specimens by
adding the extra elements, and to modify the superconducting properties. The attempts to
fabricate the superconducting films by direct ion implantation, however, have been
considerably less successfid. With considerable efforts, Nastasi et a]. have succeeded to
fabricate the YBCO thin films by Y ion implantation with the same heat treatment as that
required in preparing the bulk samples [10]. The attempts to modify the superconducting
properties have been successfully reported. Koch et al. have firstly reported the fabrication of
the dc SQUID from the YBCO thin film by ion implantation [II]. The ion implantation was
used as a patterning tool by destroying the superconductivity of the film. The critical current
improvement is one of the most successful application of ion implantation to the high-T,
superconductor. Civale et al. have produced large enhancements in flux pinning by
Bi2Sr2Ca,,.1CUn0x
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introducing the columnar defects in YBCO crystals 12]. In contrast with J T is decreased
by ion implantation 13]. The degradation of T, is thought due to the introduction of electron
scattering centers 141 and the formation of weak finks[ 5].
The another capability of ion implantation for materials modification is the ion beam
induced crystallization. Since the first report for the Si recrystallization by ion beam 16], this
technique has been applied successfully to grow epitaxial films of a wide variety of materials
at lower temperature 17-21]. The crystal growth of high-T, materials at lower temperature
with ion beam, however, has never been reported to the authors' knowledge. The authors have
also tried to achieve the lower temperature growth of BSCC films with ion beam, and not
succeeded yet. During these trials we have found an interesting phenomenon relating to the T.
improvement. In this paper we report the effect of the pre-amorphization by oxygen ion beam
on the superconductivity of heat-treated Bi-2212 films on SrTiO3 prepared by pulsed laser
deposition (PLD).
2. Experimental
Fully c-axis oriented Bi-2212 films were initially prepared using PLD on SrTiO,(OOI)
substrates. A pulsed KrF excimer laser 248 rm, 30 ns duration, 10 Hz) was line-focused onto
a target rotating at rpm. The laser beam energy was set at 100 mJ/pulse (about I j/CM2) . The
substrates were positioned to face parallel to the target. The target-to-substrate distance was
fixed to be approximately cm. The target was prepared by a conventional ceramic powder
processing. Commercial powders of SrCO, CuO, BiO,, and CaCO, were weighted to the
composition of B'2ST2CaCU20,,, mechanically mixed, pressed to the disc, and sintered for 60
hr at 850 "C.
A substrate temperature of 600 'C and a pressure of 8 x IO-' torr of oxygen were chosen
to prepare the Bi-2212 films. SrTiO3(OOI) single crystal substrates were cleaned ultrasonically
in acetone and methyl alcohol sequentially for 10 min, and loaded into the chamber,. Film
thickness was measured by the cross-sectional scanning electron microscope (SEM) to be
about 200 nm.
After the deposition, the samples were firstly irradiated in vacuum with 50 keV O' ions
at a fluence of 5.0 x I " ionS/M2 at room temperature, then with II 0 keV O' ions at the same
fluence. This two-step ion irradiation was adopted to induce complete amorphization of the
whole films without causing a serious compositional change. Afler the irradiation, to
recrystallize the samples, they were annealed thermally at 800 'C for I hr in air.
SEM and x-ray diffraction were used to investigate the microstructures and phases of
the films, respectively. Four-probe method was used to measure the temperature-resistivity
characteristics of the sample.
3. Results and discussion
Figure I(a) illustrates a typical x-ray powder diffraction (XRD) pattern of the asdeposited Bi-2212 films on SrTIO,(001). Only the Bragg reflections corresponding to the
positions of the BiSrCaCuO,, (000 reflections appear with the reflections of SrT103,
indicating that a single B2Sr2CaCU20,, phase formed on SMOA000with the 001) plane of
the film parallel to the substrate (001) plane. This c-axis-oriented film was amorphized by the
two-step ion irradiation. As shown in Fig. I(b), the B2Sr2CaCU20" film reflections are
completely disappeared, indicating that the whole film was amorphized. This amorphous film
was thermally annealed for I hr at 800 'C in air to induce recrystallization. For a comparison,
the as-deposited film was simply heated for I hr at 800 C in air. Figure I c) shows the XRD
pattern of the simply heated film. As shown in Fig. l(d), the thermal annealing after the ion
irradiation recovered a fully c-axis oriented film of the same phase and crystal orientation in
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nature comparing to the simply heated
crystallinity
of
the
one.
The
(a)
O
irradiated-annealed
film might be
superior to that of the simply heated one.
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It is reasonable to think that this '47'
recrystallization in an aligned manner
U
V) U
U
U
was occurred most likely following the
U
mechanism of the solid-phase epitaxial
JL.
regrowth.
(b)
In contrast to the similarity in the
Ca
XRD patterns, the morphology of the
film annealed after the ion irradiation
shows a remarkable change. Figures 2(a)
V1
and
2(b)
show
typical
surface
4
morphologies of the simply heated and
S,
the irradiated-annealed films observed by
SEM, respectively. The simply heated
one shows small grains dispersed in a
(c)
Cd
featureless matrix. In sharp contrast, the
irradiated-annealed one shows a leaf-like
morphology, which is known as one of
characteristics of the Bi-2212 phase 22].
42
The leaf-like grains usually favor the
A
J
formation of oriented films. As can be
seen in Fig. 2(b), the grains are oriented
(d)
in a small variety of directions, consistent
=!
CZ
with the (000 orientation confirmed by
U
the x-ray diffraction.
>_1
U
4
En
Z'
The ion irradiation and thermal
'17'Z
annealing
process
influenced
the
2
resistivity curves as shown in Fig. 3 The
A
resistivity curve for the as-deposited film
0
10 20 30 40 50 60
70
shows the semiconducting behavior. By
heating at NOT the film was evolved to
Cu Ka 20
degree
the superconductor. The resistivity of the
Fig. 1. XRD patterns of (a) the as-deposited film, (b)
simply heated film descends at about 80 the amorphized film by the oxygen ion irradiation, (c)
K, and drops to zero at 27 K. It is the film simply heated at 800 C, and (d) the film
surprising that the B-2212 mono-phased
annealed at 800'C after ion irradiation. The films are
c-axis oriented film shows the much on the SrTiO3(001) substrate. BSCC indicates the
lower critical temperature (T) than a BI-2212 phase.
typical B-2212 superconductor. The
lower T, might be originated from the poor crystallinity of the 131-2212, the off-stoichiometric
composition of the film, and/or the less carrier doping by insufficient annealing in oxygen.
Interestingly, for the irradiated-annealed film, the resistivity descends at about 85 K, and
drops to zero at 61 K, which is in agreement with a characteristic behavior of a Bi-2212 phase.
According to the calculation results by Monte Cairo simulation code 231, the implanted
oxygen concentration performed in this study is at most I
for oxygen in stoichiometric
Bi-2212, and the total vacancies generated at oxygen site is 20 times as many as the implanted
oxygen. The effect of increased oxygen atoms in the film might be negligible for the
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Fig. 2 SEM photographs of (a) the simply heated B-2212 film ad (b) te
film on a SrTlO3(0(1) substrate.

is most likely that the
bombardment by the accelerated oxygen
ions generates crystal defects intensively in
the as-deposited B-2212 film as many as
yielding its arnorphization. This process
should increase the internal energy and the
diffusivity of the atoms in the film
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the
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4. Conclusions
A fully -axis oriented B-2212 single phase B-2212 film was prepared on SrTiO3(001)
using pulsed

laser deposition.

amorphization

of the

oriented

The two-step
as-deposited

oxygen
film.

ion irradiation

The

subsequent

induced
thermal

complete
annealing

reproduced a fully crystallized, c-axis oriented film by most likely the mechanism of the
solid-phase epitaxial regrowth. The recrystallized film showed a leaf-like grain morphology
and a significant improvement of Tc, implying that the process (amorphization by oxygen ion
bombardment and recrystallization by thermal annealing) is a

effective way to obtain a

patterned c-axis oriented B-22 2 film with better supercondting properties.
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Abstract
The irradiation effects of 2 MeV He+, Ne+, and Ar+ ions on the film structure of the
C-Si system were investigated with RHEED and XPS. The ion dose dependence of the SiC
formation was kinetically analyzed. The SiC formation at moderate temperature was achieved
by 2 MeV ion irradiation when the thickness of the initial carbon films was appropriate. The
evolution process of the SiC film thickness consisted of the 3 stages. The first stage was the
steep increase of the SiC, and was governed by the inelastic collision. The second was the
gentle increase of the SiC, and was governed by the diffusion. The last was the decrease of the
SiC, and was caused by the sputtering. The formation mechanism of the SiC was discussed.
Keywords: ion beam induced chemical reaction, ion beam induced epitaxial growth, silicon
carbide thin film, electronic stopping power, nuclear stopping power

1. Introduction
Silicon carbide (SiQ is one of the major candidates for the next-generation
semiconductor and for high-temperature electronic devices. It has the wide band-gap 2.2 eV),
high electron mobility (1000 CM2/VS)[1], high saturated electron drift velocity (calculated as
2.7 x 107 cm/s at 2 x105 V/cm)[21, and thermal stability (stable over 2000 K). The growth of
epitaxial SiC films on silicon substrates has been reported with high substrate temperature
more than 1000 K 310]. In 1999 the authors have firstly reported the room temperature
growth of epitaxial SIC thin films on Si substrates by ion irradiation [11]. The dose
dependences of the chemical states of C and Si 12], and of the fraction of formed SIC 13]
have been already reported. In this paper, we compare the effect of irradiation ion species
(He+, Ne+ and Ar) on the formation of SIC, and discuss the mechanism of the reaction.
2. Experimental
The detailed experimental setup is described elsewhere 13]. Irradiation of the
samples with 2 MeV He+, Ne+ and Ar+ was performed with ion current densities of 20, 10 and
10 mA/M2 , respectively. For eliminating the effect of beam heating, the sample temperature
was maintained at 623 K using a resistive heater during ion irradiation. XPS measurements
were conducted with Mg Kx excitation (VG Scientific, ESCALAB 200-X with ECLIPSE
data-system). The binding energy of XPS spectra was calibrated by the Si 2p peak 99.3 eV
[ 14]) from the "bulk" Si (I 00) sample. A single crystal SIC (Nippon Steel Corp., 6H) was also
used as a reference material.
Non-doped Si single crystals of (100) orientation were used as substrates. In order to develop
cleaned surfaces, all the crystals were heated at 1473 K under a vacuum < 5xlO-7 Pa) for I
min after ordinary chemical treatment. The cleaned surface of Si (100) was confirmed 2x1
reconstruction with RHEED and LEED, and no trace contamination was observed by XS.
The carbon films of thickness between 0.05 to 50 nm were evaporated onto the Si substrates
*
*
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at 300 K. The thickness of the initial cat-bon films was determined from the XPS intensity
ratio of C Is and Si 2p peaks, and was calibrated with the RUN/IP simulation 15 of
LJHV-RBS spectra and with the absolute C Is XPS intensity from the monolayeF gaphite on
Ni (M)
16].
3. Results and discussion
The RHEED patterns and the
XPS spectra indicated the formation of
epitaxial SiC thin films by irradiation of 2
MeV He+, Ne+ and Ar' ions when the
thickness of the initial carbon films was
appropriate. The epitaxial gowth of SIC
by He-' irradiation was observed in te
samples whose tckness of the initial
carbon film were less than 007 nm. When
the tickness was more than 0.08 nm, the
RHEED pattern of the samples showed n
visible change by He'
irradiation,
indicating the amorphous structure. The
critical thickness of the initial carbon film
for growing the epitaxial SiC thin film
was increased in the order, He', Ne', Ar'.
Figures I and 2 show the typical RHEED
pattern and XPS spectrum of the irradiated
sample which had the epitaxially gwn
SIC thin film. The C Is XPS spectrum as
shown in Fig. 2 can be resolved into two
components- one peak is centered at 284.3
eV and the other is at 283.2 eV The
former can be assigned to amorphous
carbon. The latter is identical to that of
SIC. The energy positions of the resolved
peaks were independent on the amount of

Fig. 1. RREED pattern of te Ar'_ irradiated sample.
The azimuth of the ncident electron bearn was [110]
direction of te Si substrate. The initial carbon
thickness
was about 0.1 imi ad the o dose was
gXI020,onS/m'.
2.

C)

289

287
285
283
Binding energy

281
eV

279

ion dose or the carbon thickness,
Fig. 2 C Is XPS spectrum of the Ar' irradiated
indicating the presence of two chemical
sample. The tickness of te initial carbon film was
states of the carbow One is amorphous
about 09 nni. Te ion dose as 5.6xlO" ons/m'.
carbon, and the other is that reacted with
Sofid 'ne the easured spectrum, and dashed are
Si, named SiC carbon. The carbon atoms
the resolved oes.
in irradiated films are in either of these
two states independent on the amount of
ion dose or the film thickness. Te amount of SIC, L. the tckness of SIC film, was
calculated from the peak area ratio of SIC carbon to amorphous one i C Is PS spectrurn
assuming that the conversion factor of the carbon atomic density to te SIC thickness is the
same as that of the carbon film.
Figures 35 show the evolution of the thickness of SIC flms with the amount of the
ion dose. In the case of He' irradiation (Fig. 3, the evolution can be divided into two stages.
The thickness of SIC films was steeply increased up to about 0.08 rim, followed by te
saturation to about 0 13 nm, even if the initial carbon tickness was more than 0. 3 rim. This
indicates that the carbon atoms in the layer about 0 13 nm in thickness react with Si atorns to
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Fig. 3 He+ ion dose dependence of SIC film
thickness. The initial carbon thickness is 0 17 m
for solid circle, 0.08 nm for open circle,
respectively.

E
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graphite. In the case of Ne' irradiation
(Fig. 4, the evolution can be divided into
3 stages. The thickness of SiC films was

U
V) U.I

steeply increased up to about I nm,
followed by relatively slow increase, and
decreased lineally. In the case of Ar+
the

evolution
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1
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0.3

Si (100) when assuming the density of
the carbon film is identical to that of
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Ion Dose
1020/M2

0.4

thickness is equivalent to the atomic
MS/M2
density 1.8xlO" ato
monolayer for

(Fig.

4

Fig. 4 Ne+ ion dose dependence of SIC film
thickness. The initial carbon thickness is 0.85 nm
for solid circle, 025 nm for open circle, 0.15 nm
for solid square,
.1nm for open squaer,
respectively.

form the SiC film by 2 MeV He+
irradiation. The layer 013
nm in

irradiation

2

0
0

is

2

4
ion Dose

divided into 2 stages. The thickness of
SIC films was increased firstly, followed
by decreasing. It was suggested by
comparing the dose amount that in the

6

8

1020 /m2

Fig. 5. Ar+ ion dose dependence of SIC film
thickness. The initial carbon thickness is 09 nm for
solid circle, 06 nm for open circle, 013 nm for
solid square, 0. I nm for open square, respectively.

case of Ar' irradiation the experimental
setup and procedure had less capability
for distinguish the two-stage increasing process of SiC thickness like shown in the He+ and
Ne+ cases. Thus, the evolution process of SIC film thickness is thought to consist of three
stages, steep increase (abbreviated as GI), gentle increase (G2), and linear decrease. In the
decrease process, the amount of total carbon was also decreased. This indicates that the
decrease process is caused by the sputtering.
The energy for the SIC film formation should be supplied by the irradiated ions. The
total energy transferred from the irradiated ion is a sum of the nuclear and electronic
contr'buttons. The nuclear contribution is related to the sputtering, and the electronic one is to
the excitation of the Si-C bond formation. The energy transferred from the ions to the C-Si
system was estimated by the Monte Calro simulation code TRIM
nm in thickness in thickness on a Si film of 10 tm
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Table 1. The energy value transferred from one 2 MeV-Ion and the sputtering rate.

Electronic energy to (eV/nm)
C
Si
He-'

313

243

Ne+

1974

1765

Ar+

2099

1963

Nuclear energy to (eV/run)
C
Si
0.262

0.241

21.6
101

are listed in Table 1. The sputtering rate
was
calculated
from
the
vacancy
generation process with the assumption

Sputtering rate for (N/run)
C
sic
0.0008

0.0002

20.0

0.1

0.02

99.5

0.3

0.08

Electronic Energy / eV/nm
0
0
< 4
C4
E

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

I
I""- TX,

that the displacement energies were 28 eV
for C and 15 eV for Si, and the lattice
binding energy was 3 eV The sputtering

CD

rates shown in Table I are consistent with
the results shown in Figs. 35, i.e. the SiC
thickness

was

irradiation,

not

gently

decreased
decreased

for

He+

for

Ne+

irradiation, and steeply decreased for Ar+
irradiation. Figure 6 shows the correlation
between the SiC film growth rate and the
transferred energy. The growth rate was
estimated from the slope of the GI or G2
regions in Figs. 35. The slope of GI for
Ar' irradiation was assumed identical to
that of G2. The He+ irradiation could grow
the epitaxial SiC when the initial carbon
film was thin enough. This suggests that
the electronically transferred energy is the
dominant

3

GI

2
2

O
U
iz

0

G2

0

25
50
75
100
Nuclear Energy / eV/nm

125

Fig. 6 Relationship between the SIC growth rate and
the transferred energy. The solid line (G2) is the plot
for the nuclear energy transfer. The broken line is
one for the electronic nrgy transfer. The solid
symbols are for Si, and the opens are for C. The
rcles are for He% the triangles are for Ne-', and the
c'
squares are for Ar+, respectively

one for initiating the reaction

between carbon and silicon and growing the epitaxial film. This is consistent with the GI
lines shown in Fig. 6 The GI lines indicate the linear relationship between the SiC growth
rate and the electronically transferred energy. The electronically transferred energy to C atoms
might be more dominant for the GI process because of the better linearity of its GI line. For
the G2 process, however, the nuclear energy transfer is indicated to have a dominant
contribution.
The formation mechanism of the SIC film can be considered as follows: The high
energy ions irradiated to the carbon film on Si substrates transfer the energy to the C and Si
atoms by the inelastic collision (the electronic

contribution). The atoms become to the

excitation state. If the excited C atom and Si atom are adjacent each other, the excitation state
is relaxed by making the C-Si bond, i.e. the formation of SiC. This process is the GI process.
The formation of SiC is occurred only at the interface of the carbon film and the Si substrate.
When the carbon thickness is rather large, the outer C atoms in the carbon film are not
adjacent to the Si atoms in the substrate. The C atoms (or the Si atoms) are forced to diffuse to
the partner atom. The diffusion energy is supplied by the elastic collision (the nuclear
contribution). Thus, the diffusion process governs the formation of SiC. This is the
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process. The growth of the turbostratic graphite reported in ref. I II should be the other way
for relaxation. The excited C atoms not to reach the partner Si atom encounter to the other C
atom on the diffusion way, and make the C-C bond to become the graphite.
Further investigation is necessary to discuss in detail the mechanism of the epitaxial
growth by ion irradiation.
4. Conclusions
The irradiation effects of 2 MeV He+, Ne', and Ar4 ions on the film structure of the
C-Si system were investigated. The ion dose dependence of the SIC film formation was
kinetically analyzed. The SiC formation at moderate temperature was achieved by 2 MeV ion
irradiation when the thickness of the initial carbon films was appropriate. The evolution
process of the SiC film thickness consisted of the 3 stages. The first stage was the steep
increase of the SIC. The second was the gentle increase of the SIC. The last was the decrease
of the SIC, and was caused by the sputtering. The electronically transferred energy was
indicated to be the dominant one for the formation of SiC. The nuclear energy transfer process
had, however, a significant contribution to the atomic diffusion which was the dominant
process for the SiC formation when the carbon thickness was rather large.
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Abstract
We fabricated
n
micropattem by low temperature aqueous solution process.
Photo-patterned self-assembled monolayer (SAM) with phenyl/OH-surface functional
groups was used as a template. Selective electroless deposition of ZnO was realized on Pd
catalyst adhered only to the phenyl-surfaces. The as-deposited nO shows 500-800 nm
visible light photoluminescence. Patterned monochromatic cathodolurninescence image
was successfully demonstrated for I gm-width lines.
Keywords:

nO, self-assembled monolayer, selective deposition, luminescence

1. Introduction
ZnO is one of the promising phosphor materials because of its ability to retain high
efficiency even at low voltage excitation [1]. If its micropatterns can be produced by a
simple process, the technique to arrange nO phosphor can enjoy widespread applications
such as a high-resolution field emission display, which is a new small-sized flat panel
display having higher resolution and better contrast compared with the liquid crystal version.
ZnO patterns are also applicable to transparent electrodes or surface acoustic wave devices,
and are greatly expected in the integration device technology.
In conventional patterning of ceramic thin films, it has been hard to find suitable
etching conditions free of influence on the substrates at selective etching, or to obtain
high-resolution pattern edges even after tearing the ceramic films during liftoff process.
To solve these problems, selective growth techniques have recently been developed. For
example, direct patterning is possible by photo-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
methods 2]. Recently, Huang el aL have reported a novel synthesis of ZnO nanowires by
a vapor transport and condensation process on Au-catalyzed surfaces selectively 3 and
further succeeded in lasing ultraviolet light at room-temperature 4
However, these
growth processes require heat-treatments at high-temperatures, which can damage
substances already present on the substrates. Thus, a new micropatterning technique at
low temperatures is desired.
Biomimetic approach for selective deposition using SAM templates [5-101 is a
versatile technique for such demands. By modifying the surface functional groups of the
substrates, interaction with inorganic substances can be controlled and the deposition
manner can be designed. The authors have recently reported patterning nO on SAMs
through electroless deposition of ZnF(OH 9 0]. The precipitates, however, were not
small enough for high-resolution patterning.
*Correspondingauthor.
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Izaki [I 1, 12] developed an electroless deposition method for polycrystalline particulate
ZnO films through reduction of nitrate ions using dimethylamine-borane.
By only
immersing substrates in the aqueous solution maintained at 60'C, crystalline nO
particulate films were obtained on the Pd-catalyzed substrates. These conditions proposed
for the film formation are thought to be suitable for the processing using SAM templates,
because SAMs are not stable under severe conditions; at high temperatures or in high electric
fields.
Calvert et al. 13, 14] have extensively investigated patterning of metals employing
SAMs. They showed that Pd/Sn colloids adhered to the regions having specific surface
properties, such as phenyl-terminated surfaces, but not to OH-terminated surfaces. Using
patterned SAMs as templates, Cu or Ni lines 0.4 trn in width were successfully electroless
metallized along Pd catalyst attached on the phenyl-surfaces.
Recently, we have attempted micropatterning of ZnO by applying the above-mentioned
techniques and succeeded in low-temperature (55'C) fabrication of nO micropattems [ 5,
16]. In the present study, we investigated the luminescence properties.

2.

Experimental
Figure I outlines our strategy for selective-deposition scheme employed to fabricate nO
patterns. A SAM of phenyltrichlorosilane (PTCS) was prepared on a cleaned Si single
crystal substrate <100>, p-type, 15xl5xO.5 mm). The substrate was immersed in an
anhydrous toluene solution containing I vol% PTCS for min under a N2 atmosphere,
followed by baking at 120'C for min in air. The resultant SAM was exposed to UV
through a photomask for 2 h in order to pattern the surface with OH- and phenyl-groups
[14].
Prior to the deposition of nO, the phenyl-group regions of the substrate were
selectively catalyzed. The substrate was immersed in a Pd/Sn colloid (Cataposit 44,
SHIPLEY), and then accelerated with an acidic solution of HBF4 (Accelerator 19,
SHIPLEY). For electroless deposition of nO, the SAM substrate was soaked in an
aqueous solution of Zn(NO3)2 (0.05 M) and dimethylamine-borane (DMAB) (0.01M at
55'C for 30 min.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of site-selective electroless deposition of nO on the phenyltrichlorosilane
(PTCS) self-assembled monolayer (SAM) template. (a) Preparation of PTCS SAM. (b) Patterning of the
SAM by exposing UV light through a photomask. (c) Site-selective catalyzation of the phenyl-surfaces and
ZnO deposition on the catalyst.
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Photolurninescence (PL) was easured at room temperature using 325 nin laser for the
samples as-deposited ad annealed at 800 'C or 2h. FT-IR transinittance was measured
for te as-deposited and the annealed samples. Cathodoluininescence (CI.) was easured
at room temperature with an electron beam at the xcitation voltage of5 kV and current of
200 pA [ 71,

3.

Results and discussion
The solution of zinc nitrate and DMAB was tansparent dring the reaction, ad hence
deposition occurred via heterogeneous nucleation on the Pd-catalyzed substrate. No
deposition was observed o te non-catalyzed sbstrate. X-ray dfraction evealed that the
deposits were randomly oriented polycrystalline nO.
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) photographs ofthe ZnO atterned on the SAM
template ae sown in Fig. 2
Te white rgions correspond to deposited nO, which
indicate excellent selectivity of deposition occurring oly o te plienyl-regions. The ZnO
deposits consisted of particles about 02 Lln In diameter. The finest line-pattern obtained
by this mthod reached I pin in width ig. 2(b)). Ideally, drawing les as fine as the
particle size shall be possible by the present deposition inethod.
The feature edge
roughness was estimated as several times of te particle size.

(a)

(b)

20 tm
Figure 2 St"M potographs ofth pterned ZnO a) ]argc fature size a
ad b I pin-width les. Te
white regions represent nO deposited on the phenykegions. ])Particles about 02 jun in diameter were
deposited.

Broad visible-light (500--800 nm)
PL and CT, wre observed for te
as-deposited sample. For te anealed
sample,
the
broad
red
color
luminescence disappeared ad usual
green color luminescence of 530 nn
appeared.
Luminescence
of the
wavelength longer than tat of usual
green eission (red color) nnplies tat
the present sample contained some
defects [18, 19]. The IR absorptio de

]'retir 3 Monochromatic 600 run cathodolurninescence
image f6i the I pin-width line-patter oUno.
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to OH stretching observed only for the as-deposited samples implies that the red color
luminescence is related to OH ions, which must have been introduced during the deposition
carried out under the low-temperature, aqueous conditions. Figure 3 demonstrated
monochromatic CL images of 600 nm observed from the same area as Fig. 2(b). The
resolution was good enough to obtain virtually the same images as their SEM photos, except
that the images looked blurred a little due to excitation by secondary electrons from
neighbors.

4. Summary
We fabricated nO micropattern by employing photo-patterned PTCS SAM as a
template.
n was electroless deposited selectively on the Pd catalyst attached to the
phenyl-surfaces. The as-deposited nO shows 500-800 tim visible light PL and CL.
Furthermore, patterned monochromatic CL image was successfully demonstrated for I
tm-width lines.
We hope the present patterning technique could be used as a
low-temperature process to manufacture light-emitting devices for optoclectronic
applications.
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Abstract
Leading technology development of the oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) steels has
being conducted in JNC particularly emphasizing fuel cladding application for the fast
reactors, since they have a potential to realize the high burnup fuel and higher outlet coolant
temperature operation.
The improvement in formability and ductility, which are
indispensable in the cold-rolling method for manufacturing cladding tube, were achieved by
controlling the microstructure using technique a to
phase transformation.
The
cold-rolling of hardened 9Cr-ODS steels was successfully made to manufacture cladding
tubes by using cold-rolling pilger mill.
The 9Cr-ODS martensitic cladding tubes
manufactured using the technique showed that ring tensile and internal creep rupture strengths
exhibit excellent performance far beyond that of conventional ferritic-martensitic steel
(PNC-FMS).
Adequate ductility in hoop direction was also maintained.
These
improvement in high temperature mechanical properties have been accomplished through a
uniform distribution of nano-scale Y203-TiO2 oxide particles of less than
nm size by
mechanical milling process.
Keywords
Y203, TiO2,

Oxide dispersion strengthend steel, Martensitic steel, a toy phase transformation,
Cold-rolling, Cladding, Tensile strength, Creep rupture strength, Fast reactor

1. Introduction
The ferritic steels are well known to have excellent radiation resistant, but have inferior
high temperature strength compared with the austenitic steels. This disadvantage can be
overcome by introducing thermally stable dspersoids in the ferritic matrix. The ODS
ferritic steels are the prospective cladding material for the advanced Liquid Metal Fast
Reactors 11-51 as well as being applicable as a low activated fusion reactor material 161
In the ODS ferritic steels with a basic composition of Fe-Cr-W-Ti-Y203, grain
morphology control by recrystallization has been shown to be indispensable not only in
softening the material hardened in the process of cold-rolling but also for suppressing the
*Corresponding author.
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strength degradation by grain boundary sliding [7-1111 . As another approach, atoy phase
transformation was demonstrated to be capable method for controlling the grain morphology
by using the ODS martensitic steels
In this study, by applying a to -y phase transformation in the 9Cr-ODS martensitic
steels, cladding manufacturing test is executed using the cold-rolling process at room
temperature. The high temperature mechanical properties of the manufactured claddings are
investigated, focusing on varyingY203 and Ti contents, which could significantly affect the
mechanical properties of the 9Cr-ODS martensitic steels.
2. Experimental Procedure
2. 1 Manufacturing Process
The manufacturing process of the 9Cr-ODS martensitic claddings is represented in Fig. .
The Ar gas atomized powders of martensitic steel (less than 150 1i in 4 ) were mechanically
alloyed wthY203 powders (average diameter 20nm
and Ti powders in orde t adjust the
target composition as a function Of Y203 and Ti contents. 10kg powder batches were
agitated for 48hr in an Ar gas atmosphere at a rotational speed of 220rpm. The mechanically
alloyed powders were then canned in 67mm diameter cans, and degassed at 673K in a IN
vacuum for 2hr. By using the hot-extrusion method 25mm. diameter bars were made at an
elevated temperature of 1423K.
N191, M92 and M93 claddings are manufactured by 2 times cold-rolling of about 50%
reduction ratio at each rolling using pilger mill, nFder to evaluate effects of Y203 and Ti
contents on the mechanical Properties. Ml claddings are manufactured through 4 times
cold-rolling and intermediate heat-treatment to investigate possibility for demonstrating the
fast reactor claddings.
Repeat

Atomized
Powder

Can
,Aft

A00-151

Y203

Powder

"W2

MA Powder

__1

Ti
Powder

Mechanical
All
(10kg Niteir)

'Xt"

Fig.1

Hot-Extrusion
(I 423K)

Cold-Rollin
(Pilger Mill?

Heat-Tfeatment

Cladding Tube
OD

WT

L

(8.5mmxO.5mmx3m)

Manufacturing process of the 9Cr-ODS martensitic cladding

2.2 Eialuation Tests
The phase transformation temperature of 9Cr-ODS martensitic steels is determined by
dilatometric measurement method. The disc type of specimens are used in 8mm diameter
and 12mm thickness that are cut from the extruded bar of Ml L The phase transformation is
identified from vickers hardness and optical micrographs. The cladding manufacturing test
is conducted using 2 rolled type of cold-pilger mill. For manufactured cladding, high
temperature mechanical properties are evaluated by means of ring tensile and pressurized
internal creep rupture tests, since the circumferential hoop is a dominant stress-loading
direction in the fuel pin. In order to investigate the high temperature strength of 9Cr-ODS
martensitic steels, oxide dispersion parameters are determined by the transmission electron
microscopy observation of the thin foils. The partition of Ti into oxide particles and TiC
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carbide precipitate is determined from quantitative analysis of the extracted residue that is
separated from electrolytes by the filter with 200nm size mesh.
3. Phase Transformation
3.1 Phase Tranformation Temperature
The thermal expansion data of MI I were measured using dlatometric measurement
method. A characteristic Ac, and AG3 points, which are temperature for starting and
finishing transformation of ferrite-martensite a into austenite (
during heating, were
1157K and 1233K, respectively. The phase transformation temperatures of the 9Cr-ODS
martensitic steel are slightly higher than conventional ones 1121 .
Based on above
measurement, standard temperature for normalizing and tempering of 9Cr-ODS martensitic
steels was selected as 1323 K for 1hr and 1073K for 1hr.
3.2 Continuous Cooling Tranformation (CCT) Diagram
At varying cooling rate from 1323K to room temperature after normalizing at 1323K,
vickers hardness measurement and optical microstructure observation were executed for MI I
cladding. The cooling rate was varied in the range of 5K/hr to 18,OOOK/hr. Te hardness
reaches more than 50OHv at the cooling rate of 18,OOOK/hr, and adequately decreases with
decreasing cooling rate; the hardness is reduced to only 33OHv at cooling rate of less than
I OOK/hr. These drastic hardness responses in relation to the cooling rate are considered to
be closely associated with morphology change caused by the martensite transformation from
the austenite phase.
Based on above results, continuous cooling transformation (CCT) diagram was originally
constructed for 9Cr-ODS martensitic steels, which is shown in Fig.2. In this diagram,
martensite and ferrite phase fields are distinguished by characteristic ines martensite start
(Ms) and finish (Mf) lines and ferrite start (Fs) and finish (Ff) lines. At the highest cooling
rate curve of 18,OOOK/hr that intersects with Ms and Mf lines, nucrostructure consists of
martensite and small amount of 6 -ferrite with hi-her hardness of 502Hv as shown in optical
micrograph. On the other hand, slow cooling rate curve corresponding to 100K/hr and 5K/hr
cut across Fs and Ff lines alone. Thus, their microstructure is formed only ferrite of 7 m
grain size and carbides that induced lower hardness of 33OHv. The intermediate cooling rate
of 1000K/hr contains both ferrite and martensite structures.
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With regard to the martensite phase transformation, its starting temperature Ms is around
673K, and is located within the range of published data band of conventional
ferritic-martensitic steels 1121.This Ms point is reasonably interpreted with a content of the
interstitial carbon in the steel, and effect of oxide particles could be minor. In contrast, the
minimal cooling rate to obtain martensite phase is ranged 'Ina few hundred K/hr for 9Cr-ODS
martensitic steel, whereas conventional ferritic-martensitic steels take around 2K/hr,
depending on the prior austenite grain size; finer grains display higher critical cooling rate [121.
Significant higher critical cooling rate in 9Cr-ODS martensitic steels, that is measured in this
experiment, could be attributed to the very fine grain size of prior austenite, since grain
growth is retarded through pinning by oxide particles during normalizing at 1323K for I hr.
4. Cladding Manufacturing Test
In order to study a feasibility of manufacturing claddings from the mother tubes in the
dimension of 18mm outer diameter and 3mm thickness, cladding manufacturing test was
executed by means of pilger-mill rolling by 4 times into the final dimension of 8.5mm outer
diameter, 0.5mm thickness and about m length. Based on the CCT diagram, cold-rolling of
9Cr-ODS martensitic steel claddings was carried out under the softened ferritic structure for
mother tubes that is induced by slow cooling rate at lOOK/h after normalizing at 1423K.
Fig.3 represents the results of hardness change in the course of cladding manufacturing
process. The cold-rolling was repeated 4 times with a reduction rate of near 45%- hardening
occurs due to accumulation of cold-rolled deformation. The intermediate heat-treatment,
that consists of slow cooling rate at 15OK/hr from the austenitic phase, can successfully
induce softening the hardened claddings. At the final step of cladding manufacturing,
normalizing at 1323K for hr and then tempering at 1073K for hr were undertaken, in order
to destroy the substantially elongated grain structure formed by cold-rolling.
450
CR
HT
400

Cold-rolling

C1

FHT

Heat-treatment
323K X 0.5hr-1 50k/hr)
Final heat-treatment

1323K X I r AC
1-1073KX 1h AC

350
AC

Air cooling

300

Fig.3

Hardness change in the course of M11 cladding manufacturing

The results of analyses of chemical composition in the manufactured claddings are listed
in Table 1. The M93 and MI I have a nominal composition of 0.2mass% Ti and 0.35mass%
Y203.
M91 was prepared for evaluating the effect of lower Ti content of 0.12mass%, and
M92 was for lower Y203 of 0.30mass%. Excessive oxygen (Ex.0) is defined as the oxygen
content by subtracting oxygen coupled with Y203 from the total amount of oxygen in the
material, which was analyzed by the inert gas melt method. The Y content was also
analyzed by the inductively coupled plasma method, from which the Ex.0 and Y203 contents
were estimated. The Ex.0, N and Ar gases appear to be contained during mechanical
alloying process. The 1.94mass% W was introduced as a solution hardening element.
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Table I
Specimen
No.
M91
M92
M93
M11

C
0.11
0.13
0.12
0.13

Chemical composition of manufactured claddings
Cr
9.26
9.00
8.99
9.00

w
1.94
1.94
1.94
1.95

Chemical composition ass%)
Ni
Ti
Y'0'(11)
Ex.O""
N
Ar
0.022
0.12
0.34
0.05
0.010
0.0033
0.022
0.20
0.30
0.04
0.010
0.0034
0.022
0.20
0.15
0.06
0.010
0.0033
0.021
0.20
0.37
0.06
0.013
0.0025
(*I)Ycontentxl.27, (*2)Totaloxygen content - Y content X 027

5. Mechanical properties
5. 1 Tensile P,operties
Fig.4 represents the ultimate tensile strength in the hoop direction at room temperature to
1073K, and that of the conventional ferritic-martensitic stainless steel (PNC-FMS) is also
plotted 1131. All manufactured claddings show the improved tensile strength in the hoop
direction over the entire temperature region. By increasing the T content from 0 12 (M9 1)
to 0.20mass% (M93), the ultimate tensile strength is step-wise increase. The improvement
in the ultimate tensile strength due to more addition Of Y203 from 030 (M92) to 0.35mass%
(M93) with the same content of 0.20massTl is less significant. MI I claddings, that were
manufactured by 4 times cold-rolling, have almost same composition as that of M93. From
a comparison of results of tensile tests in M93 and Ml I claddings, different manufacturing
process has less effect on tensile properties. All of claddings show higher strength level than
PNC-FMS, and strength ratio increases with increasing temperature particularly above 90OK;
strength improvement by Y203 dispersion was confirmed to be superior at the higher
temperature.
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The uniform elongation of PNC-FMS tends to decrease with increasing temperature,
whereas in MI I claddings the uniform elongation is adequately maintained and increases over
about 800K. This performance coincides with trend of ultimate tensile strength. The
improved uniform elongation in NIN cladding could arise from the retardation of recovery
and continuing work-hardening due to pining the dislocation by Y203 particles.
5.2 Creep ruptureproperties
The internal creep rupture strengths of M91, M92, M93 and M11 claddings and
PNC-FMS 113lat973KareshownforcomparisoninFig.5.
Theslopeofinternalcreeprupture
lines among the 9Cr-ODS martensitic claddings is identical, and the only difference is the
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strength level at the shorter times to rupture. This different strength level could be caused by
the size Of Y203 particles and inter-particles spacing among these claddings. The creep
rupture strength also tends to significantly increase with increasing T contents from 012 to
0.20mass% in M92, M93 and M11 laddings. The addition Of Y203 from 0.30 to
0.35weight% results in slightly improved strength. The longitudinal creep upture data of
M93 cladding are also represented. There is no difference in longitudinal and internal creep
rupture strength disappearance of strength anisotropy in both directions. Thus, the equi-axed
grains induced by a to
phase transformation led to the isotropic strength in 9Cr-ODS
martensitic steel claddings.
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Internal creep rupture strength in the hoop direction at 973K

6. High Temperature Strength Evaluation
61 Oxide Particle Distribution
Since the high temperature strength of 9Cr-ODS martensitic steels is dominated by an
existence of oxide particles in the martensitic steel matrix, a dispersion parameter of the oxide
particles was measured based on the high magnification transmission electron micrographs.
The high magnification0f Y203 particles by transmission electron micrograph of thin film is
represented in Fig.6. The shape Of Y203 particles is nearly spherical. The oxide particle
size is obviously reduced, and inter-particles spacing is shortened in M92 and M93 as

M91

M92

Fig.6 Transmission electron micrograph0fY203particles
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compared with M91. The original size of oxide particles is about 20nm, and thus M92 and
M93 containing 0.20mass% Ti have a significantly reduced size at a center of 3nm diameter
with regular size distribution. In contrast, broad distribution ranging from 5 to l0nm in
diameter is dominated in M91 with Ti content of only 0.12mass%. These observations
provide evidence that T content significantly affects the particle size redistribution. It is
considered that the results of significant reduction Of Y203 Particle size and shortened
inter-particle spacing in the M92 and M93 by addition of 0.2mass% Ti is owing to the step-wise
increase of tensile and creep rupture strength, as compared with M91 of 0. 12mass% Ti.
6.2 Complex Oxide Composition
The noticeable improvement in tensile and creep rupture strength of M93 and Ml I is
attributed to remarkable refinement of the oxide particles. The major difference in the
chemical composition among the manufactured claddings is only content Of Y203 and Ti.
Thus, Ti partition between oxide particles and other precipitates was investigated to clarify
phenomena of the oxide particle refinement. From the electron diffraction measurement, TiC
was confirmed to be main precipitate with a few hundred nm size that could be formed during
the tempering at 1023K. Therefore, the electrolytes of M91 to M93 were taken, and then
separated by the filter with 200nm size mesh. The quantitative analyses of each element in
the extracted residue was executed. The Ti in the electrolytes passed through the filter with
200nm size mesh is assumed to be included in the very fine Y203 particles. Table 2 shows
the results of analyses, where the soluble content of each element was calculated by
subtracting concentration in precipitate from the total. The large parts of T exists as TiC
precipitate, and most of W are solved in the matrix. Table 3 represents amount of TiO2
estimated from the soluble Ti and Ex.0 contents. The TiO2 formation is restricted to an
amount of soluble Ti in these cases, thus consequently rnol% of TiO2 is less than equivalent to
Y203.
These results suggest that 0.27Y203-0-73ay2Ti0s are co-existed in the oxide
partt les of M91 and .06Y203-0-94 ay2TiO-, in M92 and 0 19Y203-0- 8 a Y2TiO,, in M93.
The co-authors discovered that complex oxide formation of a Y2TiO-, by combiningY203
and TiO2 significantly reduces the oxide particle size. Thus, the extent of refinement would
be dependent on degree of stoichiometry. The reason why M92 shows the extremely reduced
size of oxide particles could be attributed to the nearly stoichiornetric composition of a
YJiOs.

Table 2 Results of quantitative analyses of elements in the extracted residue from electrolyte
r ..(mass%).
Ti. (rnass%)
W (mass%)
C. ....
(mass%)
. . ............
. . .......
...........
..................
........
...............
.............
...........
......
.. ..............
..
Total lPrecipitate.Soluble Total PrecipitatelSoluble Total !Precipitate'Soluble Total Precipitate Soluble
M91
9.08
1.22
7.86
0.13
0.077
0.053
1.93
0.32
1.61
0.12
0.12
0.00
.......
.........
.............
.............
...........................
...............................
..........
.....
.......
....
...............................
..........
.........
.. ............
M92
8.72
1.13
7.59
0.20
0.140
0.060
1.91
0.34
1.57
0.13
0.12
0.01
N o.

.......................................
..............

M93

872

. ......... .

1.15

...........................................................................
...........................................
..

.............
.....
...

7.57
0.21 1 0.150 I 0.060
192
0.35
1.57
0.13
0.12
0.01
*Elenmt concentration ir soluble \as estunated by subtractuig concentration precipitates from the total

Table 3 Results of estimation of chemical form in complex oxide particles from soluble Ti
Y203 and Ex.0
N o.

Soluble Ti

Y'0'

(mass%)
(mass%)
M91
0.053
0.34
.. ..................
..... .......
... ................
........
.......... .............
0.060 ............
0.30
. M92
...... .................................................
...........
..............
......
M93

0.060

0.35

EX.0

Estimated
O2 (masso/o)
Chemical
........
.....................
..........
...................
.......................
...........
......
........ form (mol%)
from Ex. 0
from soluble Ti
Y201
TiO2
0.125
0.088
1
I
0.73
.... . .
. .... ...... ........
................
......................................
.......
0.10(
0.100
I ........................
0.94........
.....0.04
..............
..........
....... .....
. .. ......
............
................
............
......................................
..
0.06
0.150
0.100
I
0.81
(rnass%)
0.05
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7. Conclusion
The following results were obtained in this study:
(1) The CCT diagram of 9Cr-ODS martensitic steels was constructed, and higher minimum
cooling rate is necessary for inducing the martensitic phase transformation due to their
finer prior austenite grains in compared with conventional ferritc-martensitic steels.
(2) It was originally shown on the basis of the CCT diagram that caddings are able to be
manufactured by cold-rolling under the softened ferrite phase induced by slow cooling at
15OK/hr from austenite phase. Substantially elongated grains produced by cold-rolling
were destroyed and successfully changed to the equi-axed homogeneous grains by using
a to
phase transformation at the final stage of the cladding manufacturing process.
(3) The homogeneous grains induced isotropic creep strength as we expected, although
as-rolled claddings with elongated grains along rolling direction exhibited strong strength
anisotropy. The manufactured claddings showed noticeable improvement in tensile and
creep rupture strength that are considerably superior to PNC-FMS and even austenitic
PNC316 at higher temperature and longer time to rupture. Adequate ductility is also
maintained.
(4) The oxide particle distribution significantly affects the strength. From experiment with
varying Ti and Y203 contents, Ti addition is the most effective for improving both tensile
and creep rupture strength by reduction fY203
particle size and shortening inter-particles
spacing. The behavior of oxide particle size reduction is associated with a stoichiometry
between Y203 and TiO2.
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Abstract
Microfabrication of crosslinked polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) using synchrotron radiation
(SR) has been demonstrated for production of micro-components applicable to radiation fields.
The method of microfabrication was readily capable of obtafifing a microstructure with
aspect-ratio of 25 made of crosslinked PTFE. The etching rate of crosslinked PTFE was
higher than that of non-crosslinked PTFE. The results show that the etching rate of
crosslinked PTFE depends only on the degree of crosslinking. The effect of molecular
motion on etching process was discussed from temperature dependence on etching rate.
Moreover, in order to examine whether any change of chemical structures and crystallinity
would be induced by SR-irradiation on PTFE, SR-irradiated PTFE was measured by NMR
spectroscopy and DSC analysis. The results showed that the crosslinking reaction of PTFE
would be induced by SR-irradiation in the solid state.
Keywords: crosslinked PTFE, synchrotron radiation, microfabrication, modification, etching

1. Introduction
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is a very unique polymeric material because of the various
characteristic properties such as high electrical resistivity, chemical and thermal stability,
potential biocompatibility and so on.111 These advantageous features enable PTFE to apply in
a variety of fields including electronics and medical application. However, PTFE is used less
in nuclear facilities or aerospace environment, because PTFE is degraded by ionizing
radiation with a small dose. Recently, crosslinked PTFE has been obtained by irradiation in its
molten state under oxygen-free atmosphere. t2-6J The radiation crosslinking reaction induces
the various changes of characteristic properties. The radiation durability and mechanical
properties are much improved.[""" Therefore, crosslinked PTFE has the potential to be
applied as a micro-component in radiation fields.
So far, several reports concerning microfabrication of non-crosslinked PTFE have been
published. Pulsed laser ablation technique using vacuum ultraviolet laser[lij or ultra-short
pulsed laser J121 have been attempted to produce microstructures of PTFE. However, the
aspect-ratio was up to 1. So, laser ablation technique may not be appropriate to produce high
Corresponding author. Tel: 81-3-5286-3893 Fax: 81-3-3205-0723.
E-mail address: 60110320mn.waseda.ac.i (Y. Sato)
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aspect-ratio microstructures of PTFE. It has been reported that PTFE was efficiently
decomposed by SR-irradiation. This method requires no chemicals to produce
microstructures?"01 This fabrication method is simple and can be performed in shorter time
in any other fabrication methods.
In this paper, we describe recent studies on mcromachining of crosslinked PTFE and SR
etching mechanism for PTFE and crosslinked PTFE.
2. Experimental
Z I Materials
Non-crosslinked PTFE (Original) sheets with a thickness of 500 g in were obtained from
Asahi Glass Fluoropolymers Co. Ltd.. Two other types of non-crosslinked PTFE samples, low
crystallinity sample (LC) and low molecular weight sample (1,M), were also prepared.
Crosslinked PTFE samples (RX) were prepared by electron beam (EB) irradiation in its
molten state at 613 K in argon atmosphere (0.5kGy/s). f5j
2.2 SR Irradiation
The SR'experiments were performed using beam-line (BL-4) of the compact normal
conducting electron storage ring, AURORA-2S (manufactured by Sumitomo Heavy
Industries, Ltd.).E131 The samples were placed in the vacuum chamber and were irradiated by
the SR beam through a beryllium filter with a thickness of IO11 in in order to cut off longer
wavelengths deforming the transferred pattern due to local heating of samples. The
temperature of the samples was controlled from room temperature to 473 K. The photon flux
of the SR beam through the Be-filter was 32 X IO photons/s/mA/mm.
Z3 Measurements
The microstructures produced by SR direct photo-etching were observed by SEM and the
etching depth was measured by optical microscope. The polymers irradiated by SR were
analyzed by atomic force icroscope (AFM; Seiko Instruments Inc. SPI3800-N), solid state
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR; JOEL CMX-400) and differential scanning
calorimeter (DSC; Perkin Elmer DSC-7) for the investigation of the SR etching mechanism.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Etehing Rate Measurements
Microfabrication of Original by SR direct
photo-etching was carried out successfully. Fig.
I shows the SEM photograph of microstructure
of RX-1600, where 1600 indicates the dose for
crosslinking. It was produced by the irradiation
at 413 K with a proximity X-ray mask. The
quality of inicromachining of crosslinked PTFE Fig.1 Micro-gear made of crosslinked
is as good as that of Original; the edges of PTFE (RX-1600) by SR direct
micro-structures made of crosslinked PTFE were photo-etching method
very sharp [14]
Fig. 2 shows the etching depth for Original and RX-1600 as a unction of SR photon
fluence in the case of the SR irradiation at 413 K. Here, etching depth is defirted as a distance
between the non-irradiated face and the top of the residual sample after etching. The etching
rate of crosslinked PTFE is higher than that of Original.
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conformation and mode of molecular motion should take place. As the results mentioned
above, it may be reasonable to conclude that the enhanced molecular motion of
crosslinked PTFE accelerates desorption of fragments produced by SR-irradiation.
In order to investigate SR etching mechanism, surfiLce condition of the samples after SR
etching at 343 K and 413 K was measured with AM. Fig. shows that the surface become
smoother as the temperature during irradiation is higher and that the surface of RX-1600 is
smoother than that of the Original in case of the same irradiation temperature. These results
show that emitted fragments of RX- 1600 reattaches the surface less than that of Original. The
higher etching rate of crosslinked PTFE could be explained by such an accelerated desorption
of crosslinked PTFE.
3.2 Surface Modification For Original
For examining whether any change of chemical structures would be induced by
SR-irradiation on PTFE, Original irradiated by SR was measured by solid state "F NMR
spectroscopy to find out change of
the chemical structure. The magic
-CF angle spinning ratio of 16 kHz
were used to overcome overlaps of
the CF3 and CF signals with the
spinning side bands (.) of internal
C172. The measurement was
carried out at 423 K to make the
resolution higher. Original with a
thickness of 500,a m was etched
by SR-irradiation at 413 K and
-5o
-100
-150
-200
the
remained
sample
PPM
(SR-irradiated PTFE) with that of
I 00 g rn was measured by NMR
CF 3
-CF2
spectroscopy. Fig. 6 shows that
several new signals corresponding
to CF3, C172 and CF groups are
observed for SR-irradiated PTFE.
The appearance of the signal of CF
_CFmeans that crosslinking reaction
could be induced in solid state
PTFE by SR-irradiation at much
below its melting temperature; 600
-50
-100
Win
-150
-200
K. [17]
Also our DSC results of the Fig.6 solid state "F NMR spectra of Original (upper)
modified regions strongly suggest and SR-irradiated PTFE (lower); measured at l6kHz,
that the network structures are
formed by SR-irradiation at 413 K, 423K
because the shift
of the
exothermic peak (i.e. crystallization temperature) toward lower temperature means that only
smaller size crystallites can be formed in crosslinked PTFE (see Fig. 7 In general, the
network formation hinders the polymer from crystallizing, so that the crystallization
temperature becomes lower and the heat of crystallization decreases with increasing
crosslinking density. [18]
It has been considered that the radicals formed in non-crosslinked PTFE below the melting
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temperature are restricted to recombination with
neighboring radicals due to satiric hindrance of
the molecular chain and that crosslinking reaction
cannot be induced by irradiation in solid state
PTFE. Our results show that crosslinking structure
could be formed in the solid state by
SR-irradiation. The SR-irradiation with high dose
rate should lead to generation of considerable
amounts of radicals and much shorter distance
among the radicals. Furthermore, it is known that
the molecular motion in amorphous phase should
be allowed over y -relaxation temperature of 176
K. Therefore, radicals formed by SR-irradiation in
amorphous phase would exceed structural
restriction to react with other radicals and
crosslinking network would be formed even in the
solid state.
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Fig. 7 DSC thermograms of
crystallization for PTFE SR-irradiated
at 413 K

4. Conclusion
Micromachining of crosslinked PTFE has been demonstrated successfully by SR direct
photo-etching method. The etching rate of crosslinked PTFE is higher than that of
non-crosslinked PTFE and the ratio of the etching rate of crosslinked PTFE to that
non-crosslinked PTFE is higher at lower irradiation temperature. The etching rate depends on
crosslinking density, which is related to chain mobility and mode of molecular motion. SR
modifies inner region, in which crosslinking reaction is induced much below the melting
temperature due to SR high dose rate. These findings might be very important for the
development of microcomponents and other applications taking advantages of crosslinked
PTFE, which is available not only in electronics or medical fields, but also in radiation field.
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ABSTRACT
An anatase epitaxial thin film with diverse epitaxial relationship, YSZ (001) H anatase
(001), YSZ (010) H anatase (110), was grown on a single crystalline yttrium stabilized
zirconia (YSZ) (001) substrate by metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). The
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 004) reflection of this anatase epitaxial film
was 04 , and the photoluminescence of this anatase epitaxial film showed visible emission
with broad spectral width and large Stokes shift at room temperature. These results indicate
that this anatase epitaxial film possessed almost equal crystalline quality compared with
that grown under identical growth conditions on single crystalline SrTiO3 substrate.
Keywords: anatase, epitaxial growth, yittrium stabilized zirconia, photoluminescence,

1. Introduction
Anatase, the one of the polymorphs of TiO2, has attracted much attention as a
photocatalyst, and has been put to practical use as anti-bacterium tile etc. On the other hand,
the understanding of anatase as a semiconductor material is not satisfactory because of the
difficulty in fabricating high quality single crystalline anatase samples. Though the
*Corresponding author. TEL: 81 298 58 5646 FAX:+81 298 54 9062
E-mail address: rniyagi.takahiranirns.gojp (T.Miyagi)
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of the single crystalline anatase using a chemical transport reaction method was reported[ 1],
it is quite difficult to fabricate single crystals without contamination using this method.
Recently, the technique of growing high quality single crystalline anatase films was
established by making good use of the heteroepitaxial technology and made it possible to
get large area single crystalline anatase samples. SrTiO3(001) has been widely used as a
substrate material for epitaxial growth of anatase[2-4]. Because of the small lattice
mismatch between SrTiO3(001) and anatase(OO I) 3%), anatase were grown on SrTiO3
substrate with the epitaxial relationship of SrTiO3(001)//anatase(001),
SrTiO3(1 00)Hanatase(l 00). On the other hand there have been reports on anatase epitaxial
film grown on yttrium stabilized zirconia (YSZ) substrate to the best of our knowledge. It is
important to confirm the epitaxial relationship of anatase film grown on YSZ substrate
since the lattice mismatch between anatase and YSZ is much larger than that between
anatase and SrTiO3 and a polycrystalline film growth can also be expected. Therefore, in
this study, we synthesized TiO2 films on both substrates under the same conditions and
evaluated the films using x-ray diffraction (XRD) and photolurninescence.
2. Experiments
The
2 films were synthesized on the optically polished (001) plane of yttrium
stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and strontium titanate (SrTiO3) single-crystalline substrates using
a metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) apparatus. The substrates were
ultrasonically cleaned with alkaline lotion (SEMICO-CLEAN) and then with
deionized-water for 10 minutes, and finally annealed at 1000 C in an oxygen atmosphere
for two hours in order to get atomically flat surface. The metal-organic source used in this
study was Ti(i-OPr)2(DPM)2, where (DPM)=(CIIH,902). This metal-organic source was
contained in an evaporating dish placed in a vessel and kept at I I OOC during the deposition.
The source gas was carried into the reaction chamber using a carrier gas (Ar: 10 sccm). The
temperature of the induction pipe was kept at 260 C. The total pressure in the reaction
chamber was kept at I Torr. The growth rates of these films were about 3 nm min. The
synthetic temperature was 750 C. The oxygen flow rate was 150sccm.
The crystal structures of deposited
2 films were identified by standard 020 scan
XRD. The w-rocking curves for 004) diffraction peak of anatase films were measured for
the purpose of the evaluation of the crystalline quality. Pole figure XRD was carried out in
order to investigate the epitaxial relationships between anatase thin films and their
substrates. The 105) diffraction of anatase films, the 440) diffraction of YSZ substrate arid
the 204) diffraction of SrTiO3 substrate were investigated. The thicknesses of both anatase
films were measured by Fourier analysis of interference structure in x-ray specular
reflection from film[5] and were unified to 250mn. These XRD measurements were carried
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out using Materials Research Diffractomater system (MRD: Philips Co. Ltd.) and the
incident x-ray beam was monochrornized by a channel cut analyzer composed of two Ge
single crystals in order to get the single profile of Cu Kai radiation.
Photoluminescence of anatase films at room temperature was measured by using a
photoluminescence measurement system (RPM2000: ACCENT OPTICAL Co. Ltd.). A
325 nrn line of He-Cd laser (3.815eV) was employed as an excitation light source and
luminescence spectra were measured by monochromator with CCD detector.

3. Results and Discussion
Fig.1 shows the standard 0/20 scan XRD of

O2 films grown on YSZ (001) (a) and

SrTiO3 (001) (b) substrates. In addition to the peaks due to the substrates, only the
diffraction peaks assigned to the anatase (000 could be observed, indicating that these films
possessed -axis orientation normal to the substrates surface. The insets of the fig. I (a) and
(b) show the co-rocking curves of the 004) reflection of these anatase films; the both
FWHM are 04 . These narrow co-rocking curves suggest that the c-axes of these anatase
films are well oriented normal to the substrates. Furthermore, it is confirmed that these
anatase epitaxial films possess almost equal crystalline quality.
Fig.2 shows the results of pole figure XRD of anatase films and their substrates. The
(105) diffraction of anatase films, the 440) diffraction of YSZ substrate ad the 204)
diffraction of SrTiO3 substrate were investigated. The spots of (105) diffraction of both
anatase films show a clear fourfold rotation symmetry, suggesting that these anatase films
possess an excellent in-plane orientation.' In the anatase film synthesized on SrTiO3
substrate, the (105) spots of the anatase film appear in the same rotation angle as the 204)
spots of the SrTiO3 substrate, which indicate that the epitaxail relationship between anatase
film and SrTiO3 (001) substrate is
Anatase (00 I)HSrTiO3 (00 1) and Anatase (I OO)HSrTiO3 (I 00).
On the other hand, the (105) spots of the anatase film grown on the YSZ substrate are
observed at the position rotated from the 404) spots of the YSZ substrate by 45 This
result indicates that the anatase film grown on YSZ substrate possesses the diverse epitaxial
relationship and this relationship between anatase film and YSZ substrates is
Anatase (00 1)//YSZ (00 1) and Anatase (I 00)//YSZ (I I 0).
This epitaxial relationship can be easily understood based on the lattice orientation
relationship illustrated in Fig. 3 The diagonal of anatase a-axis (0.5353nm) is in good
agreement with lattice constant of YSZ substrate (0.5139nm) and the lattice mismatch is
4%.
Fig.4 shows the photoluminescence results of anatase epitaxial films grown on YSZ
(001) and SrTiO3 (001) substrates. These photoluminescence are similar in being broad and
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showing large Stokes shift. The origin of this photoluminescence has been attribute to be
the self-trapped excitons[6].
These XRD and photoluminescence results indicate that the anatase epitaxial film
grown on YSZ substrate possesses almost equal crystalline quality compared with that
grown on the M03 substrate.

4.Conclusion
A high-quality crystalline anatase thin film was heteroepitaxaily grown by metal
organic chemical vapor deposition on single crystalline YSZ (001) substrate. This anatase
epitaxial film possessed the diverse epitaxial relationship; YSZ (001) H anatase (001), YSZ
(010) H anatase (110), and the almost equal crystalline quality compared with that
synthesized under the equal condition on single crystalline SrTiO3 substrate.
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(a) anatase(103)

(b) SrTiO3(204)

Jv

(c) anatase(I 03)

(d) YSZ(404)

Fig.2 Pole figure for 103) diffraction of anatase films synthesized on SrTiO3 (a) and YSZ
substrate (c) and SrTiO3(204) (b) and YSZ 404) (c).
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Abstract
ZnO thin films were grown on A103 single crystal substrates by pulsed laser deposition.
In photolwninescence (PL) measurements, strong emissions from ThA103 were observed with
the emission from ZnO when the film thickness was less than
0nm. The relationship
between the ZnO film thickness and the emission intensity from A.103 Was investigated in
order to determine the penetration depth of excitation light. Information on the
heterostructures; ranging from the surface to a depth of 300nm was obtained by PL
measurements in this study, and the absorption coefficient for a wavelength of 325nm was
estimated to be 131 X IO' cm-'.
Keywords:
n,
TbA103, heterostructure,
absorption coefficient

ceramics

integration, photoluminescence,

1. Introduction
Zinc oxide nO) is a 11 -VI semiconductor compound with a large band gap
3.4eV). It is an attractive material for many applications in optics and optoelectronics. For
example, since room-temperature lasing has been observed in ZnO thin films, the epitaxial
ZnO is a promising material for ultraviolet lasers[ 1], 2]. Because ZnO exhibits acoustooptical
properties, it is used as a basic material for integrated acoustooptical devices and surface
acoustic wave devices[3]. Doped ZnO layers can be used as transparent conducting windows
for optoelectronic; semiconductor devices.
A heterojunction is a key structure for constructing electronic and optical devices.
For instance, ZnO/(MgZn)O multiquanturn wells(4] and the p-n junction composed of
p-SrCU202/n-ZnO[5] have been fabricated for optical applications. In view of these
applications, there is a need for more data on optical properties of nO films grown on
various materials. The optical properties of ZnO thin films are determined from transmittance,
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reflectance and photoluminescence (PQ measurements. In a recent study, ellipsometry was
used to analyze the optical properties of nO films[6]. PL measurements are often used to
investigate the crystal quality of nO. In this study, the optical properties of ZnO films
grown on
AI03 single crystals were investigated using PL measurements.
AI0 is
perovskite-type rare-earth aluminate and is expected to be an efficient phosphor materia or
visible laser material. Strong
3+ion emission (yellow-green) at room temperature has been
reported for
AI03 single crystals[7]. In the case of PL measurements of nO/TbAI03
heterostructures, the emissions from
AI03 are observed when the nO layer grown on
TbAI03 is very thin. In order to obtain accurate optical data on nO films, it is important to
estimate the penetration depth of excitation light. In this study, the nO films with various
thicknesses were grown on TbAI03 single crystal substrates, and the emission intensity of
TbAI03 was investigated using PL measurement in order to determine the penetration depth
of excitation light.
2. Experimental
The nO films used in this study were deposited by pulsed laser deposition (PLD on
'IbAI03 (001) single crystal substrates.
AI03 is orthorhombic, with lattice constants of
a=0.5231mm, b0.5305nm and c0.7415nin[8]. The vacuum system was evacuated to -5.0
X 1,7 Pa. A pulsed Nd:YAG fourth harmonic laser L=255nm, t=5ns) beam was focused on
the sintered nO target 99.999%) with the energy density in the range of 1-2J/cm 2 and a
pulse repetition rate of IOHz. The films were deposited in an oxygen 99.9999%) partial
pressure of 13 Pa and the substrate temperature of 400'C was maintained during deposition.
Film thickness was determined by counting laser pulses. The growth rate was 0.01-0.02run
per pulse. After deposition, the films were cooled at
809C per minute at an oxygen
pressure of 13 Pa.
The films were characterized by X-ray diffraction XRD) and tapping-mode atomic
force microscopy (AFM). Photoluminescence spectroscopy was performed using a He-Cd
laser with an excitation wavelength of 325run as a light source. The laser power was
approximately 8mW
3. Results and discussion
All the films obtained in this study were colorless. Figure I shows the XRD pattern
of the nO film with a thickness of 400run. This film showed 0002) and (I 12 0) reflections
of ZnO along with 002) and 004) reflections of TbAI03. This indicates that a polycrystalline
ZnO film is grown on a TbAI03 (00 1) substrate. C-axis oriented film was not obtained. From
the AFM observation of this film, the surface roughness and grain size were estimated to be
about 25run and I 0rim, respectively
The PL spectra obtained from samples with various thicknesses are shown in Fig.2.
All the samples show a luminescence behavior with LJV emissions associated with nO and
green-yellow band emissions associated with TA103. The PL intensity associated with
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Fig. 2 PL spectra of ZnO films with 40, 60 and 70nm tcknesses grown on

AI03

substrates. The UV emissions are from ZnO and the yeUow-green band emissions are
associated with TbAI03.

TbAI03 is strongly dependent on the nO layer thickness. The intensity of the green-yellow
emissions decreases with increasing nO layer thickness. This suggests that the nO layer
absorbs light energy and thus the intensity of the He-Cd laser beam that reaches the TbAI03
substrate decreases.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between the PL intensity of the peak at 543.6run
from the substrates and the ZnO film thickness. The peak intensity was normalized using the
peak intensity of the area where the ZnO layer was not deposited. When the film thickness
was 300run, the peak at 543.6nm was very slight. This indicates that the optical properties of
the film in the range of about 300nm from the surface can be determined from the PL
measurements.
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Fig.3. nO film thickness dependence of PL
intensity of the peak at 543.6nm from ThA103The absorption coefficient a is given by
I

Io exp(- CX-X),

where Io is the intensity of a beam of light incident on an absorbing medium and I is the
intensity transmitted through a thickness x. The absorption coefficient of the nO film for
light with a wavelength of 325nm is determined from this equation by assuming the
following: (1) the emission intensity of TbA103 is proportional to the intensity of the He-Cd
laser beam that reaches the substrate; 2) the reflections at the interface are negligible; 3) the
absorption in the visible region by ZnO is negligible; 4) the UV eissions from the nO flm
do not excite the emissions from the substrate. The calculated absorption coefficient was 131
X 105 cm-'. The absorption coefficient obtained from the transmission and reflection
measurement was reported to be 1.6 X IO' cm-'[9]. The finding that the absorption coefficient
is smaller than the reported value may be due to the influence of the excitation by the UV
emissions from the nO film. This approach is not appropriate for an accurate evaluation of
an absorption coefficient because many assumptions are required. It is considered that this
approach is effective for a rough estimate of the penetration depth of excitation light in PL
measurement.
4. Summary
ZnO thin films were grown on
A103 single crystal substrates by pulsed laser
deposition. In PL measurements, strong emissions of TbA103 were observed with the
emission from nO film when the film thickness was less than IOOnm. The relationship
between the ZnO film thickness and the emission intensity from the substrate was
investigated in order to determine the penetration depth of excitation light. Information on
the heterostructures ranging from the surface to a depth of
0nm was obtained by PL
measurements in this study, and the absorption coefficient for a wavelength of 325nm was
260 -
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estimated to be 131 X 10 cm-'.
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Characterization of SCC Crack Tip in Alloy 600
in Simulated Primary Water of PWR

Katsuhiko Fj'ii*, Koji Fukuya, and Nobuo Nakajima
Institute of Nuclear Safety System, Incorporated, Fukul 919-1205, Japan

Abstract
High-resolution observations on microstructure of SCC crack tips were carried out on alloy
600 exposed to a simulated PWR primary water environment. A focused-Ion beam (FIB)
micro-processing has been applied to prepare electron transparent foils for cross-sectional
observations of the crack tips. Cr rich oxides ((CrFe)304 and Cr2O3) and a metallic N phase
were identified at the crack tip and along the grain boundary ahead of the crack tip. Oxide
layers on te crack walls were identified as a double layer structure. The inner layer consisted
of Cr rich oxides and the outer layer consisted of NiO. Similar microstructure was observed in
cross sections of surface oxide layers that were prepared by using the same FIB technique.
The inner layer consisted of Cr rich oxides and a metallic N phase and was covered by the
outer layer of NiFe2O4 and N10. In addition, Cr rich oxides were observed along uncracked
grain boundaries intercepted by the surface. It is suggested that selective oxidation of
chromium occurs at the crack tips, grain boundaries and inner layers. The observations of
oxygen penetration along the grain boundaries support a larger dffusivity of oxygen in the
stressed grain boundary than that in the unstressed one.
Keywords: Crack tip, PWSCC, Surface oxide layer, TEM, FIB, Alloy 600, PWR

1. Introduction
Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of alloy 600 is one of the important material
degradation issues in primary water of pressurized water reactors (PWRs) A number of
studies have been perfort-ned on the nucleation and propagation of SCC, and several
mechanisms based on observed phenomena were proposed. Although the mechanistic models
such as the slip dissolution, hydrogen embrittlement and internal oxidation 1-4] have been
proposed, none of them has been fully established to explain primary water SCC (PWSCC).
Additionally it is well accepted that characteristics of surface oxide layers play an important
role in PWSCC of alloy 600 from a number of studies 5-9] that have been perfori-ned on the
structure, composition and thickness of the oxide layers by means of surface analysis
techniques such as auger electron spectroscopy (AES), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), glow discharge spectroscopy (GDS) and
other methods. However there is no general agreement on the mutual relation between the
oxide layer characteristics and the origin of the SCC. The oxide layer structure are proposed
based on surface analysis data but actual microstructures of the oxide layers have not been
observed directly and grain boundary corrosion can not measure by the means of the surface
analysis techniques.
In order to make clear the SCC mechanism, it is necessary to be understood
electrochemical reaction, behavior of reaction products and that of solved hydrogen in the
material at SCC crack tip regions and surface oxide layers. Essential to research into the
*Corresponding author. Tel: 81-770-37-9114, Fax: 81-770-37-2009.
E-mail address: fujiikinss.cojp (F.Author).
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mechanism are not only macroscopic approaches such as SCC susceptibility evaluation
changing material compositions and environmental factors and the former surface analysis but
also microscopic approaches such as direct characterization of the crack tips and surface oxide
layers.
Ion beam milling techniques have been developed to prepare cross-sectional samples
k tips I
I I , and studying the direct
th electron transparent portions at crac
I
characterizations of the crack tips was started. Thomas and Bruernmer 12] have used this
method and high-resolution analytical transmission electron microscopy to characterize the
microstructure and mcrochemistry of crack tips in alloy 600 exposed at 330 'C in simulated
PWR primary water 30-50 cc/kg H2). They have reported that the microstructure consisted of
Cr-rich oxides and a spongy N1 phase. Since the published data on the crack tip
microstructure are quite limited, more high-resolution analyses are required to establish the
microstructural feature of SCC crack tips.
In this study, a new technique has been used to prepare electron transparent foils
including crack tips and surfaces by using the FIB micro-processing that has the major
advantage for thinning a selected area to less than 50 nm comparing other preparation
methods such as the ion beam milling techniques [ 3. We carried out direct characterizations
of SCC crack tip and surface oxide layer microstructures in alloy 600 exposed at 360 'C in
simulated PWR primary water 30 ccH2/kgH20) by using a field emission gun transmission
electron microscope (FEG-TEM) and an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscope (EDS).
2. Experimental
The material used in this study was alloy 600 mill-annealed at 980 'C for 45 minutes.
The chemical composition is shown in Table 1. SCC cracks were introduced by conducting
constant load SCC tests in the simulated PWR primary water (500 ppm B 2 ppm Li, 30
cc/kg 1-12) at 360'C under the load of 350 MPa for 5000 hours. The shape of the uniforrn
gauge test pieces is shown in Fig.
The plates, parallel to the load direction and perpendicular to the sample surface,
were cut out from the cracked parallel portion of the tested piece as shown in Fig. 2(a by
using a microsaw taking care not to give damages to the crack tip microstructure. The plate
specimen has 2 mm in length to the load direction, I mm in width, and 03 mm in thickness.
The specimens were then mechanically polished to a thickness less than 30 m as shown in
Fig. 2(b) and mounted on a V-shaped grid. FIB processing using Ga ion beams with an
accelerating voltage of 30 kV was used to process a crack tip region into an electron
transparent foil for high-resolution TEM observation and analysis. Figure 3 shows the FIB
processing procedure in this study. In the first step, a block shown as area I shown in Fig.
3(b) was removed using FIB draft-milling in order to put the crack tip region in the FIB
thinning portion. In the second step, area 2 shown in Fig. 3(c) was milled by FIB
micro-processing until the foil thickness is less than 50 nm. The obtained electron transparent
portion is 10 gm in width and gm in depth. By shifting the direction of the Ga ion beam
from that of crack propagation, the electron transparent foil was obtained without damaging
the crack structure.
For the cross sectional observations of the surface oxide layers and the uncracked
grain boundaries intercepted by the surface, plate-shaped specimens were cut out of the
stressed parallel part shown in Fig. 2 The same FIB methods were then applied to the
specimens. However gold and tungsten were deposited on the exposed surface before the
FIB milling in order to protect the surface from the Ga ion beams and show the original outer
point of the surface.
A high-resolution FEG-TEM with an accelerating voltage of 300 kV was used for the
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observation of the crack tip microstructure. The compositions were analyzed by EDS with an
electron beam focused to the diameter of I nrn. The crystallography of the microstructure was
characterized by electron micro-diffraction using the electron probe diameter of 20 nrn.
3. Results and discussions
3.1 Microstructure of crack tip region
Figure 4 shows a low magnification TEM image of the crack tip region of about 10
im depth. The length of the ntergranular crack was less than one grain. The black arrows
show the beam direction of the FIB micro-processing. The white arrow shows the tip of the
opened crack. The grain boundaries and triple point were observed ahead of the crack tip.
Figure shows the characteristic X-ray images from Cr, Fe, N and together with a TEM
image of the same area. The crack tip region was locally divided into Cr-concentrated and
Ni-concentrated portions. A high concentration of oxygen was detected in the Cr-concentrated
portion. Mcrocrystalline oxides of 50 nm diameter or less were observed at the crack tip and
ahead of the crack tip. From the results of EDS point analyses and electron micro-diffraction
analyses as shown in Fig. 6 Cr rich oxides -with the rhombohedral Cr2O3 and spinel structures
were formed. Figure 7 shows the EDS spectrum and micro-diffraction pattern from the
Ni-concentrated portion. Metallic Ni phases of 50 nm diameter or more with the fcc structure
were detected.
Granulated NO were observed on the crack walls covered with a thin Cr rich oxide
layer. According to a thermodynamic evaluation of the stability boundary condition for
Ni/NiO in the PWR primary water 14], the SCC test in this study was carried out on NO
stable condition. Therefore, the NIO is considered to be an oxide formed by a precipitation
process. From this fact, the region where the NIO was observed is in 'opened crack', and the
region where the metal Ni phase was observed is not exposed to water directly
Thomas and Bruemmer 12] have characterized the crack tip microstructure in alloy
600 cracked at 330 'C in simulated PWR primary water 30-50 ccH2/kgH20). This condition
is the Ni stable one on the Ni/NiO stability. Polycrystalline oxide with cubic NiO structure
was observed along the crack walls to a short distance ahead of the open crack tip.
Predominant N-Cr-Fe oxide with the NiO structure and local phases containing Cr rich
oxides with a Cr2O3 structure and N enriched metal were found in the intergranular
penetration zones along high angle grain boundaries intercepted by the main crack. These are
I i lar to the microstructure
qu. te sirn
bserved in this study. This fact suggests that the oxidation
along a grain boundary ahead of stress corrosion cracks in alloy 600 occurs independently of
the water environment such as dissolution hydrogen content.
High-resolution TEM observation and fine-probe compositional analysis were not
due to sample thickness limitations. Qualitative point-analyses showed that oxygen
existed on the grain boundary that located at least tm from the crack tip.
Oxygen needs to be diffused inward by some mechanism for the intergranular oxide
to develop. The formation of a porous structure phase as a result of vacancy introduction
during oxidation has been proposed as this mechanism 15]. In addition, it has been suggested
that stress enhances the rate of oxygen penetration along grain boundaries from the
observations of stressed and unstressed alloy 600 samples exposed in steam at 400'C 16] In
this study, microcrystalline oxidized particles were observed along the grain boundaries ahead
of the cracks where was applied higher stress. It may be possible that these areas provide
paths for fast diffusion of oxygen and that stress enhances the dflusion.
The diffusion of oxygen in grain boundaries was directly analyzed by measuring the
depth of oxides forined at grain boundaries ahead of cracks. Based on the approximation for
the one dimensional slab diffusion a simple equation is proposed:
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x = KVDt
where x is the diffusion distance, K is the constant, D is the dfftision coefficient, and t is the
exposure time.
The diffusion distance of

im

was obtained by measuring the maximum depth of

the oxides in this investigation. From the exposure time of 5000 h, the ratio of the square of
the depth to the time, which has the dimension of the diffusion coefficient, is calculated as X21t
= IXIO-18 M2/S. Woodford and co-workers

17,18] have measured the diffusion of oxygen in

grain boundaries of N-270 at temperatures from 800 to 1300 'C based on measuring the
depth Of C02 cavities formed at grain boundaries in unstressed specimens exposed in air. The
results of the measurements of this study and Woodford and co-workers are summarized in
Fig. 8.

The line was fitted to the aggregate data of Woodford and co-workers

using

least-squares fitting of Arrhenius' equation. The depth of the grain boundary penetration in
this study was much larger than that estimated from the data at high temperatures, which was
referred to the discussion about applicability of an nternal oxidation mechanism for SCC in
alloy 600

19]. This fact gives limited evidence the applied stress enhances the rate of oxygen

penetration in the process of SCC.
It is considered that the microstructures of the crack tips and grain boundaries are
generated through the processes of oxygen penetration along the grain boundary and then Cr
oxidation. Because the oxidation potential of Cr is lower than those of Ni and Fe, Cr oxides
were formed first and N was ejected and clustered. Such selective nternal oxidation of Cr
along grain boundaries has been reported in N-Cr alloys oxidized in I atmosphere oxygen at
temperatures below I I 00 'C

20]. The selective Cr oxidation along grain boundaries has been

reported in alloy 600 during 400 'C steam exposures [ 6. Recently the selective Cr oxidation
has been observed in Hastelloy C-276 cracked in supercritical water including sodium
chloride 2 1 ]. From these facts, it is suggested that the selective nternal oxidation of Cr along
grain boundaries has an important role for corrosion of Ni based alloy.
3.2 Microstructure of surface oxide layer
Figure 9 shows X-ray images of the distribution of Cr, Fe, Ni and

in the external

surface oxide film on the stressed part together with a cross section TEM image of the same
area. It is clear that the oxide film has a double layer structure. The outer layer consisted of a
N1Fe204 spinel and a cubic N0

that covers up the granular NiFe2O4. The inner layer

consisted of Cr rich oxides, such as Cr2O3 and (CrFe)304, and a metal Ni phase. The
microstructure of the inner layer was identical to that of the crack tip and the grain boundary
ahead of the crack. The thickness of the inner oxide layer was directly evaluated as about 800
nm from the distribution of oxygen in Fig. 9 Several microstructures for oxide layers 22, 23]
have been reported based on the surface analysis data using AES and other methods. However
the microstructure of oxide layers is not fully understood. This is because the area to be
analyzed by foriner surface analysis methods such as AES is more extensive than the size of
Microstructures

and hence

the resulting data

are not enough

to directly evaluate te

microstructures. This study has made it possible for the first time to directly observe that the
inner oxide layer consists Cr-rich oxides and a metallic N phase. However, much more data
for the structure of oxide film, including the effects of environmental and material factors, is
required in order to investigate the oxidization mechanism.
Figure 10 shows a TEM image of the cross section of the uncracked grain boundary
intercepted by the surface and an

K,

X-ray image of the same area. The penetration of

oxygen was detected at a depth up to about 3 im

along the grain boundary. It became clear

that oxygen penetrated from the surface in crack-free grain boundaries. From Eq. (1) the
diffusivity of oxygen, x 2/t, is calculated as 5xl0'19 M2/S . This value is smaller than that in the
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grain boundary ahead of the crack. However the dffusivity of oxygen along the stressed grain
boundary intercepted by the surface also was much larger than that estimated from the data at
high temperatures as shown in Fig. .
4. Conclusions
Electron transparent foils including SCC crack tips and surface oxide layers have
been prepared by using FIB micro-processing. Direct characterization of the crack tip and
surface oxide layer microstructures in alloy 600 exposed to simulated primary water
environment were carried out by using FEG-TEM and EDS. The conclusions are,
(1) Cr rich oxides (Cr2O3 and (CrFe)304) and a metallic Ni phase are fon-ned in the crack
tip and the grain boundary ahead of the crack tip.
(2) The crack walls are covered with thin Cr rich oxides. Granulated NIO are existed on the
crack walls directly exposed to water.
(3) Similar microstructure was observed in cross sections of surface oxide layers. The inner
layer consisted of Cr rich oxides and a metallic N phase and was covered by the outer
layer of NiFe2O4 and NO. n addition, Cr rich oxides were observed along uncracked
grain boundaries intercepted by the surface.
(4) From the oxidation depth along the grain boundary ahead of the crack tip and
intercepted by the surface, the oxygen diffusion rate, x2lt, in the stressed grain boundary
is calculated as IXIO-18 M2 /s and 5 I _'9 M2/S , respectively. The rates are much larger
than that estimated from the data in the unstressed grain boundaries at high
temperatures.
(5) It is suggested that the oxygen fast diffusion in the stressed grain boundaries and the
selective Cr oxidation at the grain boundaries are important for the corrosion of Ni
based alloy in PWR primary water.
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Abstract
The vacancy formation energy E, for Pb and Sn are determined by using the
positron age-momentum correlation (AMOC) technique. The reported values of E,
for them are scattered over a considerable range because their S-parameter do not
saturate even close to the melting points. S, for the trapped positrons, however,
are obtained by extrapolating the time dependent S-parameter S(t). We dtermined
the E, for Pb and Sn using the S, thus obtained.
Keywords: AMOC, Pb, saturation trapping, Sn, time dependent S-parameter,
vacancy formation energy.
1

Introduction

The positron annihilation technique is one of the most powerful technique to determine
the vacancy formation energy E, for various metals[l].
If the material contains only one type of vacancies, E, is determined through the quantitative analysis of the change in te momentum distribution of the positro anihilation
,y-rays by assuming the so-called two-state trapping model[2 3. In such analysis, the line
shape parameter of the momentum distribution spectrum N(p), which is defined as
= f:,:AP N(p)dp

(1)

f N(p)dp
is used, where Ap is a properly fixed momentum width. The S-parameter satisfies the

following equation,
S-

f oc exp(- E,,
(2)
S, - S
kBT
where Sf and S, are the specific S-values corresponding to the positrons in the bulk and
in the vacancies.
In this analysis, it is necessary to heat the sample up to the temperatures where almost
all the positrons are trapped into vacancies before annihilation (saturation trapping); the
S-parameter around these temperatures represents S. When te saturation trapping of
the positrons does not occur even near the melting temperature, it is rather difficult to
*Corresponding author. Tel: 81484679464, FAX: 81484615301.
E-mad address: nsuzuL4postman.riken.gojp (First Author).
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determine E with high accu .racy since the uncertainty of S, disturbs the result of the
fitting.
MacKenzie and Lichtenberger[5) proposed that the threshold temperature at which
thremally generated vacancies produce measurable positron trapping is proportional to
E, This analysis has an advantage in measuring the E where saturation trapping does
not occur. However, there is no theoretical explanation that justifies the analysis. Actually, the E., for In obtained by this method is 0.42eV[5], whereas that obtained by the
positron age-momentum correlation (AMOC) technique (see below) is 0.484-0.02W[61.
Recently, a method to determine
for the trapped positron directly by using the
AMOC technique was developed by the present authors. This method characterizes
the AMOC spectrum N(pt) (number of counts vs. the momentum of the annihilating electron-positron pairs and the positron lifetime) in terms of the time-dependent
line-shape parameter S(t), which is defined as
(

N(p, t)dp
f N(p, t)dp

(3)

=LAP

Since the lifetime of the trapped positrons is appreciably longer than that in the bulk, S,
can be determined by the extrapolation,
S = l S(t).
t 00

(4)

Analyzing the S-parameter with S, thus obtained, the E, for indium was successfully
determined[6].
In the present study, we measured E, for Pb and Sn by using this method.

2

Experiment

The block diagram of the used AMOC system is
shown in Fig. 1. A pair of fast scintillation counters measures the positron lifetime. One detects
the 1.27MeV nuclear -- ray, which makes the staxt
signal. The other provides the stop signal by de.........
.. .....
..
CFDD
TA
tecting one of the 511keV annihilation yrays A
high purity Ge detector detects the second annihila....CFDD
.......
tion ^-ray for the simultaneous measurement of the
Doppler broadened annihilation y-ray energy specL7
trum A mm thick Pb plate was placed between
the source and the Ge detector to reduce the tail on
AMP
TAC
the high energy side of the spectrum resulting from
G:t:,Il Delay
simultaneous detection of low' energy scattered -y.tor
rays 7]. A personal computer controls two analogueto-digital converters(ADC's) and accumulates both . AD
the positron lifetime and the energy of the annihilation --rays.
Figure 1: The block diagram of the
The energy resolution was 1.1keV (FWHM, mea- AMOC system.
sured at 512keV from "Ru), equivalent to the momentum resolution of 43 x 10-'mc (-0.59a.u.). The time resolution was 220ps(FWHM).

j

2-b
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A pair of polyerystalline 4-nine Pb and 5-nine Sn specimens were annealed and etched
before the measurements. Five pCi carrier-free 12 NaCl was deposited directly on one of
the specimens and covered with another. The temperature was controlled within ±0.5K
by a PID temperature regulator.

3

Results and Discussion

The AMOC spectrum of Pb at 540K is shown in Fig. 2.

0.540.52
0.5-

%
film%

fit

0.490.460
EJ.V)E31

Figure 2 The AMOC spectrum for Pb
at 540K.

time(ns)

2

Figure 3 Time evolution of St) for Pb
at 540K.

Figure 3 shows the time-dependent S-parameter S(t) for Pb at 540K. It is seen that
S(t) increases gradually with time, representing the increase in the fraction of the trapped
positrons. he leveling off after 0.5ns indicates that almost all the annihilation 'Y-rays in
this time range are from the trapped positrons, i.e. the S(t) after 0.5ns corresponds to
S,. Although the considerable fraction of the positrons still annihilate before trapping at
this temperature, we can determine the S, in this way. The solid line in Fig. 3 represents
S,. In practice, S, was determined by fitting the theoretical function[8] predicted by the
two-state trapping model to S(t).
The triangles in Fig. 4(a) show the S, determined for the temperatures T > 510K.
The closed circles in Fig. 4(a) show the S-parameter obtained by the conventional timeintegrated Doppler broadening measurements. It is seen that the S-parameter is still
increasing at the temperatures just blow the melting point (601K), as reported in previous works. The solid line and the dashed line represent Eq. 2 and a linear function
simultaneously fitted to the data for and S, respectively. The fits are good. The E,
for Pb thus determined is 067 ± 003 eV.
The result of the Sn are shown in Fig. 4(b). We see that only 15% positrons are
trapped in vacancy at even close to the melting temperature. We analyze assuming that
S, is constant, because the nmber of measuring points are not so many and the errors
are considerably large. The F for Sn thus determined is 057 012 eV.
Table 1(a) and Table 1(b) summarizes the E, values for Pb and Sn reported so far.
All of them are obtained by the positron annihilation techniques except for the result of
Kramer and N61ting[9], which was obtained by the specific heat measurement. Considerable differences are seen among these values. Our results are highly trustable because the
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0.52.
0.51-

-------0: time integrated
A: S

0.5-

0.5'

0: time integrated
A: S,

0.45-

OAS

.......

Su

meltiol point

ji
300

-L.
-L
400
500
Temperature(K)

point
0.4 300

4
600

(a) S parameter for Pb
Figure 4

400
Temperature (K)

500

(b) S parameter for Sn

parameter for Pb and Sn plotted against the temperature.

references

F,

Kramer, et al.191

(eV)

method

0.39±0.03

SH

McKee, et al.1101

0.50+0.03

TM

Dryzek, et al.[11]

0.51±0.005

Mackenzie, et a.[5]

0.52

TT

Dryzek, et al.(111

0.54+0.01

TM

Triftshiiuser[131

0.54±0.02

TM

Rice-Evans, et al.[12]

0.56±0.03

TM

Sharma, et al.[14]

0.65±0.05

TM

The present work

0.67±0.03

AMOC

(a) Pb

references

E,

(eV)

method

Kramer et al. 91

0.46±0.02

SH

Dedoussis, et al. 15]

0.50±0.01

TM

Dedoussis, et al.[15]

0.50±0.05

TM

Shah, et al.[16]

0.51±0.01

TM

Segers, et aL[17]

0.514-0.02

TM

Segers, et a.[17]

0.54+0.03

TM

Mackenzie, et al.[51

0.56

TT

Rice-Evans, et al.[18]

0.56±0.01

TM

Mackenzie, et a.[191

0.57

TT

The present work

0.57±0.12

AMOC

Puffet a.[20]

0.58

TT

(b) Sn
Table 1: E

for Pb and Sn reported so far; TM: trapping model, TT: threshold tempera,

ture, SH: specific heat, measurement.
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present analysis is free from the uncertainty of Sv and does not depend on any empirical
parameters.
The error of our result for Sn is large compared to others. It has to be noted, however,
the fraction of the trapped positron is only 15%.
On the other hand, the fraction deduced from the results of the analysis of the simple
trapping model are 30%[151, 50%[151, 30%[171, 60-70%[18], respectively. This means
that the simple trapping odel analysis is not trustable when no saturation trapping does
not occur, even when the analysis fits the data well.

4

Conclusion

We have measured the E for Pb and Sn by using the newly developed AMOC technique.
Highly reliable values for Pb and Sn have been yielded. The fraction of the trapped
positron in Sn near the melting temperature was observed only 15%, much smaller than
the reported values.

5
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2.10 THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY AND HEAT CAPACITY MEASUREMENTS OF
Li2ZrO3 AND L2TiO3 WITH THE LASER-FLASH METHOD
Tsuyoshi Hoshinol*, Yoichi Takahashi2 , Takayuki Terai 1,Michio Yamawaki
Department of Quantum Engineering and Systems Science, Graduate School of Engineering,
Univ. of Tokyo, 73-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 113-8656, Japan
2Department of Applied Chemistry, Chuo University, I- 327, Kasuga, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo,
112-8551,Japan

Abstract
Thermal diffusivity of 0.95Li2ZrO3 + 0.05ZrO2(Li2O/ZrO2 = 095) was determined from
300 to 1200 K and thermal diff-usivity and heat capacity of 0.916Li2TiO3 +
0.0l7Li4Ti50j2(Li20/Ti02 = 095) were deten-nined from 300 to 1100 K and 300 to 100 K,
respectively, by using the laser-flash method. Then, their thermal conductivities were
calculated up to I 00 K using smoothed values of the thermal diffusivity and heat capacity.
Keywords: tritium breeding material, Li2ZrO3,
thermal conductivity, laser-flash method

Li2TiO3,

thermal diff-usivity, heat capacity,

LIntroduction
Tritium breeding materials for thermonuclear fusion reactors are required to have good
thermal properties, especially high thermal conductivity, as well as satisfactory tritium
breeding characteristics.
In this respect, Li2O, LiA102, Li4SiO4, Li2ZrO3 and Li2TiO3 have been considered as
candidate ceramic materials for tritium breeding[l]. Li2TiO3 has been recently noticed as a
prominent candidate because of its fairly good tritium release behavior[2] and its low
activation characteristics. Several thermal property data of Li2TiO3 have been hitherto
reported[3-61. These data are, however, inconsistent with each other. Thermal property date
are primarily important for the blanket design, as the thermal energy produced by the nuclear
fusion has to be transferred to the coolant through the blanket material.
In this study, the values of thermal diffusivity of nearly stoichiometric Li2ZrO3
(Li2O/ZrO2 = 095, as designated 95Li2ZrO3) are determined from 300 to 1200 K. The values
of thermal diff-usivity and heat capacity of Li2TiO3(Li2O/TiO2 = 095, as designated
95Li2Ti03) are determined from 300 to II 00 K and 300 to I 00 K, respectively, by using the
laser-flash method. The thermal conductivity values are then derived.
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2.Experimental
2.1.Sample
The sintered samples of Li2ZrO3 and
Saclay, France.

Li2TiO3

were kindly provided by Dr. Roux, CEA at

Li2ZrO3
The sample in the shape of a disk pellet 9.17nim in diameter and 1.10mm thick was
prepared in CEA by heating a mixture of Li2CO3 and rO2 at 973 K for 3 hr and then 1073 K
for 3 hr. The resulting product was isostatically pressed at 30OMPa and was sintered for 3 hr
at 1273 K.
The characteristics of the sample are as follows: porosity
I 86(81.4%T.D), and
composition; 0.95Li2ZrO3 (monoclinic) + 0.05 rO2 (monoclinic). In the case of this Li2ZrO3
sample, Li2CO3 and rO2 powders are mixed in proportions corresponding to the molecular
ratio Li2O/ZrO2 = 095. This sample is designated as 95Li2ZrO3, in reference to
looLi2ZrO3(Li2O/ZrO2 = 1.00). It has been pointed out that the 95Li2ZrO3 is considerably
more stable as compared to I OLi1ZrO3 [2].
Li2TiO3

The sample in the form of a disk pellet, 11.0min in diameter and 2.Omm thick, was
prepared by heating a mixture of Li2CO3 and O2 at 973 K for 3 hr and then 1125 K for 3 hr.
The resulting product was isostatically pressed at 15OMPa and was sintered for 3 hr at 1323
K.
The characteristics of the sample are as follows: density ; 2.976x 10-3 kg . M-3, porosity
0.137(86.3%T.D), and composition ; 0.916Li2TiO3 (monoclinic) + 0.0I7Li4Ti5O12 (cubic). In
the case of this Li2TiO3 sample, Li2CO3 and
2 powders are mixed in proportions
corresponding to the molecular ratio Li2O/TiO2 = 095. This sample is designated as
95Li2TiO3, in reference to 10OLi2TiO3(Li2O/TiO2 = 1.00). It has been pointed out that the
95Li2TiO3 is considerably more stable as compared to 10OLi2TiO3[2].
2.2.Measurements of thermal properties
The apparatus used was a laser-flash calorimeter Model LF/TCM-8510B of Rigaku Co..
The surface of the sample was coated with a thin layer of carbon film to provide sufficient
energy absorption. Then, the sample was heat-treated at I I0 K.
Thermal diffusivity measurements were made from room temperature to 1100 K, by
analyzing the rear-surface temperature history just after a flash of laser irradiation on the front
surface of the sample by the use of logarithmic method[7]. Adjustments for pulse-width effect
were made by gravity method[8].
Details of heat capacity measurements by laser-flash calorimetry were described in a
previous paper[7] A brief outline of the present measurements is as follows. First, the heat
capacity of the 95Li2TiO3 sample at room temperature was determined by comparison with a
Ni reference sample. The same absorbing disk made of glassy carbon (mass 0030 g) was
used in these measurements. The temperature dependence of the heat capacity was then
determined on the same 95Li2TiO3 sample up to II 0 K.
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3.Results on Li2ZrO3
The thermal difflasivities determined
are shown in Fig. . The scatter of the data
is within ± 3. At 1200K, the t hermal
diffasivity shows a decrease, probably
because of a phase transition. It should be
noted that after several heating-cooling
cycles up to 1200K, Li2ZrO3 sample was

1.0

0.

.95Li1Zr03
o RUN1
0 RUN2 I This study

0

A RUN3
-100L
'2 ZrO,
- --- Takahashi et al.[91 RUM
..... Takahashi et al.[91 RUM

-

co
0

CD

0.6 -

0.4 -

broken in pieces. This suggests that the
anisotropic thermal expansion of Li2ZrO3

a

............
0.2

E
400

200

may cause the generation of microcracks

80

6O

1000

1200

on heating[9].

T/K
Fig.l. Temperature dependence of thermal

4.Results on Li2TiO3

diff-usivity of Li2ZrO3

4.1.Thermal diffusivity
The obtained thermal diffusivities of 95Li2TiO3 are shown in Fig.2 in comparison with
literature values. The scatter of the present data is within ±3% over the temperature range
measured. The thermal diflusivity decreased with temperature from 0012 cm 2 .s -I at room
temperature to 0.005 cm 2 .s -I at 1100 K. Roux[5] reported the thermal diffusivity of the
similar 95%Li2TiO3 UP t

100

K and her values agree well with the present results. The

present values are slightly higher (at maximum by 8%

at 800 K), probably reflecting the

higher density of the sample than that of Roux. On the other hand, the reported data on
l00Li2TiO3 samples of the similar true density[3

4

are considerably lower, especially at

lower temperatures (by about 20% at 300 K), than those of the present study.
The present values are best fitted with eq.(l),
a/M2. S-1) -I = 14.2

0256 (T/K - 795 x 10-5 (T/K)l

(3 00<T/K< I I 00)

M.

4.2.Heat capacity
Results of the heat capacity measurements are shown in Fig. 3 The scatter of the data is
within ±3% up to I OOOK, whereas above this temperature the data varied considerably as
seen in Fig. 3

The high-temperature X-ray diffraction analysis performed on this sample

indicated the occurrence of

- y phase transition at around I I 0

K

Fig.4), and thus we

concluded that the observed large scatter was caused by detachment of the thermocouple from
the rear surface of the sample. Therefore, we deleted the data'for above 1000 K and the
smoothed values up to I 0

K were obtained as tabulated in Table

.

The present result agrees fairly well, below 500 K, with the data obtained by Roux[5 on
the similar 95Li2TiO3 sample. Above 500 K, the present data are lower than those of Roux It
is noted that the values of JANAF Thermochemical Tables for

OLi2TiO3 [6] lie just between

the present ones and those of Roux. Several other sets of recent data on l00Li2TiO3 are also
shown in Fig. 3.
The present values are best fitted with eq.(2),
CIJ -K'-

g- = 133 - 120 x I -'(T/K - 284 X 104(K/T)2
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4.3.Thermal conductivity
The values of therinal conductivity of the 95Li2TiO3 sample were calculated from the
smoothed values of thermal diffusivity and heat capacity of this study using eq.(3),
,1=a-Cp-,o

(3),

where 2 thermal conductivity, : thermal diffusivity, Cp: specific heat capacity, and
density. For the density of the sample, the value at room temperature was used up to 100 K.
The resulting values of thermal conductivity are given in Table I for selected temperatures
from 300 to 1000 K. They are also shown in Fig. 5, together with the literature values[3-5].
The present results agree very well with those of Roux[5]. It should be noted that both
the results are on the similar 95Li2TiO3 of the same origin. In contrast, the other reported
values on I OLi2TiO3 [3,4] are considerably lower, particularly below 700 K.
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Table. I Experimental values of thermal diffasivity and specific heat capacity, and calculated
values of thermal conductivity of 95Li2TiO3
T/K

all 0-I.M-2.S-1

I 0-'CIJ kg-'- K-'

VW-rn-'-K-1

300

1.19

1.01

3.59

400

0.964

1.15

3.29

500

0,819

1.21

2.95

600

0.720

1.24

2.66

700

0.649

1.26

2.44

800

0.596

1.27

2.26

900

0.556

1.28

2.12

1000

0.526

1.29

2.01

5.Discussion
The thermal conductivity of 95Li2TiO3 (0.916Li2TiO3 + 0.017UJ4012) is higher than
the reported values of

OLi2TiO3. This result appears to be contrary to the general theory.

The authors speculated that the structure of 95Li2TiO3 may be the cause for such an abnormal
behavior. And hence, the following specimens were prepared and examined by using XRD
technique : ( i

100%Li2TiO3, (i)100%Li4Ti5O3

and (iii)mixture of ( i )

00

0.916Li2TiO3

+ 0.0l7Li4Ti5O12)Results of XRD analysis are shown in Fig. 6
(0.916Li2TiO3
66.3'

+ 0017LUW12).

I0OLi4Ti5O12 (i)

In case of (iii)
peaks (at 2

i.e. mixture sample
= 57.40

63.00

and

appeared. The XRD pattern of (iv)95Li2TiO3 sample provided by Dr. Roux and used

in this work was nearly the same as that of the ( i )I OOLi2TiO3 Sample and indicated no
presence of Li4Ti5O12. This means that the 95Li2TiO3

sample used in this work was

nonstoichiornetric compound Li2-xTiO3-y.
Moreover, we compared XRD pattern of I0OLi2TiO3 with 95Li2TiO3 A powder mixture
of Li2CO3 and

2 is calcined under air at 1223K for 15 hr, and the resulting product was

isostatically pressed at 15OMPa and was sintered at 1273 K for 15 hr and then 1323 K for
hr. In spite of the same heating condition, the peaks of 95Li2TiO3 from 2

5

= 20.0' to 30.0'

are sharper than those of I0OLi2TiO3 (Fig.7). This result indicates that 95Li2TiO3 Sample is
nearly a single phase with larger grains. This seems to be the reason why the thermal
characteristics of the 95Li2TiO3 sample was better than that of the I OLi2TiO3Preheating: 1223K for 15h
rrtering:
1273K for 15h and 1323K for I
e
IR.. 9UJ,.O_

5
2

zO
57 4

63A.

4.
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6.Conclusion
LiZrO1
Thennal. diffusivity of 95Li2ZrO3 were determined from 300 to 1200 K. At 1200K, the
thermal diff-usivity shows a decrease, because of a phase transition. It should be noted that
after heating-cooling cycles of about 10times up to 1200K, 95Li2ZrO3 Sample was broken in
pieces.
LET-A
Then-nal diffiisivity ad heat capacity of 95 Li2TiO3 were detennined from 300 to I I 0 K
and 300 to 1000 K, respectively, and then-nal conductivity values were calculated using the
experimental values. It was found that the thermal conductivity of 95Li2TiO3 is higher tan
the reported value of l00Li2TiO3, indicating possible advantage of the 95Li2TiO3 as a tritium
breeding material. The 95Li2TiO3 sample was shown to have a nonstoichiometric composition
and have the better thermal characteristics than 0Li2TiO3-
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Abstract
Two-detector coincidence measurements of the Doppler broadened annihilation spectra
with a variable energy positron beam are carried out for the study of the annealing behavior of
Si implanted with As, P, Cu and H ions. In P-implanted Si, growth of the defect complexes are
observed in coincidence Doppler broadening spectra up to 400'C. In Cu-implanted Si, the
formation of defect-Cu complexes is indicated. In H-implanted Si, the passivation effect of
hydrogen on positron traps are observed in the low temperature region up to 400'C.
Keywords: Positron beam, Doppler broadening, Defects, Si, Ion implantation

1. Introduction
The doping of semiconductors by the process of ion implantation has been widely used in
the fabrication of integrated circuits. Detailed knowledge on defects induced by ion
implantation and their annealing behavior are of great technological importance. The variable
energy positron beam has been proven to be unique tool for studying near surface defects in
solids. Coincidence detection of annihilation photons with two Ge detectors can eliminate
random background and yield good signal-to-noise ratio in Doppler broadening measurements,
especially for high momentum region, where the core electron contribution is large.[1] Thus,
coincidence Doppler broadening(CDB) measurements are expected to provide additional
information about the atoms surrounding the annihilation site.[2] In the present study, we have
applied this technique with a variable energy positron beam to study annealing process of
defects induced in Si by implantation of As, P, Cu and H ions.
2. Experiments
The Doppler broadening of the annihilation radiation was measured with two Ge detectors.
The energy resolutions of detectors are 20 keV and 24 keV(FWHM) for the 133 MeV
gamma ray of 60CO. Positrons from 22 Na source were moderated with W single crystal foil or
W mesh and guided magnetically to the specimen. Coincidence count rate was about 300/s
*Corresponding author. Tel

81-298-51-3354 ext. 502: Fax

E-mail AKAHANE.Takashinirns.gojp
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and more than 107 counts
were accumulated for each
spectrum. Ion implantation
was carried out on p-type

Table 1. Ion implantation condition and positron energy
in CDB measurements.
Ion

Implantation energy

Dose

Positron energy

IOf2cm
Si(100)
crystals
As
I00 keV
2 x 10'4/cm'
2.5 keV
grown with Czochralski (Cz)
P
I00 keV
2 x 1014/CM2
3 keV
method.
Implantation
Cu
140 keV
2 x 1014/CM2
4 kev
conditions for each ion are
H
60 keV
I X 1016/Cm 2
6 kev
shown in Table 1. After
implantation, the samples were annealed in N2 atmosphere for 30 min at various temperature.
In CDB measurements, positron energies were fixed with values shown in Table
Conventional
Doppler
broadening
I.E+O
measurements with single detector were
also carried out with varying the positron
11-1
energy.
Z
3. Results and discussion
The measured Doppler broadening
spectrum under different condition are
shown in Fig. 1. The diagonal
cross-section of the two-dimensional
CDB spectrum has two orders of
magnitude better signal-to-noise ratio
compared with conventional Doppler
broadening spectrum obtained with
single detector. The CDB spectra for Si
implanted with As are shown in Fig. 2
They are depicted as the ratio to bulk Si
as the momentum distribution extends
over several orders of magnitude and
small but significant difference may be
obscured with a normal plot. versus W
plot of CDB spectra are shown in Fig. 3
Here, S stands for the low momentum
component up to 2.5xlO-3 m0c. W is for
high momentum component from 8x 10-3
moc to 15x 10-3 MC. Comparison between
experimental data shown in Fig. 2 and
calculation for divacancy[3] indicates that
divacancy is the dominant defect in
as-implanted Si, which is consistent with
the result of earlier experiments[4]. nly
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Fig. I The measured energy spectrum under
different conditions. a):conventional Doppler
broadening spectrum with one detector. b):
one-detector spectrum with coincidence condition.
c): diagonal cross section of CDB spectrum.
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Fig. 2 CDB spectra for Si implanted with As
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small changes of the CDB spectra are
1.3
observed up to 4OO'C. Pronounced peak
700T
I OX 10-3
1.2
I
600-C
0H
around
moc appears after 6000C
700T n
6 As
600T
annealing. The origin of this structure is
not known at present. Peaks around this
400T 5001C
planted
1.0
3 C 0
region come from difference between
A
5001c
as implanled
rapidly decreasing momentum distribution
0.9
400.C 300T
around Jones zone in crystalline Si and
slowly varying momentum distribution of
0.8
0.98
1.00
1.02
1.04
1.06
localized electrons.[31 Positrons trapped at
S/S(Si)
V-0 complexes are known to give a peak Fig. 3 S-W plot of CDB spectra for Si implanted
around I OX 10-3 MC.
Conventional
with As and P. Data labels are annealing
parameter measurements, though, show no temperature.
peak for the sample annealed at 6OO'C In
the present experiments, V-0 complexes
* as implanted
1.4
o 300'C
may not be the origin of these peaks. The
LWC
other possible candidate is the positrons
x 500'C
1.2
a 00'C
annihilating on the sample surface. By
* 700'C
annealing, diffusion length of positrons
becomes larger. The provability for 01.0
positrons injected with a fixed energy can (2
reach surface is increased.
0.8
The CDB spectra for Si implanted with P
are shown in Fig. 4 S-W plot of CDB
0.6
spectra are shown in Fig. 3 with those for
0
5
10
15
20
25
Si implanted with As. Close resemblance
Momentum(l 03moc)
is seen between as-implanted samples for Fig. 4 CDB spectra for Si implanted with P.
both ions. It supports that the dominant
defect in as-implanted Si is divacancy. In the
* as implanted
early stage of the annealing up to 4OO'C,
1.4
o 300'C
though, annealing behavior is somewhat
A400'C
x 500'C
different. In case of P implantation,
i5 1.2
A 600'C
becomes larger with annealing temperature,
a 700'C
which indicates divacancies agglomerate to
2 1.0
larger vacancy complexes. It is unlikely that J
oxygen atoms in Cz-Si are involved in these
vacancy complexes because CDB spectra
around I OX 10-3 moc shows very small
changes up to 5000C. Annealing at 6OO'C
increases the peak around I OX 10-3 MC with
the still high
value, which may indicate
the formation of V-0 complexes.
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0
Fig.
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The CDB spectra for Si implanted with
Cu are shown in Fig. 5. Annealing
behavior is quite different in case of Cu
implantation compared with As and P.
Shape of the CDB spectrum for
as-implanted state is similar with the case
of As and P. Again it indicates that large
part of positrons are trapped at divacancy.
Evolution of defects starts at lower
temperature. High momentum component
above 15x 10-3 moc in CDB spectra

6.0

CU/si
5.0

-

4.0

-

0
0

.0

M 3.0

-

2.0

-

0

0

0
00

1.0
0.0
0

5

10
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20

25

Mornenturn(10_3 MOC)

become larger with low temperature Fig. 6 CDB spectrum for pure Cu shown as the
annealing compared with the case of As ratio to that for Si.
and P. Also peak position and shape are
different, which indicate that some part of
* as implanted
1.4
o 3000C
trapped positrons annihilate with other
A 400'C
0
x 500'C
element than Si. The CDB spectrum for
iZ 1.2
a 00'C
annealed Cu is shown in Fig. 6 as the ratio
* 7000C
'5
to that for Si. The CDB spectrum for Cu has 0
1.0
larger high momentum component over
sea
X 10-3
about I
moc because Cu has larger
core than Si. The CDB spectra for
0.8
Cu-implanted Si annealed at 600'C and
700'C have larger high momentum
0.133
components, which may come from
0
5
10
15
20
25
annihilation with Cu core electrons. It is
Mornenturn(l 0-3 m0c)
provable that Cu atoms exist in vacancy Fig. 7 CDB spectra for Si implanted with H.
complexes.
The CDB spectra for H-implanted Si are
shown in Fig. 7 The results of conventional
0.52 Doppler broadening measurements are
shown in Fig. 8. The CDB spectrum is
130
AAA
different from those for As and P even
00
as-implanted state. Annealing is considered
to be performed with at least three steps.
Peaks in the conventional
parameter
measurements, which reflect the distribution
of positron trap site, are seen in near surface
region than expected from the range of H
ion up to 300'C.[5] It indicates that the
defects induced around the range of H ion
are at least partly passivated with H ion
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Fig,
S-parameter of conventional Doppler
broadening spectra for Si implanted with H.
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itself.[6] From 400'C to 600'C, these hydrogens are released, which results in increase of
parameter while the CDB spectra in high momentum region do not change much. These
defect complexes are annealed out at higher temperature.
In conclusion, different annealing behavior of Si implanted with various kinds of ions is
shown with CDB measurements. CDB measurement is a powerful tool for investigation of
defects. Though, combination with other techniques such as lifetime, conventional Doppler
broadening measurements, first principle calculation is necessary for full utilization of CDB
measurements.
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Abstract
Ion-irradiation response of spinel single crystals was investigated using a
nanoindentation technique. Specimens of stoichiometric (n=l) and non-stoichiometric
(n=2.4) single crystals of MgO nA1203) spinel were iadiated with 60keV Cu- ion at room
temperature. Dose rate ranged from to 100 RA/crn 2 and a total dose was kept constant at
3x,016 ionS/CM2 . Both plastic hardness and elastic modulus of all the iadiated specimens
were softened. Radiation-induced swelling simultaneously occurred. Rutherford back
scattering spectroscopy detected disordering of spinel crystalline structure. Accordingly, the
radiation-induced softening and swelling are ascribed to accumulation of point defects
associated with the disordering.
In comparison between the stoichiometric and the
non-stoichiometric specimens, the radiatioin-induced softening is suppressed in the
non-stoichiometric composition.
Keywords: MgO
microstructure

nAI203)

spinel, ion-irradiation, mechanical properties, nanoindentation,

1. Introduction
Magnesium aluminate spinel MgO nAI203 has great potential of application to fusion
reactors as an insulating and dielectric material because it exhibits high resistance to radiation
damage with high-energy particles [1-5]. Many studies have been performed on the
microstructural characterization in order to reveal a response to neutron or ion iadiation and
to understand the mechanism of the high resistance to radiation damage 617]. The
mechanical property is one of important issues for using the materials safely in a fusion
environment.
However, only a few studies have been performed on mechanical
characterization of neutron- or ion-iffadiation layers for spinel [11, 19-21]. Particularly, in
the case of the ion iadiation a damaged layer exists within a sub-micron depth, and
therefore conventional tests are not applicable.
Recent progresses in depth-sensing nanoindentation technique have made it possible
to probe mechanical properties of materials in a anometer scale 22-26], and the damaged
layer of sub-micron thickness can be directly evaluated. Some studies were carried out on
measurements for ion-iffadiated spinel by nanoindentation technique to reveal relationship
between microstuructural change and hardness shift. Devanathan et al. [11] reported that
*Coffesponding author. Tel: 81-298-59-2253 Fax: 81-298-59-2201
E-mail address: OHMURA.Takahitonims.go.jp (Takahito Ohmura)
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both hardness and Young's modulus increased in the lower dose stage corresponding to
metastable phase, subsequently decreased in the higher dose of amorphous phase irradiated
with Xe 2, ion under cryogenic condition. zumi et al. 21] showed that the stoichiometric
and non-stoichiornetric spinel exhibited a radiation hardening in the fluence range from
2.4xlO'8 to 2.Ox 1020 He /M2 at temperatures from 300 to 870 K. Further systematic studies
are necessary to clarify the whole behavior of irradiation response in mechanical properties
for spinel. In the present study, nanoindentation techniques are applied to ion-irradiated
spinel in order to reveal the mechanical properties, and then we consider the effects of
stoichornetry and dose rate.
Relationship between the mechanical properties and
microstructures are discussed.
2. Experimental
Single crystal wafers of stoichiometric (n=l) and non-stoichiometric (n=2.4)
MgO nAI203 spinel were employed. Samples were cut into 15 mm diameter and mm
thickness and one side of each was polished in mirror finishing to be prepared for ion
irradiation. A part of sample surface was masked in order to prevent the samples from
elevating temperature. Ion iadiations were conducted with 60 keV Cu- ions at room
temperature. Dose rates ranged from to 100 IAA/cm 2 and total dose were kept constant at
N1016 ionS/CM2, which corresponds to peak damage of about 23 displacements per atom
(dpa)Nanoindentation tests were carried out on the irradiated surfaces using Hysitron
Triboscope with a Berkovich type diamond indenter. Indenter tip truncation was calibrated
by the area function method 26]. Elastic modulus and plastic hardness were calculated by
initial unloading stiffness analysis 25,261. The elastic modulus Er is expressed as
-1
Er

_V,2
=

E,
which is based on the Hertz contact theory of

E'_ = Er -1+ 1-Vi
Ej

2

(2)

where E* is a composite elastic modulus, E and v are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio,
respectively. The subscripts s and i represent sample and indenter, respectively. Thermal
drift rate in a tip displacement was measured prior to each test, and then penetration depth
was corrected assuming the rate to be constant during testing period of about 10 seconds.
Typical drift rate was less than 0.1 nrn/s. Peak load ranged from 20 to 1000 [LN, and tests
were conducted under the same condition at different positions on the specimen surface.
Step height at the masked/exposed boundary was measured with atomic force microscopy to
study a swelling behavior. Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy was carried out to
characterize the lattice disordering.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Radiation response ofp1astic hardness and elastic modulus
Typical load-displacement curves for the stoichiometric specimens of three different
irradiation conditions are shown in fig. 1. Two curves for each sample are simultaneously
plotted. As shown in the figure, the two curves of the same sample coincide with each other
and are deviated within less than I nm or so. Therefore, the difference in P-h curves among
the different irradiation conditions is meaningful. The irradiated samples show the deeper
maximum penetration depth than that of non-irradiated one, indicating a significant
irradiation-induced softening. Additionally, the penetration depth is larger for a sample of 3
VA/cm 2 than for that of 100 RA/cm 2 showing the softening behavior depends on the dose
rate.
One of the most important quantities in evaluation of mechanical properties by
indentation technique is a ratio of the damaged layer thickness to penetration depth
corresponding to the deformed zone beneath the indenter. The depth profile of damage
calculated by TRIM code is shown in fig. 2 The profile of Cu atomic density, which is for
implanted ions, is also shown as a reference. The depth of damage peak is about 10 mn, and
the maximum depth can be estimated to be about 55 mn.
In order to reveal the depth dependence of hardness in the damaged layer, various
peak load tests were made, and then calculated hardness was plotted as a function of
penetrated contact depth of the indenter in fig. 3 The plotted data represent the depth
dependence for a non-stoichiometric (n=2.4) sample iadiated at a dose rate of 10 VA/cm 2
The peak load ranges from 20 to 1000 RN and corresponding contact depth ranges from to
40 mn. The hardness is almost constant in the depth range shallower than 10 mn. In the
further deep range, the hardness increases with increasing contact depth and gradually
approaches the value of the non-irradiated specimen. The depth dependence of the hardness
is due to an influence by the non-damaged hard substrate, and the constant hardness in the
depth range shallower than 10 nm shows the hardness of damaged layer only. In a case of
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layer-structured specimens, such as thin films or coatings, a critical penetration depth of
existing of substrate constraint is 115 - 16 of film thickness 271. The ratio of the critical
depth of 10 nm and damaged depth of 55 nm coincides with the value in the literature.
Therefore, the hardness in the penetration depth of about 10 nm is hereafter employed as
hardness of damaged layer for all the samples. Hardness for the stoichiometric (n=l) and the
non-stoichiometric (n=2.4) samples are plotted as a function of the dose rate in fig. 4 The
data of a non-iffadiated sample are also plotted. All the irradiated samples show lower
hardness than those of non-iffadiated ones, indicating significant irradiation-induced softening.
Comparing the stoichiometric sample with the non-stoichiometric one, the former shows
lower hardness in the entire dose-rate range except I RA/crn 2. The dose rate dependence of
hardness for both the stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric samples shows a zigzag manner
especially for stoichiometric one.
Elastic modulus is plotted as a function of maximum penetration depth in fig. .
The elastic modulus increases with increaseing the maximum penetration depth in the whole
depth range of 50 nm. Therefore, the data of even 20 RN peak load may be affected by
hard substrate, and it is hard to determine the critical depth of influence of substrate.
However, the data in the relatively shallow depth of 10 nm or so is considered to represent
certain elastic properties of the damaged layer and qualitative is possible. Accordingly, the
data of around 10 nm penetration depth, which is the same condition as in the case of the
plastic hardness, is employed as an elastic modulus of the damaged layer.
Figure 6 shows elastic modulus represented as a function of the dose rate. These
behaviors are similar to the plastic hardness as shown in fig. 4 Distinct irradiation-induced
depression of elastic modulus occurs. The value is lower for stoichiometric samples than for
those of non- stoichiometric ones. The dose rate dependence shows a zigzag behavior. In
order to consider the softening mechanism, the hardness normalized by elastic modulus is
shown in fig. 7 The HIE, values are regarded as almost constant in the range of 1-10
RA/cm 2. Considering that the elastic moduli may be estimated to be larger than the true
value because of the hard substrate (as previously mentioned in fig. 5), they might be closer to
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the non-irradiated one. The increase in 100
VA/cm 2, however, is open for question.
Additionally, the difference between n=1 and
2.4 is smaller than those in cases of fig. 4 and
6.
These
results
suggest
that
the
irradiation-induced
softening
of plastic
hardness is partly due to the depression of
elastic modulus, because the resistance to
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3.2 Microstructural analysis
Irradiation-induced swelling behavior
was revealed by measuring step-height at
masked/exposed boundary. Fig. shows the

Fig. 7

Dose rate dependence of hardness
normalized by elastic modulus of
stoichiometric and
non-stoichiometric sample.

step-height versus dose rate for stoichiometric
and non-stoichiometric samples.
swelling.

Large step-height means large volume expansion of

As shown in this figure, the dose rate dependence is in a zigzag manner, which is

similar to hardness and elastic modulus shown in fig. 4 and 6 respectively.

The most

important point is that the larger swelling at dose rate of 3 or 100 [A/cm 2 and the smaller
swelling at

or 10 VA/cm 2 well correspond to the lower and the higher elastic modulus,

respectively.

In addition, the step-height is larger for stoichiometric samples than that of

non-stoichiometric ones, and the zigzag amplitude of each of hardness, elastic modulus, and
step-height is larger for stoichiometric samples than those of non-stoichiometric ones. These
results suggest that the irradiation-induced depression of elastic modulus is due to swelling
associated with accumulation of voids and vacancies, which causes a reduction of atomic
density.

The relatively high resistance to radiation damage of non-stoichiometric samples is
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due to that point defect annihilation by
interstitial-vacancy recombination occurs
more significantly in the non-stoichiometric

120

sample because the non-stoichiometric
sample have a large amount of structural
vacancies, as previously suggested in
literature [181.
Fig. 9 represents RBS results for
the stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric
samples iadiated at 3 [tA/cm 2
The
spectrum of irradiated, aligned sample
shows peaks of Al at 550 and
at 350

80

channel, indicating that the disordering of Al
cation and 0 anion site in the spinel
structure.
The disordering behavior
coincides with previous studies 18,191,
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Relationship between step-height at the
masked/exposed boundary corresponding
to swelling and dose rate of stoichiometric
and non-stoichiornetric samples.

especially under irradiation condition at
room temperature [121.
Particularly,
Al-cation disordering is more significant to
be almost amorphized for stoichiometric
samples, unlike non-stoichiometric ones.
Accordingly, irradiation-induced reduction
of elastic modulus associated with swelling
is due to accumulation of point defects of Al
cation and
anion disordering. Li et al.
[201 have shown that the change in cation
occupation sites have little influence on the
elastic properties of neutron irradiated spinel.
Therefore, the depression of elastic modulus
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4. Conclusions
Mechanical
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magnesium aluminate MgO nA1203 spinel
single crystals iadiated with Cu ions were
investigated by nanoindentation technique.
Microstructural characterization of swelling
and lattice disordering was also made. The
relationship between mechanical properties
and
microstructure
is
considered.
Following conclusions are obtained in the
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present study:
(1) Irradiation-induced softening of plastic hardness and depression of elastic modulus occur
for both stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric compositions even under the irradiation at
room temperature.
(2) Since the dose rate dependence of swelling well corresponds to that of the elastic modulus,
the irradiation-induced depression of elastic modulus is due to the swelling associated with
accumulation of voids and vacancies, which causes reduction of atomic density.
(3) RBS analysis revealed site disordering of Al cations and
anions. Particularly, Al
disordering in stoichiometric samples is significant and arnorphization almost occur.
Therefore, the swelling behavior is associated with accumulation of point defects of Al cation
and anion disordering.
(4) The hardness and elastic modulus of damaged layer are higher for non-stoichiornetric
samples than for stoichiometric ones in the dose rate higher than 3 RA/cm 2. This is be due to
that point defect annihilation by interstitial-vacancy recombination is significant in
non-stoichiometric sample.
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Abstract
Thin foils of boron-free stoichiometric N3AI below 100 trn in thickness were fabricated by
cold rolling of the sheets which were sectioned from directionally solidified ingots. Two types
of deformation microstructure associated with fine slip traces and coarse, wavy shear bands
were observed in the foils, depending on the initial rolling direction. In the case of near <1 2>
rolling direction, the microstructure was rather homogeneous associated with a single I I
texture. In the case of near <001> rolling direction, the microstructure consisted of repeated
double bands with differently oriented slip traces, having two different II 0 textures. Both
type of the cold-rolled foils had very high fracture strength, 17-1.9 GPa, as a result of heavy
cold reduction. They showed bending ductility but no tensile ductility. No significant
difference in the mechanical properties was observed between the two deformation
microstructures.
Keywords: Intermetallic compounds, Ni3AI, cold rolling, foil, deformation microstructure,
texture, mechanical properties
1. Introduction
Ni3AI has attractive high-temperature mechanical properties and oxidation/corrosion
resistance. Grain boundary brittleness, which used to be a major problem of this compound,
has been overcome by small amounts of boron addition 12]. Since then extensive efforts
have been made to develop Ni3AI-based alloys into commercial use. Most of these efforts
have been targeted for use in a bulk form, e.g. as-cast ingot, bar, tube, plate, sheet etc. 3 In
contrast, we are focusing on a plan to use Ni3AI alloys in a foil form, e.g. honeycomb
structure which has an advantage in lightweight and high-stiffness over solid materials. For
this purpose ductile thin foils below 100 m in thickness are required and furthermore, cold
rolling is desirable for fabrication of the foils in terms of surface quality and fabrication cost.
However, it has been very difficult to cold-roll Ni3A] alloys to such thinner foils. Even with
the beneficial effect of boron addition, the room-temperature ductility is not enough to reduce
the thickness below 800 gm 4].
As an aternative to the boron-doping method, we found that directional solidification
using a floating zone (FZ) method is very effective in improving the grain boundary
brittleness of Ni3AI 5-7]. By using the ductile directionally solidified ingots we recently have
succeeded in fabricating thin foils of boron-free binary stoichlometric N13AI below I 0 Irn in
thickness by cold rolling as shown in Fig. [8]. Total reduction in thickness amounts to 95 .
The surface is crack-free and smooth, having a shiny metallic luster. As far as we know, such
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Figure 1: 91 Lrn-thick, IO mm-wide and about I m long foil cold-rolled to 96% reduction.

thin foils of intermetallic compounds have never been fabricated by cold rolling so far.
Fortunately the foils posses some tensile ductility, 30-14.6 %, at room temperature in air after
recrystallization btween 1273 and 1573 K. The results eliminate severe embrittlement for
recrystallized foils, which proves a high potential for structural applications.
Here we present the fabrication of
properties at room temperature in air.
2. Experimental
Four rods, designated as Nos.
stoichiometric Ni3AI were grown by
halogen-lamps at a growth rate of 25
procedure were previously described

Ni3AI

thin foils by cold rolling and the mechanical

31-2, 41-1, 42-2, and 47-1 of boron-free
the FZ method in an image furnace with
mm/h. The feed rod preparation and crystal
[5,8]. On average the grown rods were 12

binary
double
growth
mm in

diameter and 150 mm in length. All the ingots were predominantly single crystal but
contained columnar grains with low angle boundaries in places. Table I summarizes the Al
contents of the four rods as deten-nined by inductively coupled plasma spectroscopy. The Al
contents are close to the stoichiometric composition 25 at.% Al).
The grown rods were sectioned into sheets along the growth direction by electric

Table I
Sample No.
31-2
47-1
41-1
42-2

Al contents and initial orientation of the rolling sheets

Al content (at%)
24.4
24.6
24.7
24.8

Rolling plane
tO.2 0.1 1.01
13.0 0. 491
f3.9 1. 521
f 2.0 1. 43
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Rolling direction
<1.0 0. 02>
<0.0 1. 00>
<4.0 90 48>
<1.1 20 IO>
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discharge machining (EDM). The initial rolling direction (RD) and normal direction (ND) of
the rolling plane were determined by the Laue X-ray back eflection method as summarized in
Table 1 Ater mechanical polishing of the surface, the sheets were cold-rolled to about 300
tm in thickness by using four-high mills with a work roll diameter of 110 mm 0% reduction
per pass). Then, they were rolled further using cemented carbide rolls having a roll diameter
of 75 mm 2% reduction per pass). Both the cold-rolling operations were performed at room
temperature in air without intermediate annealing or lubricant.
The rolling textures of the foils were measured by the X-ray Schultz back reflection
method. The optical microstructures were examined on the surface and the longitudinal
section by etching with strain sensitive etchant, Marble reagent 2.5 CUS04, 30 cm, f4cl,
and 25 CM3 H20). Also, the microstructures were examined by transmission electron
microscopy. Basic mechanical properties of the cold-rolled foils were examined by using
samples Nos. 42-2 and 47-1. Vickers hardness was measured along the thickness direction on
the longitudinal section. Tensile specimens with gauge length of 10 mm and width of mm
were cut by EDM along the RD. Tensile tests were performed at room temperature in air at a
strain-rate Of 8XIO-4 s-'. The load data were collected at a frequency of Hz with a computer.
The fracture surface was examined using scanning electron microscope.
3. Results and Discussion
Microstructures
Figure 2 shows two typical types of deformation microstructure observed in the
cold-rolled foils after chemical etching. The defori-nation microstructure depends on the initial
RD. In the case of near 112> RD, samples Nos. 41-1 and 42-2, fine slip traces lie on the
surface, being inclined about 60'to the RD (Fig. 2(a)). Also, coarse and wavy traces, which
are regarded as shear bands, are observed on the longitudinal section similar to the case of
boron-doped Ni3AI 911]. Except for the shear bands, the deformation microstructure of
these samples is rather homogeneous. In the case of near <001> RD, samples Nos. 31-2 and

144f
dorigitudinal

W-5

T 'Q

LD

0

(a) sample No. 42-2

(b) sample No.

47-1

Figure 2 Optical microstructures observed on the etched surface and longitudinal section of
cold-rolled foils 83% reduction): (a) sample No. 42-2 and (b) No. 47-1.
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R DIL
TD

Figure 3 TEM micrograph of sample No. 47-1 cold-rolled to 92% reduction

47-1, the deformation microstructure is composed of repeated double bands with differently
oriented surface slip traces (Fig. 2(b)). The width of the bands ranges from 20 to 100 l.Lm
parallel to the RD.
Figure 3 shows TEM micrograph of sample No. 47-1 cold-rolled by 92%. As a result of
high reduction, many slip bands are observed with a high density of dislocations. In contrast
to conventional fe metals with high stacking fault energy such as N and Al, the dislocations
are not arranged in cell structures or subgrains as Escher and Gottstein previously reported
[12]. Instead they are rather uniforinly accumulated. When the amount of reduction becomes
larger than 90%, the shear bands consist of very fine grained-structure with less than 50n in
diameter as shown in the center of Fig 3 indicating an evidence of extremely severe plastic
deformation. On a macroscopic level, two types of the deformation microstructure were
observed, depending on the initial RD as described above. No clear difference, however, has
been observed in the matrix between the two microstructures so far, except the bent slip
bands.
Rolling Textures
Figure 4 shows the 2201 pole figures of the cold-rolled foils, (a) sample No. 42-2 and
(b) No. 47-1. In all the foils cold-rolled over 83% reduction, the 2201 pole has a highest
intensity peak at the ND associated with surrounding peaks about 60'away from the ND,
which means that the foil surface was strongly oriented parallel to II
plane during cold
rolling. It is likely that the

1101 rolling texture is a characteristic of the highly cold-rolled
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RD

RD

TD

TD

(a) sample No. 42-2

(b) sample No. 47-1

Figure 4 The 220) pole figures of the cold-rolled foils: (a) sample No. 42-2 83% reduction)
and (b) No. 47-1 78% reduction). Open and solid squares represent jIIOj-'J1I3>
and I I 0) I 7> textures, respective ly

Table 11

Summary of cold rolling

Sample t Thickness / trn _ Reduction
No.
Before
After
(%)
rolling
rolling
31-2
959
315
67
73
92
57
94
47-1
1789
384
78
96
95
41-1
2043
91
96
42-2
1907
319
83

Rolling Texture

Structure

11101<113>+1101<1117>

Banded

11101<114>+1101<1114>
1101<1112>+110<1112>
110)<113>
11101<114>

Banded

single crystals. Escher et al. found a similar single (I I 0<1 3> rolling texture in a 0%
cold-rolled Ni-rich Ni3AI single crystal 13]. Regarding the orientation of the RD, there is
some difference between the samples, depending on the deformation microstructures in Fig. 2.
Samples Nos. 41-1 and 42-2 wich form omogenous deformation microstructures have a
Ni3AI

single (1101 texture, while samples Nos. 31-2 and 47-1 which form the repeated double
bands consist of two different I IO) textures. The results are summarized in Table IL
Cold rolling is simply considered to be a combination of compression and tension toward
the ND and the RD, respectively. The (1101 texture can be understood in terms of
compressive deformation normal to the rolling plane, as described elsewhere [8] In
compressive deformation, a crystal changes its orientation so that the normal direction to the
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slip plane changes relative to the compressive direction, a process known as lattice rotation.
Since the slip system in Ni3AI is
I I < 10> at room temperature and the samples used in
this study are single crystals or preferred-oriented columnar crystals, the ND rotates toward
the (011) pole by the activation of two sets 1111<110> slips, (111)[011] and (111)[011],
which lead to the formation of 110 txture. Regarding the RD, the difference between the
samples is due to the initial RD. When the RD is oriented away from [0011, the RD
approaches toward 112] by the activation of two sets 111)<110> slips, (111)[101] and
(111)[011].ThisisthecaseforsampleNos.41-1 and42-2.14oweverwhentheRD is close to
[001], samples Nos. 31-2 and 47-1, extra two sets of conjugate slips,
11)[0111 and
(111)[101], must be activated, which lead the RD to rotate toward 112]. As a result, the
banded structures with two different I I textures are formed.
MechanicalProperties
Mechanical properties were measured for the two cold-rolled foils by about 83%
reduction, samples Nos. 42-2 and 47-1 which have different deformation microstructures as
described above. Average Vickers hardness number was very high compared to that of the
annealed Ni3AI, 260: 604 for sample No. 42-2 and 649 for sample No. 47-1. In both te foils,
there was no appreciable change in the Vickers hardness number along the thickness direction,
indicating that the foils were homogeneously cold-rolled.
Figure
plots the engineering stress vs. engineering strain curves along the rolling
direction. Both the foils fractured without appreciable plastic tensile elongation as a result of

2000
42-2
co
a-

47-1

1500

co
U)
co
CD

C:

LU

1000

500
1 %
0

Engineering strain
Figure 5:

Engineering stress vs. engineering strain curves of the foils cold-rolled to 83%
reduction of samples Nos. 42-2 and 47-1.
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heavy cold-reduction. The fracture strength is very high, 17-1.9 GPa, which is more than
three times as large as that of as-directionally-solidified N13AI in simple tensile tests 67].
There is no large difference in the fracture strength between the two foils as well as the
Vickers hardness number.
The fracture surface basically shows a brittle fracture mode, having cleavage-like facets
partly as shown in Fig. 6 Though the foils fracture in such a brittle anner in tension, it is
possible to plastically bend them, as shown in Fig.7. he reason of this bending capability is
not clear but it is favorable for fabrication of honeycomb structure because the core sheet of
the honeycomb structure is fabricated by bending.

(a) sample No. 42-2

(b) smaple No. 47-1

Figure 6 Fracture surfaces of the tensile-tested foils in Figure 5: (a) sample No. 42-2 and
(b) No. 47-1.

Figure 7 Photograph of 91 tm-thick foil cold-rolled to 96% reduction of sample
NoAl - , showing bending capability.
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4. Conclusion
Thin foils of boron-free stoichiometric Ni3AI fabricated by cold rolling were examined
in terms of microstructure, texture, mechanical properties and thermal stability. The
followings are the results.
1. Two types of deformation microstructure were evolved during heavy cold rolling,
depending on the initial RD. In the case of near <1 2> RD, the microstructure was rather
homogenous associated with a single I I texture. In the case of near <00 I> RD, the
microstructure consisted of repeated double bands with differently oriented slip traces,
having two I I textures.
2. The cold-rolled foils had very high fracture strength, 17-1.9 GPa, as a result of heavy cold
reduction. They showed no tensile but bending ductility. There was no significant
difference on the mechanical properties between the two types of deformation
microstructure.
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Abstract
We have studied the effect of point defects on coherent optical phonons and photogenerated carriers in ion-implanted bismuth polycrystalline films and single crystals by
means of pump-probe reflectivity technique. The dephasing time of the Aig phonon
decreases monotonically with increasing ion dose, which is explained by phonon-defect
scattering. The relaxation time of photo-excited carriers decreases as the ion dose increases,
being attributed to trapping of carriers by defect-induced deep levels. The behavior of the
carrier and phonon dynamics for the polycrystalline film is compared with those for the
single crystal.

Keywords

femtosecond, ion irradiation, coherent phonon, bismuth, defect

1. Introduction
Recent advances of ultrashort light pulses have made possible to generate and observe
coherent lattice vibrations in the time domain. There have been several reports regarding
dynamics of coherent phonons in bismuth and other semimetals.[1-5] In these experiments the
coherent Ajg mode has been observed in the femtosecond (fs) time scale, and the displacive
excitation of coherent phonons (DECP) mechanism has been proposed for the generation of the
coherent phonon.[1,2] In this mechanism, photo-excited carriers create a non-equilibrium
electron distribute on, and as a result, crystal lattice begins to oscillate around the new
equilibrium position. The phonon dephasing rate can be generally described as a sum of the
anharmonic decay rate and the pure dephasing rate.[6] The main channel of the relaxation of

*corresponding author. Tel: 81-298-59-2837 Fax:
E-mail address:hase.munea1dnims.go.jp

81-298-59-2801.
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the coherent Al. phonon in bismuth is the dephasing process originating from the phononphonon interaction caused by anharmonicity of the lattice potential.[5]
Lattice defects in semiconductors affect significantly phonon properties as well as
electronic properties. Dekorsy el al. compared the dynamics of photo-excited carriers and
coherent phonons in as-grown and annealed low-temperature (LT) grown GaAs by an electrooptic technique, and suggested that the differences in the decay time of the coherent LO
phonon and the photo-excited carrier were related to the different microscopic forms of excess
arsenic and point defect density.[7] Scholz el al. have reported results of fs pump-probe optical
absorption experiments for coherent phonons on F centers in KBr.[8] These reports indicate
that the A pump-probe technique is useful to study the effect of defects on ultrafast dynamics
of phonons. There are a few reports on dynamics of coherent Ag phonons in the ion-irradiated
Bismuth polycrystalline film.[9,10] However, the ogin of the dephasing of the coherent
phonon due to defects has not yet fully understood, and systematic measurements on coherent
phonon dynamics in ion-irradiated crystals is also required to understand the dephasing
process.
In this paper, we study the effect of ion irradiation on dephasing of coherent optical
phonons in Bismuth polycrystalline films and in Bismuth single crystals. Ultrafast dynamics of
coherent phonons and photo-generated carriers are precisely measured for various ion doses by
using fs pump-probe technique. The dephasing time of the coherent Ag mode decreases with
ion dose in both polycrystalline films and single crystals. However, the behavior is
significantly different between polycrystalline film and single crystal, which is discussed with
carrier relaxation dynamics.
2. Experimental
The bismuth films studied in this work were prepared by vapor deposition on polished
S1(001) substrates at room temperature. They were about 500 nm thick, and x-ray-diffraction
measurements showed that they were polycrystalline. The bismuth single crystal was oriented
along [001] and has a cleaved surface. In order to examine the effect of point defects, 500 keV
Bi' ions were implanted into the polycrystalline films and single crystals at doses from IXIO14
to IxIO15Bi+/cm 2.

The damage depth deduced from the Monte Carlo calculation TRIM) was

about 200 nm,[Il] and the damage profile was almost a Gaussian function with a peak at 71
nm from the surface. The fs pump-probe measurements were performed at room temperature.
The light source used was a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser with a central wavelength of 800
nm and pulse width of 60 fs A standard reflection-type pump-probe configuration was
employed.[I] Pump and probe beams were polarized orthogonal to each other to avoid
scattered pump beam, and were focused to a diameter of about 100ttm on the samples. The
penetration depth of the laser beams was about 130 rim, and covered well the irradiation
damage area in which point defects exist. The reflectivity change AR/R was measured as a
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function of the delay time by scanning the optical path length of the probe beam.
3. Results and Discussion
400
at 300 K

Fig. I shows the transient
reflectivity change obtained for bismuth

Bi films

polycrystalline films irradiated with
doses from IXIO14 to 8xlO14Bi +/CM2.
Coherent oscillations of the fully

before irradiation

300 -

symmetric Aig mode, the frequency of
131+/cm

I.OxIO

which before irradiation is 97.3 cm-'
2.92 THz at 295 K [1,5], is observed on
the
non-oscillatory
background
component that corresponds to the

200 14

2

excitation and relaxation of photo100
14

generated
carri ers.
The
carrier
background show initial rising, which

2

8.0 xlO 14B.+

would be due to carrier scattering
between conduction valleys, e. g. 1 L valley,[121 and its time constant

2

00

2

4
6
8
Delay time (ps)

10

12

Fig. 1. Tirne-resolved reflectivity change for the bismuth
films irradiated at various doses. The dashed lines
represent electronic component.

decreases from - 200 fs to - 100 fs as
the ion dose increases, suggesting a
small modification of the electronic
band structure. The dephasing time of
the coherent Aig mode is also affected

by ion irradiation as discussed later.
Figure 2 shows the transient reflectivity change obtained for bismuth single crystals
irradiated with doses from

IXIO14

to 8x 1014 Bi +/CM2. Coherent

oscillations

of the fully

symmetric Aig mode are observed on the carrier background component. It is found that the
carrier dynamics in Bismuth single crystals is apparently different from that in polycrystalline
films. The rise time of the electronic component observed in single crystals, being - 50 fs for
all the ion doses, is much faster than that in polycrystalline films. This difference in the carrier
dynamics may suggest that electronic band structure for the polycrystalline Bismuth has
semiconductor character rather than semimetal one[131:the difference in the band structure
near the Fermi level affects both optical transition from the valence bands to the conduction
bands and carrier scattering between conduction valleys.
In order to obtain both the carrier relaxation time and the dephasing time of the coherent
Ajg mode for various ion doses, the time evolution of the reflectivity changes in Fig. I and 2
are fitted by a damped harmonic oscillation with a single exponential decay [5],
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AR
R

A exp

cos ((of+

+ B exp -

- exp

(-T)

where A is the amplitude, 'r is the phonon dephasing time, a) is the frequency, and

is

the initial phase of the coherent phonon. The second term arises from the photo-excited carriers.
B is the amplitude, and

I and

at 300 K

1.0

2 are

the relaxation time and the rise time of the electronic
component, respectively.
Bi single crystal
The carrier relaxation time obtained
by the fitting are plotted in Fig. 3(a) as a
efore irradiation

function of ion dose. Before irradiation
0.

I.OxIO 14Bi+/cm 2

the carrier relaxation time for the
polycrystalline film is longer than that
for the single crystal, and it drastically
decreases from 4.1 to 24 ps with

C7

0.6 -

increasing the ion dose. The

.0X10 14 Bl+/cm'

0.4 5 xIO 14Bi+/cm 2

0.2

long

relaxation time for the polycrystalline
film can be qualitatively explained by
the fact that an existence of the band-gap
increases the recombination time of

8.0X10 14 Bi+/cm2

0.0
0

2

4
6
8
Delay time (ps)

10

electrons-hole pairs-Ahe carrier relaxation
time in semiconductors is much longer
than that in metals.[14] On the other

12
hand, the carrier relaxation time for the

Fig. 2 Time-resolved reflectivity change for the bismuth
single crystals irradiated at various doses. The dashed
lines represent electronic component.

single crystal changes moderately, and it
shows slight increase with ion dose. The
decrease in the relaxation time of photo-

excited carriers can be explained by trapping of carriers into defect-induced deep levels. The
correspondingrelaxationtime

isexpressedby,[15]
-U = IN,

where Ndis the concentration of vacancies,

0rVd

(2)

or is the scattering cross section, Vd Is the thermal

velocity of the electrons. The dose dependence of the relaxation time for the polycrystal in Fig.
3(a) is well fitted by Eq. 2). However, the increase in the relaxation time for the single crystal
cannot be explained by carrier-defect scattering. A plausible explanation is annealing of the

crystal by ion

irradiation, in which the higher-density ion irradiation will induce thermal

annealing due to energy transfer from the ion particle to the lattice.
As shown in Fig. 3(b), the phonon dephasing time of the coherent Ag mode for the
polycrystalline film decreases from 41 to 34 ps with increasing the ion dose. The dephasing
process of the coherent optical phonons in solids have been considered to be anharmonic decay
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0
4.0-

polycrystallinefilm

(a)

single crystal

due to phonon-phonon interaction.[5] This decay
process depends mainly on the lattice temperature.
In the present study the dose-dependence of the

3.5-

dephasing time indicates clearly the existence of
additional dephasing process, i.e. phonon-defect
scattering. This scattering process is thought to be
a pure dephasing process due to an elastic

3.0-

2.5 ----------

-

T T

2.0

1

4.2

1

A

polycrystalline film

A

single crystal

(b)

4 0-

scattering of coherent phonons introduced by
perturbing potential by defects.[10] The
corresponding dose dependence of the dephasing
time is given by,[10]

3.8-

defect

3.6-

(3)

where 7, is a phonon-defect scattering constant.
The decrease in the dephasing time observed in

3.4 -

0.0

= lyN d

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

10

polycrystals can be well fitted by using Eq. 3.
On the other hand, the dephasing time for the

Ion dose (XI 015 Bi'/cm
Fig. 3 Comparison of the carrier relaxation time
(a) and the dephasing time of the Al mode (b)
between single crystals and poiygcrystalline
films. The solid and dashed curves in (a)
represent fitting of the data with Eq. 2 and
those in (b) represent fitting of the data with q.
(3).

single crystal decreases at low ion doses, and it
increases at higher ion doses. The behavior of the
dephasing time cannot be reproduced only by
phonon-defect scattering as shown in Fig. 3(b).
The increase in the dephasing time for the single

crystal would originate from annealing of the
crystal by ion irradiation. The dephasing time of the single crystal decreases with increasing
ion dose from to 0.3x 1015 B +/CM2, although the carrier relaxation time increases slightly in
this dose region. The difference in the dose dependence of the two time constants may be
explained by the difference of annealing effect. Since the carrier relaxation is directly modified
by the band structure, an elimination of defect-induced deep levels by annealing would firstly
affect the carrier relaxation time and secondly affect the phonon dephasing time.
4. Conclusion
The effect of point defects on the dynamics of carrier and coherent phonon in ionimplanted bismuth was studied by using a fs pump-probe reflectivity technique. The dephasing
time of the coherent Ajg phonon for the polycrystalline films monotonically decreased with
increasing dose, showing the existence of the additional dephasing process of the coherent
phonon originated from phonon-defect scattering. The decrease of the dephasing time and the
increase in the dephasing time observed in the single crystal was attributed to phonon-defect
scattering and annealing, respectively.
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Abstract
A pulsed atomic hydrogen beam source has been developed especially for studies of surface
reactions. Atomic hydrogen is generated using a microwave discharge in a quartz tube and is
collimated to a beam by differentially pumped stages. A hydrogen dissociation fraction of
-70% and a beam flux of 4x 1014 atoms cm- s-1 with a spot size 7 mm in diameter are
obtained. The beam is chopped with a mechanical disk chopper, and a pulse duration of 50 ps
for a repetition rate of 100 pulses/s is obtained. The velocity distribution of the atomic
hydrogen beam is fitted with a shifted Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution that gives a most
probable velocity of 2820 m/s and a beam temperature of 150 K. The pulse beam generation
of atomic oxygen is also briefly described.
Keywords: atomic hydrogen, radical source, microwave discharge, time-of-flight

1. Introduction
An experimental technique for the production of atomic hydrogen H) is crucial in
many research fields, such as gas/surface reactions, 1-3] gas phase reactions, 41 H-assisted
molecular-beam epitaxy, [51 nuclear material, 6] and Bose-Einstein condensation of H. 7 In
particular, chemical reactions of H with solid surfaces, such as the abstraction of chemisorbed
species, 13] etching, and passivation with H, have been attracting much attention [81 not
only due to fundamental interest but also due to practical applications in the semiconductor
industry. In studies of surface reactions, the dissociation fraction of H2 to produce H should be
high, and the flux, the beam directivity, and the velocity distribution of the H should be
controlled. Modulation of the beam is required for the determination of the velocity
distributions of incident/reflected pulses and for the synchronization with pulsed lasers for

Corresponding author. Tel: 81-298-592834 Fax: 81-298-592801.
Emailaddress: kubo.atsushignims.go.jp (A. Kubo).
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detection of reacted products. [1] There have been many reports on methods of generation of
H, 9-13, 15] but only a few on pulsed H beam sources. The use of a microwave discharge is
convenient for producing intense H beams. However, the degree of dissociation in the
discharge is easily deteriorated by the recombination of H downstream. Thus, the design of H
beam source requires techniques to prevent recombination. Adding water vapor to H2 gas has
been considered an effective method to maintain the intensity of H downstream, [11, 12] and
Rettner has reported a pulsed H beam source using this technique. [1] However, this method
is not suitable for experiments on surface reactions because water molecules, oxygen atoms
and hydroxyl (OH) radicals are contained in the beam as plasma impurities. [I
In this work, we developed a pulsed H beam source using a microwave discharge of
high-purity H2 gas 99.99999%) without addition of water. We obtained a dissociation
fraction of more than 70% and an intense H beam with a flux about 4xl0' 4 atoms- cm-? §.
The velocity distribution of the pulsed H beam was determined using the time -of-flight (TOF)
method. The beam source developed here should satisfy the requirements for the studies of
surface reactions.
refrigerant in out

2. Experimental Apparatus

i
a

a mospherel vacuum
)

generating H plasma in the source (x)
\_

hydrogen gas
inlet
b

b
P
11 cm

Figure I shows a schematic of
the H source. A commercial 2450 MHz
microwave cavity (a) was used for
made of quartz tubes. To confine the
plasma in the microwave cavity and to

e
achieve a high dissociation fraction, both
ends of the quartz tube of 6 mm inner

30 cm

diameter were narrowed to I mm in inner
Fig. 1. Schematic of the H source.
H atoms are generated and transported in a quartz tube
(x): (a) microwave cavity, (b) constrictions, (c) Teflon
tube, (d) Teflon nozzle, (e) o-ring vacuum seal, (f)
skimmer. The lengths of the discharge region and of the
transfer tube are 11 cm and 30 cm, respectively.

diameters (b) A similar method has been
reported for a continuous-flow H source.
[13] The discharge region of the quartz
tube was surrounded by a cooling jacket

using low-viscosity dimethyl polysiloxane as a refrigerant. The temperature of the quartz tube
was maintained below 10 'C for both discharge on and off. The discharge region was
followed by a 30-cm-long transport quartz tube, in which a Teflon tube of 47 mm inner
diameter was inserted (c) to prevent recombination of H on the inner wall of the tube. 13, 141
A Teflon nozzle with an aperture of I mm diameter was attach ed to the end of te tube (d).
The quartz tube, the Teflon tube and the Teflon nozzle were carefully degreased and
passivated by soaking in phosphoric acid before use.
Figure 2 shows the whole apparatus for the generation of pulsed H beams, including
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I
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Fig.2. Schematic diagram of the whole apparatus for generating pulsed H beam.
The H atoms emitted from the source (Fig. 1) are skimmed, chopped, and collimated in the differential
pumping stages (1, II, 111), and then detected by a QMS(i) in the UHV analysis chamber. (a) cavity, (b) xyz
stage, (c) quartz tube, (d) skimmer, (e) orifices, (f) chopper disk, (g) servomotor, (h) photodiode/photodetector
unit, (i) QMS, ) sample manipulator. The QMS signals are amplified with a high-speed amplifier and
averaged using a digital oscilloscope. The photodiodc/photodetector unit provides reference signals for the
time-of-flight measurements.

the H source (Fig. 1). The H flow was collimated to a beam in a triply differentially pumped
chamber I II and III). A skimmer 0.7 mm in diameter) (d) and two orifices 2.0 mm and
3.3 mm in diameter) (e) were placed between the differential pumping stages for beam
collimation. The beam was chopped mechanically using a disk chopper with two diametric
rectangular slits (f) driven by a servomotor (g) at 3000 rpm. The open time of the slit shutter
was 50 ps for the maximum rotation speed. The beam was detected using a quadrupole mass
spectrometer (QMS; ANELVA AQA-360) (i) in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) analysis
chamber. The QMS signals were amplified using a high-speed amplifier (KEITHLEY Model
428) and then averaged by a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 9350A, 500 MHz). The analysis
chamber was pumped by a turbomolecular pump (SEIKO SEIKI, 550-1/s for 1-12) to a pressure
Of X10-8 Pa. The pressure of the analysis chamber rose to 3 X 10-7 Pa when the chopper was
opened. The velocity distribution of the H atoms was determined using the TOF method. The
photodiode/photodetector unit (h) detected the chopper opening and provided the start triggers
for TOF measurements. The distance between the nozzle and the chopper and that between
the chopper and the QMS were 15 cm and 65 cm, respectively.
3. Results and Discussion
Figure 3 shows QMS spectra of the hydrogen beam with the microwave discharge on
and off. The pressure of H2 gas, PH2, at the gas inlet was 20 Pa, and the microwave power, Wm,
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was 45 W. Upon igniting the plasma, the peak intensity
1.0 - 111-1.

I

of H2 at M/e = 2 decreased, and the peak of H appeared

S08

at M/e = 1. No change in the intensity for other masses

s4, o.r,

Z

(i.e., impurities) was observed. The dissociation fraction
in the beam, a, of H2 was obtained from the following

4

-e
0.6
:4

2
00

equation: [151

a.,20 30 40 50
M s Numbe, Mie)

0.4 -

0

---0.2

a

discharge off
discharge on

(ff

b

0.0
0

2

4
6
El
Mass Number M/e)

10

12

where 1ff and I... were the peak heights of H2 with the
discharge off and on, respectively. The value Ib denoted
the background height of H2 when the beam shutter was
closed. We obtained a dissociation fraction of 73 at

Fig.3. QMS spectra of the hydrogen
beam with and without discharge. The

intensities of H (M/e=l)
with

the

discharge

(M/e=2) decreased.

and

increased

that

of

2

Pt,, = 20 Pa and W, = 45 W. Figure 4 shows the
pressure dependence (a) and the microwave power

The intensities of

heavier masses (M/e >2) in the wide
range spectra did not change with the

dependence (b) of a. The value of a depended strongly

discharge (inset).

a
0

10

LL

0.8

0

I on H2 pressure. The H plasma was stable for H2 gas
a

pressures higher than 18 Pa. a had a maximum at PH2
-20 Pa, then decreased with increase Of PH2- On the

-

13

.8 F
I 06 oM -e
co04

other hand, a was insensitive to the microwave power
for Wm = 50-90 W.

0.2

co
Z 00i-20

30

40

During the discharge, we could observe H
plasma, the color of which was the characteristic deep

50

H2 Pressure (Pa)

red, in the discharge region between the constrictions
06
0

b

1.0 -

(Fig. 1, (b)) of the quartz tube. The brightness and the

0.8 -

tone of the color correlated to the value of a. The color

0
F,- 0,6-

of the H plasma was thin red at the first stage of
ignition, and then became brighter and deeper in about

e 0.4
0.2 -

0.
a:

Fig.

io
80
100
Microwave Power (W)

40

4

(a)

Dependence

of

i2o

the

dissociation fraction on the pressure of
hydrogen gas at W =58 W.
(b) Dependence of the
dissociation fraction on the microwave
power at

PH2=

22 Pa.

a minute, resulting in an increase in a. From the reports
of other groups, 13, 15] it takes a much longer time 1
h to 6 h) to reach high a values. Under optimum
conditions (Pti = 19-21 Pa, Wm = 45-70 W), the
volume of the H plasma expanded to fill the discharge
region and produced H at maximum a with good
stability. When the quartz tube was not well cleaned or

passivated, the H plasma became smaller in volume and weaker in brightness, resulting in
lower a values. The cooling of the discharge region was essential for obtaining a high
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dissociation fraction. Without cooling, the quartz tube became red-hot, which accelerated
recombination reaction of H to H2.
The diameter of the H beam

St

(PH2

= 20 Pa, Wm = 45 W) at the center of the

analysis chamber was determined to be 7 mm using the color variation of a

M003

disk caused

by a reduction reaction. 161 This agrees well with the size calculated from the diameters and
geometrical locations of the skimmer and the orifices, showing a good directivity of the H
beam. The beam flux of H was estimated as follows: The H atoms in the beam were assumed
to be recombined to H2 immediately, by wall scattering in the analysis chamber. We also
assumed that the temperature of the H2 in the analysis chamber was equal to room
temperature 20 'C). Thus, the H beam flux, F atoms- an- s"), was
S-AP-cH, 2a
F=
kB T
A
where

was the

H2

(2)

pumping speed assumed for the analysis chamber, P the rise of pressure

with the H beam source running, cH, the H2 gas calibration factor of the pressure gauge, kB the
Boltzmann constant, T the room temperature, a the dissociation fraction, and A the area of the
H beam. Using this equation, the flux of the H beam was calculated to be -4xjO' 4 atoms
. an-3 §. This H-atom yield of the source corresponds to 06 ML/s for a Si(001) surface [1ML
-6.8x,014 CM-2 for Si(001)] and is sufficiently intense to detect surface reactions with
measurable signal intensity.
Figure
Shutter Function

shows TOF spectra of pulsed H and

beams. To our knowledge, the beam properties of
H beams have not been characterized well. Here, we
H2

evaluated the beam temperature and the translational
energy. The spectra were well fitted with a fitting

7

function g), which was defined as a convolution of a
flux-weighted
shifted
Maxwell
-Boltzmann

H H2
0
a)

distribution function fy) and a shutter function of the
0

Soo

1000

1500

Time-of-Flight ps)

chopper S(t)
g(t)

'S(t - -r). 1 f (/-r) d-r
fo

Fig.5.

Time-of-flight spectra of pulsed

H and H2 beam. The H2 gas pressures
(PH2) and the microwave power (W.) are
24 Pa and 57 W for the H-beam and 24
Pa and
W (discharge off) for the
H2-beam. The solid ines are the result of
least-square fitting with the fitting
function g(t). The shutter function of the
mechanical chopper S(t) is also shown.

(3)

T

where L was the distance between the chopper and the
QMS. 171 The term fly) was written as
2

f (v)dv x v3 exp

m

2kB

- dv

4)

where v was the velocity of species, v, the stream
velocity, T, the beam temperature, m the mass of
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Shutter Function

species, and k9 the Boltzmann constant. [181 The
term S(t) was assumed to be a rectangular gating

0

function,

.C
:3

02

S(I =
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1
0

for

< I < 50ps
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0
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Fig.6. Time-of-flight spectra of pulsed
and 02beam. The 0, gas pressures (PH,) and
the microwave power (W.) are 35 Pa and
131 W for the O-beam and 35 Pa and W
(discharge off) for the 02-beam.

+ 4;T+12 k TIm

(6)

Using these equations, vs T and v,p were
estimated for the H beam to be 1540 ±50 m/s,

150 ±10 K and 2820 ±60 m/s, respectively,
whereas those for the H2 beam were 1290 ±40
m/s, 120 ±10 K and 2010 ±60 m/s, respectively. The values of T of the H and H2 beams
showed a cooling from room temperature due to free jet expansion. The value of V"P of the H
beam corresponds to a translational energy of 0042 eV.
We also applied the atomic beam source to generate pulsed atomic oxygen (0) beam.
Contrary to the H beam,
beam required much higher microwave power to obtain good
dissociation fraction. Figure 6 shows TOF spectra of pulsed and 02 beams measured at the
02 gas pressure of 35 Pa and the microwave power of 131 W. The dissociation fraction was
about 30%. The spectra were also well fitted by the fitting function g(t) (Eq. 3)). The values
of vs T and v p of the beam were 350 ±10 m/s, 130 ±10 K and 660 ±20 m/s 0.036 eV),
respectively, whereas those of the 02 beam were 370 ±10 m/s, 100 t1O K and 520 ±10 m/s
(0.045 eV), respectively.
4. Conclusions
We developed an intense pulsed H beam source. High-purity H2 gas was used
without addition of water. The H plasma was generated by a microwave discharge and
confined between two constrictions in a quartz tube cooled by a refrigerant. The H atoms
generated were transported through a Teflon tube inserted in a quartz tube. This structure
produced H stably with a high dissociation fraction. The stream of H was collimated and
chopped mechanically into pulses in differential pumping stages. Tis pulsed H beam source
satisfies the requirements for studies of surface reactions by having high-purity, a high
dissociation fraction, good directivity, and a well-defined velocity distribution. This technique
is also possible to obtain intense atom beams such as
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Abstract
This paper reports the plans and design of positron-electron microscopes being built at KEK
(High Energy Accelerator Research Organization), Tsukuba, Japan. A used electron
microscope is altered. The kinetic energies of positrons produced by accelerators or by
nuclear decays are not a unique value but show a spread over in a wide range. Positron
beani is guided to a transmission electron microscope (EMI00SX).
Positrons are
moderated by a tungsten foil, are accelerated and are focused on a nickel sheet. The
monochromatic focused bewn is injected into an electron microscope. The focusing and
aberration of positrons are the same as electrons in a magnetic system which are used in
commercial electron microscopes.
Imaging plates are used to record positron images for
the transmission electron microscope.
1. Introduction
There are many crucial advantages in experiments using positrons compared with
corresponding experiments using electrons. For example, in electron diffraction experiments,
the diffracted electrons may not be the same that the incident electrons but some electrons
ejected from a specimen are exchanged with incident electrons. The diffiracted positrons are
almost guaranteed to be the same that the incident positrons, because there are almost no
positrons in the specimen.
To perform positron experiments, there are two important points. One is that the
kinetic energies of positrons emitted from the nuclear decays or made by accelerators have
not a unique value of kinetic energy but possess a spread over an energy range. The other
point is that the intensities of positron beams are usually quite low.
Mono-energetic positron beam is required to focus positron beams. To create
positron beams it eough intensity, an accelerator is commonly used. In this paper, a
transmission electron-positron microscope being built at the KEK, Tsukuba, Japan is
described. The expected intensity of the slow positron beam is 10' e/sec and soon the,
intensity is aimed at 109 e/sec in future 1].
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of electron-positron transmission microscope.
2. Transmission positron microscope
Although the scattering cross sections for positrons are similar to those for electrons at
high energies, positrons penetrate deeper than electrons in materials, because they travel
interstitial sites, far from nuclei. Channeling behavior of positrons is quite different from
that of electrons.
The JEMIOOSX transmission electron microscope has been set at the end of the slow
positron beam at KEK (Fig. 1). The positron beam coming from the positron transfer tube is
focused on a tungsten foil 25 u n in thickness). Positrons lose their energies, are
then-nalized in the foil and are ejected from the other surface. The ejected positrons are
accelerated to I keV and focused by two sets of Enzel lens. Focused beam is introduced
into the microscope (Fig. 2 and they are bent 90 degrees by an electric field deflector (Fig. 2.
The Welinelt assembly and the cathode chamber of the electron microscope are revised.
This is an anode chamber for the positron microscope.
The voltage of the lower plate of
the deflector is kept at 40 kV, for example, against the ground. Simulation of positron beam
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near the deflector is shown in Fig. 3 The other plate is kept at 41.5 kV. The positron tens
system is also shown in Fig. 3 The scales are not proportional but schematic. The nickel
foils can be annealed in the annealing chambers attached to the positron lenses.
A
specimen is mounted on the usual specimen stage on a screen mesh. The focusing and
aberration of positrons; are the same as those of electrons in a magnetic system, used in
commercial electron microscopes.
The characteristic feature of this plan is that
commercially available electron microscopes can be used for positrons without changing the
focusing system. Only the inversion of polarity of accelerating voltage is necessary. The
advanced technology of electron microscopy can be used for positron microscopy. Imaging
plates are used to record positron images. The column of the microscope is kept at the ground
voltage. The final resolution should be better than positron re-emission microscopes (PRM).

Deflector
4 t.5 kV
314.6mm
11MM
...............................
40 kV
3 14.6mm39.7 kV

40 kV

31mm 10mm 206aun

3m

10mm 206mm

Mckel Foil

..............................

-42kV
58CO

4OkV 35-SkV40 kV

Second Einzel Lens

4lkV36.5kV 41kV

First Einzel Lens

Accerelator
kV

Fig. 2

Positron lens system, remoderator, deflector.

Fig. 3

Scales are not exact.

Simulation of positron beam by deflector.
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Fig. 4 Two lens system used in the present experiment

The positional resolution of PRM is limited by the diffusion length of positrons, when lattice
defects are studied.
3. Positron lenses
Here we consider a set of two element lenses and a set of three element lenses (Einzel lens).
3.1 Two element lens
Two cylinders of inner diameter D = I I mm are separated by g = 2 mm.

The length of

Cylinders I and 2 are 178 and 25.6 mm, respectively (Fig.4) and the corresponding voltages
applied are 6 and 1 M respectively. "Co positron source and tungsten foil were kept at
+7 W.
Figure is an example of a profile of the positron intensity on an imaging plate
which was grounded.
When a series of two lens system is used higher voltages have to be
applied to cylinders 3].

4

a
DMANCIS

Fig. 5.

I tam)

Positron intensity profile of two cylinder lens, focused.
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F

Examples of parameters are given in Table .

Simulation of positron beam by Einzel lens shown in Fig. 6.

Table I

Examples of Einzenl lens parameters corresponding Fig. 3.

Positron Source
Cylinders I

3B,

A

+I kV +2 kV +3 kV +4 kV +42 kV
E

0 kV

kV

+I kV

2 kV

41 kV

Center Cylinder

C

-4.5 kV 4 kV

-3 kV

-2 kV

+36.5 k'

Imaging Plate

F

0 kV

0 kV

10 kV

+41 kV

0 kV

Length of Cylinder IG206mm

206mm 206mm, 206mm 206mm

Length of Cylinder 3H31mm,

36mm 36mm 36nun 31nun

Magnification

M

Positron Energy Hitting
Imaging Plate

1/9

1/8

1/8

1/8

I kV

2 kV

2 kV

2 kV
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3.2 Three element lens (Einzel lens)
The Einzel lens geometry to be considered consists of three long coaxial cylinders of the same
diameter D, separated by distance g. The voltage of the two and cylinders are kept at V,,
and the voltage of the center cylinder is kept at V. Positrons are accelerated while they
travel from A to (Fig. 61. Fine adjustment can be made changing voltage V2. Table I
shows some of the examples in case of Einzel lens. To test the focusing, the positron
energies hitting imaging plates were low so that imaging plates without coating were used.
Detail calculations on a cylindrical electrostatic electron lens can be found in a paper by Read
et al 21, The advantage using Einzel lens is that the applying voltage can be kept almost
constant.
A simulation of focusing of positron beam is shown in Fig. 7.
4. Summary
A design of remodeling of a used commercial transmission electron microscope is presented.
Transmission electron-positron microscopes are good to observe images of organic
compounds and bio-materials, because of its deeper penetration depth, so that less damage is
given to specimens. Theoretically the positional resolution of a transmission positron
microscope is better than that of microscope using positron annihilation, because the diffusion
length of positrons before captured by defects limits the positional resolution. Largest
advantage is remodeling of commercially available transmission electron microscopes which
have been highly developed. The positron beam source is equipped with electron source.
The only positive accelerating voltage is supplied when positron image is taken. The
focusing positrons is the same as ectrons.
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Abstract
We have succeeded in fabricating high-transparent Y3AI5012 (YAG) and Y203 laser ceramic
materials using vacuum sntering method. Compared with single crystal, ceramics have the
following advantages, namely: ) Ease of fabrication; 2 Less expensive; 3 Fabrication of
large size and high concentration; 4) Multi-layer and multi-functional ceramic structure; (5)
Mass production, etc.
On the base of Nd3+:YAG ceramics, we performed high efficient and high power (up to
1.46kW) CW lasers with laser diode pumping. Optical properties of Nd:YAG ceramics, such as
absorption, emission and fluorescence lifetime, were found to be similar to those of Nd:YAG
single crystal. The thermal conductivity of Nd:YAG ceramics was measured, which is also
found to be very similar to that of Nd:YAG single crystal.
The stimulated emission cross section of Nd3+:Y203 happened to be in the range that is
required for laser fusion driver. This makes Nd:Y203 a potential candidate for being used in
laser fusion system. Some optical properties of Nd:Y203 ceramics were investigated and for
the first time, CW room-temperature laser oscillation at two wavelength 1074.6 m and
1078.6 nm) of 4F/2 - '111/2 channel was obtained with a slope efficiency of 32%.
Keywords: Nd3+:YAG,

Nd3+:Y203,

ceramic laser, diode -pumped, solid-state laser, fusion driver

1. Introduction
Since Maiman discovered the ruby laser in 1960 1,21, the solid-state lasers have been rapidly
developed; especially resent years, solid-state lasers have been applied with remarkable
success in various industrial capacities such as for taking physical measurements and for
medical uses. Among all kinds of solid-state, laser host material, YAG
is the best laser host material that has been grown since 1964 3].
*E-mall address: yanagitaniftonoshima.coji (T. Yanagitani)
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However because of some disadvantages of crystal growth method, a time consuming,
expensive and size-limited procedure, generally it is very difficult to grow high-quality large
size of single crystals and the cost increases almost exponentially with the size of crystals.
Such disadvantages make people try to find some other ways to produce laser materials,
Besides single crystal materials, glass structure, glass-ceramic structure, and polycrystalline
structure materials have been investigated in many years. For glass material, it is easy to get
large size, but the thermal conductivity is about one order lower than that of single crystals,
which make it seldom use in high power industrial lasers. Glass ceramic materials are
substances of heterogeneous structure: crystal areas are embedded in a glass matrix 41, but
laser efficiencies were not satisfying compared with single crystals.
Since 1960's a number of people have speculated that a theoretically dense polycrystal of
an isotropic, pure material would be optically indistinguishable from a single crystal of the
same material. In 1966, E.Carnall reported polycrystalline ceramic laser material for the first
time [5].

In his work, Dysprosium-doped CAF2 lasers have been operated in both the

hot-pressed polycrystal and single crystal forms at liquid-nitrogen temperature. Similar laser
threshold was obtained to that of single crystal laser. After that, polycrystalline ceramic laser
hosts had not received much attention for a long time primarily because their inferior optical
quality to that of single crystal and glass materials.
In 1995, A.Ikesue fabricated transparent polycrystalline YAG by a solid-state reaction
method using high-purity powders (>99.99wt% purity) 6]. An Oscillation experiment was
performed on a CW laser by the diode laser excitation system using the fabricated ceramics.
Laser output of 309mW were obtained with a slope efficiency of 28%. This is the first laser
demonstration on Nd:YAG ceramics.
Since 1999, the authors began to fabricate polycrystalline YAG ceramics in a different
way: Vacuum Sntering method, where the raw powder materials were prepared by
nano-crystalline technology. Using these highly transparent Nd:YAG ceramics, slope
efficiency of more than 60% was achieved under end-pumping scheme 7]. For high power,
output powers of 31W-72W-84W were reported one after the other 8,91. Recently, 1.46kW
Nd:YAG ceramic laser was developed with an optical-to-optical efficiency of 42%[101.
Since the first half of 2001, we also pay more attention

t

Y203

ceramic material, a very

promising material, which has potential application in laser fusion system or femto-second
lasers.
Cubic Y203 crystal has been investigated for a long time as an active host material for
lanthanide ions due to its favorable properties, such as its refractory nature, stability,
ruggedness, and optical clarity over a broad spectral region, etc. In particular, thermal
conductivity

Of Y203

is about two times larger than that of YAG, while the thermal expansion

coefficients are very similar. However, it is extremely difficult to grow large-size high-quality
Y203

single crystal by conventional growth methods because of its very high melting
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temperature (2400'C) Of Y203 and structural phase transition at 22800C.
laser oscillation results of rare earth ions doped
recently,

Nd:Y203

Y203

vliat's more, the

were. not satisfying either. Quite

ceramics were developed as well by using the nanocrystalline technology

and vacuum sintering method. Compared with single crystal growth method, it is easier to
fabricate large size Y203 ceramics because of the lower sintering temperature - about 700'C
lower than melting temperature Of Y203.
The possibilities of rare earth doped Y203 for being used in laser fusion system, and high
power industrial lasers will be discussed.
2. YAG ceramic laser
2.1 Fabrication of highly transparent YAG ceramics
Fig. I shows the fabrication process of Nd:YAG ceramics. The aqueous solutions of
Aluminum, Yttrium, and Neodymium chlorides were mixed together. This mixed aqueous
solution was added dropwise and then mixed with an aqueous solution of ammonium
hydrogen-carbonate. Then steps of filtration and washing with water were repeated several
times, and then dried. The precursor thus obtained was calcinated at 1200'C for several
times, then the oxide raw powder is obtained. This powder is milled with solvent, binder and
dispersion medium for 24 hours. The milled slurry is put in gypsum mold and dried, and then
the desired form is obtained. After removing the organic component by calcining, such
material is vacuum sntered at 1750'C, then highly transparent Nd:YAG ceramics can be
obtained. The sintering time vary from

to 20 hours depending on the form of sample.

A13+.Y3+.Nd3+

NH,HCO:"
(NH4)2SO4

Adding Dropwise
And Stirring

Ball millina
t
YAG nowder

1
Fyacuum S'interinz

t

T

Filterinv

Calcinina
Washing and
Drying

SIM Castinu

YAG ceramic-

YAG precurso

Fig. 1: Fabrication process of transparent Nd:YAG ceramics.
Fig. 2 shows the picture of the polished slab and as-sintered rod of Nd:YAG ceramic
samples. Fig.3(a) shows the reflection microscope image of YAG ceramic structure; Fg.3(b)
shows the TEM image of YAG ceramic grain boundary Reflection microscopy suggested that
the pore volume concentration in our samples is about 1ppm and average grain size is about
10 gm in diameter. The width of grain boundary is only about Mm. Such narrow grain
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boundary and very low pore volume ensure very low scattering loss in the ceramic material.

WTI

A KNOSWMA Clit
Fig.2: Picture of Nd:YAG ceramics

Fig.3: Optical reflection image (a) and TEM
image of grain boundary (b).

2.2 Properties of YAG ceramic laser materials
The thermal conductivity is a very important factor for high power lasers. There are
several ways to measure thermal conductivity, such as steady-heat-flow method

0), and

flash method (11), etc. In our measurement, steady-heat-flow method was used and the
following values were obtained.
k,,xt

=

0.5 ::L 0.5(WT-Im-1)

km,,,,j, = 10.7 ± 0.5(WT-lm-1)
From these results, one can see that the thermal conductivity of YAG ceramic is very close to
that of YAG single crystal. As we know, superior thermal property is one of te

advantages

that make YAG single crystal the most popular laser material. From the comparison of
thermal conductivities between single crystal and ceramic, we can see that YAG ceramic
should have very similar thermal properties to YAG single crystal.
Optical

absorption

and emission

measurements

were

carried out using a

ANDO

AQ-6315A optical spectrum analyzer. ANDO AQ-4303B white light source was used for
absorption measurement and a Mitsui MLDl00 1W 807nm laser diode (LD) was used for
fluorescence and laser experiments. A D 3 X 2mm 09% Nd:YAG single crystal procured from
Litton-Airtron Inc. was used for comparison.
The room temperature absorption spectra of 1% Nd:YAG ceramics and 09% Nd:YAG
single crystal are shown in Fg.4. The Fresnel reflection has been subtracted from the
absorption spectrum. If the absorption coefficient is assumed to be proportional to te
neodymium concentration, the absorption coefficient of 0.9% single crystal should be 10% less
than that of 1% ceramics. From the Fig.4, we see that the absorption coefficient of 09%
Nd:YAG single crystal is about 15% less than that of 1% Nd:YAG ceramics. It means the
actual neodymium concentration in single crystal may be a little less than 09% because it is
hard to control the extra concentration in single crystals during the growing process. It is one
of the advantages of Nd:YAG ceramics laser material that the rare earth ions concentration
can be precisely controlled.
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Fig.4: Room temperature absorption spectra of (a) 09% Nd:YAG single crystal and (b) 1%
Nd:YAG ceramic.
Fig.5 shows the room temperature fluorescence spectrum for

4F/2

to 4111/2

transition of %

Nd:YAG single crystal and ceramics, respectively. In order to have a clear comparison, the
fluorescence spectrum for single crystal and ceramics were normalized and put together.
From this figure, it can be seen that these two spectra are almost identical.
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Fig.5: Fluorescence spectra of
Nd:YAG single crystal and ceramic

Fig.6: Fluorescence lfetime of Nd:YAG
as a function of Nd.'+ concentration

Using a quasi-CW LD produced by Hamamatsu Inc., the fluorescent lifetime for single
crystal and ceramics have been obtained through curve fitting on fluorescence

ecay curve.

The fluorescence lifetime for single crystal and ceramics are almost identical. Fig.6 shows the
fluorescence lifetime of Nd:YAG ceramics versus neodyinium oncentration.
Using fluorescence spectrum and deduced Radiative lifetime, induced emission cross
sections were calculated for Nd:YAG ceramic and single crystal, respective y.

ound 1064nin,

the main laser wavelength, stimulated emission cross section are 262 X 10-19 and 263

I

9

for YAG ceramic and single crystal, respectively. Such high emission cross-section results in
low laser threshold and high lser efficiencies.
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2.3 Laser experiment

700

6(w

End-pumped laser experiments were demonstrated
on 1% and 2

1% ceramic
2% ceramic

'100
E
. 400

neodymium doped YAG ceramics with

--w- 0.9% single crystal

thickness of 5mm and 2.5min, respectively An 807nm
laser diode was used as a pump source whose maximum
output power is 1W. A 5mm thick 09% Nd:YAG single

0

204)

100

crystal procured from Litton-Airtron Inc. was used for

0

comparison with ceramics. Though the concentrations
are different for single crystal 0.9%) and ceramics 1%
and 2), the absorbed pump powers are almost the

0
Fig.

2110

400
6M
goo
Purnp power mVV)

100(

7: CW laser output versus pump

nowpr

same because of the adequate absorption length of the sample.
All samples were coated with HR1064nm/AR808nm films to act as a cavity mirror of the
laser on one end, the other end was antireflection coated at 1064nm to reduce the intra-cavity
loss. Output coupler is a concave mirror with 250mm radius and the reflectivity is 97

at

1064nm. The cavity length is about 20mm.
Fig.7 shows the laser output versus pump power for 1% 2

Nd:YAG ceramics and 09%

Nd:YAG single crystal at 1064nni. To have a reasonable comparison, absorbed pump power
should be used to calculate the efficiencies. Table

lists all results calculated according to

absorbed pump power for ceramic and single crystal, respectively. From the data listed in this
table, one can see that whatever 1% and 2

Nd:YAG ceramic, both of them have very similar

laser efficiencies to that of 09% Nd:YAG single crystal laser.
Table 1: Laser parameters calculated according to absorbed pump power
Absorbed Output Threshold
Slope
power
power
efficiency
1% Ceramic
2% Ceramic
0.9%crystal

84OmW
842mW
795mW

499mW 2OmW
465mW 27mW
474mW 2OmW

60.9%
57.6%
61.2%

Quite recently, 146 kW Nd:YAG ceramic laser at
1064nm was demonstrated cooperating with Toshiba
Corporation 9

respectively. The dependence of output power versus
power

1.0

The laser rod diameter, length and

Nd3+ doping ratio are 8mm, 200mm and 06%,
pump

'F

was

shown

in

Fig.8.

The

optical-to-optical conversion efficiency is 42%. The
Nd:YAG ceramic laser material can almost be put to
practical use.
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3. Y203 ceramic laser

20

Using the same fabricating method of
Nd:YAG ceramics, transparent neodymium
doped Y203 ceramics were developed as well.

IN-4i 9/2

10
8
6

The room-temperature absorption band

Nd:Y203

[4F/2+2H(2)9/21

2 H 2)112

6
2, 4
i2 12

3.1 Optical properties of Nd:Y203 ceramics
areas of 4912 -

F112

4-

for 1.5at%

2-

0770

ceramic sample is shown in Fig.9.

780

790

From this figure, one can see that the
maximum absorption coefficient (ca. 18cm-1)
is at around 820nm wavelength. t is quite

----------------------------------------....
. ....
810
820
830
840
850

800

Wavelength (nni)

Fig.9: Room-temperature absorption spectrum
of 1.5% Nd:Y201 ceramic

different from that of Nd:YAG ceramic whose maximum absorption is around 808.6nm
wavelength. Do to the spectrum restriction of our 1W LD, we have to tune the central
emission of the LD to 808.6nm, the wavelength of the second absorption peak, where the
absorption coefficient of this ceramic sample is about 13 cm-'.
Using emission spectrum and radiative lifetime of.Nd:Y203, stimulated emission cross
section

was derived

which

was

showrf in Fig. 0. The maximum peak
6

value of stimulated emission cross
section is 52 X 1-20 CM2 which is at

Emission cross section for Nd:Y203 ceramic
4-

wavelength of 1078.6nm. But the
second peak value of stimulated
emission cross section at 1074.6nm is
5.0 X 1-20 CM2,

0 - 900

the maximum value.

180
160

The setup was almost similar to what used to
anti-reflection

1100
1200
Wavelength =)

on

YAG.

coating

1300

1400

Fig. 0 Emission cross section of Nd:Y203 ceramic

3.2 Laser performance of 1.5% Nd:Y203 ceramic
experiment

1000

which is very close to

However,
nor

neither

the high

Oplical smlnof "T 05c"'a"On

140
20

the

100

reflection

80

107 1
0
W-1.g1h

60

coating are given to Nd:Y2O3 ceramic. The resonator

03 40

was composed of a high reflection mirror at 1064nm

20
0

and a concave mirror with 250mm radius and the
reflectivity is 97% at 1064nm wavelength although
the laser lasing wavelength of Nd:Y203 is around
1074.6nm and 1078.6nin.
Fig.11 shoes the laser output versus pump
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power for 1.5% uncoated Nd:YAG ceramic element. The threshold is 2OmW, when pump
power was increased to maximum of 742mW, laser output power of 160mW was obtained with
a slope efficiency of 32%. The spectral composition of CW laser output was also shown in
Fig. 1. From this Figure, one can see that laser outputs were observed at both 1074.6nm and
1078.6nm wavelengths. The result of laser experiment shows that the quality of such kind of
Nd:Y203

ceramics is good enough to be used as a highly efficient laser media. If this sample

were coated with anti-reflection coatings, slope efficiency of more than 40% could be
predicted.
Because of its many advantages, such as refractory nature, stability, ruggedness, optical
clarity over a broad spectral region, broad emission band, especially high thermal conductivity,
etc.,

Nd:Y2O3

ceramics is a very promising laser media that can be used in many fields, such

as high power industrial lasers, laser fusion system, etc.
3.3 Possibilities for being used in laser fusion driver system
Ceramic laser material has great potential for being used in laser fusion driver system. As
we know, laser materials, which can be used in laser fusion driver system, should have
several- feature-s:_Large. -aperture, proper emission -cross-section - -and thermal- -shock
parameters etc. Fig.12 shows the diagram of stimulated emission cross-sections and thermal
shock parameters for various laser materials. The arrow pointed area indicates the suitable
stimulated emission cross-section and thermal shock parameters for laser fusion drivers.
Usually stimulated emission cross section less than 1 X 10-19

M2

and larger than 1 X 1-20

CM2

is required. Because emission cross-section beyond this would cause parasitic oscillation while
emission cross section below this cannot match the requirement for saturation flux limitation.
Although several single crystals can match the requirement on emission cross-section and
thermal shock parameters, but unfortunately, large-scale samples are extremely difficult to
2000
H.
1000

im*

Optical
-10
0
damage in4
thin film

100

Nd3+

0
10.
0.5
1.0
I0
Sfimulatedemissioncrosssectionc

thernial fracture limit
(YEst>O. I Ncm3
so
(10-20CM2)

Fig. 12: Solid state laser materials for fusion driver
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be grown. As we know, to fabricate large size of transparent ceramic sample is not a problem,
and also from calculated stimulated emission cross-section of Nd!Y203, we know that for two
main laser lines of 4F312
4_[112 channel, the stimulated emission cross section are
10,21)
CM2 and 52 120 M2
ively, whi h are just in the range required for laser fus'
, respecti
ic
I
ion
driver system. Although the thermal shock parameter of Nd:Y203 hasn't been measured at
present, as a high-melting temperature material, usually its thermal shock parameter should
be much higher tan that of glass which is now used in laser fusion drivers.
4. Conclusions
Nd:YAG and Nd:Y203 ceramics with excellent transmittance were fabricated successfully
by vacuum sntering method in the present study. The optical properties of these specimens
were investigated, and the significant results of this work can be summarized as follows:
(1) Highly efficient CW laser oscillation for Nd:Y203 was demonstrated under LD end
pumping for the first time.
(2) Nd:YAG and Nd:Y203 ceramics have almost the same laser efficiency as that of single
crystal.
(3) Nd:Y203 ceramic laser material has the possibilities for being used in laser fusion
driver system.
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Abstract
A high intensity spin polarized slow positron beam is developing in RIKEN for the researches
of surface and interface magnetism. A new design of the apparatus to improve beam transfer
efficiency by making it compact and the simulation results are reported. Matching of electric
field and magnetic field of a spin rotator is also discussed.
Keywords: positron beam, spin polarization, surface magnetism, spin rotator, polarimeter 1F
source
1. Introduction
A high-intensity spin polarized slow positron beam is developing in RIKEN (The
Institute of Physical and Chemical Research) for the researches of surface and interface
magnetism. Using the spin polarized slow positron beam, the information of the electron at
the first atom layer of the metal surface is selectively obtained by detecting annihilation y rays
of positronium (Ps), which is not formed in the bulk but formed only on the surface. The spin
polarized slow positron beam is also expected as a powerful probe for the research of
interface magnetism, for an example, giant magnetoresistance in metallic superlattice
structures. A part of positrons implanted into the superlattice structures are trapped in the
disorder region around the interface and annihilate with periphery electrons, so that
annihilation y rays give the information of the electrons around the interface.
A high intensity beam for surface research is obtained using electro-deposited "F
source and an electro-polished tungsten moderator. "F (half-life 110 min.), the activity is
more than several hundred mCi, is produced via "O(pn)"F reaction using AVF cyclotron in
RIKEN. [1] The automatic source supply system to use such a short half-life "F source for
long period of experiments was reported elsewhere. 2 Hgh conversion efficiency of
positron moderator is another important factor to realize an intensity beam. A stack of electropolished tungsten mesh is expected to be a promising moderator. The conversion efficiency of
a tungsten 12 stacked mesh moderator, the diameter of which electro-polished wire is about
lOgm, is 7.5xlO'. Although this value is lower than that of a solid rare gas moderator, the
tungsten mesh moderator has the advantages that the handling is easier, stability of efficiency
is higher and the cost is lower. 3]
The previous design 4 needs some improvements. In the present work, new
design of the spin polarized slow positron beam apparatus and the simulation results of the
beam transfer efficiency and matching of magnetic and electric field of a spin rotator are
discussed.
* Corresponding author. Tel: 81-48-467-9464 Fax: 81-48-461-5301
E-mail address: fsaitopostman.riken.go.jp
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2. Design and simulation
Fig. I shows the outline of the beam apparatus. A positron source, both an electrodeposited "F source and a sealed "Na source are utilized, is placed outside the vacuum
chamber. The positrons emitted from the source pass into the chamber through a titanium
window (2%Lm. thick) and impinge on the tungsten stacked mesh moderator.

1928mm
1284mm

Sainplel hamber
VP
Magnet

c

Fig. I Outline of beam apparatus
Fig. 2 shows electrostatic lenses to transfer positrons. The positrons not only re-emitted
forward from the moderator but also a part of positrons re-emitted backward are utilized for
beam accelerated by a grid with the voltage of 400V The positrons are transferred to a sample
chamber by the electrostatic lenses of diameter from 10 to 24mm. The spin rotator placed
before a parallel-plate deflector rotates the spin of the positrons.

1250

45

I A/Z

-

A

parallel-plate deflector

L

0 0 0 0 0 0

00 000
accelerator

spin rotator

field clamps

Fig. 2 Electrostatic lenses
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The beam trajectory is bent in order to exclude non-thermalized positrons and annihilation y
rays from the source by the parallel-plate deflector. The positrons can be accelerated up to the
energy of 30keV The beam is transferred through a duct passes through the return-yoke and
the pole piece of an electromagnet to the sample chamber placed between the pole pieces.
The electromagnet is used as the polarimeter for the measurement of the spin polarization of
the beam. The spin polarization will be obtained by the Doppler broadening measurement of y
rays from Ps annihilation in amorphous S02 (a-S'02)- 4]
Y

50MM

mm

Z

X

80MM

Fig. 3 Wien filter (used as a spin rotator) with curved surface electrodes
The simulation shows high efficiency of the beam transfer by this apparatus. In the
simulation, we assumed that the positrons are emitted with the angle from to 80 degree to
the beam axis and with the initial energy from I to 3eV The simulation shows all the
positrons emitted from a circular area (diameter 6mm) can be transported to the target
position with the energy 3 13 and 30 keV Although beam shape is deformed to be flat at the
parallel-plate deflector, all the positrons are transferred within 10mm diameter at the target
position. The beam transfer efficiency was simulated by means of Simion (Idaho N. E. Lab.).
1.2

0.

B field
y=O,
- E eld (curved surface)

tZ
0.7

0

E field (plate)
I

y=4
y--O,
y--O,
_L

2

4
[

y--4
I

6

y--4

8

I

Fig. 4 Distribution of electric fields produced by curved surface electrodes and flat electrodes,
and that of magnetic field normalized by the value at (x, y, z = 0, 0, 0), respectively.
A Wien filter is used as the spin rotator, which has a electric field E and a
magnetic field
perpendicular to the beam axis and to each other. When the beam passes
through the magnetic field, the spin rotates around the magnetic field direction due to the
Larmor precession with frequency
= e.01
/M ), where e is a charge and m is the mass of a
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positron. Then the rotation angle 9 is represented as 9 - 0W - eB1
where v is the
A
/Mv
velocity of the positron. The transverse motion of the positron by the magnetic field is
cancelled by the electric field when the Wien condition E + vB 0 is satisfied. Thus, the
matching between the magnetic field and the electric field is crucial for the beam transfer. The
schema of the spin rotator is shown in Fig. 3 The dimensions of the designed spin rotator are
50mm length along the beam axis, 20mm gap between the magnetic pole pieces and 16mm
gap between the electrodes. The positrons (0.5keV) pass through the spin rotator with the
beam diameter of 10mm or less. The magnetic and electric fields of the spin rotator were
simulated by means of OPERA-3d/TOSCA (Vector Field, Ltd.). The electric field
distributions of three types of electrodes, such as flat electrodes, flat electrodes with 4 pairs of
auxiliary electrodes and curved surface electrodes are simulated. The strength of magnetic
field and the electric field along the transversal direction (x-axis) to the beam axis (z-axis at
the center (z=O) of the spin rotator is shown in Fig. 4 The distribution of the electric field
produced by the curved surface electrodes matches to that the magnetic field better than that
produced by the flat electrodes at the position both yO and y4. Although the flat electrodes
with auxiliary electrodes require complicated fabrication, the effect of which is almost same
as that of the curved surface.

....

EecIfic field

---- Magnetic field
without Field clamp
Magnetic field
with Field clamps

0. tZ

2

4
. z[Cmj

6

Fig. 5 Magnetic field and electric field at fringe, normalized by the value at the middle of the
spin rotator (z = 0) The pole pieces and electrodes end at z 2.5cm A piece of field clamps is
placed at z = 4cm.

ho I

co i

Fig. 6 Electro-magnet with a hole (diameter 50mm) to pass a beam duct
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The matching of the magnetic and electric fields in the longitudinal direction to the beam axis
is also simulated. The fringe magnetic field at the entrance and the exit of the spin rotator
decreases more slowly than that of the electric field as shown in Fig. 5 A pair of field clamps
reduces the tail of the magnetic field and matches it to that of the electric field (Fig. 5). The
field clamps is consisted of two disks (3mm thick) made of Permalloy, which has an aperture
(diameter 16mm).
The pole piece (diameter 120mm) of electromagnet (Fig. 6 has a hole (diameter
50mm) to pass the duct. The uniformity of the magnetic field around the target position is also
simulated. Fig. 7 shows the magnetic filed between the pole pieces along the transversal
direction to the beam axis. The deviation is 0.5% or less at the target position within the area
diameter 10mm.
2

. . . . . . . . .

apart 5mm from the center
of the pole pieces

0

5

10

15

x [cm]
Fig. 7 Distribution of magnetic field of electromagnet normalized by the value at (X,y, z)
(0, 0, 0) A solid line and a broken line show the values at (x, y, z = (x, 0, 0) and (x, 0, 5),
respectively.
In conclusion, we expect that this spin-polarized slow positron beam apparatus has
high beam transfer efficiency and to be a powerful probe for the researches of surface and
interface magnetism.
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2.19 COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATION FOR CREEP FRACTURE PROPERTIES
TAKING MICROSCOPIC MECHANISM INTO ACCOUNT
Masaaki Tabuchi*
National Institute for Materials Science, Sengen, Tsukuba, 305-0047, Japan

Abstract
Relationship between creep crack growth rate and microscopic fracture mechanism i.e.,
wedge-type intergranular, transgranular and cavity-type intergranular crack growth,
has been investigated. The growth rate of wedge-type and transgranular creep crack
could be characterized by creep ductility. Creep damages formed ahead of the
cavity-type crack tip accelerated the crack growth rate. Based on the experimental
results, FEM code that simulates creep crack growth has been developed by taking the
fracture mechanism into account. The effect of creep ductility and void formation
ahead of the crack tip on creep crack growth behavior could be simulated.
Keywords: Creep crack growth, Alloy 800H, 316 stainless steel, Creep fracture
mechanism, C* parameter, FEM analysis, Vacancy diffusion

1. Introduction
Understanding of creep crack growth behavior is important for the reliability
evaluation of high temperature structural components. Creep crack growth properties
are affected by microscopic fracture mechanism dependent on temperature and loading
condition. For the long-term services, creep crack growth by grain boundary cavitation
[1] is often observed. The creep life and ductility of irradiated damaged material for
nuclear reactor also decreases because it is fractured in wedge-type or void-type
intergranular fracture mode 2]. Type IV creep crack in heat affected zone of welded
components grows accompanied by void formation ahead of the crack tip 3]. It would
be necessary to evaluate the creep crack growth properties, taking microscopic features
such as damage formation into account, for the accurate life prediction.
In the present work, creep crack growth tests were conducted using CT
specimen of Alloy 800H and 316 stainless steel at various temperature and loading
conditions. Creep crack growth behavior was characterized in terms of microscopic
creep fracture mechanism. Based on the experimental results, the FEM analysis code,
which simulates creep crack growth has been developed. In order to simulate
formation and growth of voids by the vacancy diffusion, the vacancy concentration
was calculated by solving diffusive equation under multi-axial stress condition. Creep
crack growth properties of damaged materials were calculated by combining the
critical strain criteria and vacancy concentration criteria. The calculated creep fracture
properties were compared to experimental ones.
2. Experimental
Materials tested are Alloy 800H and 316 stainless steel plates. Creep crack
growth tests were conducted using CT specimen of 50.8mm in width and 12.7mm in
*Corresponding author. Tel:

81-(0)298-59-2201 Fax:

E-mail address: tabuchi. masaakinims.
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go. jp (M. Tabuchi).
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thickness. Fatigue pre-crack of 2.5mm was introduced at room temperature. After
fatigue pre-cracking, side-grooves of 20% of thickness were machined.
The creep crack growth tests were conducted at temperature range from
873K to 1073K. Creep crack length was measured using D.C. electrical potential
technique. Load line displacement was measured.
3. Results and discussions
3.1 Creep Fracture Mechanisms
Figure I shows microscopic features of creep cracks observed in CT
specimens of Alloy 800H. Three types of creep crack growth, wedge-type
intergranular, cavity-type intergranular and transgranular crack growth were observed
depending on testing temperature and loading conditions. For higher stresses at lower
temperatures, intergranular fracture due to the wedge-type cracking (W-type) was
observed, because the finey' precipitates hardened the metal matrix. For lower stresses
at higher temperatures, intergranular fracture due to the formation of cavities on grain
boundaries (C-type) was observed. Large creep damaged zone ahead of the crack tip
was observed for C-type crack growth. Transgranular fracture (T-type) was observed
between the temperature and loading conditions of W-type and C-type.
X-74(a)

(b)

J

wedge-type

transgranular
(c)

(a)

'40

873K, 13.69kN

(b) 973K, 7.62kN
_ Im M

(c) 1073K

3 1 kN

cavity-type

Fig.1 Microscopic features of creep cracks observed in CT specimens
of Alloy 800H.
3.2 Characterization of Creep Crack Growth Rate in Terms of Fracture Mode
Creep crack growth rate was evaluated by C* parameter calculated as follows
[4];
C*

n
P6
n+1 BN(W - a)

n

where, W is the specimen width, a is the crack length, P is the load,
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thickness, is the load line displacement rate, n is the creep exponent in Norton's rule
and and 8 are the function of a and W. Materials constants of Norton's rule for Alloy
800H obtained from creep tests of smooth bar specimens are shown in Table .
Table I Materials constants of Norton's rule for Alloy 800H.
Temperature
873K
923K
973K
1073K

A (MPa-nh-')
1.67xlO---'
1.82xl 0-31
1.80x 10-39
4.94x 028

n
11.3
12.9
16.5
13.5

The relationship between creep crack growth rate, daldt, and C* parameter
for Alloy 800H is shown in Fig.2. The daldt vs. C* relations depend on the
microscopic creep crack growth mechanism. The creep crack growth rate for W-type
and C-type fracture mode was higher than that for T-type fracture mode. The creep
crack growth rate for C-type mode exists between the upper bound for W-type and the
lower bound for T-type mode.

E
E
0.1

Temp.
(K)
873

0.01
0
co

0
A

923

0.001
973
Li
Alloy 800H
Q

0.0001

,L""
0.01

0.1

1

C

.
10

. .....

1073
j

Load
(M)
13.69
11.47
11.71
8.98
7.62
4.36
3.11
2.61

Fracture
mode
W
W
T
T
T

I

C
C

0

100

(kj/M 2 h)

Fig.2 Relationship between creep crack growth rate, daldt, vs. C* parameter.
Creep ductility was dependent on creep fracture mechanism, and that was
lower for W-type, higher for T-type, and medium for C-type fracture mode. It is
considered that difference of creep ductility among fracture modes is one of the
reasons why daldt depends on creep fracture mode. Fig.3 shows the relationship
between creep crack growth rate at C*=1 W/m 2h vs. reduction of area for smooth bar
creep specimens of Alloy 800H and 316 stainless steel. These relations were
dependent on creep fracture mechanisms. For W-type and T-type fracture mode, the
daldt was inversely proportional to creep ductility as shown with the solid curve in
Fig.3. Creep crack growth rate for W-type and T-type mode could be written as
follows [5];
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da
dt

6.26xlO-'
E

C*092

(2)

f

where, q

is the creep ductility.
For C-type fracture mode, however, daldt was faster than that predicted from
Eq.2. The daldt was accelerated as the testing temperature and time was increased for
C-type fracture mode 6]. When creep voids are not formed ahead of the crack tip such
as W-type and T-type fracture mode, the creep crack growth rate could be
characterized by the creep ductility. When many voids and micro cracks are formed
ahead of the crack tip, daldt was accelerated than that predicted from creep ductility.
In order to predict the creep crack growth rate under C-type fracture mode, it is
necessary to consider not only creep ductility but also the effect of creep damages
ahead of the crack tip. Vacancy diffusion and void formation accelerated under
multi-axial stress condition at higher temperature should be taken into account.
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Fig.3 Relationship between daldt at C*=1 U/m 2h vs.
3.3 Computational Simulation for

100

creep ductility.

Creep Crack Growth

On the basis of these experimental results, we have conducted computational
simulation for creep crack growth taking the fracture mechanism into account. The
two-dimensional FEM analytical model of CT specimen is shown in Fig 4

For W-type

and T-type fracture mode, the daldt was inversely proportional to creep ductility;
therefore

the crack growth could be characterized

by critical strain criteria. The

creep strain distribution was calculated by FEM using Norton's creep constitutive
equation shown in Table 1. When the equivalent creep strain ahead of the crack tip
reached to the critical value, which is the creep ductility of round bar specimen, the
coordinate of the crack tip node was moved according to the method proposed by Hsu
et al.

7

The C* line integral for the path shown in Fig.4 was calculated for every

time step.
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1 1 HIM
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I 1 I.

U1

I

crack growth
Fig.4 Analytical model for creep crack growth.
Comparison of computational and experimental relations of creep crack
growth rate vs. C* is shown in Fig.5. The symbols indicate experimental daldt vs.
experimental C* calculated by Eq.1, and the line shows the computational daldt vs.
calculated C* integral. In this case of T-type and W-type fracture mode, the crack
growth rate could be predicted from Norton's creep rule and creep fracture strain. If we
use half value of fracture strain for fracture criteria, the twice value of daldt was
obtained as shown with dashed line in Fig.5. These computational results coincide
with the experimental ones that daldt is inversely proportional to creep ductility.
Alloy8OOH

E

0.1

0.01
873K

923K

0.001

=
computational
0,& experimental
0.0001
- - --II',, . .
. a...... . .
0.01
0.1
I
10
C- kM2h)

100

Fig.5 Comparison of experimental and computational relation
between daldt vs. C* parameter.
Three-dimensional effect on creep crack growth properties is also important
[1]. We have reported that creep crack growth rate increased as the specimen thickness
increased because of the mechanical constraint effect [8]. Three-dimensional FE model
and equivalent creep strain contour is shown in Fig.6. The creep crack growth of this
model was calculated according to the method mentioned above. Fig.7 shows the
computed crack growth curve. Three-dimensional effect that creep crack propagates
faster in the center of specimen thickness than at the specimen surface can be
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simulated. The calculated C* value was larger in the center of thickness than in surface.
For this computation, the same critical strain value was assumed for every crack path
in the direction of specimen thickness. Further investigation would be necessary,
because the critical strain for crack growth decreases under multi-axial stress condition
such as in the center of thick specimen [5,8].

Fig.6 Equivalent creep strain contour of CT specimen.
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Fig.7 Three-dimensional calculation for creep crack growth.
3.4 ComputationalSimulation Taking Vacancy Diffusion into Account.
For C-type fracture mode, daldt was faster than T-type due to the formation
of voids ahead of the crack tip. In order to evaluate the effect of void formation for
C-type mode, it would be necessary to analyze the crack growth taking vacancy
diffusion into account under multi-axial stress condition. Vacancy
initiation and crack propagation would be accelerated
Creep voids were observed in

diffusion, void

under multi-axial condition.

the center of CT specimen thickness,

because

the

multi-axial effect is larger than in free surface. The vacancy diffusion equation under
stress gradient is given as follows

dC
dt

9];

D V
V

VC+

C
RT

Grp AV
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where, C is the vacancy concentration, D is the diffusion coefficient, R is the gas
constant, T is the absolute temperature, crp is the hydrostatic stress and AV is the
volume changes by vacancy diffusion. In order to simulate vacancy diffusion and
concentration, Eq.5 in which weight function a, and a2 are added is adopted I I I
dc

,t

aD

V2C+a2

D VCVV

RT

(5)

The vacancy concentration around the crack tip is calculated by FEM
according to Eq.5. The changes of vacancy concentration during creep ahead of the
crack tip calculated by using a2lal=300, AV=2.0e-6(M3 /mol) and D=1.5xlO-',
1.5xI 0-IO(M2/S) are shown in Fig.8. The vacancy concentration increases higher in the
center of specimen than in surface. This result is consistent with the experimental
results that creep voids were observed in the center of CT specimen thickness.
In the present simulation, if the vacancy concentration reaches to the critical
value, that means the void initiation, the stiffness matrix [K] around the crack tip is
5.0
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Fig.8 Changes of vacancy concentration ahead of the crack tip during creep.
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Fig.9. Example for simulation of creep crack growth

taking the diffusion into account.
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decreased as the vacancy concentration increased. The creep crack growth is simulated
by combining the critical strain criteria and vacancy diffusion criteria. Fig.9 shows an
example calculated by assuming that the critical vacancy concentration ClCo is 17.
The qualitative results that crack initiation time and crack growth rate were accelerated
were obtained while taking the void formation ahead of the crack tip into account. The
quantitative evaluation for the effect of vacancy diffusion on crack initiation and
growth under multi-axial condition should be the future work.
4. Conclusions
The relationship between creep fracture mechanism and creep crack growth
behavior has been investigated on Alloy 800H and 316 stainless steel. Based on the
experimental results, computational simulations for creep crack growth have been
conducted. The results are summarized as follows;
(1) Three types of creep crack growth mechanisms, i.e., wedge-type intergranular,
transgranular and cavity-type intergranular, were observed for Alloy 800H and 36
stainless steel depending on testing conditions.
(2) Creep crack growth rate was dependent on microscopic creep fracture mechanism.
The growth rate of wedge-type and transgranular creep crack could be characterized by
creep ductility. The creep damages formed ahead of the cavity-type creep crack were
considered to accelerate the crack growth rate.
(3) The 3-D FEM code, which simulates creep crack growth, has been developed. The
effect of creep ductility on daldt vs. C* relations could be simulated.
(4) The vacancy concentration was calculated by solving diffusive equation under
multi-axial stress condition. The effect of void formation ahead of the crack tip on
creep crack growth behavior could be evaluated.
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2.20 A MOLECULAR-DYNAMICS SIMULATION OF
DISPLACEMENT CASCADES IN cc-IRON
Katsuyuki Kusunoki*
Computational Materials Science Center
National Institute for Materials Science

Abstract

A molecular-dynamics code has been developed for simulating the early process of
radiation-induced defects generation and aggregation during displacement cascades in a-iron.
This code reproduces the dynamics of various types of defects such as vacancies, interstitials,
and their clusters in a crystal composed of a million atoms. Main procedures and results of the
present simulation are as follows. Interactions among atoms were described by a many-body
EAM potential. Every simulation was performed under 3D periodical boundary conditions.
Cascades were introduced into crystals by giving a kinetic energy to a knock-on atom once at
a time toward a crystallographic direction along low index axes i.e. < I 00>, < I I 0> and <1 I I >
axes. The maximum number of Frenkel-type defects was generated for a case when the
knock-on direction was along <II 0> axis. Interstitial atoms surrounding residual vacancies
were observed to forrn several clusters shortly after pair annihilation of the Frenkel-type
defects. Fast massive migration of the interstitial clusters was also observed.

Keywords: a-iron, displacement cascades, vacancy clusters, interstitial clusters, moleculardynamics, EAM potential

1. Introduction
It will be of great interest for those engaged in the investigation of reactor materials
to grasp vividly the atornistic process of irradiation damaging and defects production.
Unfortunately the very early process of the iadiation damaging takes place within a very
short time of an order of picosecond and the process itself can never be directly observed by
experimental methods. A most promising method overcoming this difficulty is atomistic
simulations using an interatomic potential. So far we have developed a molecular-dynamics
code which we employed an embedded-atom-method (EAM) type interatomic potential repro-
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ducing the crystal structure and properties such as vacancy formation energy, cohesive energy,
and the elastic modulus of a-iron. It must be kept in mind that irradiation of a material by a
knock-on particle with a kinetic energy inevitably bring into a large temperature gain in the
material; a particle with IeV will give an energy of about

'kT to the material. So the

number of atoms in a system should be large enough to depress inadequate temperature gain
at the very early process of irradiation in the simulations. This situation for an atomistic
simulation of irradiation causes another difficulty in using computer resources under limited
availability; if we want to sustain the average temperature of a target sample below lOOK for
a particle with 10keV, we must use a sample composed of more than a million atoms,
resulting in a calculation costs such as a long CPU time and a large memory. We have found a
solution to these problems in two ways and made a molecular-dynamics code, details of
which will be described in the next section. As has been already reported experimentally,
residual vacancies and interstitial atoms make their several aggregates shortly after pair
annihilation of Frenkel pairs which are generated during initial displacement cascades. To
analyze the dynamical process, massive movement and change in shape, of the aggregates, a
cluster analysis code has been also developed.

2. Modeling and Method of the Present Simulation
2.1 Modeling of Samples
An a-iron crystal with a size of 78x8Ox82 in units of the lattice parameter was used as
a sample. This sample was composed of about a million atoms, among which forces act by
many-body interatomic potentials. The sample had not a cubic shape but a rectangular shape
with 3D periodic boundary condition. The rectangularity of the sample shape was intended to
avoid an occurrence of going and returning of a specific interstitial atom on a fixed axis in the
sample with the periodical boundary.
2.2 Method of Molecular-Dynamics Simulation
A potential based on an embedded atom method (EAM), which was firstly proposed
by Daw and Baskes 11, was applied for construction of et-Fe crystals used in the present MD
simulations. The EAM potential is written as,

E101
Oi (r)

Oi (i),
I
Fi(pi) + -IV,
2 j

(r,),

(2)
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Pi = E fij (rij),
i

(3)

where Fi(pi) isanembeddingfunctionofatomiinanelectrondensity

pand Ou(ru

is

a pair interaction term between atoms i andj. Detailed explanation for the above forinulations
is given in the Daw and Baskes' paper. Various types of functions have been proposed for
actual form of the above embedding and pair interaction terms, and we used "Potential 3"
appearing in the paper of Haftel et al. 2]. This potential is well known to reproduce crystal
structure, elastic properties, and surface reconstruction of real et-Fe. With use of this potential
reasonable values for both the formation energies of <1 10> and <1 I 1> split interstitial as well
as that of a vacancy in cc-Fe have been also obtained by molecular static calculations 3].
We applied the Verlet formula 4] for integrating the equation of motion, where the
initial size of the timestep was set to be 10-6t, t i 0.974xlo-l3s) and the size was gradually
set to be larger values

of 10-3 t,

as the fast reactions among atoms subsided into lowering the

atom velocities, of which the highest values were monitored at any time throughout the
simulation.
In case for a system with a million atoms, more than 95% of the total CPU time is
consumed for bookkeeping of atom positions. So we devised a pre-bookkeeping routine
called 'blocking'. In this routine the system was divided into blocks and bookkeeping was
made only between atoms in a specific block A and atoms belonging to blocks surrounding
the block A. It took only about 0. I% of the total CPU time for this blocking routine and the
CPU time required for the calculation of bookkeeping was reduced to 15% of the total CPU
time. We also tried to save the CPU memory required for making bookkeeping for a system
with 3D periodic boundaries. This was done by making no recording of atom positions in 26
imaginary boxes but only of the ones in a real box. In the present case, about 650MB of the
CPU memory was saved.
During the period from knocking-on to the completion of pair annihilation of
vacancies and interstitials reactions among atoms proceeded adiabatically due to very fast
movement of atoms. Then we made no control of pressure and temperature during that period.
If we made pressure control of the specimen at the very early stage of the knocking-on, the
system might have exploded into fragments. Of course we must raise the temperature of a
system when we want to accelerate the movements of defects, and in turn, we must lower
both the temperature and the pressure of a system when we intend to make a precise
determination of the formation energies and the activation energies of a defect. In the present
simulations, both the temperature and pressure of the system were controlled after almost all
the Frenkel pairs disappeared by pair annihilation of a vacancy and an interstitial atom.
Temperature control was done using the momentum scaling method [5]. Pressure control was
done with a slightly modified method of Abraham 6] A brief explanation for the present
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pressure control is as follows. According to the virial theorem, the pressure P is given as,
P = NkBT(I < T > 3NkBT) / V,
where Vis the volume of the system and
T

(4)
is given as,

ridEl., / dri

(5)

Now we assume that a very small change in the edge size of a simulation box with a length
la

for a direction a will alter the thermodynamics parameters as,

(V, P,T) -). V (I

Ala

la ),

P',T').

(6)

Then the change in the edge size is calculated from Eqs.4 and .
Ala

,,

(3NkBT'P - 3P'V - T) 1(3P'V + (IF,,

T2a)),

(7)

a
T.'a

2 dmE,,,
y
rij2'
dr.'

(8)

Equating T' in Eq.7 to Tat pressure control, we can avoid an abrupt adiabatic volume change
which might have led to a sudden temperature raise or reduction of the system.

2.3 Method of Cluster Analysis
A cluster analysis was made for searching for the aggregates of interstitial atoms. We
applied an algorithm devised by Sakamoto and Yonezawa

7]. In the present study we had a

criterion for judging whether an atom belonged to an interstitial atom cluster or not; if a
distance between the center of two atoms was less than a critical distance d,

the atoms were

decided to be of a cluster. The value of d, was set to be 0.82a, where a is the lattice parameter
of a-iron. Investigating the size distribution of distances between the centers of any two
atoms, we found that the value 0.82a was a minimum between two maxima, of which the first
maximum was at about 0.82a and the second one was at about 0.86a i.e. the nearest neighbor
distance between atoms in a perfect crystal of a-iron.
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3. Results
3.1 Displacement Cascades
Cascades were introduced into crystals by giving a kinetic energy (from 4keV up to
20keV) to a knock-on atom once at a time toward a crystallographic direction along low index
axes <100>, <110>, and <111>), and the time evolution of the number of vacancies was
monitored. The time giving the maximal number of Frenkel pairs changed from 0.3ps to 1.3ps
as the knock-on energy increased from 4keV to 20keV. Knock-on-direction dependence of the
6000
. ........ [0011
5000

[I

10.70 keV

]

4000

> 3000
40
L_
CD

2000

E
1000

0

0.01

0.1

I

10

time/Ps
Fig. I The time evolution of the number of vacancies generated after the knocking-on.

maximal number of the Frenkel pairs was also investigated. In case for low knock-on energies
there was a tendency that the number of the Frenkel pairs were maximal when the knock-on
direction was long <1 10> direction, whereas in case for high knock-on energies the
knock-on-direction dependence of the maximal number of the Frenkel pairs wasn't noticeable.
As an example Fig. I shows the time evolution of the number of vacancies when the
knock-on energy was 10.7keV, where the number of Frenkel pairs reached to a peak at the
time of 0.7ps.
3.2 Formation of Defect Clusters and Their Morphologies
Although almost all the Frenkel pairs disappeared within a few picoseconds, there
remained interstitial atoms surrounding vacancies which aggregated on a (II 0) plane. Fig. 2
shows a morphological change in a displacement cascade when the knock-on direction was
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along <I IO> axis and the knock-on energy was 6.4keV.
Figure 3 shows the formation process of interstitial clusters when the knock-on energy
was 10.7keV and the knock-on direction was along <100> axis. It can be seen that interstitial
atom aggregations gradually surround a region crowded with vacancies. In this case both the
vacancy clusters and the interstitial atom clusters have a tendency to be a plate like shape
paralleltoa(110)plane.

Itwasobservedthatresidualsinglevacanciesandvacancyclusters

0-008PS

0.49ps
0- I 6ps

C; fig

I Aps
0-056ps

38ps
Fig.2

Time evolution of the morphology of a displacement cascade in
case when the knock-on energy was 6.4keV

and the knock-on

direction was along <I IO> axis. Open circles indicate vacancies
and filled circles indicate interstitial atoms.
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a
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3-5ps

2-8ps
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Ow
%

Fig. 3 Formation process of clusters of vacancies and interstitials. Open
circles indicate vacancies and filled circles indicate interstitial atoms.

<11 I I >crowdion

15.0

(I IO) plane

I-V complex

Fig. 4 Interstitial clusters and a complex of vacancies and interstitials. Open
circles indicate interstitial atoms and filled circles indicate vacancies.
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seldom move even at 900K. On the contrary interstitial atoms and their clusters were
occasionally observed to move about very fast even at low temperatures below 100K.
Detailed explanation for this surprising phenomenon will be a ftiture subject.
Figure 4 shows various types of clusters observed in the present simulations. Cluster
of interstitial atoms was initially generated from a <111> crowdion to a needle and then
grown up to a plate like shape. Complexes of vacancies and interstitial atoms (or an
aggregation of split interstitials) were also observed.

4. Conclusion
A molecular-dynamics code has been developed for simulating the early process of
radiation-induced defects generation and aggregation. In order to save the CPU time and
memories, a computation algorithm called 'blocking' was devised in addition to the
bookkeeping of atom positions. Both the knock-on energy and the direction dependencies of
the maximal number of the radiation-induced defects were investigated, and in case for low
knock-on energies there was a tendency that the number of the Frenkel pairs were maximal
when the knock-on direction was along <I IO> direction, but not a noticeable tendency among
directions along < I 00>, < I IO> and < I I I> axes for high knock-on energies. Interstitial atoms
surrounding residual vacancies were observed to form several clusters shortly after pair
annihilation of the Frenkel pairs. Fast massive migration of the interstitial clusters was also
observed.
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Abstract
Tritium release from the lithium ceramics as a fusion reactor breeder material is strongly
affected by the composition of the sweep-gas as result of its influences with the material's
surface. The typical surface processes which play important roles are adsorption, desorption
and interaction between vacancy site and the constituents of the sweep-gas. Among a large
number of studies and models, yet it seems to be difficult to model the overall behaviour of
those processes due to its complex time-transient nature. In the present work the coarse
grained atomic simulation based on the Cellular Automaton (CA) is used to model the
dynamics of near-surface interaction between Li2O surface and sweep-gas that is consisting of
a noble gas, hydrogen gas and water vapour.
Keywords: Ceramic Breeder,

U20,

Surface Interaction, Sweep-Gas, Cellular Automaton.

1. Introduction
Tritium release from the lithium ceramics as a fusion reactor breeder material is strongly
affected by the composition of the sweep-gas as result of its influences with the material's
surface. The typical surface processes which play important roles are adsorption, desorption
and interaction between vacancy site and the constituents of the sweep-gas. It is also known
that addition of

H20

into the sweep-gas increases the collection rate of the tritium from the

ceramic breeder material. And so there is great importance to understand the interaction of
water-contained sweep-gas with a ceramic breeder material. However among a large number
of studies and models, yet it seems to be difficult to model the overall behaviour of those
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processes due to its complex time-transient nature. For the purpose of describing such
acomplex systems, Cellular Automata (CA) are one of the very powerful tools 1][21 that has
less restriction on conditioning the model compared with some methods based on differential
equation such as Molecular Dynamics (MD). In general, CA are known as discrete
mechanical system which is fully discrete in both independent and dependent variables. The
system can be represented by some sets of so called transition rules that describe the
microscopic interactions between cells. Then the states of each of those cells are updated
according to the states and the corresponding rules in each time interval. Because of these
characteristics, complex physical and chemical systems can be described by fairly simple
manner. CA is also possible to imply highly non-linear boundary conditions in contrast to the
model based on the differential equation. In the present work the coarse grained atomic
simulation based on the Cellular Automaton (CA) is used to model the dynamics of
near-surface interaction between U20 surface and sweep-gas that is considered to be
consisting of a noble gas, hydrogen gas and water vapour. Moreover, in the model, adsorption
and desorption of hydrogen and water at U20 surface is constructed and the validity and its
applicability for further modelling of the tritium release are to be discussed.
2. Modelling
In this model, (I 0) surface of U20 which is known to be its most stable surface is
considered. The ideal top three rows of the surface are sown in Fig. ,. 02- ions are located on
the 02- lattice sites and empty sites E are located on the interstitial sites in the 02- sub-lattice,
which are arranged regularly among Li' ions. The first step of the modelling is to discritise
this surface ag shown in Fig.2,. For convenience, 02-, Li' and E are rearranged in to the flat
lattice consisting of square cells and each of those cells contain each of those ions. (I 0)
surface of U20 shows an anisotropy that is the longitudinal and lateral length between the
adjacent 02- ions are different as illustrated in Fig. 1,. Thus the size of each square cells of this
model is taken as the averaged size. Secondly, a lattice that represents the gaseous phase is
considered on top of the surface lattice. The lattice conditions such as cell's size, number of
cells and etc. are the same as those for the surface lattice. This lattice reflects the condition of
the sweep-gas and desorbed particles. However, the dynamics of adsorption and desorption
are implemented as local interactions between those two layers in accordance to the
thermally-activated processes.
At first the following adsorption and desorption mechanisms are considered in this model.
For adsorption of

H20

vapour,

H20

is dissociatively adsorbed on pare of Vs and

02-

site. This

process and its corresponding activation energy is then,
VS(s)

+02- +H
(S)
20(g)

- 2H(S)

EaH2

= 25kJ/mol 3]

(1)

Where Vs represents either Eo (empty site) or V (oxygen vacancy). Strictly speaking, Eo and
-
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Vo are energetically different but it is known that there is no significant difference in the
energetics between those two 3]. And hence E and V are treated in the same way. Contrary
to this, desorption of H20 is the reverse reaction and is described as recombination process of
two O

site to produce a Vs and
2OH-(S) -Vs

02- on

the surface.

2
(S) +Os-+H 20(g)

EdH20

The sweep-gas is considered to be consisting of H20 vapour and

14 U/mol 31
H2

(2)

gas, so the next step is to

make clear about H2 desorption and adsorption mechanism. The adsorption mechanism of H2
is dissociative and is as follows. One dissociative H atom is adsorbed on an 0 2- to produce
Off and another is adsorbed on the site existing between the two adjacent Li+ 4]. i.e.
O(2S)

EHM + H 2(g)

OH-(S)+ H (s)

E aH = 25kJ/mol 31

(3)

Conversely desorption is then,
OH-)+H
(S
(S) _O( 2-+E
S)
HO) +H 2(g)

EdH =

157kJ/mol 3]

(4)

The above processes are now implemented into the CA rules as illustrated in Fig.3,. It means
that a particular positions with the defined local configurations at given time t are modified to
the defined configurations at next given time of t I with the corresponding probability Pi Ii 1
1,2,3,4). The probability Pi should reflect thermally-activated processes in order to make the
CA model consisting with the chemical kinetics of Eq.1, Eq.2, Eq.3, and Eq.4,. Thus those
can be expressed as follows.
Pi = max(E.H201 Es,) E, - E.H20
=

max(EdH201 E, 2) E., - EdH20

= MaX(EaH

E,
=

rnax(EdH,
E., -

Where, E,, = -RT In a
Also,

E,H2o and EdH2o are

E.,3

(5)

E.H20

(6)

EdH20

- E.H

(7)

E14) - EdH

(8)

E.H

EdH

a is a random number with uniform distribution between

and .

the activation energy for adsorption and desorption energy for

respectively. Similarly to this

E,H

and

EdH

H20

are the activation energy for adsorption and

desorption energy for H2and v represents time interval and the frequency factor
respectively. Esi Ii 12,3,4) are the energy of the states that are corresponding to the thermal
vibration.
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Those expressions of transition probabilities illustrate the probability of potential barrier
crossing for given processes. However the transition rules previously introduced above are the
expression of spatial positions of each particle. As consequence, for the calculation of time
dependence, the whole lattice are scanned through to find the local configurations which
coincide with one of the transition rules in Fig.3, then the transition process occurs with
respect to those probabilities for each time step. However this algorithm is sequentially
carried out until steady state is observed.
3. Result and discussion
By using the above model, surface concentration of OH',

02-

and Vs are calculated for

several conditions of different partial pressure of H2 and H20 as sown in Table 1. The result is
illustrated in Fig.4, through Fig.6,. Moreover, Fig.4, illustrates the case of the partial pressures
are taken as PH20 I Pa, PH2 = 100 Pa. It is seen that at transition stage, adsorption of H is
dominant since increase of OH- and decrease Of 02- occurs at similar rate and the increase of
Vs shows the desorption of H20 is simultaneously occurring. Also at steady state, VS < 02 <
OH- has observed because of adsorption of hydrogen is the most dominant, then desorption of
hydrogen is second dominant. Lastly the adsorption and desorption of H20 comes the least
dominant. This fact can obviously seen from the value of the partial pressure and the
activation energy of each processes. Secondly, the partial pressures are taken as PH20 1000
Pa, PH2 = 1000 Pa. It is seen from Fig.5, at transition stage, adsorption of H2 and H20 are
dominant since rapid increase of OH-. After some point, the effects of desorption of H20 and
H2 appears as increase of Vs and decrease Of 02- respectively. Then Vs < OH < 02- has been
observed at steady state. The partial pressure of H2 and H20 i the same value in this case, and
so the dominant processes is adsorption of H2 and H20. Then desorption of H20 comes next.
The least dominant process is then desorption of H2 due to its high activation energy. Thirdly
the partial pressures are taken as

PH2

= 10000

Pa,

PH2 = I

Pa. Rapid increase of OH- and

decrease Of 02- and Vs are seen from Fig.6,. Very fast decrease Of 02- and Vs and increase of
OH- shows the adsorption of H20 i the most dominant in this case. This is obvious since the
partial pressure of

H20

is significantly large comparing to that of H2. It is also seen that the

processes are rapidly reaching to the steady state since the rate of adsorption is so fast that
sites are immediately occupied after desorption of H20 and

H2.

4. Conclusions
Cellular Automaton (CA) model for adsorption and desorption of H2 and

H20

on

U20 (I 10)

surface is developed in this work. Preliminary calculation is made for the surface
concentration

Of VS, 02- and

OH- are carried out for various partial pressures of the sweep-gas.

Those results show a consistency with the chemical model at steady state. However, it is
foreseen that inclusion of tritium effect is rather simple in order to estimate the tritium release.
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Strictly speaking, in order to clarify the validation of the model, it is necessary to compare the
result with other model and/or some experimental result. From this point of view it can be
said that this model is still under development. But one clear point that has to be stressed here
is the present work provides many insights for the capability of CA to model more complex
surface processes.
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Table 1. The calculation conditions for this model.
-H20partial pressure

H2partial pressure

Temperature

I Pa]

100 [Pal

773K

1000 Pa]

1000 Pa]

773K

10000 Pa.]
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773K
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Fig.4, Result of CA calculation for PH20
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Fig.5, Result of CA calculation for PH20 =
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Fig.6, Result of CA calculation for PH20
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Abstract
A fluorination reactor, which has been used to convert uranium tetrafluoride (UF4) into uranium
hexafluoride (UF6), was completed after approximately 6000 hours operation at the uranium
conversion facility in Japan. The observation of its inner surface was carried out to understand its
corrosive condition and mechanism.
The main wall of the reactor is made of Monel Alloy and its operational temperature is approximately
450

at external surface under gaseous fluorine atmosphere.

A sampling was undertaken from the most corrosive part of the reactor wall, and its analysis was
carried out to obtain the data for the condition of appearance, thickness, macro and micro
structure, etc.
The results of observation are as follows:
(1) The thickness decreased evenly (average 39 mm/year);
(2)The chemical composition of corrosive products as coating was mainly nickel fluoride (NiF2),
which suggested that the corrosion mechanism could have been caused by the high temperature gas
corrosion;
(3)The total amount of coating was lower than that of a loss in thickness. F

Sme reason, some of

coating would seem to become extinct on the surface of the wall. The deterioration of coating, which
formed a protector on the wall due to excess heating of the wall, the sand erosion effect by UF4, etc.
have contributed to this state of condition.

Keywords: flame-tower type reactor, corrosion, coating, Monel Alloy, uranium conversion

Introduction
The uranium hexafluoride (UF6) conversion test operation was carried out at the refining and
conversion facility of Nuclear Cycle Development Institute JNC, formerly known as the Power Reactor
and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation) from

1982 to 1999. The fluorination volatilization

technique that was necessary to operate under the high temperature of fluorine atmosphere was applied
to produce UF6 in this facility. Therefore, Monel Alloy (nickel-30copper alloy)'
corrosion

resistance

material against

known as a highly

the fluorine atmosphere was selected as the reactor's main
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material.
The observation of the aging condition of the reactor material after long period operation offers an
CD
I
1-1)
interesting study for some engineers who are concerned with the fluorination technology. Some
mechanism of a loss in thickness of the reactor material after 6000 hours fluorination operation was
analysed in this paper.
1I.Outline of Fluorination Reactor
I.Historical Background !f Fluorination Reactor
The fluorination reactor, which is the subject of this investigation, is the flame-tower type reactor used
at Ningyo-toge Environmental Engineering Centre of JNC. It was built in 1988 and converted natural
tD,

Z:

UF4 and recycled UF4 into UF6 after 6000 hours operation which ended in July 1999.
2Specification of Fluorination Reactor
The schematic diagram of the fluorination reactor is shown in Table 1, and Fig.1

shows its main

specification. This fluorination reactor is a kind of vertical flame-tower type reactor.
fluorine and UF4 powder as raw materials were
supplied from the top of the reactor. The reaction

Table

SPECIFICATION OF FLOURINATION REACTOR

between fluorine and UF4 occurred on the way,
forming gaseous UF6, to reach the bottom part of
the reactor. As this reaction was a heat generation
reaction, a coil-type cooling system was prepared
around

the reactor'

wall.

Further more,

a

3acket-type cooling system, which would be very
effective, was set around the third zone of reactor.

The gaseous
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(1), and

2 and

UF4 were supplied from ()

this reaction was dscharged throuah )
UF4(s) + F2

10

and (), respectively. The gaseous UF6 as the product by

as shown below.

UF6 (a

Generated UF6 was then recovered at the cold trap step, and transported to the uranium enrichment
facility after filling into the specific cylinders. On the other hand, unreacted UF4 was recovered from the
bottom of reactor.
4. Wall Thickness Measurement
The wall thickness of the reactor, which was measured in 1997, is shown in Fig.3.

Its corroding

condition is considerably correlated with the position of reactor, i.e., the noticeable corrosion can be
observed at the third zone of the vertical axis, and E-H of the horizontal axis.
thickness

change

of the

G-line

at the third zone.

From

this figure,

Fig.4 shows the

vigorous

corrosion

(approx.11.5mm/year) occurred before the 95-1 campaign. Meanwhile, as the cooling system was
changed from the coil-type to., the 'acket-type because it was regarded as a higher efficiency cooling
system after the 95-1 campaign, the G-line was corroded mildly almost the same as other parts of the
reactor (approx.1.1mm/year). This phenomena means that the operating temperature would affect the
corrosion rate.

RH]
A,

Goding

7

[G

........

<

j8det-Type God
C. = .1,wi, (Operadag T,":
410ffim)

Uk

O.wp

wn
F-F-KT P. a r
IC.

13"ZoneofP=

FwA 71-tic-nmChartmofG-lineat3ldZone

Fig.3 Tlickmess NiffaRa-enmt of 3rd Zone Tube

1H.Result and Discussion
1.Observation of Sample Piece
The observation of the sample piece obtained from reactor was carried out to clarify the corrosion
mechanism. Results of observation wre discussed as below:
(1) Darnage Condition by Corrosion
The inner surface of sample was covered with white observed. The sample was corroded almost
equally and it presented unevenness of surface 'udoing from its section structure. The local corrosion
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such as ntergranular corrosion or pitting corrosion could not be observed on this sample.
(2) Corrosion Rate
The corrosion rate of this sample is 3.9mm/year average, and 4.1mrn/year maximum.
(3) Corrosion Coating Analysis
White coloured coating on the inner surface of sample was nickel fluoride (NiF2) mainly, and other
fluorides compounds from the X-ray diffraction analysis result. This coating could be a product frmed
as a result of the reaction between Monel Alloy and fluorine gas.

The result of Focused Ion Beam

(FIB) presents this NIF2 coating as relatively dense, and the defect such as exfoliation or void could not
be observed on the interface, between the coatinc, and the bast metal (see Fig.5).
2. Discussion
From the result of the observation of sample,
piece, the halogen corrosion was proceeded by
fluorine gas in the reactor. The halide surface
coating, which is formed by the reaction between

corrosion coati
(36Lrn)

gaseous

halogen

and base

metal,

generally

becomes the protector, which is one of the, most
important determining factors against corrosion.
The
Fig.5

corrosion

mechanism

of the

reactor,

especially with rard to NiF2 as coatin

NiF2 Coating Observation with FIB

ZD

C,

is

discussed in this paper.
(1) Halide Corrosion
In case of halide corrosion, the behaviour of weight change can be grouped into several patterns as
shown in Fig.6. When the corrosion coating behaves as a stable protector, the corrosion is progressed by
the material diffusion in the coatinc,.

As the corrosion rate is in inverse proportion to the thickness of

the coating in this case, the weight change presents t

crv

M

Fig-6, which reaches its equilibrium

at some spec I ime.
Two urv,-types, () and (3), resent the wight changes at higher atmospheric temperature. As the
formation of coatinor ad its volatilization
(D
r'--i lyp

0
lime

AO,

3

occurs at the, same time, both curves drop as
time proceeds. Especially) voids could be
formed o

the interface between coatin, and

the base,

etal where the partial pressure of the

halocen -as
rz
Fi

6

compounds are easier

Th -- llh -fi. P-P-6".

Sever-al Patterns of Weight Change

is lower which

y Corvosion
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shows he weight change when the coating volatilizes Vigorously.
In general, the behaviour of weight change is apt to shift from (1) to

with r isinc, temperature, and

the higher temperature promotes the deterioration of the coating as a resist.
The curve-type

or ()

of corrosion would occur on the reactor with most of the coatinc,

disappearing except for a little of the NiF2 coating remaining on the inner surface of the sample.
(2) Corrosion Rates of Metals by Fluorine

50
40

Fig.7 shows the corrosion rates of various kinds
of metals due to the effect of fluorine cyas.

30

N;.k I

20

SU S.34 7

Fluorine gas reacts with many metals ven at the
room temperature and forms fluoride coatin gs. As
the fluorides coatings are basically very stable in the
range of low temperature, their corrosion rates are

10
0
0

200
t-P-t-

400

6 00

SC)(

W.R.M,,, -d W.B.Dd-g: Ch-

Fig.7

a,

Corrosion Rates of Various Kinds
of Metals due to Effect of P

slow. However, the coating, as a protector, becomes
worse in the range of high temperature, nickel or

I-FW
0

P-

-,-

nickel-alloy, which is known to be a higher

NF

5- -

CC, 0.83al

corrosion-resisting metal against fluorine, was used
at 350-C, or more.

Monel Alloy is the srongest

material up to 600 C in Fig.7

Its corrosion rate is

A7
tin

'N

<0.5mm/year under SOWC, however, it increased to
6mm/year at 600 C because of the deterioration of

i(FCO

its coating as a resist.
7.

Though Monel alloy as the reactor's main
material was expected to have sufficient corrosion

N.

p02 LOE-100
P, F, ptlial pemrO

T/ C
ope"tim
0.942

resistance, at an operation temperature of 4509c, its

ressure(atm) X mok frAaio. r2te M)
40/ 159.2

OM

corrosion occurred vigorously and the corrosion rate
was 3.9mm/year.
(4)Tfiermodynamic

Consideration of Fluoride

Coatings

U

The thermodynamic analysis was carried out
for some fluoride coatings as the corrosiveness of
materials in fluorine gas
C, atmospheres was closely
connected with te stability of fluoride coatings.
It,

CU(FCC)
-35

Fig.8

.OOE-100
17'C
Relationi)etweeiiStaf)IcPhascofNiandCu
and'remperature at F Atmosphere

pO2

(a)Consideration on Stable Phase of Coating in
Fluorine Gas Atmosphere
The relation bctwte t

stable phase of nickel
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atmosphere is shown in Fig.8 (pO,=1.0 X 10-100 atm).
If oxygen partial pressure is very low, NiF2 or CuF2 can form a stable phase of fluoride at around
4501C.

As the fluorine partial pressure in the reactor is

PF2=0.942(operational pressure) X 140/159.5 (mole fraction) = 083 atm (logPF2= - 0.08),
the formation of coating such as NiF-, or CuF2 is estimated on the surface of Monet Alloy.
(b)Standard Gibbs Energy of Formation of Fluorides
The reaction formula of metal and gaseous halogen is generally presented as below:
M + (n/2)X2

-10- MXn

If the value of i GO1kJmol-l (=RTInPx2) denoted the standard Gibbs energy of formation for above
mentioned formula is smaller, the dissociation
pressure of product becomes lower which means
the product forms a rather stable phase.

kl/mol
-300

Fig.9 shows the typical metals' standard Gibbs

Delta G (Effingham)

-500

energy of formation of Fluorides. From this figure,
those metals form the stable fluoride compounds
in order

>Cr>Fe>Ni>Cu at 450r which is the

operational temperature.

From this point, NF2

-1100

would seem to be a more stable fluoride than

-1300

CuF2-

-15001

1

Soo

i

i

700

I
9W

1100

1300

15N

(c) Reaction Products in Reactor
The thermodynamic calculation result of the

M+(n/2)F,-MYn :AG,/kjmo1-1(=RT1nPF2)

reaction products in the reactor is shown in

Fig.9 StandardGibbsEnergyofFormationofFluorides

Temperature/ K

Fig.10. The fluorine gas tended to react with
-nickel preferentially in a wide, range of the temperature (from room temperature to over 800 C), and
fon-ned NF2. Although the whole fluorine was
0.30

consumed by the reaction with nickel in this

Ni TCQ rn

simulation, fluorine would react with UF4 and
produce UF6 after forming the NIF-, coating

WCQ

0.20

during the real operation. However, when the
NIF, coating came off for some reason, Monet

.

.

0.10

A lloy w ould be corroded by fl uorine again.

.

.

.
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the main material of the reactor. However, severer corrosion was observed which indicated that there
may be other factors that promoted this corrosion.
Two potential factors could be found from the results of observation:
(1) Rise i Wall Temperature
The corrosion rate proceeded obviously during the use of the coil-type cooling system. However, it
slowed down after the jacket-type cooling system was used,

which suggested the reactor wall

temperature is one of the determining factors responsible for the corrosion rate. The corrosion rate of
Monel Alloy rose rapidly at over 500 -C as shown in Fig.7. If the coil-type cooling system had not
worked sufficiently well during fluorination, corrosion would have accelerated with the rise in the wall
temperature.
(2) Erosion
The damage cases by sand-erosion can often

The white coating could
be seen oil the inner surface
of sample piece.

be found on some equipments, which handled
particles such as UF4 in the gaseous atmosphere.
The damage rate by sand erosion is apt to be
higher than ordinary erosion, and this trend

The scratch marks could te
on the sample piem

would be more obvious at higher temperature.

observed

Especially in the corrosive atmosphere such as
the gaseous halogen, if the resisting coating on
the surface of the material is damaged by
erosion, corrosion would accelerate due to the
Fig.11

erosion-corrosion.
As rmarkable damace could be observe

Observation Inner Surface of Sample Piece

at

the specific position of the reactor (the third zone), erosion would work partially by the drift.
Furthermore, as the vertical lines on the NiF2 coating of the sample are the scratch marks in the direction
of the flow of UF4, the, coating would be eroded (see Fig. 11).
With due consideration, sme, countermeasures should be taken to maintain the, safe condition of a
fluorination reactor such as a better wall cooling system

e. 'acket-type cooling system, etc., drift

control by the inner fluid analysis, wall thickness measurement with a heat-resisting utrasonic probe,
and so on.
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Abstract
As a coolant of Fast Breeder Reactors, sodium reacts with oxygen and moisture in air at
elevated temperature. And it is known that structural material is damaged by its by-products.
Although the reliable thermodynamic data of Na-Fe complex oxides was needed in order to
clarify the corrosion echanism and to examine the technique of corrosion protection, each
data is different by researchers. In this study, synthesis technique of high purity Na4FeO as
one of Na-Fe complex oxides under low oxygen potential has been established in order to get
reliable thermodynamic data. For synthesis, the following reaction was used; 2Na2O + FeO
= Na4FeO3 (AH298K=I04.49kJ/mo1) in a sealed up vessel at 873K for 100h. Na2O reagent
used was refined at 973K for about 1h in vacuum, where impurity (Na2O2) in the reagent was
decomposed. In order to keep low oxygen potential in the vessel, mixture of Na2O and FeO
was filled up in the vessel by applying vibration. X-ray diffraction patterns were taken in
nitrogen environment to identify the reaction product, and it was confirmed that pure Na4FeO3
crystal was obtained.
In addition, thermal analysis of the samples has been performed by using a
differential scanning calorimeter to deter-mine the melting point and to check a possibility of
another phase transformation. The sealed up sample holder made of platinum was used for
the analyses.
1,008±15K.

From the analyses, the melting point of Na4FeO3 was determined to be

Keywords: Na-Fe complex oxides, Na-Fe-O system, FBR, Sodium, Sodium Oxides
1. Introduction
In the case of sodium leakage from secondary circuit of FBRs, sodium reacts with
oxygen and moisture in air, and the structural material is damaged by its by-products.
Corresponding author. Tel:+81-29-287-8456 Fax:+81-287-8458
E-mail address: onotokaiA.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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It is reported that the corrosion mechanism of the material depends on oxygen potential and
humidity in the environment, and that two corrosion mechanisms have been reported until
now []' I'].

In order to clarify the corrosion mechanism in detail and to examine the

development of protection method against corrosion, it is needed to obtain reliable
thermodynamic data of corrosion products, i.e. Na-Fe complex oxides. However, reported
data of the compounds are different and scattered depending on the authors [31,[41,[51.
According to Dai et al 151, Na4FeO3, which is stable under low oxygen potential in Na-Fe-O
system, decomposes at 904±8K. However, according to the authors' previous observation
on the reaction between Na2O and Fe [6] , solidification of Na4FeO3occurred at about 950K.
Thus the melting point of Na4FeO3 seems to be higher than that of Dai et al 151.
In this study, in order to obtain reliable thermodynamic data of Na4FeO3,
development of the synthesis technique as well as thermal analysis has been performed on this
complex oxide.
2. Experiments
2.1 Synthesis of Na4FeO3
Na2O and FeO were used as starting materials for the synthesis of Na4FeO3. The
purity of the starting materials is shown in Table 1. In order to synthesize high purity
complex oxide, Na2Oreagent was refined by annealing at 973K for lh in vacuum.
because the dominant impurity in Na2O reagent was Na2O2;

Na2

2 S)->

This is

NaO(s) + 1 02(g)
2

Reagent

Table I Purity of the reagents
Purity %)
Manufacturing Company

Na2O

>86.57

Atornergic Chcmetal Corp.

FeO

99.9

Kojundo Chernical Laboratry Co. Ltd.

FeO

99.5

Rare Metallic Co. Ltd.

The mixing of Na2O and FeO was performed

in an

Ar glove box under

02

concentration<lppm and dew point<193K. In this study, the following reaction was used for
the synthesis'.
2Na2O(s) + FeO(s = Na4FeO, (s)
The mixture of Na2O and FeO was nserted
electric furnace.

AH,98K =

104.49 U/mol

(2)

in a quartz tube, and then heated up in an

An example of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The reaction temperature
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was fixed at 73K according to preliminary tests, and synthesis time was examined based
upon the results of X-ray diffraction (XRD) tests of the samples after the tests.

In order to

decide the best condition for the synthesis, three methods, "Ar gas flow", "in vacuum" and
"air-tight", were carried out.

In A-gas-flow and in-vacuum methods, the samples were

compressed using a hydraulic jack to keep the low oxygen potential inside the sample during
runs. In air-tight method, the sample was filled up in the air-tight vessel by means of
vibration.

In these experiments, the volume of the sample is considered as a testing

parameter.
nitrogen.

After the synthesis, XRD analysis was performed on the samples kept in

3 36 '

Controlk,

05

Ar ryl

QUI117 ?1W

Plug

3016

t

(a) cap

Alwni,,Omau
Thcmo cOUPIC
4 2 ,
3 60
2_
. S
3. 0 0 10
Os

Etle.mye

Fig. I Apparatus for synthesis of
Na-Fe complex oxides

chamfenng

SON
Chamfring

2.2 ThermalAnalysis
Thermal analysis of the samples has been
performed using a differential scanning calorimeter
(DSQ, Type Modified DSC8270, manufactured by

RO

-.--

S. 0

05

(b)body

Rigaku Corporation in order to obtain the melting
Fig. 2 Sample holder
point and examine phase transformation. The
sample holder used was air-tight and made of platinum (Fig. 2 and filling the sample and
seating were performed in the glove box.

In examining the effect of the oxygen potential in

the sample holder, the volume of the sample was changed as a testing parameter. The
heating rate was fixed to 21 OK/min.
3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Synthesis of Na4FeO3
The XRD results for the three methods are shown in Table 2
- 369 -
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"in vacuum" methods, NaFeO4 and
Na3FeO3 etc. with 3 iron oxides were
detected as the dominant components, while
Na4FeO3 was not detected. From these

Table 2 Result of Na4FeO3 Synthesis tests
Na4FeO3 Na5Fe04 Na3Fe03
Ar Flow
In vacuum

results, it was considered that, although the
samples were compressed in order to
low

the

oxygen

potential,

the

++

Airtight
with Ar

Keep

+

Airtight

oxygen

(no

Na3lFe8029

++

+

+

++

+

++

...

,)

Intensity;

>

++ >

potential was not sufficient to form Na4FeO3,
so that sodium was evaporated from the sample, in the case of the Ar flow and in-vacuum
methods.

On the other hand, Na4FeO3 was detected in both cases of the air-tight methods.

While other complex oxides coexisted in case of the airtight- with -Ar method, only Na.4FeO3
formed in case of the no-gas-airtight method.

This seems to be because the Ar gas included

a small amount of oxygen as impurity.

3.2 Thermal Analyses
The XRD results after DSC analyses are shown in Fig. 3.

Sample
W=32.504mg
INAF.03 > NOFC4
A-

=12

mg

21 W6
2
W=1 1.772mg
6*03 < N*Fe04

ICDDDala

Na4Fe03Q4-0891>

ICCDData

NaUe04<36-0870

11 II fillI

10

20

30

40
2

50
60
clecree

70

00

90

Fig. 3 XRD results after DSC analyses

The X-ray intensity ratio ofNa4FeO3 to Na5FeO4 exhibited in
to the amount of
themoreNa4FeO3formed.

sample filled in

Fig.3 can be attributed

the sample holder, where, the larger the amount of

TheDSCcurveforthecaseofthelargestamountsamplefilling
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is shown in Fig. 4

Even in this case, a small amount of NaFeO4 coexisted as shown in

Fig.3 which may suggest that it would be very difficult to get completely pure Na4FeO by
this method.

By comparing with the result of small sample amount case, it seems that a

large peak at about

0K in the temperature rising curve shows the melting point of

Na4FeO3, while another the peak at about 950K seems to be attributed to a transformation or
solidification temperature of NaFeO4.
100
Weight: 32.504mg

0

80

Reference material:

60

Heating rate: 5C/min

A1203

40

U

20

Heating-

! ing
500

600
Temp.

700
'C

800

Fig 4 DSC curve of Na4FeO3
In order to confirm whether the peak at about ,010K is the melting point of Na4FeO3,
a larger airtight container with less oxygen potential effect upon the melting point
measurement was manufactured, and a melting point measurement test was performed by
using this container.

The observed temperature change of the container, the photograph of

the sample and the XRD test result are shown in Figs. 5 6 and 7 respectivery.

The trace of

melting was clearly observed in Fig.6, while XRD result showed that Na4FeO3 did not change
to another compound during the test.
change to occur at 1008K.
decided to be 1008

Also, Fig.5 shows peaks corresponding to a phase

Based on these results, the melting point of Na4FeO3 has been

15K.

1000
Outside(Heating Control)
Inside
800

750

d-

"00
700
4

DO

600

E

400

730

0

"'O
680

200

DO

0
0

2400

4800

Time

7200

9600

sec

Fig. 5 Temperature change behavior of airtight container
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race of melting and solidificati

(a) Before the test

(b) After te test

Fig. 6 Photographs of te

sarnple 'in the container
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After the test
Before the test
Na4FeO3<34-0891 >

A

IODD Data
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2
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60
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70

80

90

Fig. 7 XRD results of the sample

4.

Conclusions
(1) Three methods were performed to synthesize high purity Na4FeO3.
Na4FeO cystal can be synthesized with the method named

Nearly pure

airtight without Ar"

It

can be said that it Is vitally important to exclude oxygen-containing Ar gas for synthesis
of pure Na-Fe-O complex oxide.
(2) In order to obtain reliable thermodynamic data, thermal analysis of Na4FeO3 was carried
out using DSC.

From the measurement, it is concluded that the melting point of

Na4FeO3 IS 1,008 ± 15K.
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2.24 DEVELOPMENT
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Abstract
Irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC) is one of the key issues for the life
management of light water reactor

WR) core components as well as one of the possible

degradation phenomena of structural materials of international thermonuclear experimental
reactor (ITER). For understanding IASCC phenomenon, development of slow stain rate test
(SSRT) facility with ability of in-situ observation during SSRT in high temperature water for
irradiated materials was initiated. The SSRT facility, which has already been installed in a
hot cell, consists of a water make-up system, a pressurized high temperature water
circulation system, a tensile testing system with an autoclave a monitoring/purification
system, a hydrogen peroxide injection system, and an observation/recording system. The
autoclave has a sapphire window for in-situ observation of the specimen. Images through the
window can be recorded using the CCD camera system. Since the SSRT facility is designed
for irradiated materials under boiling water reactor (BWR) condition, the maximum
operational parameters are as follows temperature
30

573 K, pressure :10 MPa and flow rate

/h. To simulate the normal water chemistry (NWC) and hydrogen water chemistry

(HWC) under BWR environment, dissolved oxygen and hydrogen concentrations (DO and
DH) can b controlled within the range of 10 ppb - 32 ppm and 10 ppb - 28 ppm,
respectively. Hydrogen peroxide can be injected into the autoclave to simulate influence of
'Corresponding author. Tel

81-29-282-5348

Fax : 81-29-282-5349

E-mail address : lantis (etpopsvrtokaiJaeri.goJp
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hydrogen peroxide produced from radiolysis of water in the reactor core.

Keywords: in-situ observation, IASCC, SSRT, high temperature water, Post Irradiation
Examinations, Hot Laboratory

1. Introduction
Irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC) is caused by synergistic effects
of

neutron

irradiation,

stress/strain

and

high

temperature

water

on

structural

materials. IASCC is one of the key issues for the life management of light water reactor
(LWR) core components and is concerned as one of the possible degradation phenomena of
structural materials of international thermonuclear experimental reactor (ITER). In study of
SCC, slow strain rate test (SSRT) in corrosive environment has often been applied, and insitu

observation

technique

during

SSRT

for

non-irradiated

materials

have

been

reported[1-2]. The phenomenon during SSRT includes both the crack initiation and the
crack growth stages. To isolate the crack initiation stage from the crack growth stage will be
very useful for understanding the IASCC phenomenon thoroughly. Hence development of insitu observation technique during SSRT for irradiated materials was initiated.

2. Specification of the SSRT facility
Fig.

shows schematic flow diagram of the SSRT facility which has already been

installed in a hot cell. As seen Fig. 1, the SSRT facility consists of (A) a water make-up
system, (B

a pressurized high temperature water circulation system, (C)

system with an autoclave, (D
injection system and

a monitoring/purification system, (E

a tensile testing

a hydrogen peroxide

) an observation/recording system. Location of the SSRT facility in

the hot cell is shown in Fig. 2 Fig. 3 shows the autoclave with a sapphire window for in-situ
observation of the specimen. Images through the window can be recorded using the CCD
camera system. Since the SSRT facility is designed for irradiated materials under boiling
water reactor (BWR) condition, the maximum operational parameters are as follows
temperature:573Kpressure:10MPaandflowrate:30
chemistry

(NWC)

and

hydrogen

water chemistry

/h.Tosimulatethenormalwater
(HWC)

under

BWR

environment,

dissolved oxygen and hydrogen concentrations (DO and DH) can be controlled within the
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range of 10 ppb - 32 ppm and 10 ppb - 28 ppm, respectively[3-4].
In the water make-up system, the levels of DO and DH are controlled by bubbling of
oxygen/helium and hydrogen/helium mixture gas and pure helium gas into the treatment tank
which has a volume of 100 V. High purity water from the treatment tank is pressurized by
high pressure pump and sent into equipments in the hot cell. The water is heated by preheater
and heater at the autoclave. Since heat affects wall of the cell, the water is sent to outside of
the cell after cooling. The autoclave has a volume of 177 V and clutch sealing mechanism
which can be opened and shut easily using manipulators. In tensile testing mechanism,
maximumloadis2OkNandrangeofcrossheadspcedis1

X

10-'tolOmm/min.

The monitoring/purification system consists of filters, ion exchangers and water
chemistry monitoring equipments. After depressurizing, the water from the hot cell is
monitored the water chemistry i.e. conductivity, DO, DH and pH. By changing monitoring
line, the water chemistry of inlet water also can be monitored. A crud filter traps solid
particles in the water and ion exchanger fixes dissolved ions in itself to keep low
conductivity

<

/iS/cm). The purified water returns the treatment tank. Hydrogen

peroxide can be iRiected into the autoclave-to simulate influence of hydrogen peroxide
produced by radiolysis of water in the reactor core. To suppress decomposition of hydrogen
peroxide by contact with metal surface, a poly tctra-fluoro-ethylene (PTFE) inner liner was
used[5-6].
Fig. 4 shows the observation/recording system. Since SSRT takes long test period, the
images during SSRT can be taken by timer and recorded automatically. CCD camera, camera
stand and light are equipped in the hot cell. Images taken by the CCD camera are reproduced
on the monitor outside the hot cell and recorded. The equipments put in the hot cell are
designed to be easy to be operated by manipulators.

3. Safety issues and countermeasures
Since installation in a hot cell and using of irradiated specimen, the facility has the
safety mechanisms which work by dtecting unusual conditions. Main safety issues and
countermeasures are as the following.
-Overheating

In the case of overheating of heater at autoclave and preheater, electric power

to them is cut, though electric power to cooling unit, which removes heat from water before
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passing through the wall of the hot cell, is not cut to remove the heat promptly.
-Excess pressure

In the case of excess pressure, all heaters and pumps are stopped. If

pressure in the system increase further by remaining heat, the pressure will be remove from
safety valves.
-Hydrogen leakage Since the facility has an ability of hydrogen addition, hydrogen leakage
is concerned. Treatment tank and hydrogen gas cylinder are covered with explosion
prevention cases, and hydrogen leakage sensors are installed inside the cases. When the
sensor detected hydrogen during SSRT, supply of hydrogen will be stopped. Hydrogen after
bubbling is exhausted through a vent on he treatment tank to ventilation system of the hot
facility usually.,
-Water leakage

To avoid water leakage, open/shut part of the autoclave has a structure of

double O-ring. Water leakage sensors are equipped under the pressurized water line, and the
whole system is stopped by sensing of water leakage.
-Oil leakage

A sensor for oil level of high pressure pump is equipped, and the whole

system is stopped by sensing of oil leakage.
-Electricity failure In the case of short electricity failure < 3 s), whole system is recovered
by electric power from a backup battery automatically and SSRT can be continue. In the case
of long electricity failure

3 s), a load to the specimen is rmoved automatically and the

whole system is stopped.

4. Futum scope
At present, the facility is treated prefilming to lower the conductivity

<

1 AtS/cm)

of the water. After keeping the low conductivity, in-situ observation during tensile test for
unirradiated material will be performed as a trial test. After the test, in-situ observation
during SSRT for irradiated material will be performed. Based on images from in-situ
observation, it is expected to isolate the crack initiation stage form the crack growth stage
during IASCC test.
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STATIC AND DYNAMIC CORROSION EXPERIMENTS IN
LIQUID LEAD-BISMUTH
Y. Kurata', K. Kikuchi, M. Futakawa, S. Saito and T. Sasa
Neutron Science Research Center,
Japan Atornic Energy Research Institute,
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, lbaraki-ken
319-1195 Japan

Abstract
Static and dynamic corrosion tests in liquid P-Bi eutectic were conducted to investigate
applicability of metallic materials for an accelerator driven system which is being developed for
transmutation of long-lived nuclear wastes. The static corrosion tests were performed in oxygensaturated P-Bi at 450 and 550t for 3000h. The dynamic corrosion test was conducted using a
liquid Pb-Bi loop where temperatures of high and low temperature parts were 450 and 4OcC, and
the flow rate of liquid P-Bi at the test section was about m/sec. In the static tests, the corrosion
depth of F82H, Mod.90 I Mo steel and JPCA after immersion at 4500C for 3000h was 14,13 and
g m, respectively. The thickness of the corrosion layer decreased with increasing Cr content of steels
in the static corrosion test The corrosion depth of type 316ss at 450t was estimated to be about
I 00 a m after the test for 3000h in the P-Bi loop. It was also found that morphology of the interface
faced to flowing P-Bi is different from that faced to static P-Bi. We observed the phenomena such
as mass transfer, corrosion/erosion by flowing P-Bi, penetration of Pb-Bi into grain boundaries and
dropping of grains in the dynamic corrosion test.
Keywords: Lead-bismuth, Static corrosion, Dynamic corrosion, Accelerator diven system,
Transmutation, Loop test, Mass transfer, Liquid metal
I.Introduction
Liquid P-Bi is considered to be the first candidate of spallation targets and coolants of an
accelerator driven system(ADS) which is currently being developed for transmutation of long-lived
nuclear wastes. Because it has excellent physical and chemical properties such as high neutron yield,
low neutron absorption cross section, high boiling point, low melting point and lower reaction
property with water and air in comparison with Na. However, liquid P-Bi is more corrosive than
liquid Na and corrosion research in liquid P-Bi is one of the key issues for development of the ADS,
Recently, corrosion study in liquid P-Bi has been actively conducted focussing
development of the ADS[I-4]. Since new experimental data have just been obtained in several
laboratories and the development of liquid metal technology is also needed for reliable experimental
data, accumulation of experimental data in liquid P-Bi is essential to elucidate corrosion behavior in
Corresponding author. Tel: 81-29-282-5059 Fax: 81-29-282-6489
E-mail address: ykuratapopsvr.tokaiJaefi.gojp
(Y.Kurata)
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liquid P-Bi. In this paper, results of static corrosion test in liquid P-Bi and dynamic corrosion test
using a liquid P-Bi loop are described.
2.Experimental procedure
Z I Materials
Table I shows chemical composition of materials used in the static corrosion test Effects
of Cr and Ni contents in steels on corrosion in liquid P-Bi are studied using 2.25Cr-IMo steel,
F82H (8Cr-2W steel), Mod.9Cr-lMo steel, PCA (140-16M-2W steel), type 410ss, type 430ss
and pure iron. Type 316ss shown in Table
was used as the specimen in a liquid P-Bi loop.
22 Test method
Fig. I shows the static corrosion test equipment in liquid P-Bi. The retort contacting liquid
Pb-Bi was made of quartz. The size of specimens used for the static corrosion test was 15 mm x 30
mm x 2mm. The surface of specimens was polished using emery papers up to 600. The test
specimens were plled out fi-orn the molten P-Bi at the end of the static corrosion test The static
corrosion test was performed in oxygen-saturated P-Bi for 3000h. Testing temperatures of the static
tests were 450 and 550'C. Fig.2 shows the liquid Pb-Bi loop used for the dynamic corrosion test The
condition of the dynamic corrosion test was the following: The temperatures of high and low
temperature parts of the loop were 450t and 40t, respectively, and the flow rate of liquid P-Bi
at the test section was about m/sec A tube of type 316ss (outer diameter of 13.8mm. and thickness
of 2mm) was used as a specimen. The corrosion test in flowing P-Bi was performed for about
3000h(3126h). Argon gas of 99.995% purity was used as a cover gas of expansion and dump tanks.
3.Results and discussion
3.1 Static corrosion test
As a result of the static corrosion test, effect of the Cr content on corrosion properties was
estimated. Characteristic of the corrosion layer at 450'C is mainly described in this paper. Fig.3
shows optical micrographs of the cross-sections of specimens after corrosion at 450'C for 3000 in
liquid P-Bi. Copper was plated on the specimen surface to protect corrosion films. The corrosion
film of pure iron is the thickest as shown in Fig.3(g). The order of the corrosion layer thickness at
45OcC isthefollowing:Fe>2.25Cr-IMostee],F82HandMod.9Cr-lMosteel>410ssMo>JPCA
>430ss.
Corrosion films formed at 45OcC were oxides. Fig.4 shows the EPMA analysis of the cross
section of F82H specimen after the static corrosion test at 450'C for 3000h. Corrosion fihns of
F82H, Mod.9Cr-IMo steel and 2.25Cr-IMo steel at 450'C consisted of two oxide layers outer
corrosion film composed of magnetite without appreciable Cr and inner corrosion film composed of
Cr-Fe spinel oxide. Fig.5 shows the relationship between corrosion depth and Cr content in steels.
The thickness of corrosion layer decreases with increasing Cr content in steels. The corrosion depth
of F82H, Mod.9Cr IMo steel and JPCA after immersion at 45OcC for 3000h was 14, 13 and 5 tt rn
in the static corrosion test, respectively. The corrosion layer of pure iron and 2.25Cr-IMo steel
became particularly thicker at 55OcC than that at 4509C. It seems that adding Cr, in particular, more
than 120/oCr, in steels brings about improvement of corrosion resistance in liquid Pb-Bi.
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3.2 Dynamic corrosiontest
The test section was set at the high temperature part(450r) of the liquid P-Bi loop. Type
316ss was used as the test section and components of the liquid P-Bi loop. Fig.6 shows the cross
section and inner surface of the type 316ss tube. Type 316ss tube used as the test section was
produced by a normal method. The final treatment of the tube was wash with hot acid. This
treatment produces deeply dug grain boundaries as shown in this figure. Fig7 shows results of
macro-observafion of the high-temperature test section of the liquid P-Bi loop after the corrosion
test for about 3000h(3126h). Pits or hollows are clearly observed on the inner surface of the type
316ss tube after the corrosion test In particular, corrosion/erosion is observed at the portion G over
wide range. The corrosion depth of type 316ss at the high temperature part was estimated to be about
I 00 a m after the test for 3000h.
Fig.8 shows various interface morphology of the test section after the corrosion test. Not
only pits or hollows with several IO a m depth/width but also penetration of liquid P-Bi into grain
boundaries are observed. There are oxide films on the interface in some places. On the other hand,
there are also places without appreciate oxide films on the interface. Progress of corrosion/erosion at
the test section is shown in Fig. 9 The following conti-ast is characteristic; rough interface at the
initial surface and smooth interface at the bottom of the corroded hollow. A grain boundary fissure is
also recognized at the rough interface. It is considered that pits or hollows observed over wide range
on the inner surface of the tube were produced by corrosion/erosion in flowing P-Bi. Fig. IO shows
the EPMA analysis of the test section. As shown in this figure, dark islands in P-Bi have almost
similar chemical composition to that of the 316ss metal matrix. Therefore, they are considered to be
grains peeled off from the 316ss metal matrix during the corrosion in flowing P-Bi. As indicated in
Fig. 6 the initial inner surface has deeply dug grain boundaries. Taking this fact into consideration, it
is considered that the rough surface with deeply dug grain boundaries accelerates corrosion/er-osion
by flowing P-Bi, penetration of Pb-Bi into grain boundaries and dropping of grains.
Fig. I I shows the result of EPMA analysis of the deposit at low-temperature part 4009C).
Large grains of Fe-Cr steel(Cr content: approximately 12-14%) formed at the low temperature part.
This fact indicates the mass transfer phenomenon where Cr, Fe and Ni dissolved at the hightemperature part deposit at the low-temperature part of the loop. It is interesting that there are
dissolution of 316ss at high temperature part and deposition of large grains of ferritic Fe-Cr steel at
low temperature parts.

4.Conclusions
The following conclusions were drawn from the static and dynamic corrosion experiments in
liquid P-Bi:
I)Thecor-rosiondepthofF82HMod.9Cr-IMosteelandJPCAafterimmer-sionat4509C fbr3OOOh
was 14,13 and 5 ti m in the static corrosion tst, espectively.
2) The thickness of the corrosion layer decreased with icreasing Cr content of steels in the static
corrosion test
3) The corrosion depth of type 3 6ss at 450t was estimated to be about I 0 ILin after the test for
3000h in the P-Bi loop.
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4) Dissolution of main elements at the high temperature part and deposition of Fe-Cr steel at the low
temperature part occurred in the dynamic corrosion test,
5) We observed the phenomena such as corrosion/erosion by flowing Pb-Bi, penetration of Pb-Bi
into grain boundaries and dropping of grains in the dynamic corrosion test. It is considered that the
rough surface with deeply dug grain boundaries accelerates these phenomena.
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Table I Chemical composite n of spe imens for static corrosion
Cr :
C
Ni
MO
Fe
F82H
0.095
7.7 2
<0.02 <0.01
Bal.
Mo.9cr- M steel
0.1 0
B:A T
0.06
0.88
Bal.
JPCA
0.058
I
2.29
Bal.
41 Oss
0.067 JZ.Zt
0. 2
0.02
Bal.
-1
0.1 5
0.02
Bal.
430ss
0.08
t.4
2.25Cr- M steel
0.1 0
12. &
0.02
0.92
Bal.
Fe
0.002
Bal.
MO
.0 4 1
I Bal I
-

tests (wt %)
V
W
0.01
1.95
0.047 <0.0005
0.003
0.01
0.013
0.024
0.009
0.001
0.

Table 11Chemical composition of specimen for dynamic corrosion test (wt %)
Mn
Si
Fe
MO
Ni
Qr
31 6ss
0.05
I 61 1 [-AlZ8j
2.08
Bal.
0.34
1.55
Expans on tank

Coole

S

Da.
tank

Fig. Static corrosion equipment in liquid
Pb-Bi.

Fig.2 Liquid Pb-Bi loop.
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2.26 TWO-DIMENSIONAL GRAPFUTE-LIKE Si,,C OBSERVED BY POLARIZATION
DEPENDENCE IN THE NEAR-EDGE XRAY ABSORPTION FINE STRUCTURE
Yuji Baba, Iwao Shirnoyarria and Tetsuhiro Sekiguchi
Synchrotron Radiation Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, lbaraki-ken, 319-1195, Japan
Abstract
Solid carbon forms mainly two kinds of local structures, i.e., three-dimensionally spread
diamond-like structure and two-dimensional graphite structure. In contrast, solid silicon and
silicon carbide tend to prefer only diamond structure composed Of 3 bonds resulting in the
formation of a three-dimensionally spread lattice. Recently, the theoretical calculation using
an ab initio tight-binding-like method has revealed that two-dimensional graphite-like SiC
layer possibly exists (M. Fuentes-Cabrera et al., Model. Simul. Mater. Sci. Eng 7 929
(1999)). In order to clarify whether or not such two-dimensional graphitic Si,,C layer exists,
we implanted Si' ions in highly oriented pyrolitic graphite (HOPG), and the electronic
structures localized at the silicon atoms were investigated in-situ by means of X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS)
using linearly polarized synchrotron radiation. The resonance peak appeared at 1839 eV in
the Si K-edge NEXAFS spectra for Si+-implanted HOPG, and its energy is lower than the
resonance peaks in any other Si-containing materials. The intensity of the resonance peak
showed strong polarization dependence, which suggests that the final state orbitals around the
Si atoms have
*-like character. It is elucidated that the Si-C bonds produced by the
Si'-ion implantation are nearly parallel to the raphite plane, and Si,,C phase forms
two-dimensionally spread graphite-like layer with sp bonds.
Keywords: silicon carbide, graphite, two-dimensional layer, ion implantation, near-edge
X-ray absorption fine structure, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, polarization
dependence, synchrotron radiation
1. Introduction
Low-dimensional materials have been attracted much attention because of their unique
properties,whicharenotobservedinbulkmaterials[l].
Especiallyrecentrapidprogressin
semiconductor technology is accelerating the search for new two-dimensional (21))
semiconductor materials. Among numerous kinds of 2D materials investigated so for,
graphite is considered to be ideal 2D layer. One sheet of graphite (graphene) is composed of
six-membered aromatic rings with SP2 bonds, and its thickness is only in the order of one
atom. Newly found carbon nanotube 2 which has similar ,structure to graphite is also
classified into the graphite family, and it has been attracted much attention as a new electric
material in nanotechnology. As to the electric property, graphite has semi-metallic
conductivity.
Besides graphite, hexagonal boron nitride (BN) which has a similar structure
to graphite is a wide-gap insulator. Therefore, if some of the carbon atoms in graphite are
substituted by the other atoms, we can possibly obtain ideal 2D thin films with various
electric properties from metallic phase to insulator. Theoretical 3,4] and experimental 5,6]
works have recently revealed that two-dimensional carbon nitrides of graphite-like structures
surely exist. Also the synthesis of hybrid nanotubes composed of boron, carbon and
nitrogen has been attempted recently for the purpose of controlling electric property 7,8].
On the other hand, silicon, belonging to the same group in the P eriodic table as carbon,
tends to form three-dimensionally spread diamond structure with sp bond. If silicon atoms
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are ordered in 2D layer, the
interaction between the two 2D
layers becomes stronger than the
Van-der-Waals force 91 resulting
in the formation of puckered
structure
[101.
Such
three-dimensionally
spreading
character of silicon atoms makes it
difficult to fabricate ultra thin
layer of semiconducting Si and
insulating
SiO2
in
silicon
technology. Although many of
the
organosilicon
molecules
having Si-Si double bonds are
known [II], no stable solid phase
of graphite-like silicon with SP2
bonds has been synthesized so far.

(a)

Si
9 C

M

(C)
Fig. I Schematics of structures of "real" and "imaginary" solid phases
composed of silicon and carbon [IO]. (a) Unit cell of real
-SiC
phase of zinc-blende sucture. b) Top view of imaginary SiC phase
where
= 120' . (c) Side view of monolayer of SiC phase. The
puckered angle is the bond angle measured from the plane where a flat
graphite-like sheet would be placed. For sp 3bond, =19.47' which
corresponds to te tetrahedral angle
= 109.47'

(Note that in the case of isolated
molecules, benzene-like molecule
composed of silicon which is
called as silabenzene has recently been synthesized 12].)
This situation also holds for the silicon carbide. There are some stable SiC phases such
as a SiC and 8 -SiC, all of which are composed Of 3 bonds. The local geometry of the
typical 8 -SiC phase of zinc-blende structure is shown in fig. I (a).
However, the
theoretical study on the possible graphite-like 2D layer for SiC has recently been conducted
by Fuentes-Cabrera et al. using an ab initio tight-binding-like method [10]. They calculated
the stabilities of the aromatic phase of 2D monolayers of SiC. They concluded that the D
SiC prefers to form the flat aromatic phase (fig. I (c), left) rather than puckered layer (fig. I (c),
right), while Si prefers to puckered form and never forms flat aromatic phase. If the
two-dimensional SiC phase does exist, we can possibly deposit ultra thin or just monolayer of
semiconductor on solid surfaces. However, no experimental evidence has been reported so
far as to whether or not the aromatic, flat SiC phase does exist.
In order to answer the above questions, we investigate the local electronic and geometric
structures of silicon implanted in graphite. For this purpose, we chose highly oriented
pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) as a starting material. We implanted low-energy Si+ ions in
HOPG, and the electronic structures localized at the silicon atoms were investigated in-situ by
means of the near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy. The local
geometric structures were also clarified by the incident angle dependencies of the NEXAFS
spectra using linearly polarized synchrotron beam. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
was used in elucidating the core-level binding energies and surface atomic compositions.
2. Experimental
The experiments were performed at the BL-27A station of the Photon Factory in the High
Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK-PF) employing double crystals of InSb(I I )
as a monochromator. The energy resolution of the monochromator was 0.85 eV at 184 keV
,(Si K-edge). The synchrotron beam was generated in the bending magnet, and it was
linearly polarized in the horizontal direction.
The ultrahigh vacuum system (base pressure I x 10-8 Pa) consisted of a manipulator
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which can rotate around the vertical axis, a hemispherical electron-energy analyzer (VSW Co,
Class-100) for XPS measurements, and a cold-cathode ion-gun (ONffiGATRON Co.
ONE-0045CK).
An HOPG single crystal of 12 mm X 12 mm purchased from Advanced
Ceramics Co. was used as a substrate. The orientation of HOPG was checked in the separate
experiments at the BL I IA station of KEK-PF by means of the polarization-dependencies of
the C K-edge NEXAFS spectra. For comparison, amorphous diamond-like carbon (DLC)
mainly composed of sp' bonds with no orientation was also used as a substrate.
Tetrafluorosilane (SiF4) gas was used as ion source. Various atomic and molecular
fragment ions such as F, Si+, SiF+ and SiF3+were produced by the discharge of SiF4 gas.
Therefore the mass of the ions was separated by a Wien-filter-type mass separator using
orthogonal electric and magnetic fields, and only atomic Si+ ions were bombarded on the
sample. The accelerating voltage was I keV, and the ion flux was I X 01, atomS/CM2 . sec.
The NEXAFS spectra were taken by the total electron yields, which were obtained by the
sample drain current. The total electron yields were normalized by the photon flux, which
was always monitored by the current of aluminum foil located in front of the sample. In
order to compare the spectral features, the NEXAFS and XPS spectra were also taken for the
reference materials such as -SiC (6H-SiQ and single crystal of Si(I 00).
3. Results and discussion
3. 1

XPS
Figure 2 shows the XPS spectra around the
Si Is- XPS
hv 21 0 eV
Si Is region excited by 2100-eV photons. The
1. eV
surface C/Si ratios of the Si+-ion bombarded
SR100
HOPG and DLC were estimated to be 0.0 on
the basis of the C Is/Si Is peak intensity ratios
to
considerin the photoionization cross sections
[13] and inelastic electron mean free paths
(U,AFP) of photoelectrons 14]. The chemical
1.3 eV ---I41
shift between Si(100) and SiC is 16 eV, which
means that carbon atoms are negatively charged
4j
compared with silicon atoms. The binding
energy of the Si Is for Si+-ion implanted DLC
is almost the same as that for the SiC, which
supests that the amorphous Si,,C composed of
sp bonds is formed. While the Si Is peak for
!No
I=
Si+-ion implanted HOPG shifts to higher
Binding energy
V)
binding energy by 13 eV than that for SiC If
the implanted silicon atoms form cluster Fig.2 X-ray photoelectron spectra around Si Is region
resulting in the island structure, or if the excited by 2100-eV photons for Si(100) single crystal,
6H-SiC, Si'-ion implanted HOPG, and Si'-ion implanted
implanted layer becomes amorphous Si,,C with DLc.
only SP3 bonds, the binding energy of implanted
silicon would be close to that of the bulk silicon.
The observed higher binding energy suggests that the Si'-ion implanted HOPG forms new
layer where carbon atoms are more negatively charged compared with normal SiC.

3 2

NEX4 FS
Figure 3 shows the NEXAFS spectra at the Si K-edge. The spectrum for the Si+-ion
implanted DLC represents a similar structure to that for 6H-SiC (see dotted bars). This
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finding supports the XPS results, i.e., Si'-ion
lanted DLC forms amorphous Si,,C composed of
spP bonds.
On the other hand, the NEXAFS
spectrum for Si'-ion implanted HOPG does not
follow that for 6H-SiC, and new peaks marked A
and
are observed. It is noteworthy that the
energy of the peak A is around 1839 eV, and no
-e
peak is observed in such low-energy region for
A
mom
6H-SiC. Also such low-energy peak has never
been reported in Si K-edge NEXAFS spectra for any
other silicon-containing compounds. In the case of
EX0
carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectra, it has been
established that the resonance peak corresponding to
Iwo Iwo is"
Is-7r * excitation is lower than that originating
Photon energy W)
from ls-- a * excitation. In fact, it was reported
that the energy of the C Is---+ 7 resonance peak of Fig.3 NEXAFS spectra at the silicon K-edge
taken by the total electron yield for (a) Si(100)
graphite is lower by IO eV than those of the C Is--* single crystal, (b) 6H-SiC, (c) Si'-ion implanted
a peaks of graphite and diamond [ 15].
From the HOPGI and (d) Si'-ion implanted DLC.
analogy to the carbon case, it is presumed that the peak A in fig.3 is attributed to the
resonance excitation from the Si Is to unoccupied orbitals which have 7U "-like character.
3 2 Polarization dependences of NEXAFS spectra
Figure 4 displays the
polarization dependence
of the Si K-edge
NEXAFS spectra for
WV
E
the Si+-ion implanted
-(a)
-*HOPG
&1 . -*HOPG (a) and DLC (b)
79
at a fluence of 7 X 1013
atom S/CM2.
The top
W
view of the sample
location is displayed in
the upper small inset of
each figure.
In the
spectra
for
Si'-ion
implanted
HOPG,
W
remarkable polarization
W.
dependence is observed
for the peak A. The
IM
law
Iwo
intensity of the peak A
Photon enemy W)
increases
with
the
decrease in the incident
angles
of
the
synchrotron beam.
the
other hand,

On
no

W

I W Si,
-#DLC
am

M.
W.
W

70so

law
I&SO
ISO
Photon energy (V)

Fig.4
Polarization dependences of Si K-edge NEXAFS spectra for (a) Si-ion
implanted HOPG, and (b) Si'-ion implanted DLC. The fluence of the Si' ions are 7 X
1013 atomstcm2. The small inset shows the top view of the smple. E is the electric
field vector of synchrotron beam and
is the incident angle defined by the angle
between sample surface and synchrotron beam.

polarization dependence
is observed in the spectra for Si+-ion implanted DLC.

The peak intensity I of the NEXAFS

spectra using the synchrotron beam of electric field E is expressed as follows
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E 01 2 cc cos 2 6
where
is the direction of the final state orbital and
resonance peak is due to the dangling bond
located at the silicon atoms, such polarization
dependences
will
be
never
observed.
Considering the polarization dependence in
fig.4(a), we can suppose that the final state
orbitals represented by the peak A are
perpendicular to the basal plane of graphite sheet,
i.e., parallel to the c-axis of graphite. In order
to certify this speculation, we will next discuss
the angle of the orbitals and chemical bonds
more quantitatively.
In figure 5(a), the intensities of the peak A
are plotted as a function of the incident angle
0. (In the row spectra, the peaks A are
overlapped with the higher-energy peaks. But
the lower-energy sides of the peaks A show the
Gaussian-like curves. Therefore we calculate
the areas of the peaks A by the peak
deconvolutions using Gaussian-curve fitting.
The example of the curve fitting in the NEXAFS
spectrum at 0=30' is shown in the small inset of
fig.5(a)). The intensities of the peaks A were
normalized by the total electron yields at 1860
I cc

eV for respective incident angles where no
polarization dependence exists. It is seen that
the intensity of the peak A monotonously
decreases with the incident angle.
The resonance intensity in the NEYAXS
spectrum is given as
I(O = A P
p+ (I-P) IV]
(2)
where I and
are the transition intensities

is angle between E and 0.

.

.

.

.

.

if this

.

(a)

a .

I ,
"

Incident angle
1.0

.

)

(b)

a-0,
0.8 S
CO
OA

0.4
I

20

0.2

O.O.
-1

03coee-i 1

2

Fig.5
Normalized absorption intensities (filled
circles) of the peak A in the Si K-edge NEXAFS
spectra for Si'-ion implanted HOPG as a function the
incident angle 0. In the figure (a), the intensities are
plotted as a function of
The small inset displays
the example for the measurement of the peak intensity
by Gaussian-curve fitting for te NEXAFS spectrum
at 0=30' . in the figure (b), the intensities are

plotted as a function of 3cosiO.l. 'Me doffed lines
epresent theoretical lines when the fal state orbital
'of the core-to-valence resonance excitation points to
the polar angle indicated in the figure.

associated with the angle-dependent matrix
elements parallel and vertical, respectively, to
the electric vector, is the incidence angle of the
synchrotron beam, A is the normalization factor and P is the polarization factor 17]. The
substrate used here is graphite, thus the substrate has a symmetry higher than threefold. In
this case, the intensities are simply expressed as
IP = 1/3) [ Y 1/2) (3cos 2 _ 1) . (3cos2 a - 1)
(3)
and
Iv = (I 2) sin a
(4)
where a is the polar angle of the final state orbitals 17].
The polarization factor of the
synchrotron beam in the present experimental condition is estimated to be about 095 [18].
The theoretically calculated values of I for various a -values are plotted as dotted lines in
fig.5(b) as a fiinction of 3cos0-1.
The values are normalized such that the data at
3COS26_ 1=0 are 13. The normalized intensities of the peaks A are plotted as filled circles in
fig.5(b). At first glance, the experimental data follow the line of a =0 . This means that
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the final state orbitals point to the c-axis of the graphite. It is revealed that some of the
carbon atoms in graphite are substituted by the implanted silicon atoms, and the Si-C a
-bond thus produced is nearly parallel to the basal plane of the graphite sheet. The top view
of the obtained structure is displayed in the right side of fig.1 (b), and the side view is
virtually represented in the left side of fig. I (c).
The present results clearly reveal that the two-dimensional Si,,C layer surely exists at low
Si concentration. Further research to clarify whether an aromatic SiC with stoichiometric
composition shown in the left side of fig. I (b) exists or not is now in progress by synthesizing
the samples at higher Si concentration and at higher temperature. The existence of
two-dimensional Si.C layer will open up a possibility of future application of the formation of
ultra thin or monolayered semiconductor phase.
4. Summary
We have investigated the local electronic and geometric structures of silicon atoms
implanted in HOPG by means of NEXAFS and XPS using linearly polarized synchrotron
beam. In the Si K-edge NEXAFS spectra, the resonance peaks were observed around 1839
eV, which is lower than the energies of the resonance peaks in any other silicon-containing
compounds. The intensity of these resonance peaks showed strong polarization dependence.
The quantitative analysis of the polarization dependence revealed that the final-state orbitals
of the resonance peak point to the c-axis of the graphite plane. On the basis of the
low-energy feature and the direction of the final-state orbitals, it is concluded that the
observed low-energy resonance peaks originate from the excitation from Si Is to 7 orbitals
which are perpendicular to the graphite plane.
The present results show that the a -type
Si-C bonds produced by the Si'-ion implantation are nearly parallel to the graphite plane, and
the SixC phase forms two-dimensionally spread graphite-like layer with SP2 bonds.
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Abstract
Irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking JASCQ of austenitic stainless steel has been
studied as main concern of an aging problem of light water reactor (LWR) materials. It is
essential to evaluate corrosion behavior at grain boundary of irradiated materials for
mechanistic understanding of IASCC. However there is no suitable technique to evaluate
grain boundary corrosion behavior of irradiated materials. The objective of this work is to
develop the measurement method for the grain boundary corrosion behavior of irradiated
materials using atomic force microscope (AFM). Ni ion irradiation was carried out for
solution annealed Fe- 18Cr- l2Ni alloys at about 573K. The peak damage level was estimated
as I dpa. To study the relation between grain boundary characteristics and corrosion behavior,
orientation imaging microscope

IN4 TI) observation was conducted. After the potentiostatic

corrosion procedure, surface of the specimens was examined by AFM and 01M. Some of
grain boundaries were corroded, and those were random coincidence grain boundaries. The
depth of corroded region at grain boundaries was successfully evaluated by AFM in
manometer scale.
Keywords: IASCC, Stainless steel, Irradiation, TIARA, Grain boundary, Corrosion,
AFM, EBSP, OIM
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1. Introduction
Irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCQ is considered as an important
concern on plant life management of light water reactor (LWR) [ -21, and also on the design
and development of international thermonuclear experimental fusion reactor (ITER) 2].
Local degradation of corrosion resistance at grain boundary is considered as one of the
mechanisms of stress corrosion cracking (SCQ and IASCC. In the case of SCC, heat
treatment while welding process would sensitize materials, and the passive film on grain
boundary would lose corrosion resistance. Under irradiation condition, even in solutionannealed materials, radiation induced segregation (RIS) would cause corrosion resistance
degradation on grain boundary, and it would lead IASCC.
In IASCC study, corrosion behavior of grain boundary after irradiation should be studied
to understand crack initiation and growth. In the former studies, to evaluate grain boundary
corrosion

behavior

of thermal

sensitized

materials,

electrochemical

potentiokinetic

reactivation (EPR) method had been conducted. In the case that EPR method would be
applied to irradiated materials, not only grain boundaries but also inside of grains would be
corroded while the test, because irradiated materials contain precipitates and irradiation
damages in its grains. For detail study about the grain boundary corrosion behavior of
irradiated materials, another evaluation methods need to be developed.
The objective of this work is to develop the new experimental method to evaluate grain
boundary corrosion behavior of irradiated materials using atomic force microscope (AFM).
The advantages of applying AFM are that corrosion behavior can be measured in anometer
scale, and each grain boundary corrosion behavior can be measured separately. Furthermore, a
combination with orientation imaging microscope

(OIMTI)

using electron backscatter

diffraction pattern (EBSP) method is expected to be useful to evaluate relation between
corrosion behavior and grain boundary characteristics. Moreover, on combination with
transmission electron microscope (TEM) with energy dispersed X-ray spectrometer (EDS),
the influence of microstructure development and radiation induced segregation (RIS) for
corrosion behavior of each grain boundary can be evaluated.
2. Spetimen preparation
High purity Fe I 8Cr- I 2Ni alloy was used for the present study. The chemical composition
is given in Table 1. Materials were solution annealed at 1323K for 30min, and fabricated to a
disk shape, it is 3mm in diameter and 0.2mm in thickness. The surface of specimens was
polished with emery paper, diamond paste and finished with electrochemical polishing. Ni
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ion iadiation was carried out for the specimens with 12MeV Ni" ion up to a fluence level of
3.8xlO'9 ion/M2 at 573K respectively, using tandem accelerator at the Takasaki ion
accelerators for advanced radiation application (TIARA). The peak radiation damage level
was estimated as I dpa respectively. After irradiation, the surface of irradiated specimens was
removed about Imicrometer by electrochemical polishing, as shown as in figure 1. It was to
expose the peak area of radiation damage to the surface of specimens for the following
experiments.
After the surface was removed, AFM observation was conducted for the surface of an
irradiated specimen. Figure 2 shows the AFM topography of it. The surface was almost flat,
and no grain boundary corrosion was observed, but small gaps on grain boundaries were
observed.
3. Optimization of corrosion condition
Ideal corrosion condition for exact measurements of grain boundary corrosion behavior is
illustrated in figure 3 Surface should be remained flat, and only grain boundary need to be
corroded a little. On the specimen surface like this, AFM measurement for grain boundary
corrosion behavior is expected to be successful. Potentiostatic corrosion procedure at
passivating potential was chosen for this study. On the passivating potential, passive film will
be formed on the surface of stainless steel, and cover the surface and protect it. In the case
that cromium (Cr) would be depleted on grain boundary by thermal sensitization or RIS,
there will be no passive film fon-ned on grain boundary, thus the grain boundary will be
dissolved during the procedure. After potentiostatic corrosion procedure, the surface condition
of irradiated specimens is expected to be close to ideal condition to measure grain boundary
corrosion behavior. In this study, potentiostatic corrosion procedures were conducted at
150mV in 1N

H2SO

+ 0. I mot/dm' KSCN solution, at 303 K.

Figure 4 is the AFM topography of that un-irradiated solution annealed specimen after
potentiastatic corrosion test at passivating potential for 1000sec. Grain boundary corrosion
was not observed on the surface of it. Figure

gives the AFM topography of an ion irradiated

specimen after potentiostatic corrosion procedure at passivating potential for 100sec. Grain
boundaries of this specimen were corroded. The surfaces of some grains were kept flat, but
the others were corroded. For AFM measurement of grain boundary corrosion depth, surface
of grains should be kept flat. From comparison of the results of an un-irradiated specimen and
an irradiated specimen, it is obvious that the corrosion observed in irradiated specimen was
caused by radiation effects.
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Figure 6 is the AFM topography of ion irradiated specimen after a potentiostatic corrosion
procedure at passivating potential for 500sec. Corrosion of the irradiated specimen corroded
at passivating potential for 1000sec. was too much for AFM measurement, so the corrosion
length was shorten to 500sec. for this specimen. Grain boundaries of this specimen were
corroded a little, and the surfaces of grains were kept flat. It is close to ideal corrosion
condition for the measurement of grain boundary corrosion behavior by AFM.
4. Evaluation of grain boundary corrosion behavior of irradiated specimens
Figure 7 shows an OIM image of the same area of figure 6 Crystallographic orientation of
each grain is indicated by color. If orientation of a grain is close to (III) plane, the grain is
specified blue, if it is close to (001) plane, the grain is specified red, and if it is close to (101)
plane, the grain is specified green. From comparison of figure 6 and figure 7 it can be
concluded that when the surface of a grain close to (I I 1) plane, the height was gotten lower
than the other grains after corrosion procedure.
AFM topography in figure

is the enlargement of the area indicated by box in figure 6.

Line analysis was conducted along the three lines drawn in figure 8, crossing grain boundaries.
Grain boundary corrosion depth was measured as about 70nm as shown as in figure 9 Figure
10 is the OIM image of the same area as figure 8, it is indicating grain boundary
characteristics. Random grain boundaries are drawn in black,
boundaries are drawn in red. From the comparison of figure

3 coincidence grain
and 10, all of the grain

boundaries corroded obviously were random grain boundary.
Figure I I is higher magnification AFM topography of a random grain boundary of the
irradiated specimen corroded for 500sec. The surface was covered with oxide grains. The
grain boundary was corroded from interstices between oxide grains, and the depth was about
70nm.
5. Discussion
Grain boundary corrosion depth of an ion irradiated material was measured by AFM in
manometer scale. From the comparison of grain boundary corrosion behavior measured by
AFM and grain boundary character evaluated by OIM, all of the grain boundaries obviously
corroded were random grain boundary. It is considered that because at random grain boundary,
RIS would be occurred more than at coincidence grain boundaries. RIS lead Cr depletion at
grain boundaries. As the result of Cr depletion, passive film will not be formed on random
grain boundary, so it was dissolved during potentiostatic corrosion procedure. To inquire this,
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it is needed to measure Cr depletion behavior at the random grain boundaries by field
emission gun type TEM (E-TEM) with EDS.
In the results obtained by AFM, some of random grain boundaries were corroded as wide
as about 500nm. In the fon-ner studies, Cr depletion width at grain boundary was estimated as
few anometer by FE-TEM analysis with EDS 3]. It is considered that not only Cr depletion
area was corroded, but also surrounding area was corroded because of edge effect. On the
other hand, some of random grain boundaries were corroded steeper as shown as in figure I .
There might be some other reasons influence to corrosion behavior, not only grain boundary
characteristics. In previous studies 45], it is reported that grain boundary triple points are
easier to corrode. In figure 8, it was observed that grain boundary triple points were more
corroded than the other area, and grain boundaries corroded wider when it is close to grain
boundary triple points. However, some of random grain boundaries are not corroded wider
even if those are close to grain boundary triple points. For detail study, microstructure
observation and c hen-&al analysis of these grain boundaries and surrounding area by FETEM with EDS are needed.
6. Summary
In this work, new evaluation method using AFM for grain boundary corrosion behavior on
irradiated materials was developed. Optimization of corrosion condition for the measurement
of grain boundary corrosion on ion irradiated specimens was succeeded, and corrosion depth
of each grain boundaries was measured by AFM in anometer scale. The grain boundary
corrosion depth was measured as 70nm, on the ion irradiated Fe-18Cr-12Ni alloy after
potentiostatic corrosion procedure at passivating potential. Each grain boundary corrosion
behavior was measured separately, and relation between grain boundary characteristics and
corrosion behavior was evaluated by combination with OIM observation. All of grain
boundaries obviously corroded were random grain boundary.
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Abstract
Effect of helium and hydrogen production on radiation-hardening of F82H irradiated
by dual or triple beam condition were investigated. The specimens used were four types of
ferritic martensitic steels of F82H-std (Fe-8Cr-2W-0.2V-0.04Ta-O.1C) steels tempered at
750'C for 60 minutes, 20% cold worked F82H steel, F82H tempered for 10 minutes and nontempered F82H steels. The irradiation was performed at 450'C to 50 dpa under simultaneous
dual beams of 10.5 MeV Fe" and 1.05 MeV He' or triple beams of those and 3 0keV H' ions.
The ratios of He (appm)/dpa and H (appm)/dpa were 15 nad 15 (or 150) for dual and triple
ion beams. The hardness of the irradiated specimens measured at room temperature using a
micro indentation after the irradiations. The hardness in these F82H steels irradiated at 450'C
to 18 dpa under triple beam irradiation was harder than that under dual beam irradiation.
Irradiation softening and hardening under dual beams was observed in F82H steel irradiated
at 450'C to 18 and 50 dpa, respectively.

Keyword.
82H, ferritic steel, triple ion beams, dual ion beams, radiation-hardening,
radiation-softening,microstructure,hardness
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1. Introduction
Low-activation ferritic/martensitic steels are candidate materials for the first wall and
blanket structure of fusion reactors. The high-energy neutrons produced in the D-T fusion
reaction induce displacement damage and generate gas atoms from (n, p) and (not) reactions
in the materials. The presence of these gases may lead to degradation of mechanical
properties. The effect of neutron irradiation on the tensile deformation of F82H steel has been
reported(')-('). Recently, the swelling of F82H and the other 7-9Cr low-activation ferritic steels
irradiated at 4300C to 67 dpa in FFTF was reported by Morimura('). The swelling of F82H
was 01%, and that of the other steels was 0.1 07%. Maziasz and Klueh(') had investigated
the swelling versus helium production rate in 9Cr I MoVNb(-O, -2M) and 12Cr I MoVW(-O,
-2M) steels irradiated at 400'C to 47 dpa, using the efficiency of helium production rate for
HFIR and FFTF, and they indicated that the swelling of 01 to 04% depended on helium
production. Recently, we have reported the effects of helium production and heat treatment
on swelling behavior of F82H steels using "13, "Ni and 6N1 doping. The irradiation was
performed in the HFIR at 300 and 400'C to 51 dpa (6) . The swelling of tempered F82H-std and
F82H doped with `13 irradiated at 400'C was from 0.5 to 12 %, while the swelling of the
non-tempered F82H doped with 'gNi or 'Ni was less than 002%. At 300'C the swelling in all
steels was insignificant. In the F82H+Ni, high number densities of carbides were formed in
the matrix at these temperatures. The production of helium atoms enhanced the swelling of
the F82H steel. However, the non-tempered treatment for the F82H+Ni remarkably
suppressed the swelling. The cause of low swelling in the F82H+Ni may be due to the
formation of the high density of carbides acting as sinks or the decrease in mobility of
vacancies that interacted with carbon atoms in matrix.
Purpose of the present study is to investigate the effect of helium and hydrogen
production on hardening and microstructures of F82H steel irradiated by dual or triple beam
conditions.

2. Experimental procedure
The chemical compositions of the F82H-std steel (IEA-heat, rolling No. KG820-2,
sampling position 42W-16, grain size number 35) used in this study are given in Table .
The heat treatment for F82H-std specimen was firstly normalized at 1040'C for 40 minutes in
a vacuum followed by air-cooling. After that the specimens were tempered at 750'C for I
hour in a vacuum followed by air-cooling.

Table I
Chemical compositions of the F82H steel (lEA heat) used in this study
Alloys
Cr
C
N
P
S
Al
Si
V Ti
(wt%)
F82H-std 7.84
0.09 0007 0003 0.001 0.001 007 019 0004
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Table 2
Four kinds of specimens used in this study
Specimens
Nornializing
Tempering
F82H-std

1040cC,

40min.

F82H-Nor

1040'C,

40min.

F82H-10min-T
F82H-CW

In

order

to

10409C, 40min.
1040cC, 40min.

investigate

the

750'C,

Cold work

60min.

750"C, 10min
7509C, 60min.

effect

of heat

20%

treatment

and

gas atoms

on

irradiation

hardening/softening and microstructural changes, four types of specimens were prepared as
shown in Table 2 and they are denoted as F82H-std, F82H-Nor., F82H I Omin-T, F82H-CW,
respectively. The microstructures of the specimens were observed using a Hitachi HF2000
transmission electron microscope before irradiation experiments.

Standard 3 mm-diameter

disks cut from 025 mm-thickness sheet stock were irradiated in the TIARA facility. It was
performed under a simultaneous dual ion irradiation with 10.5 MeV Fe 31 ions andl.05 MeV
He'

ions or a simultaneous triple ion irradiation with those and 380 keV H'

ions. The

irradiation was mainly performed to 18 or 50dpa(displacement per atoms). The peak ratios of
He (appm)/dpa and H (appm)/dpa are 15 and 15 (or 150) for dual and triple beam irradiation.
The peak positions of damage, heliw-n and hydrogen ions were all about 175 tm,

which was

calculated by using SRIM97 code. During the irradiation, the temperature of the surface in all
specimens was continuously measured with Nikon's then-nal vision system. Indentation
testing was performed on these specimens, using a

Berkovich diamond indenter at a

maximum load to 25mN, on an ultra micro-indentation, UMIS-2000. Micro-hardness profiles
were obtained by a contact pressure evaluation method based on the procedure proposed by
Oliver et al(').

3. Results
3.1 Microstructures and hardness before irradiation
Figs. l(a)-l(d) show the microstructures of F82H-Nor, F82H-10min-T, F82H-std, and
F82H-CW specimens, respectively. Lath structure and a high density dislocation were formed
in the F82H-Nor specimen and no carbides were seen as given in Fig. l(a). In the tempered
F82H for IO minutes, carbides were formed in matrix and lath boundaries, and the dislocation
density was lower than that in the F82H-Nor. In the standard of F82H specimen tempered for
60 minutes, the density of dislocations decreased, and the carbides grew. The density
dislocation in F82H-CW specimen was clearly lower than that in the F82H-10min-T. Fig. 2
shows hardness of the specimens measured at room temperature using an ultra microindentation. The hardness of F82H-Nor was about twice of F82H-std. The hardness of F82HCW was smaller than that of F82H I Omin-T.
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(a)

A,

JW

(C)

(d)

F

4,

Aw

x

Fig. I

Microstructures

of non-tempered F82H (a),

10min-tempered F82H (b), 60min-

tempered F82H-std (c), and 20%CW F82H (d) steels taken by a transmission electron
microscope before irradiation
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0
60 min-Temper

IO min-Temper

0 min-Temper

20%CW
(60min-Temper)

Fig. 2

Micro-hardness

of 60min-tempered

F82H(std),

10min-tempered

F82H,

non-

tempered F82H, and 20%CW F82H steels measured by an ultra micro-indentation before
irradiation. The tempering was performed at 750'C after the non-nalizing at 1040'C.
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3.2 Hardness after ion irradiation
Fig. 3 shows the dose dependence of hardness measured at room temperature in the
F82H-std irradiated at 450T to 50 dpa under dual beams of Fe" and He' ions. The hardness
of F82H-std before irradiation was about 34 GPa at room temperature. A small of
irradiation-hardening was observed in the specimen irradiated at 450T to 23 dpa, and the
hardness were tendency to be somewhat reduced at 18 dpa and again slightly increased at
50dpa. The hardness of all specimens for dose dependence is given in Fig. 4 and the changes
due to the iadiation are similar to the F82H-std.

4

Soft e'ning
g

........................... ...........................
.......
. . .......

3 ............... ..
.............................. ......................... .

.......... ....................... ............................... ...........................

2
0

10
20
30
40
DiSDIacement Dama2e (dDa)

so

60

Fig.3 Dependence of hardness on irradiation dose in the F82H-std (tempered at 750T for
60minutes) irradiated at 450T to 50 dpa under dual ion beams of Fe" and He' ions.
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Fig.4
Hardenss of F82H-Omin-tempered (as normalized), F82H-10min-temper,
F82H+20%CW steels irradiated at 450T under dual ion beams of Fe 3' and He ions.
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Effect of triple and dual ion beams on hardness of F82H steels irradiated at 450'C to

dpa.

The effect of triple beam in the F82H-std and F82H-nor-malizing irradiated at 450"C to
dpa. was shown in Fig. 5. In both specimens the increase of hardness in triple beam condition
was larger than that in dual beam condition. Hydrogen atoms might affect somewhat on the
formation and growth of cavity.

4. Discussion
As shown in Figs. 3 and 4

irradiation softening occurred at 4500C to 18 dpa, and

irradiation hardening was observed to 50 dpa. The change of hardness during irradiation
might to be related to microstructural evolution of defects such as dislocations, dislocation
loops and cavities. It is well known that the dislocation network of cold worked stainless
steels irradiated by neutrons rapidly decreases in a displacement damage about
even around 400,CI81-111 .

to 10 dpa at

Although the density of Frank loops increases, the total dislocation

density including dislocation network and Frank loops decreases at

to 10 dpa. If no cavities

were formed, it is expected to be reduced hardness. In ferritic martensitic steels("), the
reduction of hardness was induced by neutron irradiation of FFTF/MOTA above 430'C to 36
dpa. They have high densities of dislocation. In the F82H-std steel used in this experiment, it
has a high number density of dislocations about 5 IO" M-2 . The other steels used in this study
have also higher density dislocations than that of F82H-std. The situation of F82H steel
irradiated at 450'C might be very similar to that of CW stainless steels, and the softening of
F82H steel could be expected, because of the decrease of dislocation density induced by the
irradiation. In this study, gas atoms were implanted to the specimens and many bubbles could
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be formed. Bubbles and voids have barrier strength for deformation O ) and they could
contribute on irradiation hardening. The swelling of F82H-std steels irradiated at 450'C to
about 50 dpa under dual ion beam of Fe" and He' ions has been reported by Naito et al. 112)
and it is about 0.1%. The mean size and number density of cavity are about 25 m and
4xI 021 m-'. The hardening caused by cavity formation can be estimated by using a model of
Orowan's simplest expression for dispersed barrier, and the change in shear strength due to
planar defects can be written as
A- = Lb(Nd)"/P

(1)

where is the shear modulus, b is the Burgers vector magnitude and is a measure of the barrier
strength, and (Nd)o-' is the average barrier spacing where N and d are the obstacle's number
density and average diameter, respectively. Taking the values of = 4 "', the assumptions of
Acry 3 A-c (14) and AH- 3Aa Y(15) gives AH- 034 GPa, which is corresponds to the net
hardening of the irradiated F82H-std steels, 03 GPa. Thus, the irradiation hardening might be
appropriate to be mainly induced by the growth of cavities.
The effects of triple ion beams on hardening and swelling in BCC metals were
reported( 161-(l ". According to the reference("), the difference of irradiation hardening of ferritic
steel between dual ion condition and triple beam was examined at temperatures from 8 to
350'C, it was largest at lowest temperature. In this experiment, the irradiation hardening
under triple beams was slightly larger than the dual ion beams, and similar results could be
obtained in this study even at high temperature of 450'C.

5. Conclusions
Effect of helium and hydrogen production on hardening of F82H irradiated by dual or
triple beam condition were investigated. The irradiation was performed at 450'C to 50 dpa
under simultaneous dual beams of 10.5 MeV Fe" and 1.05 MeV He' or triple beams of those
and 380keV H' ions. The ratios of He (appm)/dpa and H (appm)/dpa were 15 nad 15 (or 150)
for dual and triple ion beams. The specimens used were four types of ferritic martensitic
steels of F82H-std (Fe-8Cr-2W-0.2V-0.04Ta-0 IC) steels tempered at 750'C for 60 minutes,
20% cold worked F82H steel, F82H tempered for 10 minutes and non-tempered F82H steels.
The hardness measured at room temperature using a micro indentation. The results obtained
as described below;
(1) Irradiation softening and hardening under dual beams was observed in F82H steel
irradiated at 4500C to 18 and 50 dpa, respectively.
(2) The hardness in all F82H steels irradiated at 450'C to 18 dpa under triple beam
irradiation was larger than that under dual beam irradiation.
(3) The cause of the irradiation softening and hardening might be related with
microstructural evolution such as dislocations and cavities during irradiation.
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Abstract
In order to develop the ndustrial process for SIC materials in the nuclear environment, the
sintering behaviors of SIC powders were investigated. a(6H)- and P(3C)-SIC powders were
sintered with A1132 and C additives.
c-SiC powder could be sintered to almost full density at
1900'C. This temperature is 250'C lower than that by the conventional sntening method that
uses and C additives.
Al atoms solved forts the additive into SIC grains and stabilized
4H polyt),pe, which caused transformation of 6H to 4H. It was also observed that
anisotropic grain growth occurred and fracture toughness of the sintered SIC increased with
the aspect ratio of grains. PSIC powder needed slightly higher temperature than a-SiC
powder to complete sintering. PSIC transformed from 3C to 6H and 4H and exhibited
exaggerated grain growth.
Keywards: Silicon carbide, Sintering, A132 additive, Transformation, Grain growth, Fracture
toughness, Aspect ratio.

1. Introduction
SIC sntered materials have very high strength at high temperature and they have very
hightribologicalperformance[l]. SCfinepowdersaresinteredbytheadditionofBandC
[2] in the industry. To sinter SiC with these additives very high temperature about 2150'C is
required. In order to develop new sntering method that enabled to easily sinter SiC powder,
much work has been done.
The work so far focused mainly on searching for the new sintering additives. We
have intensively investigated the effective additives for the sint ering of SiC, and have found
that Al-B-C compounds, 132 and C for instance, are very effective additives 3]. When Al-BC compounds are added in SiC powder, they form liquid phase having the composition of
Al8B4C7 4].
With this liquid SIC powders can be sintered at lower temperature. We have
also found that SiC powders behave amsotropic grain growth during sintering by the A-B-C
compounds. The sntered SIC with anisotropic grain morphology, i.e. high aspect ratio of
grains, increases its fracture toughness.
In this paper, we report low temperature sintering behavior of ct-powder with A132
and C additive, mcrostructural evolution and fracture toughness of sntered SiC. The
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sintering behavior of P-SIC powder is also reported comparing with that ofoc-SIC owder.
2. Experimental procedure
Starting materials were cc(6H)-SiC fine powder (UD A-1, Showa Denko Co., Tokyo),
P(3Q-SiC(Beta-rumdurn ultrafine, Ibiden Co., Gifu), B2 (Kojundo Chemical Co., Saitama)
and C from a phenolic resin (J-325. Dainippon Ink Co., Tokyo). Two SIC powders were
mixed with A1132 and C in SiC ball mills with ethanol medium, subsequently dried and sieved.
They were compacted by CIP at 200 Wa, and sintered in a carbon resistance furnace (402E/7
dilatometer, Netzch Co., Germany) at 1800 to 21500C.
The amounts of polytypes in the sntered specimens were determined by X-ray
diffraction analysis using the profile fitting method [5]. The microstructures of the
specimens were observed by SEM. The mean grain size and the mean aspect ratio of grain
shape were measured with an image analyzing apparatus.
The elastic moduli were
determined by the pulse echo method, and fracture toughness was measured by the
indentation fracture method.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Sintering behavior of a-SiCpowder
The specimen names, the contents of additives and sintering densities at each sintering
temperature are listed in Table I. The specimens with small amount of additives, i.e. 067
mass% A132 and 2 mass% C, sintered to almost full density (>95%TD) at over 1900'C and
those with 134 and 270 mass% A132 and 2 mass% C could sintered to >95%TD at 1850'C.
These results show that A132 and C additives are very effective. Considering that the
conventional sntering method needs 2150'C to complete densification of SiC powder with
and C, it is said that low temperature sintering could be achieved by A132 and C additives.
When the amount of A1132 additive was 540 mass%, the density of the specimens did not
reach >90 %TD. In these specimens exaggerated grain growth occurred and retarded
densification at the early stage of sintering.
The typical microstructure is shown in Fig. 1. It is usually observed that the sintered
cc-SIC with
and C additives consits of equi-axis grains, i.e., isotropic polyhedral grains.
On the contrary, by A132 and C additives SiC powders grew into rod- or plate-shaped grains.
Table I
Sample
No.

SC-1
SC-2
SC-3
SC-4

Contents of additives in starting powders and sntering densities

Contents of A1132, C and
6H-SIC powder (mass %)
AlB2
0.67
1.34
2.70
5.40

C
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

6H-SIC
97.33
96.66
95.30
92.60

Sintering Temperatures('C)
and relative densities of sintered SIC(masst%)
1800
87.2
90.7
90.2
79.3

1850
94.6
96.0
96.5
80.2

1900
98.0
97.2
97.4
81.8G

Holding tme at the maximum temperature is 30min., or *0 min.
G The sntered 6H-SIC exhibited large grain growth.
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2000
98.8
98.9
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99.9G
97.9 G
96.7 G
86.1 G
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10Lm
Fig. I

Typical grain shape of specimen SC-3 sintered at 1975'C.

3.2 Phase transforination of sintered a-SiC
The phase transformation of the sintered SiC specimens is shown in Table 11. The
starting powders were mostly single phase of 6H. 6H was stable at around 2000'C, and
usually did not transform. SiC grains with AB2, however, behaved polytype transformation
from 6H to 4H when the amount of additive was large and the sntering temperature was high.
As Al solution into SIC crystals stabilizes 4H polytype 6], the transforination seems to have
been accelerated by Al solution.
Table 11

Sample
No.

Polytype contents in the starting cc-SIC powder
and sintered SIC specimens.

Sintering Temps.('C)
and Tmes(min)

6H-Starting powder
SC-la
2000
SC-2a
2000
SC-3b
2150
SC-3c
1975
SC-3d
1975
SC-4c
1975

Polytype contents(%)
4H
6H
15R
2
4
9
30
10
7
4

30
30
30
30
0
30

98
92
86
67
89
93
85

0
4
5
3
1
0
11

The letters "a, b, and d" appended after the sample No.s indicate the differences in
sintering, temperatures.

3.3 Fracture toughness and 9crostructure of sintered a-SiC
The inicrostractural parameters and fracture toughness are listed in Table 111.

From

the table it was found that the fracture toughness, Kjc, increased with the aspect ration of
grains.

The plate- or rod-shaped grains favored mechanical properties of the sintered SiC

materials. Toughening by rod-shaped grains
mechanism.

has been analyzed by the grain bridging
2
From the theory the apparent fracture energy, KA ,is expressed as follows [5]:
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KA2=TO 2+(n/6)'/'ETE2

cc'/'G

Where To 2 is intrinsic fracture energy of materials, E, T and F_are Young modulus, frictional
stress and bridging rapture strain of pull-out grain, respectively. a and G are the aspect ratio
and the grain size. Eq. I

indicates that the fracture toughness very much depends on these

two parameters. The sintered SiC specimens had high toughness in proportion to the aspect
ratio and the size of grains.
Table III Grain sizes, aspect ratios, Vicker's hardnesses, Young's moduli
and fracture toughnesses of sintered 6H-SIC specimens.
Sample
No.
SC-la
SC-2a
SC-3b
SC-3c
SC-3d
SC-4c
SC-13*

Microstructural parameters

Mechanical properties

GS([tm)

a

HV5

1.7
2.5
6.1
3.4
3.1
4.4
1.3

1.6
1.9
2.6
1.9
1.8
2.1
1.7

2254
2144
1936
2061
2109
890
2560

E(GPa)

KIC(MPam 1/2

430
440
405
443
415
277
442

3.6 03
3.9 ± 02
4.3 ± 02
4.2 ± 03
4.1 02
3.0

0.2

GS: Mean grain sizes, cc: Mean aspect ratios, HV5: Vicker's hardnesses by kg loading,
E: Young's moduli, Kc: Fracture toughnesses by IF method, *sintered with and C.

3.4 Sintering behaviorof P-SiCpowder
P-SiC powders were sntered as the same manner as ct-SIC powder. The results are
summarized in Fg.2. In the figure, the contour lines of equi-density of sintered a- and SiC are drawn along with that of cc-SiC. P-SiC powders were slightly harder to snter and
required about 50'C higher temperature than cc-SIC to complete sntering. The sintered PSiC exhibited exaggerated grain growth when it contained large amount of additives and the
sintering temperatures were higher than 2000T. P-SiC powders easily transformed to H
and 4H by the grain growth, because it was not stable at the sntering temperature.
4. Summary
cc- and PSIC powders were sntered with A132 and C additives at 1800-2150T.
Both of powders could be sintered about 1900T. This sntering temperature was 250'C
lower than that of the conventional sntering method with
and C additives. Low
temperature sntering could be possible with A1132 and C additives.
Grains in the sintered SIC became elongated shape, and its aspect ratio and grain size
increased with the sntering temperature. The large aspect ratio of grains seems to increase
fracture toughness by the grain bridging mechanism.
P-SIC powder was slightly harder to sinter than cc-SiC. This was due to thermally
unstable nature of 3C polytype at sintering temperature.
P-SiC grains exhibited
transformation of C to 6H and 4H, and exaggerated grain growth at >2000'C.
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2200
2100

98%TD

96%TD 90%TD

2000
a)
E
4)

. ..............
1800
a-sic
..... P-Sic

65 1700
1600 1
0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

I
6.00

Content of additive (mass %)

FIg.2

Relation among sintering densities, temperatures and amounts of AlB2 additive.
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Abstract
Nitrogen doped Diarnond-like carbon thin films were deposited on n-Si and 0, substrates
by rf magnetron sputtering using pure graphite 99.999%) as the target material and mixtures
of Ar, N, and H-, for plasma gneration. The dependence of structural and optical poperties
on nitrogen content was investigated using XPS, Raman spectroscopy, FT-IR spectroscopy,
and Ellipsometry studies. It way, found that as the nitrogen content was ncreased in the
plasma, sp2 bonding fvored. Also it was observed that oxygen contarnination ncreased with
nitrogen content. Typical C-H stretching modes connected with diarnond-like carbon could be
seen in FT-IR spectra. The 11)and Ic, bands were well defined and it was observed that as
nitrogen content increased c, band was enhanced. Ellipsometry studies revealed that the
optical constants like efractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) ncreased with
increase in nitrogen content as well as substrate temperature.
Keywords: Diamond-like Carbon, Anti-Reflection, Ellipsornetry, Refractive Index, Extinction
Co-efficient.

1 Introduction
DLC is an amorphous material mainly comprising Of 2 and SP3 bonded carbon atoms. Due to
its unique poperties such as hardness, chemical inertness, good mechanical adhesion, high
dielectric strength, tunable efractive index, etc. it has applications in various fields [I]. These
DLC films can be prepared by a lot of techniques. However all these techniques use
hydrocarbons for generating plasma. Here we eploy rf magnetron sputtering and the plasma
gas is a mixture of agon, nitrogen and hydrogen. These films have a complicated network of
carbon atoms of different hybridized states 2 with hydrogen included in atomic ad
molecular form. The main aim of this study is to determine the possibility of application of
DLC coating (doped with nitrogen) as a good anti-reflection coating or solar cells, hereby
increasing the efficiency of these cells.
2 Experimental
Here in our study rf magnetron sputtering technique was employed to produce DLC films.
The rf (I 3.56MHz) power was I00w. Pure gaphite 99.999%) was used as target and the
------------------------------------Corresponding Author. Tel 81-90-4439-1968 Fax 81-3-3945-5213
Email Address vinodstai-lin2.1.Ll-to-yo.ac.jp
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deposition was carried out o n-Si ad SiO, substrates (8x8 mm,, 0.5rnm thick). The plasma
gas comprised of different concentrations of nitrogen and hydrogen along with agon. The
target was at a distance of 4cm from the substrate. The total working gas pessure was I Pa
and deposition time was 0.5, 1 and 2 hour. Deposition was carried out fo dfferent substrate
temperature (50, 100, 150, and 200')c) under same plasma conditions to understand the effect
of substrate temperature on properties of these films. The deposited films were then sub'ected
to various srface studies to understand bonding nature of these of films. Optical studies were
also carried out to exploit the optical poperties of these films. XPS studies were done to
estimate the concentration of relative elements present in the films. Raman nd FT-IR
spectroscopic studies were done to understand the chemical nature of these films. The primary
optical constants such as refractive index (n) and extinction co-efficient (k) were determined
using laser ellipsometry.
3 Results and Discussion:
The deposited films were subjected to these characterization techniques to understand the
properties of these films.
3.1 XPS Analysis:
Typical Cis and Ns spectra was seen by XPS studies. To check the bonding states of C in the
a-C:H:N films, the Cis peak was de convoluted with 4 Gaussian bands 3,4]. On comparing
the de convoluted peaks for different samples the following features were observed: sp2CN
bonding was favored as nitrogen content in the plasma increased. The oxygen contarnination
was found to increase as nitrogen content in the plasma ncreased. It was observed that carbon
was present in graphitic form as well as diamond-like form. In a similar manner, the Ns peak
was deconvoluted using three Gaussian bands.
0.4
0.35
0.3
.2 0.25
0.2
Z 0.15
0.1
0.05
0
0

10

20

30
40
Nitrogen content

50

60

Fig 1. N/C Ratio as a function of nitrogen content in the plasma.
The N/C ratio of the films deposited at different nitrogen plasma conditions were
obtained from the ntegral areas of C I s and N I s peak using the photo-ionization cross-section
of each element [5]. The NIC ratio increased with increase in nitrogen content
the plasma.
N/C ratios were 0 14 03, and 036 for the plasmas containino 10%, 30%, and 50% nitrogen
respectively as shown in figure .
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3.2 Auger Electron Spectroscopy:
AES spectra
revealed that
I
-pure a-C:H films contained almost no nitrogen. It was found that
nitrogen content in the films ncreased as nitrogen in the plasma ncreased. For the sme
composition

it was observed

temperature.

Deposition time had no much

deposited o

that nitrogen

content increased
influence

with

on nitrogen

increase in substrate
content

Oy

films

S102 showed Si peaks, because of higher adhesion of films on to n-SI substrates

rather than SiO2.
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Fig 2 AES Spectra of a-C:H:N films deposited at different plasma conditions.
3.2 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopic studies were done to get an idea about the 1) and G bands for these
films. Typical Rarnan spectra for these films is shown in fig2. It was observed that s nitrogen
content icreases the IG band was enhanced. This implied that the structure was becorning
2
more and more gaphitic implying that more Sp bonding was fvored.
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n4-CN/ SiO,, 150"; n5 --- CH/n-Si, 1000
Fig2. Raman spectra of a-C:H:N films of various composition.
In case of pure a-C:H films the ID/IG ratio was less than one. It was observed that the
ID/I(-, ratio increased with increase in substrate temperature.
3.3 FT-IR Spectroscopy,
The infra-red absorption spectra are shown in fig4. It consists of a boad band at

1000 I 600cm-

C=N stretching at 2100-2250 cm-'; C-H stretching mode at 1-800-3000 cm-

N-H stretching mode at 2800-3000 cm- .

50916 N

109/c. I.-I

-1OOC

Fig 2

1 500

200C.
-. 00
r-aLjrr;i;L-_r-

zoom
I )

4:0 0 0

-

4

C,

FT-IR Absorption spectra of a-C:H:N films deposited at 3 dfferent Nitrogen content in

the plasma.
The broad band at 1000-1600 cm-' shown in fig.3 is attributed to carbon
nitrogen atoms. This band can be deconvoluted to 2 bands which a

atrix

of

qite similar to I,) and IG
I
bands found in Raman spectroscopy 6 The one located near 400-1 600 cm- is due to the
SP2
3
presence of large
domains while the other near 1250-1400 cm is due to sp domains 7].
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Fig 3 FT-IR Absorption band at 1000 I 600ci-n I for DLC films of various ntrogen content.

Peak shift is observed as nitrogen content in the plasma increases. The band at 1400-1600
crn-1 is found to
as nitrogen content icreases and this implies that sp-' CN bonding is
favored and this corresponds to the esults stated earlier.
C=N stretching modes were found at 2100-2250 cm- Iand N-H stretching modes were
found at 3200-3500 cm-' according to assignment in molecules [8]. The peak height of CN
bonding was found to be enhanced as nitrogen content increases. he absorption band at
2800-3000 crn-1 'Is identified with GH stretching vbration, which is attributed to
diamond-like carbon film 910]. As nrogen content increased this peak was found to be de
enhanced showing that the bonding was more likely to graphitic than diamond-like structure.
3.4 Ellipsoineir),
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Fig3b. Variation of extraction
coefficient (k) as a function of
nitrogen content

In oder to understand the optical poperties of these films the samples were subjected to
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ellipsometry measurements. He-Ne laser was used at a fixed angle of incidence of 70
determine the main optical constants like refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k).
Fig 5a and 5b shows the variation of efractive index ad extinction coefficient as a function
of nitrogen content. It was observed that as nitrogen content increased the values of n and k
increased and a similar trend was observed with ncrease in substrate temperature.
In order for a film to exhibit good anti-reflection poperty, it should have rrinlimurn
reflectance and this is attained if the following condition is satisfied. The refractive index (ni.)
of the film should be equal to the square root of the refractive index (nj of the substrate [I I].
Here we found that 30%N, content sample has n = 197 which is the required one for a Si
substrate whose refractive index is 388. It was observed from ellipsornetry that 30% nitrogen
content sample had some good anti-reflection poperty.
4 Conclusion
Nitrogenated Diamond-like carbon (DLC) thin films were deposited on n-Si and SO,
substrates at different conditions. From XPS studies it is observed that the carbon is present in
both graphitic and diamond-like structure. It is observed that ntrogen content geatly favored
2
Sp bonding. Increase in ntrogen content led to oxygen contamination. AES studies revealed
that DLC films were less adherent to SiO, than Si substrates. It was also observed that
Nitrogen concentration in the films was independent of deposition time. On the other hand
nitrogen content in these films increased with substrate temperature. Rarnan and FT-IR
spectroscopic studies proved the existence of hydrogen and nitrogen inside the film. Various
typical stretching modes were observed. Typical ID and IG bands were also found. D/IG atio
increased as substrate temperature neased. Typical C-H stretching attributed to DLC
structure was found and this proves that the carbon is pesent in DLC form also. Elipsornetry
studies revealed that the optical constants such as refractive index and extinction coefficient
could be altered by suitably changing the nitrogen content ad substrate temperature. Both n
and were found to increase with increase in nitrogen content and substrate temperature.
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Abstract
Change in pinning properties of Bi2Sr2CaCU2O8,,,(Bi-22l2) single crystals due to fast
neutron irradiation followed by thermal annealing is reported. At the fluence of 5X 1018CM-2
the J, and U0* decreased due to excess irradiation and increased to thermal annealing after
irradiation. For the specimen annealed at 673K, J, and U0* at 20K and 40K increased as
annealing time increased up to 24h. On the other hand, for specimen annealed at 1073K, they
increased up to Ih or 3h and then decreased. These results indicate a difference in the change of
the defect structure due to the thermal annealing.
Keywords:Bi-2212; Neutron irradiation; Then-nal annealing; Pinning center

1.1ntroduction
Particle beam irradiation is one of the most effective methods to introduce strong pinning
centers into high-T, superconductors. In prticular, fast neutron irradiation can introduce defects
as pinning centers in all area materials. The thermal annealing treatment after fast neutron
irradiation can change the size and the density of the defects in the materials. In some cases, this
method is quite effective for critical current Jc enhancement, because superconducting properties,
including Jc and apparent pinning energy Uo*, are strongly affected by the defect structure in the
*Corresponding author. Tel and Fax: 81-3-5841-7420
E-mad address:toshikistarling.q.t.u-tokyo.acjp

(T.Shitarnichi)
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materials. In this study, the superconducting property change of of Bi-2212 single crystals due
to neutron irradiation followed by thermal annealing was invenstigated

2.Experimantal
The Bi-2212 single crystal specimens were prepared by the floating-zone method. The size
was I X I X 0.05nim 3(c-axis). The specimens sealed in quartz capsules of 10-4 Pa were irradiated
isotropically with neutrons (>I MeV) using JMTR (Japan Materials Testing Reactor) at JAERI
(Japan Atomic Energy Reserch Institute). The irradiation temperature was room temperature
(<313K). The fluence was I X 116CM-2 I X 111CM-2 2X I 0 11CM-2 6X 1011CM-2 I X 018 cm-2,
2.8 X 1011CM-2 5X

1018CM-2 . After

irradiation, the specimens were annealed in air at 673K or at

1073K for 124 hours. Magnetization hysteresis curves were measured with a vibrating sample
magnetometer (V.S.M.) at 5K, 20K, 40K and 60K as a function of applied magnetic field parallel
to the c-axis. The critical current in a-b plane was caluculated from the magnetization
hysteresis curves using the expanded Beam's model[ I]. On the other hand, magnetic relaxation
measurement was carried out for the specimens before and after annealing with the V.S.M at
20K and 40K with the applied magnetic field of 0. IT parallel to the c-axis of the specimens.
The apparent pinning energy Uo* was obtaind from the magnetic relaxation curves using the
Anderson-Kim model at 2K[2]. At 40K logarithmic relaxation rate V 3] was caluculated
instead of Uo*

3.Result and discussion
The dependences of critical
current density J, on neutron irradiation

LOE+07
LOE+06
LOE+05

are shown in Fig. 1. J, change similarly
depend on the fluence. J, increased
from the initial value before irradiation
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The dependence of J on
annealing time is shown in Fig.2

LOF+02

and 3 In the low fluence and at
the optimum fluence, J, once

LOE+01

increased by neutron irradiation
and then decreased by thermal
annealing in almost all the

LOE+00

conditions. This is that the size
of defect clusters is smaller than
the most effective pin, and
annealing makes it less effective.
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in the almost all the conditions. For long
annealing time, J, keeps the higher value

Fig.2 The dependence of J, on annealing time
(6 X 10"cm-' IT for 20K, 0.03T for 40K)

673K annealed specimens while J, 1073K annealed ones decreased slightly.
Fig.4 and sow the dependence of U* and 01 on annealing time. At 20K, Je and UO*
change similarly depending on the annealing time. At 40K, Jc was larger for the specimen
annealed at 673K than for te one annealed at 1073K, while a was larger for the latter tan for
the former. This means that complex defects formed by annealing at 1073K act as stronger
pinning centers at 40K but the number is small.
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Fig.6 shows a
schematic drawing on the
change of defect structure
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Fig.3 The dependence of A on annealing time
(5 X 10"cm-' IT for 20K, 0.03T for 40K)
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is caused by the reduction of
superconducting region because of a
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Fig.4 The dependence of UO' on annealing time
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such a high temperature.
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REACTIVITY OF RARE GASES
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Abstract
The gas release behavior of heavy rare gases such as Xe and Kr formed as major fission
products in fuel pellets plays an important role on the reliability of fuel claddings due to
increase the internal pressure. To clarify the chemical characteristics of rare gases is useful to
inhibit the gas release and to improve the radioactive waste management and to the industrial
application. On this study, the chemical reactivity was examined using the low energy plasma
excitation techniques and oxidation in oxygen atmosphere. Two types of R sources of the
induced couple and static capacity types were used as the low energy plasma source. The
electron density in plasma of rare gases was dependent on the binding energy of each gas. The
large difference in electron densities among rare gases was typically observed in the induced
couple type plasma, because of the high production yield at wall surfaces covered with low
energy electrons. It was suggested that the chemical compounds were formed in the
condensed atmosphere as fuels tubes.
Keywords: Rare gases, Chemical reaction, Low energy plasma excitation, plasma-wall
interaction, Electron density, Electron temperature

1. Introduction
Radioactive heavy rare gases like xenon and krypton are formed as major fission
products with the high abundance dependent on the bum-up ratio. The reliability of lightwater reactor fuel elements is affected with the release behavior of these gases produced in
oxide fuels EI-73 . The accumulation of these gases into a gap between cladding and fuels
decreases the thermal conductivity and enhances the fuel temperature JI-71 . The extra gas
release from oxide fuels would be enhanced vice-versa. Therefore, the chemical form and
thermodynamic stability of heavy rare gases like xenon in oxide fuels is very important for
understanding the gas release mechanism. Although, Xe and Kr are considered to rare gases
elements with the closed shell with the high chemical stability, the chemical reactivity under
heavy neutron irradiation like fuel elements would be controlled with the excitation behavior
accompanied with radiochemical effects. Generally, the excitation cross-section on these rare
gases has the maximum yield at low energy electrons with a few ten eV lower than the
ionization yield ("'I. The flux of low energy electrons is proportional to the flux of particles
with the high energy. Electrons in relation to excitations are formed mainly by three
mechanisms, nmely, Compton scattering, electrons pair formation and photo-excitations. On
the other hand, the formation of chemical compounds between heavy rare gases like xenon
and fluorine was already reported [11-171 . The ionization energy of heavy rare gases elements is
nearly equal to that of oxygen. It is expected to te high chemical reactivity between excited
rare gases and oxygen in oxide fuels atmosphere under heavy irradiation. Moreover, the
effective means for chemically stabilizing heavy rare gases is very important with respect to
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the waste management for minimizing the radioactive gas release from nuclear power plants.
On the present study, the chemical reactivity of heavy rare gases like xenon exited
under heavy iadiation was examined with the low energy plasma excitation method by using
devices driven two types of RF excitation sources.
2. Experimental Methods
The experimental system is consist of the main chamber, R generator unit, plasma
diagnostic system, gas analysis system, gas inlet system and vacuum exhaust system as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The R source for generating the plasma operated at 13.56MHz. The
maximum output power is 300W. The R plasma discharges were used two types, namely, a
capacitive coupling (CC.) type for an opened plasma and an induced coupling (IC.) type for a
closed plasma. The plasma discharge on the CC. type is generated between two electrodes
with 20 cm in diameter. The electrode potential is possible to control by changing the applied
voltage at upper side electrode. On the IC. type, a discharge tube was made of a pyrex glass
with 25cm in length and 2cm in diameter. The diameter is very small because of enhancing an
interaction between the plasma with a wall. The electrode is a coil with 10cm. in length and
10cm. in diameter with five reels. It is made of a copper tube with 1/4-inch. Those electrodes
are cooled by flowing water at 293K.
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The triple-probe method was used in the
plasma diagnostic technique as illustrated
in Fig.2 ("-201. The probe is made of
tungsten wire with a 0.75mm in diameter.
Each wire is covered with a ceramic
insulator, except for Imm, in length at the
tip, and is set at 4mm far in distance. The
chemical composition of gases was
analyzed by a quadrupole mass
spectrometer with the mass range from
to 400amu. The experimental conditions
are summarized in Table 1.
Table I
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Fig.2 The schematic diagram of the tripleprobe method used in the plasma inspection.

Test conditions for exciting rare gases by R discharge.

Experimental method
Rare gases elements
RF output power
Pressure range

T

CC. Type

IC. Type

He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe

W

10

Pa

0.1 - 10

100
I

10

1000

On the plasma diagnosis, the electron density (n.) and the electron temperature (kT.) were
evaluated with data obtained by the triple-probe method. The electron temperature is
calculated with a following equation:
I,
11

I2= I-exp(-eVd2lkT)
I3
- exp(-eVd3 IkT)
(II

=

2

13

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T. is the temperature (K),Vd2and Vd3 are the externally
applied voltages to the probes P2andp3with reference to the probe P,, respectively. 2and13
are probe current of thep2andP3, respectively.
The electron density is given by the measured ion current as the following equation;
I3-I2exp(-eAV/kT)
I - exp(-eAVIkTe)
(AV = K3

(2)

Vd2)

I,=0.61ne Uwe
Mi

/2

S

(3)

where 1 is the ion current, ne, e, mi and are the electron density, charge, mass and surface
area of the probe, respectively.
The electron density and temperature were measured at the center of plasma.
As a result of the mass analysis of the gas, N2contamination into the system from air might
neglect.
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3. Experimental Results
3.1 Evaluation of fission products and chemical compounds of heavy rare gases
The mass fraction of major representative fission products calculated by ORIGEN- is
shown in Fig.3, by supposing 45GWd/t of 45% enriched fuels. Xenon is a heavy rare gas
with the highest abundance in the fission products. The release rate of xenon from oxide fuels
into a gap is enhanced by the growth of zirconium oxide with the low thermal conductivity E-71.
It means the important role of the oxide surface temperature on xenon gas release. Xenon in
the high bum-up fuels is accumulated in the rim layer at out side of fuels. he behavior of
xenon on the RIA (reaction induced accident), the existence in the critical temperature for gas
release is expected. The fuel temperature would be increased with both effects of xenon gas
release and thickening of oxide film. with the low thermal conductivity. Therefore, the
chemical form of xenon and the decomposition temperature of it are important roles on the
reliability of fuel cladding.
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On the other hand, the formation of chemical compounds between heavy rare gases with
reactants and the high electro-negativity elements such as halogen and oxygen has been
reported"'-"'. The typical compounds have already obtained by laboratory means as shown in
Table 2.
Table 2 The known stable chemical compounds of rare gases elements.
Elements

Xe

Kr

Oxide

XeO3 , XeO, etc.

Fluoride

XeF2 , XeF,, XeF6 , etc.

Mix compound I XeOF, XeO2F2 , XeO3F2 , etc.

Ar, Ne He

KrF2
I

At least, the chemically stable compounds were obtained in Xe and Kr without any additional
excitation techniques. These facts are encouraged to the difference in the chemical reactivity
among rare gases elements under heavy irradiation. Especially, heavy rare gases elements
such as Xe and Kr are suggested to be easy to from the excited species in low temperature
plasma expected in the condensed phases on heat transfer surfaces such as fuel claddings.
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3.2 Analysis of plasma discharge driven by the CC. type.
The effect of rare gases pressure on the electron density in plasma was plotted in Fig.4
within 0 I to Pa at the R output power of 100W. Heavy rare gases like Xe and Kr with the
low ionization energy show the stable plasma excitation over a wide pressure range. The
electron density of Kr and Xe plasmas has the peak intensity around IPa. On the other hand,
the electron density in He, Ne and Ar plasmas with the high ionization energy tends to
increase toward the low vacuum side. However, the discharge is localized into near electrodes.
Therefore, the stable uniform plasma by the RIF discharge is obtained in heavy rare gases with
the low ionization energy.
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electron density of xenon plasma with the lowest ionization energy showed the maximum
value. The relationship between the electron density and the electron temperature is shown in
Fig.6. The temperature of electrons with the low density increased with increasing the
ionization energy. It is clear that the excitation in R plasma is easy to heavy rare gases such
as Xe with the low ionization energy.
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Fig.6 The Relationship between the electron density and the electron
temperature obtained by the CC. type test.

3.3 Analyses of plasma discharge driven by the IC. type.
The effect of rare gas pressure on the electron density in plasma was plotted in Fig.7 within
10 to 10001'a at the RF output power of 100W.
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type due to the difference in plasma devices as illustrated in Fig. L On this discharge method
enhanced the interaction between the plasma with the wall, even if the same input energy of
100W, the electron density of Xe, Kr, and Ar increased markedly comparing with that of Ne
and He. The electron density showed the peak value around 10OPa. As shown in Fig.8, the
electron density in each rare gases plasma increased lineally with increasing the R output
power as same as that of the CC. type. The relationship between the electron density and
electron temperature is shown in Fig.9. It is suggested that the remarkable difference in the
excitation mechanism between heavy rare gases groups (Xe, Kr and Ar) and light rare gases
(Ne and He) groups.
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4. Discussions
The excitation behavior of each rare gas was evaluated by using two different types of RF
plasma device. One is the CC. type with the opened plasma space discharged between two
electrodes. The other is the closed plasma space discharged in a pyrex. tube by outside reeled
coil. The essential difference in both devices is the effect of plasma -wall interactions. The
difference in relationships between the electron density and the ionization energy of each rare
gas at the R input power of 100W is compared in Fig.10. Heavy rare gases groups (Xe Kr
and Ar) with the low ionization energy shows the remarkable large difference between two
devices. On the other hand, the difference in the electron density between two devices of light
rare gases groups (Ne and He) with the high ionization energy is small. On the IC. type, the
input energy in He and Ne plasmas is consumed for increasing the electron temperature
(Fig.9). It is interpreted with the role of the wall surface on the excitation of plasma.
The cross sections for the excitation as function of the electron temperature is shown in
Fig. II based on other reports "-" . The average electron temperature of a few eV in rare gases
plasma excited in the CC. type device is almost coincident with that of the medium peak cross
section. At the closed plasma space such as the IC. type, the excitation would be accelerated
with interactions between electrons and adsorbed gases on the pyrex glass wall. It is expected
that the adsorption of heavy rare gases groups (Xe, Kr and Ar) on the wall with the high
chemical reactivity are more easier than that of light rare gases groups (Ne and He) with the
low chemical reactivity. The major excitation in the IC. type between two groups of rare gases
would be dominated with the plasma-wall interactions. The high adsorption energy would be
expected in heavy rare gases elements derived from the high chemical reactivity. These
phenomena are expected in the formation of the chemical compound such as fluorides and
mix-oxides. Already, the existence of these compounds of Xe and Kr has been proved. In the
nuclear fuels, the chemical interaction among the excited species in the condensed phases
under high pressure would be accelerated by heavy irradiation. A large amount of heavy rare
gases such as Xe would be expected to form the chemical compound between the excited
species of oxygen with the high electro-negativity.
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5. Conclusions
The chemical reactivity of heavy rare gases like xenon was examined fundamentally for
understanding the gas release mechanism as fission products in nuclear oxide fuel elements
under heavy irradiation and for searching the adequate waste management method as
radioactive wastes. The electron density in low energy plasma was examined in two types of
RF devices, namely, the IC. type and CC. type. The excitation behavior in mono-rare gases of
He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe was examined as functions of gases pressure and R input energy. The
results are summarized as follows:
I The surface temperature of oxide fuels is one of the important factors on the gas release of
radioactive heavy elements like xenon contained in fission products. The chemical form
and stability of these gases have an important role on the gas release mechanism.
2. The electron density of heavy rare gases like xenon has the highest excitation yield in a
wide pressure range under the low energy plasma discharge. The electron density increases
with proportional to the R input power at 10OPa at the maximum yield on the IC. type.
3. The electron density in the low energy plasma is dependent on the ionization energy of
each rare gas.
4. The markedly high excitation efficiency is seen in Xe, Kr, Ar in the IC. type devices with
the effect of plasma-wall interactions. It is interpreted with the excitation of adsorbed
heavy rare gases on the wall by the low energy electrons with the high excitation yield.
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2.33 CORROSION OF TYPE 304L STAINLESS STEEL IN BOILING DILUTE
NEPTUNIUM NITRATE SOLUTION
Takafumi Motooka* and Kiyoshi Kiuchi
Tokai Research Establishment, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, lbaraki-ken 319-1195

Abstract
Corrosion of type 304L stainless steel in nitric acid solution containing neptunium was
studied under immersion and heat-transfer condition. Corrosion rates of stainless steel were
obtained by the weight loss measurement and the quantitative analysis of metallic ions
dissolved in solution. The surface morphology was observed by scanning electron microscopy.
The corrosion acceleration mechanism was investigated by polarization measurement and
spectrophotometry. The corrosion rate in boiling 9M nitric acid was accelerated by addition of
neptunium. The corrosion of stainless steel was promoted under heat-transfer condition
compared to immersion condition. In polarization measurements, the cathodic current was
increased by addition of neptunium. Spectrophotometric measurements showed the
oxidization of neptunium. in boiling nitric acid. It was suggested that the accelerated corrosion
in nitric acid solution containing neptunium was caused by re-oxidation of neptunium.
Keywords: corrosion, neptunium, stainless steel,
immersion, nitric acid

redox potential, heat-transfer,

1. Introduction
In a previous investigation of corrosion in nitnc acid,') it is possible to artificially
simulate the corrosion environment under actual operation conditions by equalizing the redox
tendency of the test solution. On the basis of this hypothesis, non-radioactive ion, vanadium
ion VO2+), was simulated in nitric acid solutions instead of radioactive ion, neptunium ion
(NpO2 2+) The redox potential between V02+ and V02+,S1 1004 V (V vs. NHE) and the redox
potential between NP02 2+ and NP02 i 1 149 V.2) From the fact that redox potential of
neptuniurn is slightly higher than that of vanadium, it imagines that neptuniurn nitrate causes
slightly higher acceleration than vanadium nitrate in the corrosion of 304L SS in nitric acid.
In this study to verify the corrosiveness of neptunium ions in nitric acid, the corrosion
of 304L SS under heat-transfer and immersion condition was examined by weight loss and
polarization measurements and spectrophotometry. We have also attempted to establish
corrosion mechanism in nitric acid solution containing neptunium.
2. Experimental Procedures
2.1 Material
A 304L SS plate was used in this test (Table 1). Test specimens for corrosion tests
were cut from it and finely polished. Test solutions were Solution A 9M HN03), Solution
W HN03 3 8MM 23'Np) and Solution C (9M FNO3 + 3.8mM V02+). Purity of 237Np used
in this study was checked by -ray spectrometry. The valence states of neptuniurn were
Np(IV), (V), and (VI). Their ratios were unknown.
Corresponding author. Tel 81-29-282-5399 Fax: 81-282-5864
E-mail address: motooka popsvr.tokai.jaeri.go.jp
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C
0.011

Si
0.34

Table I
Mn
1.71

Chemical composition of type 304L SS (wt%)
P
S
Cu
Ni
Cr
0.013
0.001
0.02
10.81
19.01

MO
0.03

N
0.038

2.2 Corrosion Tests
Corrosion test were conduct for a total of 930 hours in the above three test solutions.
The solutions were renewed every 3 0 hours in immersion and heat transfer corrosion tests.
Both tests were conducted with a thermostatted glass cell under a boiling condition (at 341K)
at a pressure of 16 kPa. The ratio of solution volume to surface area of specimen was about 8
mL/cM2 . The heat-flux in heat-conducting specimen was maintained 60 kW/M2 during tests.
The corrosion rate in immersion tests was obtained by the weight loss measurement of
specimens by use of an electric balance. The corrosion rate in heat-transfer tests was
calculated from the quantitative analysis of metallic ions (Fe, Cr and Ni) dissolved in test
solutions by inductively coupled plasma arc emission spectrometry. Surface morphology of
specimens was observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
2.3 Polarization Measurement
Anodic and cathodic polarization measurements of specimens in each test solution
were conducted with a glass three electrodes cell at 293K using a Solartron 1285A
potentiostat/galvanostat. Potential was measured by a Ag/AgCI reference electrode.
2.4 Photospectrometry
A Hitachi U-3400 photo-spectrometer with a spectral range from 190 to 2600 nm was
used. The solution in the reference compartment was M RN033. Results
3. 1 Corrosion Rates and SEM Observation
Figure I shows the corrosion rate of type 304L SS in nitric acid. The corrosion rate
was increasing with test time under heat transfer condition. Under heat-transfer condition, the
corrosion rate at 930 hours was about six times higher in the neptunium nitrate solution than
in pure 9M IN03. Under immersion condition, the corrosion rate at 930 hours was about
sixteen times higher in the neptuniurn nitrate solution than in 9M HN03. The corrosiveness of
neptunium is slightly weak compared to vanadium in both conditions.
Figure 2 shows the surface morphology of tested specimens under heat transfer
condition. Grain-boundary was preferentially attacked.
3.2 Polarization Measurement
Figure 3 shows polarization curves and corrosion potentials at 293K. The corrosion
potential shifted toward nobler region by addition of neptunium or vanadium. The corrosion
potential was 0964 V (V vs. NHE) in pure 9M HN03 0988 V in vanadium nitrate solution,
and 0994 V in neptunium nitrate solution, respectively.
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SEM photographs of type 304L SS tested under heat transfer condition.
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3.3 Absorption Spectrum ofNp
The absorption spectrum of neptuniurn in the initial nitric acid solution and in the
solution after testing is shown in Fig.4. Np(V) shows a absorption peak at I 100 rn, Np(VI at
550 and 1225 nm, and Np(fV) at 700 and 800 nm.3) Neptunium. existed in the tetra-, pentaand hexa-valent states. Np(IV) in nitric acid was oxidized to Np(V) or Np(VI) in corrosion
tests, because the absorbance assigned to Np(VI) and Np(V) increased and the absorbance due
to Np(IV) decreased after corrosion tests.
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Fig. 4

Absorption spectrum of 3.8mM Np in 9M RN03 before and after corrosion test.
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4.

Discussion
The redox potential of nitric acid is given as folloWS:2)
3H++NO3-+2e = HN02+H20
(2)
E = Eo+(RT/2F)ln(I[H+ ]3 [NOI-]/[HN021))
(3)
where E=0.934 V (V vs. NHE).
Vanadium with the redox potential Of V02+ N02+, Eo=1.004 V, is known to accelerate
in
4) In the corrosion process,
corrosion rate of sta' less steel in boiling nitric acid solution.
vanadium ion keeps on existing in the highest oxidation state, and is responsible for
accelerating the corrosion rate of stainless steel .4)
As the redox potential of neptunium NpO2 2+/NpO2+ with E= 1 149 V is low compared
I
-/Cr'+, E=1.350
with those of the other corrosive ions like Cr(VI), Ru(Ill) and Ce(IV) [HCrO4
V; RU203/RU2+, E=1.304 V; Ce(OH)3+/Ce 3+, Eo=1.715 V], it is not likely that neptunium
causes an acceleration in corrosion rate of type 304L SS. The effect of neptunium on the
acceleration corrosion is able to explain in terms of the decrease of cathodic over-voltage. The
cathodic current in the neptunium nitrate solution is higher than that in pure nitric acid
solution as shown in Fig.4. This cathodic current increase suggests that NpO2 2 -is reduced to
NpO2+ on the surface of specimen. NpO2+ produced on the surface of specimen is oxidized
instantaneously to NpO2 2+ in the neptunium nitrate solution and consequently electrons are
continuously consumed on the surface of specimen to lead to the acceleration of corrosion.
As the simulation result by REACT code 5), it indicates the tendency that the higher is
the acidity the faster is the oxidation, and the phenomenon that almost all Np(V) is oxidized
to Np(VI) and the amount of Np(V) is negligible in steady state. As can be seen in Fig.4, the
absorbance of Np(V) and Np(VI) increased after corrosion test. This phenomenon indicates
re-oxidation of Np(V) which is produced by anodic reaction of stainless steel in corrosion
process. When Np(VI) is consumed in corrosion process, it causes oxidation of stainless steel
such as Fe to Fe(ll) and reduction of Np(VI) to Np(V) as shown in Fig.4. This will lead to the
presence of absorption peak of Np(V) after corrosion test. The absorption spectrum indicated
good agreement on the above hypothesis. Figure
shows the schematic model for the
corrosion mechanism of stainless steels in neptunium nitrate solution.

Metal
M

Solution
Npo?.

HNO,

NpO21

HN02

n.

Fig.5

Model for the corrosion mechanism of stainless steel in neptunium nitrate solution.

5. Conclusions
Corrosion tests of type 304L SS in boiling neptunium nitrate solution were conducted under
immersion and heat-transfer condition. After the tests, the weight loss measurement and the
quantitative analysis of metallic ions were conducted to evaluate the corrosion rates. The
surface morphology was observed by SEM. The valence of neptunium was analyzed by
photospectrometery. Following results were obtained:
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(1) The corrosion rate of stainless steel was accelerated by addition of neptuniurn in nitric
acid solution. Preferential intergranular corrosion attack was observed. The corrosion was
promoted under heat-transfer condition compared to immersion condition.
(2) In polarization measurements, the cathodic current was increased by addition of
neptunium.
(3) The absorption spectrum suggested that the re-oxidation of neptunium is one of the
controlling factors on the corrosion in neptunium nitrate solution.
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Abstract
A high-chromium austenitic stainless steel has been developed for an advanced fuel cladding
tube considering waterside corrosion and irradiation embrittlement. The candidate material
was irradiated in triple ion (Ni, He, H) beam modes at 573K up to 50dpa to simulate
irradiation damage by neutron and transmutation product. The change in hardness of the very
shallow surface layer of the irradiated specimen was estimated from the slope of load/depthdepth curve which is in direct proportion to the apparent hardness of the specimen. Besides,
the Swift's power low constitutive equation (---A( F_O+F
)n, A: strength coefficient, co:
equivalent strain by cold rolling, n: strain hardening exponent) of the damaged parts was
derived from the indentation test combined with an inverse analysis using a finite element
method (FEM). For comparison, Type3O4 stainless steel was investigated as well. Though
both Type3O4SS and candidate material were also hardened by ion irradiation, the increase in
apparent hardness of the candidate material was smaller than.that of Type3O4SS. The yield
stress and uniform elongation were estimated from the calculated constitutive equation by
FEM inverse analysis. The irradiation hardening of the candidate material by irradiation can
be expected to be lower than that of Type3O4SS.
Keywords: High-chromium austenitic stainless steel, Cladding tube, LWR, Ultra high
burnup, Ion irradiation, Constitutive equation, Finite element method,
Hardness, Mechanical properties, Indentation test

1. Introduction
The ultra-high burnup of LWR is considered to be an important technology for
establishing nuclear power plants as one of the most promising future energy system in point
view of reducing radioactive wastes and electrical cost. Cladding materials with the excellent
long performance under heavy irradiation would be required to these developments. The high
chromium austenitic stainless stee1s(25Cr-35Ni-0.2Ti UHP)r" were selected as one of
candidates that is possible to made by the present engineering technologies. And, there are
many practical irradiation data as uel cladding tubes made of austenitic stainless steels in
LWRs and LMFBRs. Many fuel cladding tubes made of austenitic stainless had been suffered
Corresponding author, Tel:+81-29-282-6385 Fax:+81-29-282-6489.
E-mail adderess: iokaa),popsvrtokai.-jaeri.Xo.W (I.loka)
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from environmental cracking along with longitudinal in early BWR and PVV`R plants [2-51
Moreover, the uniform elongation of Type 304SS and 316SS was rapidly decreased with
increasing neutron dose[6-8] at the practical temperature range (473-673K). Therefore, it is
important to suppress environmental cracking and ductility loss on the high chromium
austenitic alloys for cladding tubes. A triple ion beam facility at JAERI was used for
simulating the effect of iradiation on the 'mechanical properties of the candidate ' material.
However, the ion iadiated area is limited to the very shallow surface layer (<2[tm depth) so
that the iadiation damage is distributed around the thin layer. A indentation technique was
applied to examine the ion iradiation effect on the mechanical properties of the thin layer[91.
In this study, the change in apparent hardness of the very shallow surface layer of the
irradiated material was calculated from the slope of load/depth-depth curve which is in direct
proportion to the appearance hardness of the material. Besides, the Swift's power low
constitutive equation a--A(Fo+F,)n, A: strength coefficient, : equivalent strain by cold rolling,
n: strain hardening exponent) of the damaged parts was derived from the microindentation
test combined with an inverse analysis[IO] using a finite element method (FEM). The material
properties of the candidate material were compared with that of Type 304SS after ion
irradiation to evaluate the irradiation hardening characteristics of the candidate material.
2. Experimental procedure
2.1 Material
The chemical composition of candidate material is 25Cr-35Ni-Ti UHP with high
austenite stability at iadiation temperature as shown in Table 1. It was melted using cold
crucible induction melting (CCIM) for attaining ultra high purity of which total impurities is
less than 100ppm. The billet was prepared by hot forging after solution annealed at 1373K for
one hour and water cooled. The cladding tube with 11.3mm in outer diameter, 0.4mm. in
thickness and 1000mm in length was produced by incorporating the thermo-mechanical
treatment so-called SAR abbreviated the strained, Aged and recrystallized)[ 1. The treatment
consists of 65% cold-worked, aged at 873K for 15hours and recrystallized at 1048K for
I Ohours. The interstitial solutes such as C, N, and are stabilized in intra-grains as uniformly
distributed fine precipitates. Finally, 7 cold-worked was conducted to the cladding tube for
getting the sufficient tensile strength and for stretching. Type 304SS tubes were also used as a
reference of stainless steel cladding tubes in the past commercial use of LWRs. The reference
is the same Type 304SS cladding tubes made for fuel elements used in 'Mutsu'. The final
thermal history is 8% cold-worked after solution annealed.
Table I Chemical C mposition of the Material Tested in
ight Perce (%).
Materials
Fe
C I Si I Mn I P I
I Cr I Ni I Ti I N I
Co
25Cr-35Ni-Ti U
bal. 0.0013 <0.005 10.00 I 0.001 .0009124.55 134.99 10.181 0.0014L.00 I I
Type 304SS1 bat. 0.063 049 1 1.45 10.01610.012118.72110.271
I
I
The specimens for ion irradiation were cut into 3mm, diameter by the slurry drill from
cladding tubes and then the bulge of the specimen was emoved by polishing precisely. The
surface of the specimen was finally electrochemically polished. The specimens were
irradiated using triple ion beam accelerator equipped in the TIARA at Takasaki site of JAERL
The iadiation condition was selected based on the condition calculated with computer
simulation by assuming 10OGwd/t(MOX) on AI3WRs. The dose rate, helium by (n, a) and
hydrogen by (n, p) were adjusted by the ion iadiation of 12MeV Ni3+, 1 IMeV He+ and
380keV H at 573K corresponding to cladding surface temperature. The Ni3+, He+, and H ion
beams were generated by Tandem accelerator, Single-ended accelerator and Ion implanter
respectively. More detailed description of the triple ion beam facility is given elsewhere (121
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For triple ion beam iadiation, the beams were applied simultaneously. The Ni3+ ion produces
displacement damage in the surface layer of the specimen. The He+ and H ions simulate the
effect of He generation during Ni(n, a) and the effect of H generation during Ni(n, p),
respectively.
The SRIM97 code was used to calculate the implanted ion distribution and the
displacement dose as a function of depth from the specimen surface. The calculation results
are shown in Fig. . Fig. I (a) represents the displacement damage in dpa by Ni3+ as a function
of depth from the surface. The displacement damage by He+ and H ions is disregarded,
because they are small. The peak dose is about II dpa around 2gm. The He+ and H ions
were implanted in depth ranges from 1.0 to 1.5gm using energy degraders with aluminum foil.
Fig. I (b) shows the distribution of the implanted Ni3+, He+ and H ions in the specimen as a
function of depth. The peak of Ni3+ ion (2.8at%) occurs about 2gm. The He+ and H ions in
the implanted range were 100- 150 appmHe and 1000 1600 appmH, respectively. The
implanted He+ and H ions were controlled to neglect the effect of implanted Ni3+ ions. The
ratios of helium and hydrogen concentrations to dpa (appm/dpa) were about 23 appmHe/dpa
and 20-30 appmH/dpa for simulating 10OGwd/t(MOX) on ABWRs condition. The damage
rate was about 1.6x 10,3 dpa/s.
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Fig. I Depth profiles of (a) displacement damage by nickel and (b) nickel, hydrogen and
helium concentrations in the specimen irradiated by triple beams
2.2 Indentation test
The indentation tests were carried out on the polished surfaces of specimens at room
temperature. Two types of indenters were used for the indentation test. One is the Berkovich
indenter for masuring the apparent hardness, the other is the conical indenter that has a
hemispherical apex with radius of 1.2gm for deriving the constitutive equation. A testing
machine, DUH-201 (Shimazu Co, Japan), was used for it. During loading and unloading, the
load and indent depth were continuously measured with a resolution of 19.6RN and I m,
respectively. A load was imposed through the indenter on the specimen's surface with loading
rate of 2.7mN/s, held for Is, and then removed. The maximum load of WN was chosen not
to be affected by the size effect manly due to the roughness of the indenter apex and the
roughness of the specimen surface, as taking both the indentation depth and the radius of the
indenter apex into account.
2.3 Identification of constitutive equation
The inverse analysis was carried out using an explicit FEM code, LS-DYNA, which
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enables us to robustly analyze a large deformation accompanying with contacting behavior. In
the analysis, the indenter and specimen were treated as axisymmetric two-dimensional bodies
to take calculative efficiency into account. The modeled indenters were perfectly rigid. The
contact interface between the specimen and the indenter was assumed to be frictionless,
because the frictional force induced with friction coefficient up to 03 had few effects on the
load-depth relationship. The mesh size is given to be sufficiently fine to keep accuracy: the
minimum element size around the apex contacting zone was 0.05Rm. The total number of the
elements used in the model was 1509. The loading rate in the calculation was small enough to
neglect an inertia effect as a static condition.
The constitutive equation of the material installed into the model was assumed to be a
simple power-law which is generally believed to be applicable to normal metallic materials as
follows:
or= EE

or :5 cry

(1)

or = AE + E)'

(2)

EO = (cry /A)"' - (cry

E)

a

> 9y

(3)

where, a is true stress, E true strain, E Young's modulus, y yield stress, A work hardening
coefficient and n work hardening exponent. Hereafter, we have to identify the following
material constants; ay, A and n through the inverse analysis on the load-depth, L-D, curve.

The flow chart of the identification
with inverse analysis is illustrated in Fig'
2. Here, C and E are determinants of
material constants and estimated errors of
material
constants.
Z
and
Y
determinants
of
experimental

lo-

are
and

Zs (L, dUdD)

calculated values on L and dL/dD. R is
determinant of error in measuring systems.
S.. is the maximum number of steps in
the divided L-D curve. H is M
procedure of the inverse
follows.

4
F E M Analysis
YS (L, dUdD) Hs

OC. The

+

analysis is as

Kalman filter

s

1) Co, Eo, R and Sma,, are input as initial
values.

S=S+l

2 Z of L and dL/dD at step S is input.
3)

Y.

of L

and
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step
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>

calculated by FEM code.

es

4) The estimated values on C and E are
given by the following equation of

I

CSM21

I
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Step S

Depth

Kalman filter using each value, Cs, Es, Ys,
H., and R at step S,

Fig.2 Flow chart for identification of material
constants

= Cs I ESHSR -1(Zs
Es=(Es -'+Hs T -'H S)_1
Cs

YS)

(4)
(5)
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5) Go back to 2 and repeat the process up
to Sa,,. Finally we can obtain the optimal
values CSma,, estimated at final step Sma,,.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Hardness
The relationshi s between load and
depth obtained by the indentation test of
25Cr-35NI-Ti UHP and Type 304SS were
expressed as the L/D-D curves, as shown
in Fig.3. Each data point is an average
from five indentations. The measured
curves of the unirradiated(solid line) and
triple ion irradiated(dotted line) specimens
are plotted together. The curves were fitted
with L/D=a+bD, where D is a depth (Rm)
from the surface, L is the load(gf) at that
depth, and a and b are constant. In
particul ar, the value of b is in direct
proportion to the appearance hardness of
stage up to
the materiall"]. The
around 0.1[xm in each curve should be
neglected because this part of the curve is
very dependent on surface roughness of the
specimen and the roundness of indenter's
tip shape, regardless of the change of the
material property. The slope of the ion
irradiated curve is higher than that of the
unirradiated curve up to a depth of OARm.
It means that the ion irradiated layer (about
2gm) affects the L/D-D response of the ion
irradiated specimen up to 0.4gm depth.
Figure 4 shows the relative ratio of
appearance hardness for the iadiated
specimens normalized to it of original
specimens. The irradiation defects such as
black dots, loops, and bubbles are
considered to be strongly relation to the
irradiation hardening and ductility loss.
The irradiation hardening of 25Cr-35Ni-Ti
UHP is expected to be lower than that of
Type 304SS from fig.4.
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3.2 Constitutive equation
Figure
shows the L-D curves
measured using the conical indenter, and
the calculated results using material
constants in Eqs (I)-(3)
identified
according to the method with the inverse
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Type3O4SS

UHP

Fig.4 Relative ratio of hardness for specimens
irradiated 50dpa by triple ion beams to
it of original specimens at 278K
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analysis on the L-D curve. Regardless of
the materials, the calculated L-D curves
agree with the experimental ones well.
The material constants estimated from the
inverse analyses on the L-D curves of
25Cr-35Ni-Ti UHP and Type 304SS are
summarized Table 2 Increase in yield
stress of Type 304SS was bigger than that
of the 25Cr-35Ni-Ti UHP. It is well
known that a hardness can be related to a
yield stress. The result is in fairly good
ith the change in apparent
agreement w
hardness as shown in Fig.4. The change
in the value of A is same in both
specimens by ion irradiation. The value of
n corresponds to the uniform deformation
of the material. After ion irradiation, the
decrease in n of Tpe 304SS was bigger
than that of 25Cr-35Ni-Ti UHP. So, it
seems that the ductility loss of Type
304SS by ion irradiation is larger than
that of 25Cr-35Ni-Ti UHP. As a result, the
irradiation hardening of the candidate is
expected to be lower than that of Type
304SS from Fig.4 and the estimated
material constants.
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4. Conclusions
Z
The mechanical properties of the
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
ion irradiated material which is a
Depth dgm
candidate for ultra-high burnup fuel Fig.5 L-D curves measured using the conical
cladding was examined using the novel
indenter, and the calculated results by
technology used the indentation technique
the inverse analysis
combined with numerical calculation.
(1) The apparent hardness of Type 304SS was higher than that of the candidate after ion
irradiation.
(2) The constants in the constitutive equation for the ion irradiated thin layer were determined
by the inverse analyses with Kalman filter.
(3) The mechanical properties
Table 2 The material constants estimated from the inverse
of the irradiated thin layer
analyses on the L-D curves of 25Cr-35Ni-Ti UHP
was deduced using the
and Type 304SS
obtained constitutive equation.
(4) Increase in yield stress of
Type 304SS was bigger than
that of the candidate. The
result is in fairly good
agreement with the result of
apparent hardness.

Type 304SS

25Cr-35Ni-Ti
UHP
-450-

Gy, MPa A, MPa
Unirrad.
213
1464
Irrad.
528
1564
Irrad./Unirrad.
2.45
1.07
Unirrad.
191
1397
Irrad.
411
1492
Irrad./Unirrad.
2.15
1.07

n
0.29
0.23
0.79
0.36
0.33
0.92
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